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FOREWORD

The 6th General Conference which took "Trends in Physics" as its theme

certainly accomplished what it set out to do. Over a period of 5 days there were

15 plenary lectures and more than 90 invited lectures given in the parallel

sessions. The plenary talks began with a report by C. Rubbia from CERN on the

recent results obtained with the proton-antiproton collider. The main part of this

talk concerned the discovery of the w and z° particles, the identification of

which must rate as one of the most, if not the most important discovery in

particle physics in the last 30 years. The other plenary talks covered a wide

range of topics from a report by G. Binnig on the development of the scanning

tunnelling microscope which was the recipient of the Hewlett-Packard Europhysics

Prize, through a review of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox by J. Bell to

a final report on contemporary cosmology by Zeldovich.

Many of the parallel sessions had an interdisciplinary flavour such as that

on neutrino physics and astrophysics at one end of the spectrum to physics and

agriculture at the other. The range of subjects chosen is too large to mention

individually here but we owe a great debt to Professor Leon van Hove and his

colleagues on the International Programme Committee and the Symposia Organizers

tor their efforts in arranging such an excellent programme.

Equally we owe a great debt to the Local Organizing Committee under Professor

J. Kaczer. Anyone who has ever been involved in organizing a physics conference

will realize what a mammoth task it must have been not only to make the technical

provision for about 14C lectures and 80 posters taking place in the short period

of 5 days but also to provide for the personal needs of about 750 delegates coming

from all parts of the globe.

On behalf of the European Physical Society may I express my thanks to one and

all for making this week in Prague such an enjoyable one.

G.H. Stafford

President of the European Physical Society



EDITORIAL NOTE

Every conference editor faces two conflicting requirements - to make the pro-

ceedings as complete as possible and to publish them in the shortest possible time.

We believe that we chose an acceptable compromise by shifting the deadline to the

end of September. As a result, these volumes contain 103 of the total of 107 in-

vited lectures delivered to the Conference, thirteen of them being in the form of

abstracts only.

The plenary lectures are followed by those from the 17 Symposia, arranged in

each section in the order in which they were presented at the Conference. The ti-

tle pages of some sections list also those lectures that were presented but are

not published here.

At the request of the organizers of the Symposia "Non-Linear Plasma Astrophys-

ics" and "Atomic and Molecular Physics" seven orally presented contributed papers

were admitted for publication by the Organizing Committee. These are included at

the ends of the sections.

Most of the texts are reproduced from camera-ready manuscripts making the

authors fully responsible for the content, style, and arrangement. Unfortunately,

in some cases it was necessary to re-type the text and to print it without the

author's reading the proof.

In spite of the fact that some of the lectures are missing, we hope that these

Proceedings reflect the profile of the Conference and that they will stand as

a reminder of the profitable and pleasant week the representatives of the European

physical community have spent in Prague.

J. Janta, J. PantofliSek
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into a new groundstate (quantum fluid) forms the basis for an analysis
of that fractional quantum Hall effect, and the transition from a quantum fluiíd to
a quantcto solid (Wigner lattice) will be the subject of experimental and theore-
tical research work in the near future.
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COMPACT GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES

</. van Paradije

Astronomical Institute "Anton Pannekoek" University of Amsterdam

ABSTRACT: In this paper a brief review is given on compact galactic X-ray sources. These are

accreting compact objects in binary systems, accompanied by either a massive or a low-mass star.

Included are a comparison of the observed properties of these massive and low-mass X-ray binaries,

a short outline of their structural differences, and a summary of the constraints which can be put

on neutron-star properties from X-ray observations of such systems.

INTRODUCTION

The most striking characteristic of the X-ray sky is the distribution of the brightest X-ray

sources along the plane of the Milky Way, and their concentration toward the direction of the

galactic center (see Fig. 1). This picture emerged already from the many short observations made

during the 1960's, Ír. which balloons and rockets were used to carry X-ray sensitive detectors

above the earth atmosphere, and was confirmed by the first systematic X-ray survey of the sky,

performed with the UHURU satellite [1],

This map leads to the immediate conclusion that these bright X-ray sources are members of

our galaxy, and are located at typical distances of a few 1020 m. Their observed X-ray fluxes

then correspond to X-ray luminosities in the range tO29 to 1031 W, i.e. 103 to 105 times the

solar luminosity.

These X-ray sources are close binary stars, in which matter is transferred from a more or

less normal star to a compact object (a

neutron star or black hole). Such accretion

of matter onto a compact star is an extremely

efficient mechanism of energy generation, in

which more than 10 percent of the rest mass

of the infalling matter can be emitted in

the form of high-energy photons (mainly in

the 1-20 keV range).

In this lecture I will discuss the

global characteristics of these compact X-ray

sources, and show observations of them,

through the constraints thty can provide on Fig. 1 Sky distribution (in galactic coordinates)

neutron-star parameters (such as mass and of bright X-ray eouraee* The site of the

radius), may inform us about the structure dots are a measure of the brightness of

of extremely dense matter. the source.(From [7]/.

ÄU SKYMAP
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X-RAY BINARY STARS

The idea that large amounts of energy could be produced by the infall of natter onto a

compact object was first proposed by Zel'dovich [2] and Salpeter [3], in order to explain the

high luminosities of quasars and radio galaxies. The application of this mechanisa to an

understanding of the galactic X-ray sources was stimulated by the identification [4] in 1966 of

the brightest X-ray source, Sco X-1, with a faint star, whose optical spectrum showed similarities

to those of old novae. These were known to be mass-exchanging binary stars, and this led to the

suggestion [5] that the X-ray emission was the result of mass transfer from a normal star to a

compact object in a binary system. However, direct observational evidence for the binary nature

of galactic X-ray sources was lacking, until the discovery in the source Cen X-3 of periodically

recurring X-ray eclipses and of rapid periodic pulsations of the X-ray intensity, vhose time of

maximum showed sinusoidal variations in phase with the 2.1 day eclipse period [6,7]. These results

immediately led to a model of this X-ray source, consisting of a rapidly spinning, strongly

magnetized neutron star in orbit around a massive tar. Matter transferred fron the latter to the

neutron star flows along t lie magnetic field lines, and reaches the neutron-star surface at the

magnetic poles, where a localized hot region is formed, emitting X-rays. The Magnetic field axis

is not aligned with the spin axis, and as the neutron star rotates the visibility of the X-ray

emitting regions varies periodically, giving rise to pulsations of the X-ray intensity. (Thus

these X-ray pulsars must not be confused with radio pulsars, which are rotating, Magnetized

neutron stars, almost all of them single and non-accreting. These emit radiation due to the loss

of rotational kinetic energy [8]). Because of the orbital motion of the X-ray pulsar the light-

travel time of the X-ray signal varies periodically: the largest delays occur when the neutron

star is at the far side of its orbit, i.e. when the companion star can eclipse the *-ray source.

Soon after the discovery that Cen X-3 is a binary star the basic outline of the origin and

evolution of such a system was given [9]. In the years following the existence of a class of such

massive X-ray binaries as a major constituent of the galactic population of X-ray sources became

well established by the discovery of more X-ray pulsars and the optical identification of tsany

of these with massive, young and bright stars, with a so-called OB type spectr in.

In spite of the succes of this massive X-ray binary model it was clear that it could not

provide a satisfactory description of all galactic X-ray sources. This was clear from the lack

of the characteristics of a massive star in the spectrum of Sco X-1, and fras the sky distribution

of the brighter sources, which differs from that of massive, and therefore young, stars, which arc

located in a very thin layer throughout the galactic disk.

This suggested that at least two populations of galactic X-ray sources exist (10). Indeed,

on the basis of a variety of observational evidence it has been established that a large majority

Fig. 2 Dieaooery of 4.S second puUatione of the X-ray inteneity of Cen X-!. The etou variation
of the average tignal it due to the entrance and exit of the eourae in the field of vitu
of the detector. (From \6\).
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Fig. S

Relative phasing of the

X-ray eclipses and the

variation of the Oappler

delays of the pulse-arrival

times for Cen X-3.

(From [?]>.

of the bright galactic X-ray sources fall into either one of two groups, with properties which

show fairly bimodal distributions. (For a review of the developments leading to this view see

[11,16]). This division into two groups is due to a difference in the mass of the companion stars

of compact objects in binary systems. These are either more massive than ~ 10 solar masses (i.e.

systems like Cen X-3) or less massive than the sun (e.g. Sco X-1). Thus we recognize the massive

X-ray binaries and the low-mass X-ray binaries. The gap in the mass distribution of the companion

stars is due to the fact that the only "easy" way to produce a long-lived bright X-ray source

is either by stellar-wind mass loss from a massive star, or by tidal-lobe overflow of a low-mass

star [12]. Stars less massive than ~10 solar masses have too weak a stellar wind to power a strong

X-ray source, and tidal-lobe overflow of a star more massive than the sun fives rise to such a

high mass-transfer rate that the X-ray source is smothered.

A COMPARISON OF MASSIVE AND LOW-HASS X-RAY BINARIES

In this section 1 summarize briefly the main characteristics of the two groups of X-ray

binaries. Extensive reviews of this subject can be found in [13,14].

• The optical properties of massive X-ray binaries are dominated by the massive companion star.

Sometimes the presence of the X-ray source is noticeable in feeble emission features, superposed

on an otherwise normal stellar absorption-line spectrum. Because of this much is known about these

systems by just looking at their spectrum. The ratios of X-ray to optical luminosity of massive

Fig. 4

Schematic representation of the two modes
of mass transfer in X-ray binaries. On the
left hand Bide mase tranafev occura beaauee
the companion star exceeds a critical tidal
surface. The natter lost from the companion
accreteo onto the compact star via an
accretion diek. On the right hand aide mass
ie transferred by a fast outflowing uind,
part of which ÍB captured by the compact
star. These modes occur in low-mass and
massive X-ray binaries, respectively.
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F-ig. 5 Optical spectra of the low-mass X-ray

binaries Sao X-l and 4U/MXB1735-44

í a burst source). (From [52]).

X-ray binaries are distributed over a wide

range, between 10~5 and ~1. The optical

counterparts of low-mass X-ray binaries have

spectra in which absorption lines, indicative

of the presence of a normal star, are

generally absent (see Fig. 5). Their optical

emission is dominated by reprocessing of

X-rays in an accretion disk around the

compact object, which outshines the faint

low-mass companion by a large factor. In

these systems the ratio of X-ray to optical

luminosity is determined by the fraction of

the X-rays which are intercepted by the

accretion disk; their values cluster around

~50, i.e. much higher than for the massive

X-ray binaries. (For a review of optical

properties oT X-ray sources see [14,15]).

• In Fig. 6 the sky distributions of the optically identified massive and low-mass X-ray binaries

are compared. The massive systems are strongly concentrated in a narrow band along the galactic

plane, where other young objects and regions of present star formation are found. The low-mass

X-ray binaries show a much wider distribution with respect to the galactic plane, and are also

somewhat concentrated toward the galactic center. This indication that they belong to an older

galactic population is strengthened by the location of a dozen of them inside globular clusters.

These star clusters are among the oldest objects known in our galaxy, with ages in excess of

1010 years.(See [11,16] for reviews of globular-cluster X-ray sources; for a statistical

determination of their mass see [17]).

• There is a striking difference in the X-ray variability characteristics of the two groups of

X-ray binaries. A large fraction of the massive X-ray binaries show X-ray pulsations, i.e. they

contain neutron stars with a strong magnetic field (B ~10* T). Independent evidence for such strong

magnetic fields in X-ray pulsars has been obtained from the observation of X-ray cyclotron lines

in the spectra of some of them.(See [18] for a review of these observations). X-ray pulsations have

been observed in only very few low-mass X-ray binaries. On the other hand, many of them show

X-ray bursts (see Fig. 7), in which the X-ray intensity rises by typically an order of magnitude

within a few seconds and decays, back to the pre-burst quiescent level, on a time scale of tens

of seconds to minutes. Time intervals between X-ray bursts are of the order of hours to a day,

UMM

Pig. e Sky dietributiont (in galactic coordinates) of optically identified mateive and low-mats
X-ray binaries (left and right hand panel, raspaativelyI. Tht clusters of mastive syttema
off tht galaotia plane are eourate located in the Magellanic Clouds. (From Hi]).
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7 Composite time profite in five X-ray
energy clianneis of seven X-ray bursts from
MXB1723-34. The softening of the X-ray burst
spectrum is apparent from the decrease of the
b\irst duration with increasing X-ray energy.
(From Í5J]!.

but intervals as short as six minutes

have been observed, and in some

burst sources previous burst

activity stopped for a long time.

X-ray bursts are the result of

thermonuclear flashes in previously

accreted matter on the surface of a

neutron star. (For a review of the

observations and theory of X-ray

bursts see [16]). X-ray bursts have

never been observed from massive

X-ray binaries. Also X-ray bursts

and X-ray pulsations are mutually

exclusive phenomena, which indicates

that the presence of a strong

magnetic field suppresses the

instability of the nuclear burning

in the surface layers of neutron stars,

as is expected from theoretical

considerations also [19],

This almost separate occurrence of pulsations in massive X-ray binaries and of bursts in law-mass

X-ray binaries can be understood as a result of the absence of a strong magnetic field in old

neutron stars. Independent evidence for the decay of neutron-star magnetic fields, on a time scale

of a few million years, has been obtained from a comparison of the ages of radio pulsars, as

determined from their spin-down times and from their kinematic properties in the galaxy [20].

SJ x-ray eclipses by the companion star have been observed in many massive X-ray binaries, but only

very few in low-mass X-r.".y binaries. In pnrt, this can be understood as a result of the small size

of the low-mass companion. However, Iln-rc- is strnns evidence for a selection effect, caused by the

large thickness of accretion disks in low-mass X-ray binaries [21): X-ray sources which, because of

a favourable inclination angle of their orbital plane, should show X-ray eclipses by the companion

star, are then occulted by the accretion disk throughout their orbit and therefore not detected.

In some low-mass X-ray binaries the X-ray

intensity does not show eclipses, but instead — EXOSAT uS 4U1755-33

periodic dips, with an irregular non-repeating

structure (see Fig. 8). These are caused

by X-ray absorption in a (variable) bulge at

the outer edge of the accretion disk. In

such systems the disk, as seen from the

neutron star, subtends a larger angle from

the orbital plane than the companion

star [22-25].

• The spectra of low-mass X-ray binaries are,

in general, much softer than those of massive

X-ray binaries, with the exception of the few

low-mass X-ray binaries which show pulsations,

(see e.g. (261). This division into hard and

soft X-ray spectra is probably caused by a

different geometry of the accretion flow

close to the neutron star, tf the neutron-star

<• » I
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Fig.S Exosat observations of the X-ray intensity
variations of 4V17SS-SS, shooing periodic
"dipe", which have an irregular internal
structure. These are due to oceultatione of
the X-ray source by a thickened region in
the outer part of a diek. (Prom IBS]).
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magnetic field is very strong the inflow occurs via an accretion column onto relatively small

magnetic polar caps. For weak fields the accretion disk can extend inward to the surface of the

neutron star, as it is not disrupted by the magnetic field. Host of the X-rays then originate from

the inner parts of the disk and the boundary layer between the disk and the neutron star. This

produces a much larger emitting area than the polar caps of magnetized neutron stars.

Summarizing the above comparison, we arrive at a descriptive framework for X-ray binaries,

in which the main factor which determines their observed properties is the mass of the companion

star, the distribution of which shows a gap between ~1 and ~10 solar masses. Correlated with this

gap is a division according to age. The companion-star mass determines the optical properties of

the system, and the mode of mass transfer (and thereby the eclipse behaviour). The distinction

according to age, through the decay of the neutron-star magnetic field, gives rise to the

predominant occurrence of X-ray pulsations and hard X-ray spectra in the massive X-ray binaries,

and to X-ray bursts and soft X-ray spectra in the low-mass X-ray binaries.

OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON PROPERTIES OF NEUTRON STARS

Neutron stars represent the most compact state of matter presently known. Typical values for

their mass and radius are ~ one solar mass (2 1030 kg) and ~10 km, respectively, and their central

density exceeds that of nuclear matter (2.8 I011 kg/ms). Up to this density the structure of

condensed matter is reasonably well understood, but at supranuclear densities there is substantial

disagreement about the correct equation of state [27-29],

For a given equation of state the structure of a cold non-rotating neutron star is

determined by its mass, which in its turn determines its central density. By varying the latter

parameter one obtains a set of neutron-star models, with corresponding predicted relations between

observable quantities, such as mass, radius

and moment of inertia (see e.g. [30]).

Some neutron-star properties are rather

sensitive to Che equation of state employed,

and for this reason observations of neutron

stars may yield information about the

structure of highly condensed matter, that

is, perhaps, difficult to obtain otherwise

(cf. [31]).

Neutron stars manifest themselves in

different ways, e.g. radio pulsars, X-ray

pulsars, X-ray bursters and Y-ray bursters.

This has led to a variety of attempts to

put observational constraints on their

properties. Fig. 9 Relations between gravitational mass

At present these constraints are not and radius of neutron stars, calculated

sufficiently unambiguous or tight to for a number of currently viable

favour particular equations of state or equations of state. (From 127], see this

rule out others, except perhaps the most work for identification of the curves).

extreme ones (see e.g. [32]).

• With regard to the interpretation of observational data the determination of neutron-star

masses would seem to offer the least problems. These have been obtained from classical analyses

of the orbital parameters of the X-ray and optical components of binary X-ray sources (via

Keppler's Third Law), and from observations of the relativistic apsidal motion and transverse

Doppler effect of the binary radio pulsar [32). A summary of our present knowledge of the
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masses of neutron stars [33,34] is shown in

Fig. 10. These results are all consistent

with a mass of 1.4 ± 0.2 solar masses, which

is the value expected if neutron stars are

formed by the collapse of Che core of a

massive star or by the collapse of an

accreting white dwarf in a close binary

system. However, it cannot be excluded that

some neutron stars have a different mass;

of particular interest is the system

Vela X-1» whose (95 percent confidence)

lower mass limit of 1.55 solar mass may

already be difficult to reconcile with the

softest equations of state (cf. Fig. 9).

• Some information on neutron-star radii

may be obtained from studies of X-ray

bursts, based on the observation that during

decay their behaviour is well described by

a cooling black body of constant size

( [16] and references therein). From the

assumption that they are indeed black bodies

one can derive an equivalent black-body

radius, which scales with the distance to

the source. These distances are not well

known for individual sources. A statistical

analysis has yielded an average black-body

radius of 8.5 ± 1.6 km, consistent with the

results obtained for burst sources located

in globular clusters. Because of the

gravitational redshift of the radiation

emitted from a neutron-star surface such an

I

A • 11

r i i r
4U0900-40

4UI538-52

S M C X - l

\ Cen X-3

-M UMC X-4

Her X - I

PSR 1913 + 16

l i l i
0 1 2 3 4 5

Neutron-Stor Mass (M0)

Fig, 10 Summary of our present knowledge of

neutron-star masses. Six values have

been derived from orbital analyses of

binary X-i>ay pulsars, PSR 1913+16 is a

binary radio pulsar. The hatched region

represents the range of masses expected

from current theories of neutron-star

formation. (From [34]).apparent radius defines a relation between the

real radius and the mass of a neutron star [35].

This type of analysis depends critically on assumptions about (i) the geometry of the burst

emitting region (spherical symmetry; interaction of the X-rays with the environment of the neutron

star); (ii) the relation between the surface brightness of the neutron star and the spectral energy

distribution of the burst emission, which may well deviate from that of a Planck function [36-38].

The diagnostic value of X-ray bursts has recently increased by the possible detection of absorption

features in X-ray burst spectra [39] (see Fig. \\)t If the origin of these features can be

identified, they may provide a direct measure of the gravitational redshift at the surface of a

neutron star.

• At their formation during a supernova event neutron stars are very hot. From a calculation of

their subsequent thermal evolution one can derive a cooling curve, i.e. a relation between the

age of a neutron star and its luminosity due to thermal emission from the surface. Such cooling

curves, for different assumed equations of state, can be compared with soft X-ray observations of

the thermal emission from radio pulsars and recently formed neutron stars inside supernova

remnants. These observations are consistent with all currently viable equations of state (see

[40] and references therein).
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B A rotational stability analysis of neutron-

star models, prompted by the recent discovery

of a 1.5 millisecond radio pulsar [41] has

shown that none of the "standard" equations

of state shown in Fig. 9 can be excluded,

although the hardest of them are just

barely allowed [42,43].

• The rotation period B of accreting neutron

stars undergo secular changes due to torques

exerted by the accreting matter. The observed

spin-up rates of X-ray pulsars have provided

additional compelling evidence that these

objects are neutron stars 144,45]. The

relation between spin-up rate and accretion,

which depends on the details of the mechanism

of angular-momentum transfer, may eventually

lead to constraints on the moment of inertia

and the mass-radius relation of neutron stars

[46,47]. In addition the rotation periods of

radio pulsars and accreting X-ray pulsars

show sudden jumps and irregular changes.

Statistical analysis of these phenomena may

be used to probe the internal structure and

dynamical properties of neutron stars

(see [28]and references therein).

BURST FROM MXB1636-536

ENERGY (KEV)

Fig. 11 Discovery of absorption features in

X-ray burst spectra from observations

aith the X-ray satellite Tenma of

a burst from the eourae MXB1S36-S3.

These features nay lead to a

measurement of the gravitational

reashift from a neutron—star surface.

(Prom 139]).

• Electron-positron annihilation lines have been

observed in the spectra of gamma-ray bursts (see e.g. [4S]), which are widely believed to originate

from strongly magnetized neutron stars. These may yield a measure of the gravitational redshift

of radiation emitted from a neutron-star surface. However, in the likely presence of a strong

magnetic field [49] the line is broadened and shifted [50], and the evaluation of the redshift may

be a difficult problem (see also [51]).
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TIME OF FUGHT EXPERIMENTS OF He AND H +

SCATTERED FROM MOLECULES AND SOLID SURFACES

J.P. Toennies
Max-Planck Institut fur Stromungs-f orschung, Bottingerstr. 4-8, 3400 Gottingsn,

Fedsra'. Kspublic of Germany

"The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large

part of phvsics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the

difficulty is only that the apDlication of these lavs leads to equations much ton

complicated to b* soluble."

P.A.M. Dlrac / V

Much fundamental research in physics is devoted to a better understanding of

the forces between the constituent particles of which matter is composed. In

molecular Dhysics there are essentially two tvpes of potentials: a strong chemical

potential between two open sh^ll atoms or molecules anŕl a weak van der Waals poten-

tial in which one of the oartners is a closed shell atom nr mnleoul'1. These poten-

tials are fundamental for an understanding of molecular matter (see Fig. 1). Tf we

Theoretical Pathways:

Propwtiu of MauKular Malta

Quantum chemistry

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram showina theoreti-

cal pathways for the prediction of macro-

scopic observable properties of molecules

and agqregate matter. The bottleneck is the

determination of the potentials by quantum

chemistry and thus experiments are needed.

knew these potentials with sufficient precision then we would be in an excellent

position to predict many properties of gases, liquids and solids since statistical

mechanical theory and crystal theory are to a large extent well developed. Unfortu-

nately even though the interactions between the individual electrons and nuclei are

simple Coulomb forces, the calculation of the potentials in the Born Oppenheimer

approximation, which assumes the collision time to be much longer than the electron

periods, is still not possible for atoms and molecules with more than 3 or 4

electrons with the accuracv necessarv for many applications. Considerable progress

has been made in recent ypar« in gaining more insight lnl-o the quantitative fea-

tures of these potentials froi» a variety <~>f experiments. The ultimate goal is to

develop simple, yet powerful models for these potentials which fit experiment and

rely as much as possible on accurate theoretical quantities and thus bridge the gaps

that theory cannot fill *t the moment.

UV, visible and infra-rud spectroscopy have provided a vast amount of informa-

tion on the electronic, vibrational and rotational states of bound diatomic

47
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molecules. These data, combined with quantum chemical theory, have led to a very

good understanding of the chemical potential between tfc-o atoms. The situation for

triatomic systems is quite good, but the available potentials are limited to low

energies of excitation and the electronic ground state. For polyatomic systems the

situation is even less satisfactory. The vibronic coupling between the electronic

and vibrational states of a large molecule still provides challenging problems.

The van der Waals potentials are much more difficult to calculate because of their

relatively small magnitude, yet they are of paramount concern for understanding

the equations of state and dynamical properties of gases, liquids and soli Is. By

carefully gleaning all the information from bulk measurements, spectroscopic

studies and recent molecular beam scattering experiments we now know the potentials

between rare gas atoms to within a few per cent in the important region of the

attractive well /2/. For molecular van der Waals interactions the anisotropy of the

potentials and their dependence on the intramolecular bond distances are less well

understood. Just as with the chemical potential our knowledge decreases with the

increasing size of the systems.

In this review we will attempt to illustrate some recent progress in under-

standing van der Waals and chemical potentials. The emphasis is on 3-body and many-

body systems and their interactions. All of the following four experiments, which

are from our laboratory, use the same experimental technique of time of flight

energy loss spectroscopy of atomic particles. Although this technique is used

extensively in many other fields of physics, e.g. nuclear scattering, it is only

rather recently that it has been possible to achieve sufficiently monoenergetic

beams and detector sensitivity to make such experiments possible in molecular

physics.

The first experiment deals with the measurement of the anisotropy of the van

der Waals potential between atoms and diatomic molecules /3/. Since the excitation

probability depends on the amount of anisotropy it can be determined by fitting

the inelastic cross sections. Two techniques have been used in the past to resolve

state selected rotational excitation in molecular collisions. In the one approach

deflecting fields or lasers are used to select and analyse the beams for single

defined quantum states, while in the second more universal technique energy loss

spectroscopy is used to determine the probability that certain states are excited.

The latter technique was first applied to the collisional excitation of the H2

molecule and its isotopes because of their large level spacings. To extend this

experimental approach to more typical molecules such as Nj, 0-, CH. etc., new

technologies had to be developed. Probably of most importance was the development

of He nozzle beams with very narrow velocity distributions. In nozzle sources of

molecular beams the gas is expanded adiabatically from high pressure into vacuum.

In the course of the expansion the gas is cooled translationally and to a smaller

extent internally until collisions cease and a free molecular beam is formed. Be-

cause of a zero energy resonance the collision cross section between two He atoms

increases drastically from about 30 8 to more than 3,000 fi at temperatures of the

order of 1 K and below /A/. This fact and the reluctance of He to condense to

dimers leads to a far greater cooling in He than in any other gas and quasiequi-

librium tempertures of the order of 10 K have been reached. The velocity half-

widths of these He atom beams are less than 1% and the energy halfwidth is typical-

ly 0.4 meV at 20 meV beam energy.

Another important component of the apparatus is the detector which is a very

sensitive electron-bombardment magnetic mass spectrometer. Since the mass- spectro-
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meter cannot distinguish between He atoms in the beam and background gas many

differential pumping stages (typically 10) are used in the apparatus to reduce the

amount of diffusion of He from the source chamber at P.
He

10~3 Torr into the
-15 3

detector chamber, where He partial pressures of 10 Torr (10 atoms/cm ) are

achieved. Finally we note that a nozzle beam source is also used to produce a

nearly monoenergetic rotationally cold target beam which is necessary to make

possible high resolution energy loss experiments.

Fig. 2 shows some typical time of flight spectra of He atoms scattered from

4 different target molecules /5/. In the case of N 2 the resolution is sufficient

Fig. 2: Typical time of flight

spectra obtained in the

scattering of He from Nj, 0 2

Co and CH4 are shown. The

measuring time is typically

about 20 hours for each spectru

20 M 15
Flight Timt / ms«c

to clearly resolve the j = O* 2 transition (4E= 1,5 meV), in CO it is not quite

good enough since the j = 0 + 1 transition energy is only 0.5 meV. For other systems

the resolution is also more than adequate to resolve single quantum transitions.

These systems and HC1 as well as NO have all been studied over a wide range of

scattering angles. Pig. 3 shows the angular distributions for the total intensity

of He atoms scattered from N, (without TOF analysis), the j = 0-» 2, the j = 1 * 3

and the 0 + 4 transitions as well as a comparison with theoretical cross sections.

It is interesting to observe that the O -» 2 and the 1 •» 3 cross sections are out of

phase with the total cross section, which is mostly elastic scattering. This effect

is well-known in the analogous scattering experiments of o particles and protons

from nuclei at 40 MeV collision energies and has been discussed by Blair in terms

of Fraunhofer diffraction theory /6/. This theory allows us to extract the diffe-

rence in the semiaxes Ä of an effective hard ellipsoid directly from the inelastic

intensities with the resält of Ä = 0.66 8.

A more accurate comparison requires a realistic potential model with a long-

range attractive and soft repulsive potential shape. Since ab initio calculations

are not possible for such a "large" system we used a model of van der Waals poten-

tials employing a damping function to take account of the effect of overlap on the

individual dispersion coefficients in the expansion of the long-range attractive

dispersion potential /7/. From accurate SCF calculated Born-Mayer parameters for

the repulsive potential and accurately estimated dispersion coefficients for the

collinear and broadside approach of He to N2, the full van der Waals potential

could be calculated /8/. With a completely converged close-coupling calculation it

was then possible to calculate the cross sections shown by the solid curves in

Fig. 3. The agreement with experiment is very good and the value of A * 0.58 8 is

close to the Fraunhofer estimate /9/. Since then a potential which provides a best
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Fig. 3: Comparison of measured (points) and

theoretically predicted (continuous curves) for

total and state resolved inelastic cross sections

for He-N,

J0 « 20 30 to 50 60

Onur of mass nn0> [thgj

fit of all available bulk (virial and viscosity coefficients) and these experiments

has been found, but differs by only a few per cent from the above discussed model

potential /10/. A model potential for He-0. has also been determined /11/-

The resolution of state to state molecular cross sections for atomic

collision partners other than He is much more difficult since the same narrow

nozzle beam velocity distributions are not possible. For example Ar beams have a

velocity halfwidth of about 6%. Fortunately if the quantum jumps are large enough,

this may be sufficient to resolve individual rotational transitions. In the case

of Ar-O2 large quantum jumps are induced by a strong impulsive coupling to the

rotations of the 0~ molecule which is commonly called "rotational rainbows" /12/.

Very recently we could observe resolved rotational transitions j = 1* 7, 1 •» 9,

1 -• 11 and 1 + 13 in this way /13/. In the future we hope to resolve transitions

in N2-N2 and with this anisotropic potential open up the possibility to simulate

energy relaxation processes in aerodynamics.

The second experiment deals with high overtone vibrational spectroscopy of

polyatomic molecules which will be illustrated by a discussion of CF^. As mentioned

- in the introduction, infra-red and Raman spectroscopy only provide information on

the spacing of the lowest few normal mode vibrational states. At overtone levels

of about 5 or more a strong anharmonic coupling between the many normal modes and

combination bands is expected to lead to a quasicontinuum of levels /14/. This

concept based on laser multiphoton experiments has been questioned recently and

there is now some evidence that sharp discrete states may be found up to very high

overtone levels depending on the mode of excitation /15/. At some point it is

expected that these levels will become irregular (chaotic) /16/. There is, however,

spectroscopic evidenpe that the normal modes will simply shift over to local modes

which provide for the onset of dissociation /17/.

To probe these high overtone states we have introduced proton time of flight

energy loss spectroscopy. The experimental technique is strightforward. A pulsed

energy selected proton beam ^Eion
a 40 meV) is scattered from a beam of CF.

molecules. The time of flight of the protons is measured after a drift path of

3 meters. At proton energies of 10 to 20 eV the collision times are of the order

of 4-10~ sec. and thus much shorter than the vibrational periods (3-1O~14 s e c ) .

The field strengths seen by the molecule are of the order of 6*10" Volt/cm and
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in this way the molecule is coherently /18/ excited to a very high vibrational

energy. The observed distribution of transition probabilities over overtone states

agrees perfectly with a Poisson distribution supporting the interpretation in

terms of a simple forced oscillator model. Thus this experiment is quite analogous

to Coulomb excitation of nuclei. CF is particularly favorable for this type of

study since the dipóle moment derivative (which determines the coupling strength

to the electric field) of the v, mode is much greater than that- of the v. mode,

while the dipóle derivatives of the other two normal modes v1 and v, are zero.

For this reason about 95% of the energy transfer goes into the v, overtone states.

Recently we have identified a low intensity tail in the time of flight spectra

which corresponds to additional trajectories which are reflected from the

repulsive potential and thus come significantly closer to the center of the

molecule. Fig. 4 shows a recent time of flight spectrum in which this low intensi-

ty tail has been resolved in a 48 hour measurement /19/. The spectrum reveals a

sequence of nearly equidistant oscillator states up to n = 14. The levels are

surprisingly equidistant revealing little anharmonicity despite the fact that the

classical amplitude of motion at n = 14 is 0.14 8 and more than 10% of a C-F bond

distance. Thus so far we have found no evidence for either irregular level spacings

or local mode behavior.
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Fig. 4: The time of flight spectrum

for H -CF. reveals a low intensity

tail which extends to high energy

_ transfers. In the upper spectrum

I we show the structure in this tail

S observed in a 48 hour experiment.
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For molecules with a lower ionization energy than H-atoms (I = 13.59 eV)

charge transfer is also possible. In this case a significant flux of neutral H

atoms from the scattering region is expected. By electrostatically blocking out all

the protons from the detector we were indeed able to detect the H atoms which

apparently also produce secondary emission (1% efficiency at 20 eV) on the open

CuBe multiplier. For 0., CH. and C,H. we have measured vibrationally resolved

time of flight spectra for both protons and H atoms /20/. In the case of CjH^ the

proton spectra go up to very high overtone vibrational levels of only one or

possibly two of the 12 different normal modes of the molecule which extend up to

hr-lf of the dissociation limit (D(H2C-CH21-7.2 eV). Apparently the temporary forma-

tion of a charge transfer intermediate has a similarly strong effect on the

vibrations as in the Cp^ experiments even though the distributions are not

Poisson-like. Vi.brational structure is observed in most of the H-atoir spectra and
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provides information on the vibrational levels of CH^ and in C,H.+, where they

are not clearly seen in the photoelectron spectra.

In the third experiment we have used time of flight spectroscopy to study the

vibrations at the surface of a single crystal. Because of the high symmetry of a

crystal, the vibrational normal modes are described by plane waves which are

characterized by a wave vector and a polarization vector. A crystal with only one

atom per unit cell has three sharp acoustical phonon dispersion curves, two with

transverse and one with longitudinal polarization with respect to the wave vector.

Each curve consists of N modes, where N is the number of atoms in the crystal. The

bulk phonon dispersion curves have been measured for many crystals using inelastic

neutron scattering. At the surface of a crystal the situation is more complicated

because we now have a semi-infinite system which is periodic in only two direct-

ions. The lower symmetry leads to new modes localized at the surface. In a disper-

sion plot of frequency versus the component of the wave vector parallel to the

surface these surface modes have sharp dispersion curves whereas the bulk modes

yield broad bands resulting from the projection onto the surface. A mixing of bulk

and surface modes is only possible if they have the same symmetry /21/. The most

prominent surface mode is the Rayleigh mode which lies in a region of the disper-

sion curves where bulk bands are not expected. Up to recently little was known

about the surface phonon dispersion curves since neutrons, because of their small

cross sections, are insensitive to the surface layer.

He atoms are ideal non-destructive probes of surface structures and dynamics

since they interact strongly only with the first layer and have very low energies

( 20 meV). By using the monoenergetic He nozzle beam source described in

connection with the first experiment it has been possible to resolve discrete

energy losses and gains due to the creation and annihilation of single phonons at

the surface of single crystals 121/. The momentum transfer to the phonon is

determined experimentally from the incident and final scattering angles and wave

vectors. From measurements over a wide range of angles we can map out the entire

dispersion curves out to the zone bondary. The first experiments were done with

ionic alkali halide crystals for which the lattice dynamical theories are well

developed /23/. More recently we have studied the densely packed (111) noble

metal (Cu, Ag and Au) surfaces. Some typical time of flight spectra for Ag are

shown in Fig. 5 /24/. In addition to a broad background due to the bulk bands

Fig. 5: Time of flight spectra are shown for a

series of incident angles 0. between the specu-

lar at oi = 45° and diffraction peaks of Ag(111),

The scattering angle o_ is related to the inci-

dent angle a. by o. + n. = 90°. The first peak

in each spectrum at 1.35 msec is due to inco-

herent elastic scattering whereas the other

peaks are due to annihilation <o>45°) or crea-

tion (o<45°) of single surface phonons.
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Surface: 11111 Azimuth: <I12>

they reveal two sharp peaks. The one with smaller energy transfer is attributed to

the Rayleigh mode whereas the second peak is attributed to a longitudinal surface

mode with frequency lower than that of the longitudinal bulk bands. This holds for

all three noble metals as seen in Fig. 6. The present explanation of this lowering

in frequency is a remarkable softening of the radial elastic constants tangential

to the surface in the first layer to a value of 50% (Cu and Ag) or even 25% (Au) of

the bulk value /25/. This could be due to a weakening of the s-d hybridization re-

sulting from the missing layers at the surface.

Fig. 6: The measured dispersion

curves (points) are compared

with calculated dispersion

curves for the longitudinal

bulk band edge (dashed curve)

and the transverse Rayleigh

mode (continuous curve) for Ag

(111) scaled according to the

bulk maximum frequencies.

Phonon Wave Vector

In the final example of the use of time of flight spectroscopy to study

potentials we shall examine the van der Waals potentials between an HD molecule

and a metal surface. Basically this potential is similar to that between a mole-

cule and an atom (as in the first experiment) with the important difference that

on some metals there is a very low barrier for dissociation of H., to H atoms which

in turn undergo a chemical bonding to the surface. This process, called chemi-

sorption, is an important elementary step in catalysis and for this reason the

theoretical study of the potentials between atoms or molecules and metal surfaces

has attracted a considerable amount of attention by solid state theoreticians /26/.

In this experiment we have employed the same apparatus as in the previous

experiment to find the bound states of the HD-Au(111) potential. Since we are using

a HD beam we do not have the same excellent energy resolution as for He beams,

thus instead of searching for resonances by scanning the beam energy we use a broad

incident velocity distribution and use time of flight analysis to measure the final

velocity distribution after elastic scattering in the specular direction. If re-

sonances occur these will affect the scattered intensities at certain velocities

and since the time of flight resolution is very good (* 1%) the resonance

structures can be clearly resolved. Fig. 7 shows a spectrum which reveals a number

of minima at normal (to the surface) energies E n less than the threshold at

E x - 11 mev for rotational excitation j - O -> 1 of the HD molecule 1211. Above the

threshold the average intensity drops since those molecules which have been roto-

tionally excited no longer appear in the specular direction except if a destructive

interference between rotationally excited particles and a closed channel redirects

particle flux in the specular direction giving the pronounced maxima observed in

this energy range. In both cases we are dealing with Feshbach resonances where the

molecules are temporarily trapped by excitation of a rotational transition into

one of the bound states of the potential. These bound state energies are calculated
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Resonance Spectrum HD-Au(11l) <112>,TAu=80K

o -
2.0 1.5

Time of Flight tmiltisec]

Fig. 7: The scattering flux of

elastically reflected HD(j=O)

molecules from an initially

broad velocity distribution

shows resonances which are

attributed to Feshbach resonan-

ces into bound states of the

surface. The dotted line shows

the incident velocity distribu-

tion. Note that the threshold for

the j = O + 1 transition is at

11 meV and for O f 2 transition

at 33 meV.

from E n 1 - 4E(0+ 1 ) = en1 for the minima and from E n 2 -4E(O + 2) = tn2 for the

maxima. In the experiment we find that the bound state energies e^ and e n 2 differ

slightly due to the different effective anisotropy for molecules in the j = 2 and

j = 1 states. It is gratifying to find that the experimental bound state energies

are in very good agreement with calculations for a recently predicted theoretical

potential for H2-Au(111) /26/.

In my survey I have illustrated modern experimental studies of some problems

of current interest in molecular physics. The use of energy loss spectroscopy of

atomic and molecular particles offers new possibilities for probing molecular

interactions. In all the examples our goal has been to obtain high resolution date

for simple systems for which the results can be compared with model calculations.

There are close analogies between scattering experiments and theories involving

only atoms and molecules and these in interactions with surfaces. Both are closely

related to scattering processes studied in nuclear physics.
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IS PHYSICS?
G.

Department of Atomic Physics, Eotvos University, Puskin utca 5, Budapest H-1O

This Question turns up if we look for new research topics, if we edvrfcate our

students to'become physicists, if we teach our pupils to understand the/message

of physics toV>eople, if vie ask for financial and public support, if/)& try to

find a job. 01d\ schoolbooks were ready with the answer:

Physics dea\s with those phenomena of the inanimate world which do not

produce deep changes in the structure of matter. Classical physics restricted

itself to phenomenaNat room temperature which modified, only thjl secondary inter-

molecular bonds in condensed matter, i.e. the energy concentration was supposed

to be smaller than 1 e\ per atom. /

Chemistry deals wilai those phenomena of the inanimaty world which imply essen-

tial change in the structure of matter. The Bunsen flamer is the symbol of chemistry.

Chemists play with fire: thfey concentrate several electron volts on a molecule

because they intend to rearrange its covalent bonds.

astronomy works with celektial objects. Note Xme difference between observa-

tion and experiment, between observatory and laboratory.

Biology investigates living ytitles.

In the last century these were\ definition/ of practical value. The chemical

force (the integer and saturating va\ence) acŕpeared to be qualitatively different

from the Newtonian force (the continuous puill produced by a spring) or from the

living force (vis vitalis, introduced bV^asteur to indicate that life can only be

transferred but cannot be created). Physics, chemistry, biology seemed to be

independent kingdoms isolated by inpeiyetraale boundaries. In school aach land was

presented as completely mapped by anrti.ent people, old and wise.

The 20th century, however, has'brought involutions both in society and in

science. Modern people have payed/no respect rot traditions. They crossed the

boundaries without inhibitions .At turned out tl\Xt these boundaries were never

inpenetrable fences, rather they were unexplored ̂ consequently attractive)

frontiers calling for pioneers. The pioneers of mocftrn physics entered the terra

incognita without inhibitions. They solved the puzzra^of the H 2 molecule, explored

the centre of the Sun, redesigned the atomic nucleus auid now they are busy mapping

the depths of the protqfl. They created tools to exploretahe alpha helix of protein

and the double helix <M genetic material. The wide stripsVaf the terra incognita

shrank to small white spots between the different branchesttpf science. The real

challenge for the jeoming generation is a great universal unUiown surrounding our

knowledge, stretching towards the infinitely small, infinitely^large and infinitely

c o m p l e x . . . /

Teachinq/about the traditional boundaries of physics, chemistry and biology

was a usefuJr orientation for the scholastic thinking of earlier ceVturies. But

nowadays nudents may ask why the transmutation of elements, electron pair

annihilation, nuclear fusion inside the Sun are taught in physics lenons.Surely

a more/profound change occurs in these phenomena than during the ruština of ironl

In fast the quoted definitions are neither valid for useful today. They\puld be

unhelpful for a young physicist, and create the feeling that the laws of physics

6ae their validity inside a molecule, on a star ot within the human brain.vn the
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EINSTEIN'S PRAGUE IDEAS ON GRAVITATION:
THE HISTORY AND THE PRESENT
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V Holešovičkách 2, 1B0 00 PraEUB B, Czechoslovakia

ABSTRACT

It was in Prague in 1911 and 1912 when Einstein started systematically the

journey to the general theory of relativity. His Prague papers on gravitation are

analyzed with an emphasis on new ideas and concepts but also on false turns he

temporarily did. Einstein learned much about gravitation during this period, in

particular in formulating new principles and in understanding the features which

relativistic theory of gravitation should possess. In several "intermezzos from

the present" some results of the present-day physics connected with Einstein's

ideas from the time of 1911 and 1912 are noticed.

In contrast to the oral presentation, we do not touch on the atmosphere of

Einstein's days in Prague because this was briefly described in the booklet

"Physics and Prague" published on the occasion of the Sixth General Conference of

the European Physical Society by the Union of Czechoslovak Mathematicians and

Physicists.

1. FIRST STEPS TOWARDS GENERAL RELATIVITY

Although it was already Leibniz who considered the immediate gravitational

action at a distance as absurd, only after the formulation of the special theory

of relativity it became evident that the Newton theory of gravitation will have to

be replaced by a new theory. Einstein started to think deeper about gravitation in

connection with the principle of relativity.

For the first time he paid attention to the gravitation in the last, fifth

part of an extensive work /I/ from 1907:. "Until now we have used the principle of

relativity, i.e., the requirement that the laws of nature are independent of the

reference frame, only in the case of unaccelerated frames. Can it be imagined that

the relativity principle is also valid for systems which move one with respect to

the other with an acceleration?" Einstein considers two systems, £, and E a; E,

moves with a constant acceleration with respect to an inertial frame; £2 is at

rest in a uniform gravitational field. He says: "It is well-known that physical

laws formulated with respect to E, do not differ from the laws with respect to E 2;

this is connected with the fact that in the gravitational field all bodies fall

with the same acceleration. Thus, on the basis of present experience we do not

have any reason to assume that E1 and Z 2 can be distinguished. We shall assume

that gravitational field and corresponding accelerated reference frame are

physically entirely equivalent. This assumption extends the relativity principle

to the case of uniformly accelerated reference frames." In this manner the route

towards general relativity started, this Is the first formulation of its principle

of equivalence (though this term is not used yet), which Einstein always

considered as the basis of his theory. Of course, he was lead to this principle by

the equality of the inertial and qravitational masses of all bodies. Einstein's

conviction about the universal validity of this equality was so deep that he

always turned away from those theories of gravitation which did not have it

65
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incorporated in their foundations.

Intermezzo from the present: In 1984 we see the depth of this conviction thanks,

in particular, to the experiments of Dicke's group in Princeton in 1963 and of

Braginski's group in Moscow in 1971. The ratios of the gravitational and inertial

masses of different bodies cannot differ more than by 10" 1 a and the experiments

to be performed in the space should reach the accuracy of at least 1O~10. Already

the accuracy of 10" 1 2 is, however, entirely sufficient to demonstrate that the

weight of a body is proportional to the total energy of the body, i.e., to its

inertial mass and not, for example, to the number of baryons in the body; that

antiparticles have the same gravitational mass as corresponding particles and

thus cannot exhibit some kind of "antigravitation".

It was already in the paper /I/ from 1907 where Einstein derived some

consequences of the equivalence of the frames I, and E2 as, for example, the

gravitational redshift (including the value for the source of radiation on the

surface of the Sun). By studying Maxwell's equations in uniformly accelerated

frame he concludes that the velocity of light in gravitational field is not

a universal constant c, but it depends on the gravitational potential $ :

(1) c ( # ) = c (1 + ý/c 2).

It follows from here that light rays, which are not aligned along the

gravitational field strength, are curved. Einstein considers this effect only in

the field of the Earth and remarks that there are "no perspectives for comparing

the theoretical results with experience".

Although the last part of /I/ represents the beginning of Einstein's journey

to the general relativity, it does not contain the equivalence principle

formulated as a clearly new, general principle of physics. Moreover, Einstein's

calculations in uniformly accelerated frame are obscured because they are based on

both classical physics and soecial relativity. Indeed, it seems that Einstein

himself felt this and that is why he added a note answering the letter from Planck.

In the note the very concept of "uniformly accelerated motion" within special

relativity is defined with a more precision.

During following four years Einstein did not publish anything on gravitation,

his interest was fully absorbed by the theory of quanta.

2. THE PRAGUE WORKS ON GRAVITATION

It was only ir. 1911, after the arrival to Prague, when Einstein's interest in

quantum theory slowly diminished and his systematic concentration on the problems

of the new theory of gravitation began. Before we look at the ideas, attempts and

results from Einstein's stay in Prague (April 1911 - July 1912), we quote the

first part of the document, which has apparently remained unnoticed by Einstein's

historiographers abroad. In 1923 the Czech translation of Einstein's popular book

"Uber die Spezielle und die Allgeraeine Relativitatstheorie, GemeinverstSndlich"

appeared in Prague and Einstein wrote a special foreword which was published both

in the German original and in the Czech translation:

"I am pleased that this email book, in which the main ideas of the theory of

relativity are explained without mathematical elaboration, should now appear in

the native language of the country in which 1 found the necessary concentration

fcr developing the basic idea of the general theory of relativity which I had
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already conceived in 1908' In the quiet rooms of the Institute of Theoretical

Physios of Prague 's German University in ViniSnd Street, I discovered that the

principle of equivalence implies the deflection of light rays near the Sun by

an observable amount, without at that time knowing that a similar result had

been derived from Newton's mechanics and his corpuscular theory of light. In

Prague I also discovered the shift of spectral lines towards the red which is

not yet completely confirmed ..."

Do not these sentences give a sufficient evidence of what Einstein did in the

theory of gravitation in Prague? Yes, they do, if we are interested only in

specific results. They do not, however, say much about the developments of

Einstein's ideas about gravitation, about the doubts in which he occurred. All the

results mentioned in the foreword are contained in the paper "Ober den Einfluss

der Schwekraft auf die Ausbreitung des Lichtes" HI - the first EinsLein's work

devoted entirely to the gravitation.

The significance of this paper is not only in the results, but also or.

a deeper level: the equivalence principle is explained in much clearer terms and

its formulation is more general than in the conclusion of the paper /I/ from 19O7

(in the foreword, Einstein erroneously writes 1908). Now Einstein writes: "The

fact that all bodies fall in the gravitational field with the same acceleration,

is one of the most general experiences which our observations of Nature brought;

nevertheless, this law did not find a place in the foundations of our physical

picture of the world. We shall arrive at a completely satisfactory interpretation

of this law if we assume that the systems K and K'[denoted by £, and Ea in the

paper from 1907] are physically entirely equivalent.... Restricting ourselves to

purely mechanical phenomena, ... we may be certain of the equivalence of K and K1.

However, our conception will have a deeper meaning only when K and K1 will be

equivalent with respect to all physical phenomena... Anticipating this idea, we

obtain the principle which - if it really corresponds to reality - has a great

heuristic significance. By studying phenomena with respect to uniformly

accelerated frame of reference, we elucidate how these phenomena appear in

homogeneous gravitational field." Here, for the first time, Einstein explicitly

formulates the equivalence principle as a fundamental principle of physics. It is

just this "Prague formulation" which is considered as the "first one" by Eddington

/7/. Bar.esh Hoffmann in his Einstein's biograohy from 1972 writes that "this

argument [the equivalence principle], in particular in the form from 1911, is one

of the most remarkable in the history of science".

Einstein's deeper understanding of the equivalence principle is also revealed

by the footnote in /2/. It is emphasized there that an arbitrary gravitational

field cannot be replaced by the accelerated motion of a reference frame. Clearly,

even at the beginning of the construction of general relativity Einstein did not

conceive gravitational field as a purely kinematical phenomenon.

In the following part of /2/ Einstein considers a cyclic process in which

energy is transferred by radiation from one system placed In a homogeneous

gravitational field to another system which is on a higher gravitational potential.

Under the assumption that the law of conservation of energy is satisfied, he

concludes that the "gravity of energy" (i.e. the dependence of the weight of

a body on the energy contained in the body) is a consequence of the equivalence of

the systems K and K1.

Today this analysis can be found ir the Introductions of many relativity

textbooks, where it is usually followed by the Intuitive derivation of the

gravitational redshift formula similarly as it Is in Einstein's paper 12/. One
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considers two atoms on different places in the lift which starts to accelerate

just when the "lower" atom emits radiation; the "upper" atom then receives this

radiation with a lower frequency due to Doppler effect. In this way one obtains

the standard reshift formula iV/U = gh/ca, where h is the distance between the

atoms, g - the gravitational acceleration, without using something more than

classical physics and the principle of eqivalence. It is also this simplicity

which makes paper /2/ much clearer than paper /I/. On the other hand, we read only

with an embarrassment in the Einstein's foreword quoted above that he puts the

discovery of gravitational redshift to Prague because, as we saw in chapter 1, it

was forecasted already in /I/, including its numerical value, in the case of the

radiation coming from the Sun.

However, it was really in Prague where the idea arose that the bending of

light rays owing to the gravitational field of the Sun should be observable during

the solar eclipse when the stars close (on the celestial sphere) to the Sun become

visible. And it was only in the work 12/ where the light deflection was derived in

a general manner by using Huygens principle and formula /I/ for the velocity of

light in gravitational field. In the case of the Sun one obtains the bending by

0.83", i.e. one half of the correct value which follows from the final form of

general relativity when the curvature of spacetime around the Sun is also taken

into account. The confirmation of the forecasted value by Eddington "s expedition

in 1919 became the most influential test of general relativity which brought the

theory into general public.

Intermezzo from the present; Several observations of light bending in the field

of the Sun were carried out since 1919. However, optical experiments are loaded

by considerable errors, including unknown systematic errors, because it is

necessary to compare the photographs of the stars around the Sun during the

eclipse (when the temperature decreases, the telescope, located at some remote

place on Earth, cools down and the atmosphere becomes turbulent) with the

photographs of the same field of stars exposed after several months after the

eclipse. The observations confirm the value implied by general relativity with

the accuracy of about 20%. Optical experiments in satellites are under

preparation and these should increase the accuracy by four orders. A significant

progress happened during last years thanks to radioastronomy. Very-long-baseline

interferometry enables one to measure the angular changes by 3x10"*". And this

technical progress was joined by several heavenly coincidences: for example, two

quasars 3C 273 and 3C 279 occur - as observed from the Earth - very close to the

Sun every 8 October and it is possible to measure the relative bending of

radio waves from these sources. The most accurate deflection experiments thus

far conducted using very-long-baseline interferometry yielded verification of

the deflection predicted by general relativity to within the estimated

uncertainty of 3%. The accuracy obtained is sufficient to refute the standard

version of Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation which was constructed at the

beginning of 1960 and became the main rival of general relativity.

Eddington first pointed out that if a star lies close to the line of sight

between an observer and a more distant star, two possible light paths would

exist due to the light bending, giving rise to two images of the distant star.

After a suggestion by the Czech astronomer Mandl, Einstein in 1936 examined the

image brightening of a star by the presence of an intervening star In the case

where the distance of the "lensing" star is small compared with the distance of

the object star. Today we know several quasars with multiple images (the first
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and best known example being the "double" QSO 0957 + 561 discovered in 1979) and

we are almost sure that the gravitational lens effect is in action.

The idea that light rays are influenced by gravitational field is fundamen-

tal in the theory of gravitational collapse into black holes. The gravitational

field due to collapsing matter is so strong that it leads to the formation of an

event horizon which divides the space-time into two regions - one from which the

light can escape to infinity, the other from which it necessarily hits the

singularity (Figure 1). After gravitational waves are radiated away, the space-

-time "settles down" and the resulting black hole is uniquely characterized by

mass M and angular momentum J. One of the most important open problems in general

relativity is the cosmic censorship hypothesis according to which a space-time

singularity arising in a realistic gravitational collapse is always hidden inside

an event horizon as in Figure 1. (For comprehensive surveys of the present-dn:y

state of general relativity, see /8/.)

Black<jL2>ho/c (M,J)

SPACE

PFAGA 1 9 1 1 COLLAPSUS PICTVS 1984

Figure 1: a) Light bending in the gravitational field of the Sun.

b) Gravitational collapse forming the black hole (spacetime diagram).

The event horizon is the future light cone of event E. Light cones

of events A, B, C indicate that no photon or particle inside the

event horizon can escape out; they all eventually fall into the

singularity.

The gravitational redshift, in connection with which Einstein writes in the

aforementioned foreword that it is "not yet completely confirmed", has until

today been the only general-relativistic effect verified experimentally in the

laboratory. In the tower of Harvard university climbing photons change t..«sir

frequency only by A V /V * 2.46 x 1O~1S, nevertheless, this value was verified

in 1960 with accuracy of 1% by using the Mossbauer effect. More recently, by

placing hydrogen maser into the rocket, Vessot and his colleagues were able to

confirm the gravitational redshift formula with accuracy of 0.001%. (For

a comprehensive survey of the experimental gravitation, see /9/.)
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After a short intermission caused by Einstein's invitation to the first

Solvay congress where quantum theory was the main topic, Einstein returned back to

gravitation in four further papers /3/ - /6/ written in Prague. In /3/ he derives

the transformation from an inertial frame with coordinates 1$ t ̂  , í ,?~}to

a uniformly accelerated frame K with coordinates (x,y,z,t) in the form:

J = x + (ac/2)t2 , ">l = y, J « z, f = ct, where

(2) c - c o + ax,

c Q » const determines the rate of clocks at the origin of K.

The velocity of light (2), as measured in the uniformly accelerated frame,

satisfies Laplace equation. In view of this fact Einstein suggests, as his first

version of the gravitational law, the equation

(3) Ac = 0

in case of an arbitrary static gravitational field in vacuo (i.e., not only for

a homogeneous field as it directly follows from the equivalence principle). In the

presence of matter with density f he generalizes (3) into the equation

(4) Ac = k c P ,

where k is a new universal gravitational constant, which, in the classical limit,

is given in terms of standard gravitational constant G by the relation k = 4-JtG/c2.

Eq. (4) is homogeneous in c since the velocity of light can be determined only up

to a constant multiplicative factor.

Starting out from the principle of equivalence, Einstein also derives the

equations of motion of a test particle in a given gravitational field:

(5) -ii- V iB * f = - '" c ( d c/ 2-21 , (analogously for y,z) ,-ŠL J S * ) = -

« i \rcrr7T J
where q3 = x2 + ý2 + 42 ; constant m is the rest mass of the particle which would

be measured in the absence of gravitational field. From (5) and from the energy

conservation law follows that the particle at rest in the gravitational field has

an inertial mass equal to m/c, so that the inertial mass depends on gravitational

field. (We shall come back to this result in connection with Mach's principle.)

The force acting on the particle at rest is equal to F = - m grád c; in case of a

continously distributed matter, the force density is given by

(6) o grád

However, already in the footnote in the same paper /3/, Einstein remarks that

the expression (6) cannot be valid exactly. In the following work /*/, which

arrived at the editorial office of Annalen der Physik only 26 days after /3/,

Einstein shows that (6) , when combined with field equation (4), leads to the

violation of the law of action and reaction: considering, for example, two masses

connected by a massless rod, we find out that J? d V i> O (integrating over all

•pace), i.e., the masses may start to move without any exterior force. Thus,
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Einstein modifies the field equation (4) into form

(7) Ac = k f co + -L.
I ' 2k

which does not lead to the difficulty just described. Moreover, it can be shown

that the additional term on the right-hand side of (7) describes the energy density

of the gravitational field. It is so for the first time that we are confronted with

gravitational field equations which are nonlinear - a foreshadowing of Einstein's

nonlinear field equations in general relativity. That the field equations, in case

of gravitation, must be nonlinear is understandable: Maxwell equations are linear

because electromagnetic field itself does not carry any charge, but gravitational

field has energy and momentum and it must contribute to itself as its own source.

Although equation (7) thus has some attractive features, the velocity of light

given by (2) is not its vacuum ( jJ = 0) solution. No wonder, Einstein comments its

acception with the words: "it is not easy to make such a step since in this way we

leave the principle of equivalence". However, just in these difficult situations we

have to admire Einstein's intuition. He immediately adds that, probably, one has to

consider the principle of equivalence only locally. When deriving equations of

motion (5) by using the principle of equivalence, we may consider such a transfor-

mation to the uniformly accelerated frame that, for example, the first relation is

f = x + 2 c g ^ t 2 , where c is an arbitrary function of x.

This "local view" on gravitation is apparent also in other places of / 4 / , in

particular in those where Einstein analyzes the influence of gravitation on electro-

magnetism and on temperature. In order to measure electromagnetic and thermodynamic

quantities, Eins*-- i employes "pocket" devices (the name suggested by P. Ehrenfest

who met Einstein first time in Prague), which can be inserted into all regions of

spacetime with arbitrary gravitational field, without their properties being

changed.

Intermezzo from the present: Today the textbooks and monographs on gravitation

emphasize more than ever in the past the simplicity of the local view on curved

spacetime in general relativity (see/10/, for example). Above all, we understand

the local character of the principle of equivalence: at each event one can

introduce a locally inertial frame in which all laws are of special-relativistic

form, similarly as one can introduce a local euclidean system at each point on a

curved surface in which the geometry is euclidean.

Is it difficult to understand the equation of state of matter inside

a neutron star where the effects of general relativity have to be taken into

account? At any particular point in the star introduce the local inertial frame

in which the matter is momentarily at rest. Here all local quantities (density,

pressure, etc.) are measured by usual local instruments and "ordinary" physics is

valid. Only for the study of the structure of the whole star and its gravita-

tional field, one considers Einstein's gravitational law in some coordinate

system of a global character.

The paper /4/ is followed by a short Appendix added in the proofs. Einstein

shows there that equations of motion (5) which, in contradistinction to field

equation (4), were not modified, can be derived from the variational principle

f{J[c*(x) dt» - 0.
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Here we already see the foreshadowing of variational principle for geodesies.

There is one work, /5/, from Prague period which is not directly connected

with the construction of general relativity, nevertheless, it is of interest since

it is here for the first time when Einstein emphasizes Mach's idea which wishes to

explain the existence of the inertia of masses in laboratory by means of their

interaction with "distant masses" in the Universe. (Ernst Mach was active in Prague

from 1867 until 1895, being, among other things, Rector of the University.) By

using equations of motion (5) Einstein studies the influence of the spherical shell

of matter on the point mass placed in the centre of the shell. If the shall starts

to accelerate, the force on the point mass arises and the inertial mass of the

point increases. Einstein voices an idea that perhaps the inertia of a mass point

is fully determined by action of all other masses; he adds that this will be

clarified when a dynamical theory of gravitation will be at our disposal. Today we

know that in general relativity the inertia of a test particle is not entirely

caused by an action of other masses, but Mach's principle influenced Einstein's

views during the construction of general relativity and, later, also in connection

with cosmology. Even at present one often encounters papers on the role of Mach's

principle in general relativity. In most cases Mach's principle is understood as

a proper choice of appropriate boundary conditions for a cosmological model.

The last Einstein's paper /6/ from Prague was evoked by a critical article by

Max Abraham /ll/. The place does not allow us to analyze Abraham's work on

gravitation and his criticism of Einstein's theory (see /12/ for an extensive

discussion of these matters). Fortunately, this does not appear really necessary

since the significance of Einstein's paper /6/ does not lie in the specific answers

to Abraham's critical remarks but in the summary of Einstein's views on the theory

of gravitation of that time. It is, indirectly, a great merit of Abraham that he

provoked Einstein to present this summary just before leaving Prague (paper /6/

reached the editorial office on July 4, 1912 - less than a month before Einstein

moved from Prague to Zurich). Owing to the interest and the documentary value of

Einstein's views we shall quote the major part from the last but one paragraph of

work /6/ (the last paragraph contains only specific remarks concerning Abraham's

theory):

"It must be the task of the nearest future to create a relativistic scheme

in which the equivalence of the inertial and the gravitational mass will be

expressed. We attempted to make the first, rather modest contribution to the

construction of such a theory in the papers about static gravitational field. We

started out from the conviction that the equivalence of the inertial and the

gravitational mass must be understood as the identity of these two elementary

properties of matter and energy and that static gravitational field must be

considered as physically identical to the acceleration of the reference frame. It

is necessary to admit that we were able to follow this approach consistently only

for infinitesimally small regions of space and we cannot point out any satisfactory

explanation of this fact. However, I do not see any reason for rejecting the

principle of equivalence for infinitesimally small regions; nobody can deny that

this principle is a natural extrapolation of one of the most general experimental

laws of physics. On the other hand, the principle of equivalence reveals an

interesting perspective - the equations of the theory of relativity which will

incorporate gravitation must be invariant also with respect to the transformations

describing acceleration (and rotation). However, the journey towards this goal

appears to us very difficult. Already from the Investigations of the very special
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case of gravitation due to masses at rest, it is seen that the spacetime

coordinates lose their simple physical meaning, and it is not possible to forecast

what will be the form of general equations for spacetime transformations. I want to

suggest all specialists to attempt the solution of this important problem."

How many fundamental points Einstein learned during his Prague stay! He

understood the local meaning of the principle of equivalence; he realized that

equations describing gravitational field must have a form which is invariant with

respect to a larger group of transformations than the Lorentz group; and he found

out that "the spacetime coordinates lose their simple physical meaning", i.e., they

do not determine directly the distances between spacetime points. Compare these

last words with Einstein's recollections of the construction of general relativity

in his "Autobiographical Notes": Why were another seven years from 1908 until 1915

required for the construction of the general theory of relativity? The main reason

lies in the fact that it is not so easy to free oneself from the idea that

coordinates must have an immediate metrical meaning."

In the second part of his "Czech" foreword, the first part of which we quoted

at the beginning of this article, Einstein puts the decisive step leading to

general relativity only to the time after he left Prague:

"However, the decisive idea of the analogy between the mathematical formulation

of the theory and the Gaussian theory of surfaces came to me only in 1912 after

my return to Zurich, without being aware at that time of the work jf Riemann,

Ricci, and Levi-Civita. This was first brought to my attention by my friend

Grossmann when I posed to him the problem of looking for generally covariant

tensors whose components depend only on derivatives of the coefficients of the

quadratic fundamental invariant. It now appears that it is already possible to

evaluate the achievements and limitations of the whole theory. It gives a diep

knowledge of the physical nature of space, time, matter and gravity; however,

it does not provide sufficient means for solving the problems of quanta and of

the atomio constitution of the elementary electric units of which matter is

composed."

On the other hand, Philipp Frank, Einstein's successor as head of the

Institute of the Theoretical Physics in Prague (until 1938), in his biography /13/

of Einstein remarks that it was in Prague already where the mathematician Georg

Pick "made the suggestion that the appropriate mathematical instrument for the

further development of Einstein's idea was the 'absolute differential calculus'

of the Italian mathematicians Ricci and Levi-Civita". Similarly, Reinhold Furth

who studied physics and mathematics at the German University of Prague, 1912 - 16,

and was Dean of the Faculty of Science at the university, 1937 - 8, says in his

"Personal reminiscences" /14/ that "Pick, professor of mathematics at Prague and

a fellow violin player, drew Einstein's attention to the Italian, Levi-Civita, and

his absolute differential calculus..." Is it, however, so important in which month

exactly did Einstein conceive the idea of using Riemannian geometry ("the absolute

calculus of Ricci and Levi-Civita") in his theory of gravitation?

3. CONCLUSION

In all papers on gravitation written during Prague stay Einstein assumed, tn

analogy with the Newtonian theory, in which the gravitational field is characterized

by a gravitational potential, that gravitation can be described by a single
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function - the local velocity of light. This assumption leads to insurmountable

difficulties. However, Einstein learned much on his way to general relativity in

Prague. He understood the local significance of the principle of equivalence; he

derived equations of motion of a test particle in a given gravitational field from

the variational principle and for the first time showed an interest in Mach's

principle. He realized that the equations describing the gravitational field must

be non-linear and invariant with respect to a larger group of transformations than

the Lorentz group; and he found that spacetime coordinates lose their simple

physical meaning.

Hesiod wrote that "the price of achievement is toil f and the gods have ruled

that you must pay in advance". Einstein paid a large instalment in Prague in 1911

and 1912 - at least in the search for the new concepts and principles of his

theory of gravitation. The study of the structure of the theory, its experimental

verification, and its applications in astrophysics and cosmology belong in 1984

more than ever before to the main trends in physics.
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DYNAMIC SYMMETRIES IN NUCLEI AND MOLECULES

F. lachello

A.W. Wright Nuclear Structure Laboratory, Yale University, New Haven,

Connecticut 06520, USA

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, dynamic symmetries have played an increasingly important role in the
description and understanding of complex physical phenomena. Although the Introduction of this
concept in physics is rather old, since if. was already recognized by Pauli 111 and Fock 111 in
the 1920*6 that the spectrun of the hydrogen atom has one of these symmetries (described mathe-
matically by the group of orthogonal transformations In four dimensions, 0(4)), dynamic
symmetries were not systematically exploited for the solution of problems In physics until the
1960'8 when they were used by Gell-Mann 131 and Ne'eman /4/ to describe the spectra of hadrons.
Since 1974, this concept has been systematically used in nuclear physics, where it has led to a
unified description of a large number of observed spectra, and, as a consequence, to a deeper
understanding of the underlying physical phenomena* Stimulated by this success, the same concept
has been applied recently to the study of complex molecular spectra* In this ar t ic le , I will
review briefly some of these applications.

The importance of dynamic symmetries in the study of complex problems lies in the fact
that, whenever one of these symmetries exists, all properties of the system can be calculated in
closed form. For example, the 0(4) symmetry of the hydrogen atom allows one to write i ts energy
levels in the closed form

(1) Ein.t.m^) - -A/n2 ,

where A Is a constant, and n, £, m, are quantum numbers that characterize the states. The

dynamic symmetry also gives ruleB for computing the values of n, t and nu.

In addition, sometimes, it may happen that a physical system can be described by a Hamll-

tonian, H, which has always the saae algebraic structure, but with coefficients that depend on

some external conditions, for example the number of particles, the temperature, etc. As the

external conditions change, one may encouter situations for which the system has a dynamic

symmetry, i.e. the corresponding problem can be solved in closed form. For example, consider the

Hamlltonlan

(2) H- -a (T> ]\ - a (T) J* - a (T) J2 ,

where T 1* a parameter and Jx , J„, Jz are angular momentum operators. For arbitrary values
of a a a th« eigenvalue probita for H cannot be solved in closed form. However, suppose
that, for M M values of the parameter T, <*x • a • 0. The eigenvalues of the corresponding
Hamlltonlan,

(3) H1 - -a J2

z z ,

can b* obtained in cloud form and arc given by

(*) E(m) - - o t u
2 ; -3 « • < J.

When dialing with •ltuar.lone of this Kype, dynamic symmetries play a double role; (1) thty
provide solution* In eloeed form which are useful (or comparison with the experimental data;
(11) In addition, they provide e convenient basis In which the general Kamlltonlan, Eq. (2), can

76
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be dlagonallzed. In the example given in Eqs. (2-4) the basis is formed by the angular momentum

functions I j m>.

Symmetries are related to groups of transformations. A discussion of symmetries requires

thus the Introduction of the theory of groups. A simple definition of a dynamic symmetry can be

given in terms of properties of the Hamlltonlan H under group transformations. Consider a

physical system described by a Hamiltonlan H with group structure G. This means that, In

general, H Is written in terms of all generators of G. In this case, the eigenvalue problem for

H cannot be solved in closed form. The closed solutions will occur only when H can be written In

terms of invariant (Casimlr) operators of a complete chair, of subgroups of G,

(5) G 3 G1 => G" D ... .

The eigenvalues and eigenstates can be written then in terms of the quantum numbers
characterizing the representations of the groups G ̂  G* 3 For example, in the case
discussed In Eqs. (2-4), the quantum numbers are the angular momentum labels !j m> corresponding
to the group chain

(6)
U(2) = 0^2) \

Applications of dynamic symmetry considerations to the study of physical systems amounts

thus to the ident i f i ca t ion of the group G appropriate to the problem and to the subsequent study

of i t s properties. I now consider applications of th i s technique to nuclear and molecular

physics.

2. DYNAMIC SYMMETRIES IN NUCLEI

The concept of dynamic syunetrles described above, has been applied in the last few years

to the study of spectra of complex nuclei , where i t has led to major steps forward in the

understanding and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of a large amount of experimental data. These applications are

based on a model of nuclei called the interacting boson model / 5 / . Nuclei are composed of

protons and neutrons. The residual forces among theBe part ic les are such that two protons (or

two neutrons) tend to correlate their motion pairwlse. It haB then been suggested that nuclei

with an even number of protons and neutrons be described as an assembly of nucleon pairs ,

treated as bosons /6/« These correlated pairs (bosons) are similar to the Cooper pairs In the

electron gas 111, although in describing the low-lying s tates of nuclei , two types of pairs

appear to be Important, one with to ta l angular momentum, J -0 , cal led s boson, and one with to ta l

angular momentum, 3*2 f called d boson. Since there are In the problem s ix basic building blocks,

the single component of the s boson plus the f ive components of the d boson, t h i s model has the

structure of the unitary group In s ix dimensions U(6). Thus G = 11(6) here.

In discussing properties of t h i s model, i t has been found convenient to u*e a second quantized

formalism and Introduce boson creation, b (a • 1 , . . . , 6 ) , and annihilation, b ( a « l , * . » , 6 ) ,

operators. The Hamlltonlan H can then be written In t e n * of the generators Gaa, • *>

as

The coef f ic ient* E o , e a g , uagyS depend on the number of proton and neutron pairs contained In

the given nucleus. In general, for arbitrary values of the coe f f i c i ent , t - , U„«YJ> " • u i t b*

dlagonallzed numerically. However, It may happen that , for son* nuclei , one or more coef f i c ients

vanish, and H can be written In t e n s only of invariant operátori of • troup chain. All r.he

c a n * for which th l* 1* p o x l b l t can be found by analyzing r.he group structure G = U(6). A
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straight-forward analysis shows than rhls problem admits three and only three solutions (if one

insists that states be characterized by a good value of the angular momentum), described by the

chains /8/

-U(5) => 0(5) o 0(3) => 0(2) ,
(8) U(6) ^i.SU(3) = 0(3) => 0(2)

^ • 0 ( 6 ) => 0(5) = 0(3) => 0(2) .

(I)
(II)
(III)

The energy eigenvalues corresponding to these chains can be obtained by writing the Hamlltonian
in termB of Casialr operators (e.) of the chain

(9) H " I V l

and determining Its eigenvalues. These depend on the labels characterizing the irreducible

representations of the groups appearing in Eq. (6)* For example, for the chain I I I , the labels

are /8 /

(10)
U(6) z> 0(6) => 0(5) = 0(3) :> OJ2)\
N o T(v ) L M /

where the label v^ is related to the facr. that the group 0(5) is not fully reducible with

respect to 0(3).

The technique of writing H as In Eq. (9) then leads to the three energy formulas

Bv(v+3)+ YL(L+1),

(11)

BT(T+3)+CL(L+1).

(I)

(II)

(Ill)

These formulas are similar to, bur. more complex than, the Bohr formula, Eq. (1), describing the

energy levels of the hydrogen atom. They have been extensively used to study nuclear spectra.

Several examples of spectra descrlbable by Eqs. (11) have been found. Three are shown in Figs.

1, 2 and 3.
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Pif. 1. An example of a apcctriui with l)(5) lyaatr.ry In nudur phyilct: U 0Cd. Tht theoretical
•nrfles at* calculated ualnf. Iq. (11), I*

In addition to providing doted solution!, the group chain*, Eq. (8), provide also a basis
for dlagonalltlnj the general Haallr.onlan, H, Eq. (7), and can be used r.o characterize lr.a
numerical aolutlom. It haa become cuir.omary to represent the altuatlon In a phase diagram 191,
Fig. 4. Here, the three dynamic aymaer.rles are placed at the vertices of a triangle. Each
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Fig. 2 An example of a specr.run with Sl)(3) symmetry in nuclear physics: 156Gd. The theoretical
energies are calculated using Eq. (11), II.
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Fig. 3 An example of a spectrum with 0(6) symmetry in nuclear physics: I96Pr.. The theoretical
energies are calculated using Eq. (11), III.

nucleus is representend by a dot In this diagram. If the dor. is close to one of the vertices,
the nucleus displays the corresponding dynamic symmetry. An Important question Is why a
particular nucleus displays a particular symmetry. This question cannot be answered at a purely
phenomenological level. Its solution requires a study and understanding of the coefficient*
EoB' "OBY* o f B q* ^ starting from a microscopic theory If,/. I will not discuss thi* subject
here. Instead, I will briefly return to the boson operators ba (n-1,....,6) and writ* them
explicitly In terns of s and d̂  (u - ±2, ±1, 0) operators, where V denote* the component of the
angular momentum along the Z-axls. As mentioned above, these operators can be associated with
particle pairs. However, It Is possible to give them a dual Interpretation In terms of a
quantization of the surface oscillations of a liquid drop with ouadrusole shape /10/. Th*
simplest way to study the properties of the geometric space associated with the interactlmj
boson model is by Introducing a coherent boson state 79,11/

where the a^(u > ±2, ±1, 0) are classical, c-numbcr »ailable*. Ibr purposes of vlsualtistioi, it
has been found convenient to associate to each **t of values • am •lllaoold of radlu* /10/

(13) »-«o< 1 + í "u V 8 ' * » -
Symmetry I then corresponds to a spherical shape, symmetry II to a deformed shape with axial
symmetry and symmetry III to a deformed shape without axial symmetry. When seen from this point
of view, the dynamic symmetries of the Interacting boson model provide a way of classifying the
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poss ib le shapes of nucle i , much In the same way In which the poinc symmetries provide a way to

c l a s s i f y the poss ible shapes of c r y s t a l s and molecules. The seven symmetry c la s se s ( t r l c l i n i c ,

monocllnlc, orthoromblc, t r i g o n a l , te tragonal , hexagonal and cubic) are replaced by the three

symmetry c la s se s 1, I I and I I I .

3 . DYNAMIC SYMMETRIES IN MOLECULES

The success of the dynamic symmetry approach to nuclear spectra has stimulated appl icat ions

of t h i s Idea to molecular spectra. These appl icat ions are based on a model, whose algebraic

structure Is similar to that of the interact ing bo BO n model, but whose physical Interpretat ion

Is very d i f f erent . In t h i s model, ca l l ed vlbron model 111/, s ta tes of diatomic molecules are

bu i l t i n terms of four dynamical bosons, divided into a scalar boson with angular momentum and

parity J p - 0 + (o-boson) and a vector boson with angular momentum and parity J p « l~ (n-boson). The

bosons represent here o s c i l l a t i o n s of the r e l a t i v e distance between the two atoms. They are

therefore ca l l ed vlbrons. The reason why vector (») bosons appear here Instead of quadrupole (d)

bosons I s that molecular spectra are characterized by a dlpole deformation, while nuclear

spectra are characterized by a quadrupole deformation. Fig. 5 .

( 0 )

z

/

/

7 y

(b)

z

y

Fig . S Schematic representation of the geometric structure of nuclei (a) and diatomic

molecule* ( b ) .

Since there ere In t h i s cate four batlc building blocks, the t ing le component of the o -

boeon and the three components of the "-boson, * (u - ± 1 , 0 ) , the (truer.ure of t h i s problem 1*

that of the unitary group In 4 dimensions, 11(4). Thus G = U(4) here. Technique* similar to i-.ho*e
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discussed In Sect. 2 can be used to find the possible dynamic symmetries of this ay• tea. In this
case, there are, only two possible dynamic symmetries characterized by the group chains I\2I

(14) => 0(3) 3 0(2) ,
'-"••11(3) => 0(3) => 0(2) .

(I)
(II)

The Hamlltonlan H will have, In general, the fora given In Eq. (7), except that now It 1*
written In terns of the 16 generators of U(4), Gaa,- \ t>a, (<>><>' - 1 4) Instead of the 36
generators of D(6). The coefficients EQ, E ^ , uQg { depend on the particular nolecule under
study (the mass of Its constituent atoms, etc.)* In sone cases, some of these coefficients may
vanish, giving rise to dynamic symmetries. The energy eigenvalues corresponding to these
synmetrles are given by

(15)
BJ(J+1) , (I)

E<II)(N,nlr,J,M) - E^IX)+ en1I+anr(nlt+2)+Bj(J+l) , (II)

where N,u>, . . label the representations of the groups appearing In Eq. (14). For example,

(16)
U(4) o 0(4) o 0(3) D 0 ( 2 ) \

+ 4 + + )
N l» J H /

The energy spectra of many diatomic molecules can be described approximately by Eq. (15), I . An
example Is shown In Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 An example of a spectrum with 0(4) sj—H.ry lm melacmlac akyatec H2 ( 1 H . Dw
theoretical energies a n calculate uslmi Ea. (13), I.

A study of the geometric properties of the vlbron m*4«l can be éna hf lmtroduclag omce aar*
coherent boson states of the fora

(17) I

where the classical variables r (u • *lp") describe r.he vector dlctamce ket.ween the two atoms.
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SU(3) S0(4)
fig. 7 Phase diagram of r.he vlbron model. The location of r.he Hj molecule Is shown by a dor.

This study shows that while symmetry I corresponds to rigid molecules, symmetry II corresponds

to non-rlgld nolecules. The phase dlagraa Is here a line at the extremes of which one places the

two symmetries, Fig. 7. Each molecule Is represented by a dot on this dlagraa and If the dot Is

close to one of the extremes, the molecule displays the corresponding symmetry. The symmetry

approach here provides a classification of all possible types of diatomic molecules.

The concept of dynamic symmetries discussed In this and the previous section, can be

expanded further to encompass even oore complex situations. For example, In the description of

nuclear spectra, one nay wish to distinguish between neutron (v) and proton (n) pairs. This

leads to a coupled system of neutron (s ,d ) and proton (s ,d ) bosons, with Hamlltonlan

(18) "v

The corresponding group structure G Is that of Uu(6) ® " (6), and techniques similar to those

discussed above can be used to find the appropriate dynamic symmetries /13/.

Similarly, in the description of molecular spectra, one way wish no study trlatonlc

molecules. This is done by Introducing two different types of vlbrons and It leads to a coupled

system of bosons, with Hamlltonian /14/

(19) H

The corresponding group structure G Is U,(4)® U,(4) and its dynamic symetrie s can be again

analyzed as above. For example, It appears that the experimental spectrum of the C02 molecule

can be described by one of these symmetries, Fig. 8.

Flg. B An »«apl« of a dynamic tymmetry tn triatomlc molecule*: the aolceul* C02*
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4. CONCLUSIONS

As one can see from the examples described above, the concept of dynamic symmetries appears!

co be a powerful tool In the analysis of complex physical systems. The systematic use of this;

tool In nuclear physics has provided a way to classify the spectra of a large number of atomic

nuclei and given a deeper understanding of their properties. The use of this concept In

molecular physics has just begun and It may prove to be an equally Important tool, especially In

the study of polyatomic molecules.

Further extensions of these ideas have already been explored or are In the process of being

explored. One of these extensions, which Is attracting considerable Interest In many branches of

physics, in concerned with the study of dynamic symmetries of mixed systems of bosons and

fermions. Systems of this type appear, for example, in nuclear physics, when dealing with odd-

even nuclei, where one has an assembly of bosons (pairs) together with unpaired particles

(fermions), or in condensed matter physics, when dealing with type II superconductors, where one

has an assembly of bosons (Cooper pairs) together with unpaired electrons (fermions). A

treatment of symmetries of mixed systems of bosons and fermions requires the Introduction of a

new mathematical framework, known as theory of graded Lie groups or supergroups. The

corresponding symmetries have been called supersymmetries. Supersymmetries have recently found

experimental confirmation In the field of nuclear physics /15/.

Finally, while most applications of dynamic synaetries have been devoted up to now to the

study of discrete (bound state) spectra, attempts have been made recently to extend this

technique to the treatment of continuous (scattering) and band structure spectra /16/. However,

the precise role of symmetries in this problem remains to be seen.
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THE EINSTEIN - PODOLSKY - ROSEN PARADOX IN 1984

J.S. B

CERN, GenWva

The EPXNDaradox was advanced by its authors, m 1935, as an argument that the quantum

mechanical description of nature is incomplete. Till the end of his life rinstein hoped that

quantum mechanics, i\ so far as it is correct, could be embedded in a '^mplete" theory. It

was realised only latwt that any such theory, to account in detail Toythe correlations implied

by quantum mechanics, wmild have to permit faster than light transmission of causal influences

-although in a way that cwjld not be exploited for signalling. This realization led to an ex-

perimental programme which \as gone far towards showing the exisjfence of such correlations in

nature -or that nature is as \ueer as quantum mechanics.

A. Aspect, J. Dalibard and G. Rteer, Phys. Kev. Lett. 49/1982) 1804.

J.S. Bell, Comments on Atomic andWlecular Physics 9 14980) 121.

J.S. Bell, J. de Physique, Collogue C2, Supplement tome 42 (1981) C2-41.
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standing\if the potential surfaces of polyatomic molecules, and for scattering and frag

processes.\ Whether the H_ ion is unique in exhibiting such a spectrum remains to be

It may well \e the most favourable case because our sensitivity is such that even the/spectrum

of D_ is only 311st detectable. In more complex and heavier molecules, the density/'of energy

levels and dissociation channels increases very rapidly, so that the detection

metastable levels\ill De more difficult.
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ELECTRON AND ION BEAMS IN SURFACE INVESTIGATION
OF SOLIDS

A. Belong

Institute of Scientific Instruments, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 612 54 Brno,

Královopolské 147, Czechoslovakia

1. Introduction

Solid surface investigations and studies of processes occurring at clean

surfaces are not, by far, a closed chapter of physics. Further knowledge of

atomic geometry, that is surface arrangement of atoms, of composition (elemental

and chemical), of electronic structure, atomic dynamics and of their changes in

the dependence on various factors is, to a certain degree, a question of refin-

ing experimental means, increasing their sensitivity to the studied fenomenon

and insensitivity to spurious effects, in other words, it is a question of

instrumentation and related methodical approaches. A number of methods and

devices have been developed which are based on the most different principles.

We restrict ourselves to the possibilities of investigation of solid surfaces by

means of electrons and ions, especially in connection with the possibilities of

employing electron and ion optical systems to provide and process information.

The strong interaction of electrons and ions within a large range of

energies (eV - UeV) with a solid is now systematically utilized for investigation

of properties of solids. What kind of information will be obtai: -d depends above

all on conditions of the experiment and on the way of processing the results.

The most usual information is a microscopic image of a surface which can be

easily and instantaneously processed by our most important sense - the sight.

Further information is the degree of arrangement of surface structure. Finally,

information about elemental or chemical composition of a selected area of a

studied surface is also very important. It is obvious that the smaller surface

area is studied, the weaker is the generated signal. This lays considerable

demands on signal processing, but also on the object itself, because the inter-

action between the studied object and the primary particles affects the object

which loses, to a greater or smaller extent, its original structure,. There

occurs radiation damage which can make observation of the original structure of

very sensitive objects impossible. We also must not forget the fact that "clean"

surfaces which are the subject of our interest in most cases, may be observed

only if the object is positioned in vacuum and vacuum can affect the properties

of the object as well. Nevertheless, the results obtained so far, when employing

electron and ion beams for surface investigations, are very encouraging. Very

often, the methods used are not principally new. Some have been known for tens

of years, some have fallen into oblivion, but the technical progress provides

new possibilities and results. Xn this sans* we may speak about renaiaanc* of

some electron and ion optical methods which are successfully used again or which

are still waiting for their revival. In the following • review of thes* methods

with results obtained so far and future possibilities are given.

2. Basic arrangement of electron and ion optical systems for solid surface

investigations

Fig. 1 shows schematically interaction of electrons and ions with a solid.
Accented are effects which may bt used for surface investigation. Electrons
incident on • solid give ri»» to emission of electrons with different energies

90
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and angular distribution, to emission of electromagnetic radiation within a

large range of wavelengths and in the case of a sufficiently thin object elec-

trons pass even through it. Interaction of ions with a solid is illustrated

similarly.

In Fig. 2 probe systems of principally simplest designs are shown. The

electron or ion beams focused with magnetic or electrostatic lenses interact

with the area of a surface which is in the first approximation given by the dia-

meter of the beam of particles. It is no problem to deflect systematically the

focused beam using electric or magnetic fields and to co-ordinate certain

information to individual points (absorption, elastic and inelastic scattering,

emission of particles and radiation). This very simple principle has many

advantages, the main being the possibility of simultaneous detection of several

signals. But it has also some disadvantages. The information is obtained point

by point, which is rather time-consuming. Therefore, lens systems remain to be

of importance, as will be seen in the following. They are intended not only for

imaging surfaces of solida, but they are capable of providing substantially more

complex information. In Fig. 3 the main principles of imaging systems are

summarized.

Similarly as in the case of probe systems, electrons can pass through the

object (TEM) and information is processed with the objective lens (Fig. 3a), or

electrons are reflected by the object (HEU) (Fig. 3b),and finally, the object

emits electrons and information about this emission is processed with the so-

-called cathode lens (EEM, MEM) (Fig. 3c). In principle, the same methods are

possible if ions are employed.

3. Imaging and analysis of surfaces of solids by using a transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and a scanning TEM (STEM)

TEM and STEM are generally considered as devices intended for imaging bulk

structure of solids. Most efforts at evaluation of results lead to three-dimen-

sional reconstruction of studied objects. TEM and STEM possess high lateral

resolving power reaching resolution of individual atoms on a substrate with a

low atomic number /!/. Since the image contrast depends on electron scattering

by an atom, for the time being it is possible to image atoms with Z >• 30 (Fig.4).

For sufficient image contrast of an atom of carbon (Z * 6) elastic scattering of

about 35 electrons would be necessary. Supposing the same number of inelastic

collisions, it means that the carbon atom is 35times simultaneously ionized.

This, of course, leads to high radiation damage and together with the necessary

stability of the position of the imaged atom makes,for the time being, the imag-

ing of individual carbon atoms impossible.

Recently there appeared tendencies to utilize the properties of the TEM and

STEM for imaging and analysis of solid surfaces. Attractive is especially the

main property of the TEM and STEM - the possibility of imaging the atomic struc-

ture of the studied object. Until now it was possible to image individual heavy

atoms on a substrate with low atomic number . Though this is not a case of a

generally usable object, a number of information may be inferred from the time

dependence of motion of individual atoms under different experimental condition*

in the future (catalytic reactions, diffusion, etc.).

On imaging a crystal lattice, the matter in question was always contrast

determined by the electron scattering of a column with a certain number of atoms.
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These observations provided many new findings. Also the mechanism of crystal

lattice failure could be observed. Atomic structure of a surface may be observed

at a side view on a crystal, this being also a case of imaging a column of atoms

(Pig. 5) /2/.

There arises a question if it were possible to image a aurfaoe superlatti.ee

by using the method of dark field imaging, selecting the so-called forbidden

reflections in the diffraction pattern of a thin crystal. This experiment was

carried out by Nihoul et al. /3/. They succeeded in imaging the atomic structure

of the surface of an Au single crystal (Fig. 6). The results of this experiment

may be an inspiration for further improvement of this method. It may be expected

that it will be possible to study the motion of individual atoms on a surface

due to various effects. There must be, of course, ultrahigh vacuum in the object

chamber. Also processes of adsorption and desorption due to knock-on radiation

damage will be a very interesting subject of investigation in the future. It

would be advantageous to carry out a number of "in situ" experiments, because

the preparation of the object outside the microscope chamber and the transport

through atmosphere affects strongly the properties of the object. However,

contemporary TEtts are not designed with respect to this requirement. It is, of

course, possible to carry out many investigations of surfaces with the resol-

ution lower than the atomic one, using e.g. a defined substrate (a single

orystal), and to choose other conditions of the experiment (temperature, etc.).

An example is the study of flat single-crystal metallic layers on heated single

crystals (Fig. 7), completed with the study of high energy electron diffraction

A/.
Using the STEM mode of operation, high energy electron diffraction provides

information about crystal structure of a very small area determined by the dia-

meter of the focused electron beam, which is about 1 nm (Fig. 8}.

Electrons passing through the object are inelastically scattered and

energy losses within • relatively large range occur. Their evaluation provides

a lot of valuable information. The area in which an electron energy loss occurs

may be limited by electron beam focusing or may be chosen from the finite image

with a diaphragm. Electron energy loss spectroscope (EELS) is an important

•icroanalytical method which begins to be largely used also for surface analysis.

A typical spectrum of electron energy losses (Fig. 9) suggests that it la

possible to analyze in the dependence of energy vibrations of absorbed molaeuXss,

interbank transition*, plasmons and electron surface states, absorption edges,

provided that the energy width of the primary Van is sufficiently narrow.

Using current "illuminating" and probe system assemblies, the EELS method does

not provide resolution better than some eV. On the other hand, sensitivity of

this method is considerably high and it is supposed that it will enable identi-

fication of a single atom in crystals and molecules* STEH can provide also

imaging of a studied surface by mean* of electrons with a selected energy los*.

4. Reflection electron microscopy and diffraction for surface etudy (KM and

BREED)

TEM and SXEM are very suitable also for surface study, •• mentioned in the
foregoing Motion. It 1* required that tht object be penetrable by electrons.
This complicates safe preparation of the object to a certain degree. It would
surely b* mor* advantageous to use a three-dimensional specimen whoa* prepara-
tion is easier. Then, the surface may be imaged by the method of reflection
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electron microscopy (HEM). Thia method had bean developed for a certain time,

but it urea suppressed by scanning election microscopy (&U), which, like TEtt,

doea not require any special preparation of the object. The image interpretation

in REM ia made difficult, to a certain degree, by a considerably reduced scale

in the direction of the optical axis of the objective lens. For thia reaaon the

method waa abandoned. Thanks to further progress, when observationa of clean

surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum conditiona began to be made, the REM method was

brought back into use. The attainable resolution limit ia theoretically the same

aa with Till and STIH. Like TEM has ita 3PEM variant, for REM a SREH variant ia

possible. In the case of REM ana SKBI the analogy of HEED ia RHEED. It is a

surface method in the right sense of word, because the electron beam penetrates

only into surface layers and interacts with them. (TEM, STEM and HEED or also

EELS provide information on the surface by aelacting it from the total volume of

information about the object.) RHEED images contain a lot of information which

one has not managed to interpret fully yet. A new projection of images provides

interpretation equivalent to LEED (which will be discussed in the following),

but with higher angular reaalution and more preciaa lattice parameters. When

comparing diffraction patterns obtained at different energies of the primary

beam, the normal component E sin c< at an angle of incidence oC plays a deciaive.

role. Uaing 50 kV and oC = 1,8°, 5 kV and oC * 5,7° and 50 V and oi - 90°(LEED),

respectively, equal diffraction patterns are obtained.

In apite of some disadvantages (image diatortion), HEM seems to be a very

promising method for the study of surfaces of solids, probably with reaolution

of individual atoma both in the caaa of images and analysis. Using an ultrahigh

vacuum object chamber Tagi et al. /5/ succeeded in imaging monoatomic surface

stepa on a Si (111) surface. Different diffraction conditions produce a atrong

contrast (Fig. 10). Even if the image shows conaiderable diatortion ( ot * 1,2°),

the interpretation of such an image is not difficult for our imagination.

Veneklaaen /6/ compares this with a situation when flat objecta on a road are

correctly interpreted even at a diatanca of 100 m. The REM method enabled also

to show reconstruction of an Si (111) (7x7) structure transformable into a (1x1)

structure at a higher temperature. This achievment ia very encouraging and

auggaata a possibility of using this method for the study of surface phase

transitions, absorbed layers and the like, taking advantage of the correlation

between HEM (SEEM) and RHEED with ita rich volume of information. The sensiti-

vity of thia method ia vary high. A sufficiently strong contrast is attainable

even for a 0,02 nm thick deposition.

The design of current STEMs and especially TEMs does not allow a aatiafae-

tory study of surfaces and effects occurring on surfaces of aolida. further

development will be neceasary in order that all potential possibilities of the

TEM, STEM, HEM and SROI may be utilised for the imaging of surfaces of aolida

with resolution of individual atoaa, of HHEED for providing information about

the structure of a surface layer, and of EELS to enable element analysis at the

atomic level.

The following improvements are necesaaryi

a) Enhancement of parameters of electron sources, eepecially of brightneaa,

reduction of the electron energy bean width (uaing field-emission aourcea of

electrona) and possibly alao reduction of chromatic aberration of the

objective lena. Optimised electron lenaea, when compared with their light

counterparta, are atill simple ordinary glaae lenaea.
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b) Perfect ultrahigh vacuum design of the object chamber which would enable

"in situ" preparation (surface cleaning, heating, cooling, layer deposition).

c) Incorporation of TEM, STEM, REV and SRKM into a singl* device. Possible

employment of HHEED and EELS and maybe also ASS methods providing images by

means of electrons of a selected energy.

d) Possibility of on-line image filtration using the Fourier transform method.

e) Computer control and evaluation of experiments.

5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for the study of surfaces and surface

properties

A scanning electron microscope is a typical device for the study of

surfaces of solids, even though current scanning electron microscopes are not

very suitable for this purpose, because they do not possess ultrahigh vacuum

conditions in the object chamber.(Exceptions ore SEM VG-HR5O and Tesla BS 350.)

Though it is principally possible to use a TEM and especially STEH also for SEM

of solid objects, it is difficult to surround the object with all necessary

detectors and analyzers to utilize effectively SEM for the study of surfaces of

solids. As a result of interaction between electrons and a solid a number of

secondary effects occur - emission of electrons with different energy and

radiation within a wide range of wavelengths. Some of these effects arise deep

under the-surface (emission of characteristic x-ray radiation) and are not,

therefore, suitable for surface investigation. The resolution limit of the

scanning electron microscope, though restricted by electron scattering in a

solid, was probably not achieved. This is, among others, also due to difficult

detection of different signals, since the current attainable in the electron

proba of the required diameter < l o i is ve?y low. It is evident that the use

of a field-emission cathoda as a source of electrons is an imperative require-

ment. Ever-lasting problems are adsorption and crystal growth, especially of

epitaxial layers. An example is growth of Ag islands on W (110) (Fig. 11) /7/.

Nucleation was simultaneously studied using the scanning Auger microscopy method

(SAM) which is very suitable for elemental end chemical analysis of surfaces.

However, the yield of Auger electrons is very low with regard to the total

current of the primary beam. It amounts to 10 - 10"* for a single incident

electros. A cylindrical analyzer detects only 5.10 of the total amount of

Auger electrons at energy resolution of a 0,1 Auger peak width. Therefore, it

will be necessary to improve the analyzer acceptance angle, to us* tha "thin

film Auger" method causing a sharp decrease of backacattered electrons (though

this will mean a mor* complicated object preparation) aa wall as the computer

spectrum processing necessary for spectra smoothing /$/. It ia expected that it

will be possible to detect about 10 atoms. The great number of necessary inter-

actions with primary electrons increasesth* danger of radiation damag*. However,

•etals and semiconductors s**ra to b* wall resistant. Additional ineraas* in

resistance may be achieved, aa proved by sou* *xperim*nts /9/, by cooling the

object down to tha temperature of liquid helium. In scanning electron micro-

scopy a signal generated by th* emission of secondary alactrona (SB) ia tradi-

tionally used. It provides a good topographic contrast, but is also sensitiv*

to changes of th* work function, microsoopio magnetic and alactrie fields and

•nablea, for example, th* etudy of microelectronic structures on th* basis of

th* eo-call*d potential contrast. Th* backacatterad electrons (BSB) may bs us*d
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with advantage to generate a signal dependent on the atomic number of atoms

forming the surface. Modern high efficient scintillator detectors are capable of

resolving the difference of 4 Z «s 0,1 Z. This permits determination of dis-

tribution of a certain element on a specimen surface even though the current of

BSE is not quite characteristic of the surface element composition. A large

detector is capable of detecting the major part of BSE. It will depend especial-

ly on the use of computers whether BSE will considerably increase the analytical

possibilities of the SEM. A future SEM for the study of solid surfaces must

fulfil the following requirements:

a) Ultrahigh vacuum in the object chamber, "in situ" object preparation (like in

the case of TE1I).

b) High current in the electron beam using field-emission guns.

0) High efficient detection of BSE with high atomic number resolution.

a) Enhanced detection of Auger electrons and inelaatically scattered electrons.

6. Emission electron microscopy

Methods of emission electron microscopy were developed simultanously with

methods of transmission electron microscopy. For many years they enabled direct

imaging of surfaces of solids by selecting an appropriate mechanisa of electron

emission: thermionic emission, photoemission or secondary emission excited by

ions, electrons and neutral particles. Due to a tremendous development of scan-

ning electron microscopy the interest in emission electron microscopy was fully

lost.'One of the main reasons wax that the vacuum technique of that time did not

enable observation of "clean" surfaces. A great number of observations became

uninterpretable. Recently, the ultrahigh vacuum technique haa increasingly been

used also in electron microscopy. The work with this technique ia not time-

consuming. This raised a renewed interest in methods of emission electron micro-

scopy, which can provide results not attainable by other methods.

The basic element of an emission electron microscope is a cathode lens

which produces an image of an emitting surface. Fig. 12 shows a schematic ray

diagram of a cathode lena. The resolving power of the cathode lens is determined

by apherical, chromatic and diffraction aberrations. Which of these three ia

dominating depends on various operational parameters. It cannot be expected that

the resolving power will be better than about 2nm. Electron emission, aa Men-

tioned above, can be due to different mechanisms. From the viewpoint of inter-

pretation, photoemission is very interesting, because it dependa unambiguously

on the work function. Some examples of observations and of "in situ" experiments

show the possibilities of thia method (Fig. 13) /10/. The cathode lena may be

used also for low energy electron diffraction (LEBD) as deacribed in our earlier

pápera /ll/. At preaent, LEED ia a very important method intended for determina-

tion of surface geometry of apatial arrangement of atoaa. The "classical" aaeeabfr

for LEED haa some disadvantages, especially in the possibility of defining a.

region which participataa in forming a diffraction pattern. Therefore, we at-

tempted an analogy of a TEH which images the object and trom a aaleeted area

forms a diffraction pattern, by uaing low energy eleetrona. Fig. M givee •

comparison of TEH and EBH adapted for low energy eleotron diffraction. The

electron bean paaaing in the opposite direction through a three-stage electron

optical system ia focused to the baok focal plane of the cathode lene. In the

deceleration field of thia cathode lena a parallel eleotron beam ia produced

which ia incident OIJ an object with energy given by the potential difference.
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The diffracted electrons form in the back focal plane a diffraction pattern

which is projected with a diffraction lens into the image liane of the projector

lens and magnified. In order that full analogy of TE31 could be used it was

necessary to image the surface by changing the focusing of the diffraction lens

in such a way that the image plane of the cathode lens may be imaged into the

object plane of the projector lens. However, this cannot be achieved without

separating the primary and diffracted beams. Fig. 15 showa a ray diagram and

Fig. 16 is a simplified cross-section of the designed device. A similar device

was designed by Bauer /12/ and Teliepa /13/. First results are very optimistic.

The method will extend the possibilities of surface investigation of solida

using low energy electrons (aa low as zero). Band structure of solida, measure-

ments of work function, studies of surface defects and othera are only some of

many possible applications. In earlier experiments /14/ we showed that the

cathode lens could be used also for obtaining a spectrum of Auger electrons

from a selected area. In spite of the limited lateral resolving power, the use

of the cathode lens for a complex study of solids appears to be very promising.

7. Use of ions for the study of surfaces of solids

Though it waa just ions that allowed Muller /15/ to image for the first

time ion structure of solids using a relatively simple device - an " ion projector",

ions are not very suitable for surface imaging. Experiments with transmission

ion microscopy were stopped twenty years ago and the only systems intended for

imaging a surface and its simultaneous analysis by secondary ion oaas apectro-

acopy are ion probe systems, whan an ion objective lens (analogy of a cathode

lens for electrons) does not reach the lateral resolving power which could

provide information of greater importance. Therefore, great attention has

recently been paid to probe ion systems in order to achieve parameters comparable

with those of electron probes. The ion projector aa an ion source provides a

relatively low current and in connection with electroatatic lenses with rela-

tively high spherical aberration it enables implementation of probes with dia-

meters of about 10 nm and current 10" A. The so-called ion sources with liquid

metals supply a substantially higher current, however, the energy width of

emitted iona ia so large that it results in high chromatic aberration. But, on

the other hand, ion probes enable analysis of a surface from an area less than

1 /urn, using secondary ion mass spectroscopy, with relatively high sensitivity*

Though it is a destructive method, it need not be unambiguously of disadvantage

even for surface studies. In order that parameters of ion probe systems could be

considerably increased, much must be done both in the field of ion electrostatic

optics - there are aome promising tendencies of reducing optical aberrationa -

and in the field of ion sources with considerably enhanced paramatera.

Of great importance for the study of surf teas are also other spectroscopie

methods, such as ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) and ion neutralisation

apeotroscopy (IRS). Also here the localisation of an analysed area will play an

increasingly important part.

6. Conclusion!

From the previous conclusions is evident that the utilisation of electrons
and iona for investigation of surface* of aolids is not, by far, a oloaed chap-
ter of physics. Greet attention is paid to the improvement of methods and
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instrumentation, talcing advantage of the progreaa ic technology of materiále,

new findings in electron and ion optice and phjaics of electron and ion eniasion,

vacuum technique, computation technique and others. No idea ia put away if it

auggesta a new progrese, even if linked with great technical problems. Such a

new idea as e.g. STK of Binnig and Bohre /US/, realizable by relatively simple

technical means, is an exception. In contrast to this, the development of TEH,

lasting for more than fifty years, is to be mentioned. Electron energies in the

range 0,4 - 1,5 HeV promise better "atomic" resolution than devices with electron

energy of 100 keV (Fig. 17). With the design of these devices are linked many

complex problems. If one proves that higher energies of electrons and low tem-

perature of an object (IHe) reduce considerably radiation damage, it will be

probably advantageous to use for magnetic field generation electron lenses of

superconducting solenoids. Ultrahigh vacuum is a necessary condition for the use

of TEH (maybe in the HEM mode) for the study of atom geometry on the surfaces of

solids. A great technical problem is mechanical stability of such devicea ia

which during exposure the object may not be shifted by more than one tenth of

the resolving power. Some of the most important problems (vacuum, mechanical

stability) could be solved automatically by placing such a device into the space.

In the contribution attention was paid especially to juoh methods for the

study of solid surfaces which permit to image a studied surface by using elec-

tron and ion microscopy. However, appropriate instrumentation, as shown, enables

a more versatile view on the studied object. Therefore, there is a clear tendency

to combine in a single device as many "in situ" methods for surface investigation

of solids as possible. The price of such a device can be as high as one Billion

dollars or even more.

This contribution cannot provide exhaustive review of electron and ion

methods for the study of solid surfaces. There are many other special methods,

such as electron and ion spectroscopy, which could not be included in this paper.

The development in the field of employing electrona and ions for the stuóy

of solid surfaces brought in the last decade a series ot important methods and

devices which enabled solution of questions of rather speculative character in

many cases.

It may be concluded that the statement of a Czech physicist from the field

of thin film optics, Professor TafiiSek, - "The more we see, the more we know" -

comes true in the application of electron optics for the study of solid surfaces.

Though no revolutionary ideas can be expected, further development in this field,

important for physics of solid surfaces,will certainly bring further considerable

progress.
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QUANTIZED VORTICES IN ROTATING SUPERFLUID He

M. Krusius

Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, SF-O215O Espoo 15,

Finland

The first measurements on quantized vortices in rotating superfluid Tie have been conducted

during the last three years with a rotating nuclear demagnetization cryostat capable of cooling

liquid He below 0.5 tnK while rotating up to 20 rev/mln. The experiments have conprised NHR

investigations of vortex textures and hydrodynamic measurements on persistent superflow in a

toroidal flow channel. A remarkable variety of unexpected phenomena have been discovered which

illuminate the structure and topology of quantized vortices in anisotropic superfluids.

I INTRODUCTION

When a weakly bound system with liquid-like particle motion is cooled to very low

temperatures one finds that it generally undergoes a phase transition into a many-body ground

state with highly correlated superriuid motion of the particles. The helium liquids and the

conduction electron gas of superconducting metals are the best known laboratory examples of such

quantum liquids. Quantized vortices, the subject of this brief review, are collective defects of

the auperfluid state which are formed as a response to an external perturbation. In the superfluid

helium liquids the quantized vortex provides the mechanism for accommodating rotational flow.

Liquid flow is strictly irrotational in a simple superfluid, as required by the coherence in the

particle motion. If the superfluid is brought into rotation in a rotating container ii. will,

nevertheless, perform solid body like rotation with the container similar to any other liquid. The

solid body rotation becomes possible via the formation of a regular lattice of rectilinear

quantized vortex lines. In a superconductor the analogue of a quantized vortex is a quantized flux

line which provides partial penetration of the magnetic flux into a type II superconductor in

moderately high external magnetic fields.

During the Ia3t few years the firat rotating experiments have been performed on the ^ie

superfluid3 at temperatures below 3 mK. As opposed to other laboratory superfluids the different

superfluid phases of ^He are anisotropic with liquid crystal like oriented textures of the order

parameter vector. Prior to the present measurements it was not known what structural and dynamic

properties quantized vortices would acquire under the anisotropic and more complex constraints

imposed by the orbital p-state Cooper pairing in the Tie superfluids. The motivation for this work

has thus been guided by the need to learn about the topology and structure of quantized vortices

in anisotropic superfluids.

In this introductory review we first establish the concept of a quantized vortex in the

context of superfluid He. Next, after a brief account of the experimented techniques and the

characteristics of the two major Tie superfluids we focus on the most central results fron the

rotating superfluid Tie experiments. These have uncovered a rich variety of unexpected phenoaana

which have made a strong impact on our understanding of superfluid h\e.

II QUANTIZED VORTEX IN SUPERFLUID Sle

In superfluid He the order parameter is represented in terms of a complex scalar function

where the spatial variation is mainly associated with the phase $ since changes in th« Mplitudt

ty occur only on the scale of the superfluid condensation energy. This order parameter represents

the analogue of a wave function for the macroscopic quantum state. The velocity of superflow is

101
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thus proportional to the gradient of the order parameter and is given by

The characteristic feature of superflow is that it is irrotatlonal or potential, i.e. V*v - 0 ,

which obviously follows as a direct consequence from the superfluid phase coherence. This

fundamental property of superfluid flow is also expressed by the fact that in a simply connected

region the circulation of superflow around a closed loop vanishes,

í v • dl - 0 .

In order to accommodate to a homogeneous rotation with an angular momentum * per particle about

an axis £2 the superflow vg - fi/Cn^r) becomes quantized^ a quantized vortex with a 1/r dependent

flow field and a singular core is formed. In the core the superfluid density Pfe( a |\|J|2) vanishes

within a radius which is of order the superfluid coherence length £ and in 4He comparable to the

interparticle spacing. The circulation of superflow around the core is quantized In units of the

circulation quantum h/m^ such that

K = í v • di* - n — , whe 0,±1,±Z, ...

In the bulk liquid the singly quantized state n=1 predominates since the kinetic energy p v 7 2

is proportional to n .

The first measurement exploring the properties of superfluid ''lie in the rotating state was

the rotating bucket experiment, first conducted by both E.L. Andronlkashvill and D.V. Osborne in

the late forties. The experiment was performed with the expectation to find a flat free surface

contour in the rotating container. However, instead the usual parabolic meniscus of a classical

liquid rotating in the gravitational field was observed. Some years later In the early fifties

this and other related observations were explained by L. Onsager and R.P. Feynman who introduced

the quantized vortex. In the rotating state the superfluid becomes perforated by a lattice of

singly quantized rectilinear vortices. The total number H of the vortices adjusts itself such that

the total circulation NK matches that of a solid body in rotation. As a consequence the

homogeneous vortex density ny becomes proportional to the angular velocity of rotation, i.e. n

Pig. 1. Normalized superfluid density P,/p

and auperflow velocity v as a function of

the normalized radial distanoe r/a from the

vortex axis. The characteristic: length a la

of order the interpartiola dlstanoa ("310 in

He while in Tie it la the separation of two

particle* forming a Cooper pair (a100A).

Fig. 2. # Close-packed triangular lattice of

rectilinear quantized vortices, as seen by

an observer rotating with the cryostat. The

rotation axis is parallel to the vertical

lines whioh depict the vortex cores in the

center at eaoh lattice cell. The solid lines

illustrate the stream lines of the super-

fluid flow while the dashed lines mark the

boundaries with zero velocity. At typical

experimental rotation speeds of 5 s/rev the

intervortex distance is 0.2 ma.
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= 2 Íl/K. Hence on the whole the superfluid performs solid body rotation in the rotating container

and behaves superficially like a classical fluid. In particular this means that the vortex lattice

rotates with the normal fluid component and the container.

These features have been thoroughly confirmed by numerous experiments. A most sophisticated

example is the photographic measurement of E. Yarmchuk and R.E. Packard in which the vortex cores

were loaded with electrons and subsequently filmed by discharging the trapped charge on a

phosphorous screen. An impressive example is shown in Fig. 3 from which the value of the

circulation quantum h/m^ can be directly measured. The quantized magnetic flux lines of type II

superconductors have been photographed with electron microscopy techniques by U. Essnan and H.

Träuble, a representative result is shown in Fig. t. A further example of quantized vortices is

found in the highly compressed neutron matter in the interior of a compact neutron star. The mass

of a neutron star is approximately equal to that of the sun but its diameter is only about 10 km.

In this compressed state of matter electrons and protons combine to create a surplus of neutrons,

the neutron fluid, which is In a highly degenerate state and probably superfluid. The neutron star

or pulsar is astronomically observed as a radio emitting rapidly rotating object with a beam of

electromagnetic emission. This beam sweeps around with the rotating star and, therefore, a far

away observer only perceives the pulsating radio beacon. The interesting consequence from pulsar

rotation is in this context the fact that the rapidly rotating neutron superfluid is expected to

display a rigid lattice of vortices. In fact, strong observational evidence exists to support this

Fig. 3. Sequence of photographic prints of
h

vortex cores in superfluid He as famed

during a slow acceleration of the rotation

speed. The dimeter of the cylindrical

container shown in the prints is 2 am. Its

axis coincides with the vertical rotation

axis and is parpendioular to the plane of

the figura. The vortex corea light up aa

bright iaage apota on the phosphoroua acraan

whan the trapped charge accumulated in tne

coraa Is discharged on the acraan. (Aftar E.

Yaraohuck and R.E. Paokard).

Fig. 1. Triangular lattice of quantized

flux lines on the surface of a supercon-

ductor. The externally applied aagnetlc

field partially penetrates through tjrp* II

auparoonduatora along quantized flux U m a .

Colloidal •agnetio cobalt partiolaa in the

aurrounding He liquid are attraotad to the

pointa where the flux Unas aaerga froa the

auperconduotor and here their danalty dia-

trlbutlon haa been raoordad with eleotron

•ioroaoopy technique*. (After (1. Eaaaan and

H. Tr«ubl«>.
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conclusion (see Fíg. 5).

In conclusion we note that the superfluld state is customarily associated with frietionless,

correlated motion of particles which is irrotatlonal by it3 very nature. The superfluid adjusts to

rotation by forming a lattice of quantized rectilinear vortices. In the singular vortex core the

macroscopic superfluid quantum state Is broken which removes the topological constraint against

rotational flow. Until the early seventies it was commonly believed that vortices in any

superfluid system would display these same general features. However, once the investigations on

Tie vortices were started, it was rapidly recognized that the situation can be more complex and a

larger diversity has to be allowed for vortex formation.

Ill ROTATING NUCLEAR REFRIGERATION CRYOSTAT

Refrigeration to superfluid Tie temperatures is based on well professed techniques but the

combination of refrigeration with rotation has only been attempted in two cases. The rotating

cryostat in the Low Temperature Laboratory is floated on gas bearings which are operated with

compressed air. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 6, it features low friction, vibrationfree smooth

rotation and the possibility to achieve high rotation velocities. The cryogenic systea consists

of a T)e circulating Tie/ He dilution refrigerator and a nuclear refrigeration stage. During

rotation the dilution refrigerator is operated in the single cycle mode by pumping the still with

a charcoal cryoadsorption pump which is built as an integral part into the cryostat. The nuclear

refrigerator cools by adiabatic demagnetization of the paramagnetic nuclear spins in a metallic

copper refrigerant. The Tie sample cell is in direct thermal contact with the copper nuclear

Fig. 5. The pulsar is a rapidly rotating

neutron star with a strong Magnetic field

slightly inclined with respect to the rota-

tion axis ft. It emits a wide spectrum of

electromagnetic radiation which is beamed in

a narrow cone along the magnetic axis and

which gradually exhausts the rotational

•nergy of the star. A relatively large dis-

continuous "glitch" was observed in the

rotation period of the Vela pulsar in 1969.

The Vela rotation period is about 90 Billi-

seconds and the glitch corresponds to a

fractional change of 2 x 10 or a reduction

of 200 nanoseconds in the revolution time.

This "starquake" has been interpreted to

signify a r«adjuata*nt of the eccentricity

of the thin solid crust and the solid core

of the star. Such readjustments are needed

f r o time to tl»« in order to tun* the

moment ,of Inertia to correspond to the

decelerating rotation speed. In thla

soheutlo graph of the angular rotation

velocity 0 w* denote with Q th* ratio of the

liquid to the solid oomponents in the star

(for Vala Q • 1/7) and with T tha time

constant with whloh th* neutron superfluid

regains oorotation with th* solid components

(for Vala T » 1.2 years). Th* lont time

J.0 F*
I1M

constant and th* corresponding small vlaoous

friction between th* liquid and solid

oomponents la a strong argument In favour of

th* neutron superfluid hypothesis and, at

oloser examination, alao of th* presence or

a rigid vortex lattlo* with norami state

vortex oores.
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refrigerant via a sintered heat exchange sponge, as shown in Fig. 7.

IV SUPERFLOID ^ e

Superfluid Tie exists at temperatures below 3 mK and at applied pressures less than 3U bar,

which corresponds to the melting pressure of solid Tie at these temperatures. There are two major

superfluid phases as 3hown in the phase diagram in Fig. 8: the quasi-isotropic B phase and the

uniaxially anisotropic A phase at high pressures. They are both fermion superfluids, but unlike

the superconducting electron gas, they are formed by Cooper pairing in an orbital p-state, i.e.

with a relative orbital angular momentum L=1 and a total spin S=1.^ The A phase represents an

axial spin triplet state where only the substates |TT > and |U. > are populated while the B

phase also includes the |T-L+-i-T> substate and thus becomes more symmetric with a total angular

momentum J=L+S=O. Contrary to the A phase, the B liquid superfluid energy gap is isotropic and so

are, for most purposes, also its other physical properties. An attempt has been made to visualize

these features in Fig. 9, which illustrates Cooper pairing in momentum space.

V NMR MEASUREMENT OP VORTICES IN ̂ e-B

The dynamic spin properties of the B liquid are not isotropic; this feature is employed in

the study of the order parameter texture with NMR. The nuclear dipolar spin-orbit interaction of

the Cooper pair introduces the remarkable phenomenon of broken spin-orbit symmetry. The resulting

weak residual anlsotropy can be accounted for by the introduction of a magnetic anisotropy axis n

whose orientation with respect to the external field H directly determines the NMR frequence

shift in the measurement. The orientation of "n is controlled by various textural interactions.

In the rotating state additional orientational effects appear which depend on the density and

OPTICAL DATA
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structure of the vortices and thus are at the center of our interest. The scale of length on which

the orientation of n varies in space is fixed by the magnetic coherence length £„ which is a

measure of the magnetic anlsotropy energy FH to the superfluid gradient energy FG. It can be

controlled by the choice of the nagnitude of D. In particular, one can thus adjust £„ to be much

longer than the inter-vortex distance which is the usual experimental condition and results in

homogeneous frequency shifts in the rotating state.

The hydrodynamic properties of the B liquid can be considered to be isotropio. Thus the B

phase vortices are expected to be singular phase vortices like in superfluid ''lie. However, because

of the iiuoh extended superfluid coherence length ( S » 100 A) and the p-state Cooper pairing it

turns out at closer examination that many different vortex core structures become possible

In Tle-B. This multitude of different vortex core states is also borne out in the experiments

which very distinctly distinguish between two different vorticas separated by a first order phase

transition.1'11

The critical line of the phase transition in the vortex core structure is shown in the phase

diagram in Fig. 8. The transition is of first order, independent of the angular velocity S2 of

rotation and very nearly independent of H. It is remarkable that the transition line parallels the

A-B phase boundary. Thus the strong coupling interactions, which stabilize the A phase with

respect to the B phase, must also be responsible for the phase transition in the vortex core. With

this In mind we identify the vortex observed in the region above the transition line as the high

pressure vortex while the second structure observed also at low pressures and temperatures is

referred to as the low presssure vortex.

The primary quantity of interest in the NMR measurement is the frequency shift. In the bulk

liquid in the absence of surface interactions, which we shall neglect in this context, ii is

aligned along H in the stationary state while with increasing fl n is uniformly tilted by

increasing amounts away from H. This is reflected by the large frequency shift between the NMR

absorption maxima measured in the stationary and rotating states and illustrated in the Insert of

1.5 2.0
T(mK)

30

Fig* T. Schematic outline or the ultralow

temperature Motion of the nuclear refrl«er-

atlon eryostat with th« M m experiment.

Fig. 8. Phase diagram of liquid 3He in the

temperature region of the superfluid phases.

TIM flrat order critical line of the vortex

oore phase transition In ^He-B Is also In-

eluded, as determined froa the Measurement

of HHR frequenoy ahifts (solid line with

data points) and persistent superrlow with

so (jrrosoope techniques (dashed line).
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Fig. 9. Simplified illustration of Cooper pairing in k space. The shaded area re-

presents the superfluid energy gapf the small arrows the spin.
1 on the Fermi sur-

face and the dashed lines pairing betveen fermions at k„ and - k-. For more ex-

planations consult Ref. 1.

Fig. 11. Thus the location of the bulk liquid NMR absorption peak on the frequency axis in the

rotating state is directly related to the density and structure of the vortices.

Fig. 10 illustrates the bulk liquid frequency shifts as measured during a temperature scan

through the B phase at a constant pressure of 29 bar. With increasing SJ the HMR shift increases

reflecting the increase in the vortex density while at a given ft the dependence of the shift on

temperature is controlled by the structure of the vortices and the properties of the B fluid. The

striking feature is the discontinuity in the shift which occurs at the reduced temperature T/T =

0.6 irrespective of the vortex density. Clearly also the magnitude of the discontinuity scales

with the vortex density and hence only an explanation based on a phase transition in the structure

of the individual vortex is acceptable.

The magnitude of the rotation induced NMR shift can be examined to extract information on

the structure of the vortices. The dominating textural interaction comes about because of a slight

depairing of the spin component perpendicular to H with S =0. This interaction, which is of the

form F„ = -a(n-H), aligns n along H. In the rotating state additional orienting mechanisms

appear which deflect n from H in the bulk B liquid. In the first place the ? field around the

vortex core is responsible for a major fraction of the NMR shifts in Fig. 10. Superflow brings

about a depopulation asynetry with respect to orbital pairing which in turn exerts a torque on n

and introduces some misalignment between n and ff. However, the flow contribution F,, a
-* -> ? * .LOW

<(v -v n) > ' n y is largely insensitive to the core structure and accordingly continuous with

respect to the vortex core transition. There thus has to exist in addition a second, discontinuous

orienting effect which originates from the vortex core. Since the core material differs froa B

liquid an induced magnetic contribution localized to the core is expected to Influence the

texture. The core interaction F a 1 &x H n itr is thus proportional to the
core v core

susceptibility anlsotropy &X in the core. Clearly this contribution is more significant for the

high pressure vortex for which the discontinuous NMD shift Is large, as seen in Fig. 10. Thla

could, for instance result from a strong preference towards axial spin pairing In the core. Such

an assumption leads to a very plausible estimate of the core radius r s 10 5 .
core

The low pressure vortex, on the other hand, has the remarkable property that tne HHJI shift

depends on whether H is oriented parallel or antlparallel to ň . Fig- 11 ihows onoe more the

matured ahift as a function of T/T c. The high pressure vortex is almost Insensitive to the sign

of Š5 • H while the low pressure vortex dlplays remarkable gyroaagnetismi • substantially larger

shift if obtained with S and i? parallel than in the antlparallel ease. This is attributed to •

spontsneous magnetic moment density M In the vortex oore which gives rise to the textural free

energy contribution F H a HH n y '"' o o r t and depends on the relative orientation of H with respeot

to H. In comparison to the hi(h pressure vortex the low pressure vortex Is thus distinguished by a

lsrger spontaneous oore magnetlxatlon Indicating a preference towards ferromagnetic spin pairing.
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The magnitude of the spontaneous magnetization is extremely small, only some 10 u per atom in
N

the vortex core. Nevertheless, its magnitude suggests the presence of a superfluid core while

presumably the much smaller spontaneous magnetization of the high pressure vortex could result

from the nonunitary distribution of the order parameter in the core region, whether occupied by

superfluid or normal liquid.

In summary we note that from the relative magnitudes and symmetry properties of the

different contributions to the NME shift in the rotating bulk B liquid information can be

retrieved about the core structure on both sides of the vortex phase transition line. For this the

measurements have to be performed in relatively low magnetic fields of up to a few hundred gau3S

only such that the magnetic coherence length £ exceeds the inter-vortex distance. In these
n

conditions the vortices exert an average orienting effect on the texture and as a result no

appreciable oscillation of the n orientation occurs over the vortex lattice.
VI VORTEX CORE STRUCTURE IN ̂ He-B

In suparfluid He or in the s-wave superconductor only the simple axially symmetric phase vortex

with a singular core is possible while in the p-wave superfluid with a 3x3 complex order parameter

matrix many different possibilities become available: the singularity exists only with respect to
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the B-phase order parameter components and superfluidity does not necessarily vanish in the core.

M.M. Salooaa and G.E. Volovik have worked out the general symmetry classification of the possible

order parameter configurations in the core. They introduce for the singly quantized axially

symmetric case the vortex order parameter

U\) 0+

-0°

„2i*

C e3 i*

The nine amplitudes C (r) are complex functions of the radial distance r from the vortex axis,

with the first index specifying the spin and the second the orbital quantization state.

The existence of a first order phase transition between two different core structures

implies a transition from one discrete symmetry to another. The symmetry group of the above order

parameter with discrete axial symmetry has the four symmetry elements

P e
' T

which involve the parity transformation P, the gauge transformation e111 by the phase angle ft,

time inversion and complex conjugation denoted by T, and a rotation 0 of the spin and orbital
y»"

spaces by an angle " around an axis y perpendicular to the vortex axis. The moat symmetric

invariant under the operation by P1f Pg and P, is not

and C. nonzero. These components represent the asymptotic bulk

solution in which the order parameter is invariant under the operation by P., P and P, is not

obtained with only C
"00

li »

Fij. 12. Radial order parameter distribution for all nine real amplitude* of the

order parameter matrix of the v vortex at »ro liquid pressure. The upper half shows

the five amplitudes which arc nonzero and similar in magnitude alto for the o vortex.
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B liquid when C = C.. = C = 1. Instead, also C and C have to be incorporated, they obtain

nonvanlshing values at intermediate r. T'.ils vortex, designated as the o vortex, has thus 5 nonzero

real amplitudes C u u ( r ) , with roughly tlie radial distributions shown in the upper half of Fig. 12,

and a normal core. The syaaetry of the o vortex may be broken in different ways depending on which

symmetry is preserved: The u vortex has the same five C„ v (r) nonzero but complex, is symmetric

with respect to P. only and has similarly a normal core. The v vortex has all nine C amplitudes

nonzero and real, is symmetric under P_ and has a superfluid core, a.s.o.

Salomaa and Volovlk have nwerically minimized the Oinzbúrg-Landau free energy expansion in

terms oť the different vortex states. They conclude that the minimum energy configuration and, in

fact, the only stable solution among the singly quantized axisymmetric vortices at low pressures

is the v vortex with nine nonvanishlng real amplitudes C ^ i r ) . These are shown as a function of r

in Fig. 12. Among these C- and C + Q with zero circulation do not vanish on the axis. Cj^ describes

the A-pbase pairing and is responsible for the susceptibility anisotropy. C + Q represents a

ferromagnetic pairing state, referred to as the 8 phase, which produces the main share of the

spontaneous magnetization.

This identification of the low pressure vortex is qualitatively in agreement with the

experimental information. A rigorous quantitative comparison is still missing, partly due to the

fact that a number of poorly known parameters are involved. Also the NMR measurement loses in

resolution on approaching T where the frequency shifts vanish. Therefore the experimental

conclusions for the Ginzburg-Landau region are baaed on extrapolations towards T Q and have to be

considered with caution. As to the structure of the high pressure vortex, a satisfactory candidate

has perhaps not yet been identified. Obviously, for identifying the vortex core states more

experimental input is needed on such properties which are sensitive to the core structure and the

quantization state.

VII VORTEX TEXTORSS IK

Let us next turn to the A phase where the vortices have proved to be no less intriguing. In

contrast to the B phase with weak biaxial anisotropy, which generally only becomes observable in

the spin dynamics, the A phase possesses pronounced unlaxial anisotropy. Customarily the order

parameter texture in the A liquid is represented in terms of the orbital unit vector f- and the

magnetic unit vector S. The magnetic vector d lies In the plane perpendicular to the spin

quantization axis fixed along the applied flelii direction, while the dipolar spin-orbit

Interaction in turn aligns & and d parallel (see Fig. 9).

In the A liquid superflow does not need to satisfy the requirement of potential flow, on the

contrary vorticlty la supported by way of a continuous winding of the i field according to the

Heraln-Bo relation

i- n „ * * _ ^ f . / 3 l „ 3 l »

In the mid seventies It waa realized that continuous vortex textures can be constructed in

Tle-A which provide the quantisation of olroulation required Tor solid body rotation without the

need to break the superfluld state with a singulár vortax oora. The first continuous vortax

texture was suggs!*«d by P.W. Anderson and 0. Toulouse and by V.It. Cheohetkln. It rapreaenta a

doubly quantized vortax ai zero magnetic field oondltlons for whloh the full oiroulatlon of N n la

only obtained by Integrating along a oall boundary of the vortex lattice.

How*ver, no measurements exist yet on zero field continuous vortex textures. In the large

axial polarizing field of the MHR experiments different conditions prevalil d la rigidly looked to

the transverse plane, eg. along x, whloh In turn because of dlpole looking gives rise to a uniform

planar f field along x with vanishing vortloity Vxv, - 0 . In the rotating state, however, the

uniform t texture is broken by the appearanoe of soft vortex oorea inside of whloh all vortlolty
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is concentrated. This situation, which is illustrated in Fig. 13, is very slnilar to that in the

isotropic Irrotational superfluld except for the size and structure of the vortex core. The

diameter of the soft vortex core is of the order of the dipolar length £ s 10 pa which sets the

scale on which the dipolar energy starts to win over the gradient energy and on which Jfc can

bend away from d. At a typical rotation speed of 1 rad/s the spacing between the vortices is about

0.3 m and thus one order of magnitude more than the soft core diameter. The £ texture in the soft

core produces continuously distributed vorticlty which, in addition, may be augmented by the

presence of a hard vortex core with a diameter comparable to the superfluid coherence length í =

0.01 urn. Within the hard vortex core the A-phase order parameter tends to zero and is generally

assumed to be replaced by the polar phase. The d field, on the other hand, remains more or less

uniformly pinned along x throughout the soft core since the magnetic anisotropy energy and the

dipolar energy roughly scale as (H/HjJ where the characteristic dipolar field value is only IL, •

2.5 mT.

The detailed structure of the £ texture in the soft core region and, in particular, the

presence of a hard core can only be settled by comparing eg. zero sound attenuation or NHR

measurements with the calculated response from the different possible core models. The NHR

signature of the vortex texture is a signal with reduced amplitude and appreciable line

broadening. ' In addition a small satellite peak is observed which is only a few percent of the

main resonance as shown in Fig. 14. The Integrated absorption in the satellite peak Is directly

proportional to the rotation speed and therefore to the vortex density. The frequency shift of the

satellite is less than the bulk A liquid shift and thus has to originate from a region in the

texture with dipóle unlocking, ie. the soft vortex core. Summarizing we thus note that the soft

vortex core texture is directly related to both the magnitude of the integrated resonance

absorption and the frequency shift of the vortex satellite peak.

a)

b)
Q« 1.21 rad/s I

1 1 1 1 1

I

1 1

3 h
Ulľ

1

rif. 13. The dlatribution of vortioity In

the transverse plane at high axial magnetic

fields (H ||3 || z). The vortioity la confi-

ned Inside the soft vortex cores, outside

the oores 5 la uniformly dipóle looked along

a A
• X.

M o (kHz)

Pig. 11. Transverse ow m m signál in the A

phase at 0 • 0 and 1.2 rad/s with H • 28. K

•T. The vortex satellite peak is displayed

in the bottom part with lnoreased vertical

signal amplification.
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Fig. 15. The í and v fields of the continuous v and w vortices in the soft

core region: a) (1„,1„) for the v vortex with Po symmetry, b) (lvfl„) for the wx y ^ e. x y

vortex with P symmetry and c) v for both soft core textures. The diameters of

the circles are 10 5 D = 60 ym.

Several calculations have been performed on the soft core structure and it3 NMR properties.

In all cases the NMR signal properties have been found to agree with measurement only for a

nonsingular doubly quantized soft core structure. Two possible configurations of the £ texture In

the soft core region are shown in Pig. 15 according to the calculations of H.K. Seppälä and G.E.

Volovik. These two continuous vortices, the v vortex with P_ symmetry and the H vortex with P3

1
symmetry, are qualitatively in good agreement with the measurements. In Fig. 15 the arrows

represent the projections of I in the transverse plane perpendicular to the rotation axis. Further

away from the soft core the 2 orientation is taken to be along x. The d field roughly retains its

uniform orientation along x throughout the soft core region. Both of the 1 textures in Fig. 15

correspond to almost fie same textural free energy but have different nonaxial symmetries. The

topological requirement on the In continuous soft core texture is that * has to traverse through

all points on the unit sphere. Consequently, there exist two points in both textures where í is

oriented along the rotation axis. These locations can be considered as the centers of a pair

of vortices with 2 it circulation. The v vortex is thus formed of a radial-hyperbolic pair where

the pair axis is parallel to d. The w vortex consists of a circular-hyperbolic pair with the pair

axis oriented perpendicular to d. With decrasing magnetic field the pair separation is believed to

increase until at very low or zero field the pairs dissociate into a lattice of 2ir vortices. The

flow fields of the v and w vortices are almost identical, with v approaching zero in the center

and decaying as 1/r outside the soft core. Thus it is not surprising that also the

of these two soft core textures are almost indistinguishable.

signatures

VIII CONCLUSIONS

The quantized vortiots of superfluld ni* have turned out to possess a number of unexpected

features which hav* not y«t b u n fully explored or understood. Experiments have demonstrated that

aeisuremnts to below 0.5 BX «r» feasible in th» rotating state. Rotation velocities well above

the presently used naxlaua of a few rad/s art clearly possible and will be needed for probing the

vortex core state* with iaproved resolution, for instance, by napping the superfluid energy gap

via the pair breaking «dg* In zero sound attenuation. Extensive NMR investigations in an open

cylindrical container at relatively high magnetic fields have so far lead to the following central

conclusions:
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In the quasi-isotropio B phase two different singular phase vortices have been discovered

which are separated by a first order phase transition and therefore possess core structures

with distinctly different symmetries. Both core structures most likely involve nonvanishing

super-fluid components at the vortex axis. The low pressure vortex is found to have a

spontaneous magnetization in the core which may be explained by the presence of a

ferromagnetically paired spin state, the $ phase.

In the highly anisotropic A phase a continuous doubly quantized vortex structure is observed

which consists of a nonsingular vortex texture confined within a soft core with a diameter

of order the dipolar length £ D. Similar to the B phase vortices also the continuous A phase

vortices have been predicted to posses a number of unprecedented properties such as a

spontaneous dielectric core polarization in the case of a broken parity structure (v vortex)

or a spontaneous supercurrent along the core in case of broken time reversal {w vortex).^

Clearly the new vortex phenomena, characteristic to the anisotropic ^He superfluids, enrich

our understanding of superfluid vorticity in general. In addition these investigations are

expected to shed new light on the finer details of p-state Cooper pairing and its collective

excitations. Once the order parameter distribution in the different vortex states has been

established the vortices can be employed as well characterized probes for studying dynamic

processes in terms of quasi-particle scattering and bound states. Finally, it shojdd be pointed

out that rotation has turned out to be the first reliable method for erasing textural defects and

singularities. This feature is of importance for the study of processes which depend on the

presence of well defined ideal textures.
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SPIN-POLARIZED HYDROGEN:
NEW LIMITATIONS ON HIGH DENSITY

J.F. Silvera

Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

A prime goal in the study of spin-polarized hydrogen has been to observe

properties of quantum degeneracy in this Boyegas, in particular Bose-Einstein

condensation. This requires high densities and/or low temperatures. In four

years time densities have been increased 4% orders of magnitude. The techniques,

problems and prospects are discussed.

Introduction

Since the initial stabilization of atomic hydrogen as a low temperature gas with a density
14 3

of order 2x10 /cm /I/, great strides have been made and densities have been increased by more

than four orders of magnitude. Hydrogen with an electron spin of 1/2 and nuclear spin of 1/2 is

a composite boson. The driving motivation for high density is to achieve conditions required for

Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC), a phase in which the zero-momentum state of the gas is

macroscopically populated below the critical temperature

2/3

where n is the gas phase density, m the mass, k is fioltzmann's constant and g is the degeneracy.

I t i s also believed that the gas will be a superfluid below this temperature. The range of

required temperatures or densities are found by evaluating eq . ( l ) : for T ==100nik an achievable
19 3 c

experimental condition, the cr i t ical density is n =1.6x10 /cm ; however, for the currently
C i g n

experimentally achievable densities of order 2-4x10 /cm , critical temperatures are around

25-40mk. These low temperatures are difficult to achieve due to rapid recombination heating

at high density.

A second goal has been to study hydrogen as a 2-dim gas condensed on a helium surface.

Here it is also believe that a transition to a superfluid phase should be observed below a

critical temperature /2/. Again it is found that rather high surface coverages n , which are

experimentally challenging, are required.

In this paper, I shall review the experimental progress in achieving high densities and/or

low temperatures since hydrogen was stabilized and comment on the prospects for- achieving BEC.

Reviews in which more detailed descriptions can be found are those by Silvera /3,' and Greytak

and Kleppner/4/. Hardy et al /5/ review research by resonance techniques at low density In

low magnetic fields. Recent high field magnetic resonance research including the observation

of nuclear spin waves by Johnson et al /6/ will not be discussed here.

Stabilization Requirements

The two most important requirements for stabilization are polarization of the electron
L

spins and coverage of the walls of the sanple cell with a thin film of He. Low temperatures

(T<1K) and high magnetic fields (B=10T) are required to maintain the electron spins polarized

down. In Fig, (1) we show the high and low field spin states. Tn high field the spin mixing

114
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Fig 1. The hyperfine diagram of the

hydrogen atom in a magnetic field B.

The symbols j+•> correspond to the spin

projection of the electron and nucleus;

a is the hyperfine constant.

'T
a

500 1000 1500

parameter a, given in the figure, is approximately zero and the lowest states, a and b are

essentially characterised by electron spin down. State b is a pure Zeeman state, whereas

state a has a slight admixture of spin up. In fields of 10 T at 300mk the Boltznann factor,

favoring states a and b over c and d, is about 10 . A gas composed of a and b-state atoms in

high field is called spin-polarized hydrogen, H+. If two atoms are in the triplet electronic

spin state (S=S +S,=1), then the attractive part of the Interatomic interaction is so weak that

no bound (molecular) states can be formed. However, if the atoms are in the singlet (S«0)

electronic state, then the strongly bonded H^ molecule can be formed, with a binding energy of

4.6 eV. Thus, two atoms in the b-state would not be expected to recombine in a collision;

however a-b or a-a collisions have an open channel to the molecular state due to the small

admixture of reversed spin (see fig. 1) in the a-state. Nevertheless, the probability of

recombination is orders of magnitude smaller than for a collision between, say an a-state atom

and a c or d-state atom. A recombination collision requires a third body for kinematic reasons.

As a consequence, at low gas densities, recombination is dominant on surfaces where the dense

atoms of the surface can play the role of the third body. Helium with its weak adsorption

potential for hydrogen is an almost ideal surface as the H coverage remains low to very low

temperatures.

The quest for Higher Densities

In 1979 atomic hydrogen was first stabilized as a gas at low temperature (T»300mk) with
14 3

a density of order 2x10 /cm , with no observable decay by recombination to the molecular state.

Within several months a number of groups succeeded in stabilizing H with higher densities; Yurke

et al 111, Cline et al /8/, and Silvera and Walraven /9/. The latter reported densities greater

than 10 /cm , while cline et al achieved a density of 3x10 /cm . Walraven et al /10/ found

that for a given temperature, magnetic field, and filling rate of a cell, the density did not

continue to grow, but would saturate at a maximum value. From a simple rate equation one must

conclude that a loss or decay mechanism was present. One mechanism waa thermal escape of the

gas which was confined in the open ended cell by magnetic compression. This could ba suppressed

by using high fields and low temperatures, and still a lots mechanism remained. Tha flrat

evidence of the recombination loss mechanism was in a study of the stabilization of D+ (apln

polarized deuterium) by Silvera and Walraven /ll/. Here It wjs clearly obsarvad that tha danslty

decay waa due to recombination of the atoms on the hallum surface. A almple rata aquation of

the form

(2) ~it ' " Ka n + V
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could be used to explain the observations. In fact almost all of our current understanding of

hydrogen has been obtained by studying the way It destroys itself, i.e. observing the decay of

pressure p, density n, or volune V as a function of tine and fitting rate equations. In eq.(2),

$ is the filling flux, K e f f - K (A/V)X2 exp (2e /kT) is the effective recombination rate with
s s a 2 x/2

an intrinsic surface recombination rate K . (A is the surface area, X - (2wn /mkT) Is the

thermal de Brogly wavelength and e is the adsorption energy of D (or K) on the helium surface.)

Eq.(2) describes the decay of the gas phase density due to recombination on the helium surface.

In thermodynamic equilibrium the low density relationship between the surface coverage n and n

is
(3) n - n X exp (e /kT).

As atoms recombine on the surface, equilibrium is maintained by depleting the volume of atoms,

thus causing n to decay. The maximum density that can be obtained is found by setting dn/dt * 0

or

<4> "max " V/lE^'v

14 3
For D4- with e • 2.6K this was found to be •* 10 /cm . Much higher densities could be obtained

in H+ as e was found to be substantially smaller, e ~ IK 112,HI and thus a much higher gas

phase density can be achieved before the surface coverage (see eq.3) gets high enough to be

limiting.

It is clear that due to the exponential font of Ke , or eq(3), at temperature KT«e , the

surface coverage increases rapidly with decreasing temperatures. Silvera and Goldnan /14/ and

Edwards and Hantz /2/ studied this problem and f̂ »und that there is a saturation coverage for n

which is less than a normal monolayer. Saturation occurs when the positive interaction energy

of the 2-dim gas of H+ atoms on the He surface is equal to the adsorption energy, E . This

condition also takes place when the gas phase density n>n . Thus to achieve BEC one must be

able to deal with decay rates corresponding to a saturated surface. The saturation coverage is

calculated to be n s a - 9x10 /cm , /14/ which gives rise to an extrenely rapid recombination
s 3

rate of H+. This can be reduced by using a surface coverage of He which has a value of e about
4 a

a factor of three lower than for He.
Hatthey et al /13/ also studied the magnetic field dependence of Ke in HI and found

eff 2 8

KB a 1/B . This confirmed a model in which the recombination is an allowed process due to

the small admixture of reversed spin in the a-state, a-a/2p B (a is the hyperfine constant, p

the sum of the magnetic moments of the electron and proton). From eq.(4) the caximu* density

increases as B/ $ . Increasing density by varying either of these would not lead to large gains

as B fields can only be increased by about a factor 2 and increased fluxes lead to excessive

heating.

The way to further density increases was opened up following a suggestion by Statt and

Berlínsky /IS/. They calculated the nuclear relaxation rate G, from state-b to a and found it

to be very slow (Tj - (Gn)~ Ä 10 sec for n-10 /cm ). In this case if a gas of a and b-state

•tons were allowed to react, after some time the a-state atoms would be depleted as b-b collisions

do not lead to recombination but a-b and a-a collisions can, due to the spin admixture of the

a-et«te. The systea then swings out of equilibrium due to the slow nuclear relaxation which

bottlenecks the repopulation of the a-state.

Cline, Grcytak and Kleppncr /16/ first observed thl* gas enriched In b-state or doubly-

polarized hydrogen, H W ; Sprlk et al /17/ obtained a nuclear polarization F • (n.- n ) (n. + n )

as high aa 99.Si. To understand thin phenomenon the rate equation (2) haa Co be extended /15/

Writing the a-atate density n = a, etc, one has

(5.) a - -2l£f . 2-K^ f b2-Giffn(.-b)
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(5b)

Here K is the recombination rate for a-a collisions and

(6) | A2 exp(£a/kT)

where G is the volume a-b relaxation rate and G is the surface rate. In a sample of H++, b-state

atoms relax to the a-state and then recombine. Thus, the decay rate is controlled by Geff « K e f f.

Measurements were made of Geff. G was found to be in agreement with theory, but G , as determined

from eq.(5) was found to be about a factor 35 faster than predicted by a detailed theory of the

surface by van den Eijnde, Reuver and Verhaar /18/.

Compression to Higher Densities

Even though H++ has a much slower decay rate than H+, it cannot be directly loaded into a

cell, but rather H+ decays to H++, so that the density obtained in this way is limited to n <

3x10 /cm . Higher densities can be achieved by compressing H++, and densities greater than

10 /cm have been achieved this way by Sprik et al IV)I and Hess et al /20/. I shall describe the

technique of Sprik et al in more detail as it introduces an Interesting new way to study H. In

the earlier experiments hydrogen was loaded into a constant volume cell and the decay of the

density or pressure as a function of time was measured. Here, the decay of the volume is sonitored

and related to the rate constants. The experimental cell is shown in Fig. (2). The heart of the

cell is in the bore of a superconducting magnet. This is connected by a tube to an outer reservoir

TO MIXING CHAMBER SUSPENSION
WIRE—

HEVAC-

FtLWO TUBE- REFERENCE PLATE

HYDROGEN
•HELIUM M SINTER O THERMOMETER

Fig 2. The cell used In rcC. 19 for co*pr«»ln( hydrogtn
bubble*. Sec che text for * description.
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of liquid helium. By raising or lowering a mass in this reservoir, the He level in the central

cell can be varied. The central cell is divided into an upper and lower chamber. With the He

level low, H-t- is loaded into the upper chamber and diffuses into the lower chamber by a connecting

tube- By raising the He level the two chambers are isolated from each other and the hydrogen which

has been allowed to convert to H++ is compressed into a tiny bubble in a volume gauge. The latter

is simply a capacitor. "*he capacitance depends on the volume of He between the two plates. With

the He level above the plates, the H++ bubble displaces He and the resulting reduction of

capacitance from that of a filled capacitor is proportional to the H4-4- volume. The decay of this

can thus be measured as a function of time at a constant hydrostatic pressure. Bubbles of order

10 mm can be detected; this sensitivity can be improved by a few orders of magnitude.

In the convential technique, the high densities are only present at the beginning of the

decay for a short period of time and it is the density which decays. In the new technique, the

high density is present throughout the decay, giving more time to study the high density sample.

In f>ijt the total pressure on the bubble is P=P. + P where P. is the hvdrostatic pressure head
h st n

and P is the pressure due to surface tension of the helium (2a / r for a sphere of radius r with
st s

surface tension a ). Thus as a spherical bubble shrinks, the pressure, or the density increases.

For a He bubble of radius lfOu this pressure is 5.6 pa; for l\i it is 28.3 pa. To put this in
19 3 19 3

perspective, at lOOmk the corresponding density is 2.05x10 /cm , larger than n = 1.6x10 cm/ .
c 3

Another advantage of working with small bubbles is the reduced recombination heating. A lcm

sample at a density of 2.7x10 generates a watt of power if it recombines in 1 sec.; a 10 mm

sample at the same density generates a microwatt, which is easily absorbed by a dilution

refrigerator.

Hess et al /20/ compressed H++ in an apparatus using á piston to drive the gas in a cylinder

into a pancake shaped cell. They measured the decay of the pressure at constant volume. In this

•vperiment the gas sample takes large thermal excursions from the temperature of the cell at the

hign initial densities. By measuring the temperature of the gas during the decay, they were able

to model and extract decay constants. The most important result which both compression experi-

ments obtained was the observation of a third order recombination process of H44, i.e. eq.(5)

must be modified to include a term L b with

(7) L * " " L + Ls(A/V)(ns/nb)
3

A volume term L of order 4xl0~39cm6s"1 was found by Sprik et al, in good agreement with the

theoretical value due to Kagan, Vartanyants and Shlyapnikov 111. The mechanism responsible for

this process is the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction and is fundamental. Theory predicts the

rate to increase with field in the 10 Telsa region. This process puts a severe limit on high
19 3

density. In terms of lifetime, a bubble with density 10 /cm will have an approximately exponen-

tial decay tine constant of 2.5 sec. just due to the 3-body volume recombination terra.

Hess et al /22/ have recently studied the magnetic field dependence of L e . They find

that L decreases with field at B-10T in contradiction to the theory of Kagan et al. They also

found an increased value of L*7.5(3)xl0~ cm s" and measured L "2.0(6)xl0 *cu4s~1. They

believe that earlier decay rates in which surface relaxation rates much greater than theoretical

rates were observed, were actually due to L , but the fitting was done with an incorrect

(i.e. L50) rate equation. In this experiment they achieved a density of 4.5x10 cm' at T-57Omk.

De Goey et al /23/ have calculated Lg and find 1.7x10" c « « ' f nore than an order of magnitude

sRialler than the value of Hess et al.

In their experiments on bubbles at higher temperatures (T>700mk Sprlk ct al /19/ also

observed the spontaneous explosion of bubbles. This was explained as follows. At a sufficiently

saall value of B/T the c and d-states will become thermally populated. The rapid recombination

between b and c or d-state atoms leads to further heating and a run-a-way or explosive process.
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This can be suppressed with high fields or low temperatures. Kagan et al /24/ have provi ed a

detailed theory for the explosion process.

Prospects for BEC

The problem of achieving BEC in hydrogen has developed into a difficult challenge as we

probe deeper and deeper, gaining an ever more detailed knowledge of this intriguing system. The

basic requirement is to obtain high density or low temperature. The density has been held below
19 310 /cm by 3-body recombination processes. On the other hand temperatures below lOOmk are

difficult to achieve due to recombination heating. Even if very low temperatures, of order 20mk,

can be attained in a sample cell it is not clear that the H gas will reach this temperature due

to Kapitza resistance. We shall return to this point shortly.

If the limiting process was only the 3-body volume process, L, then a clear experimental

direction to follow would be to study small bubble samples. Since the heat load on the refriger-

ator is proportional to the total number of recombining atoms, N= — , and the ability to
at

remove heat from the bubble is proportional to the area A of the bubble, the optimum condition is

when A/V = 3/r (r=radius)is maximum, i.e. r •+• 0, However, from Cq.(7) we see that the second

term in L due to surface 3-body recombination is also proportional to A.

In order to analyze the problem let us make a few simplifying assumptions. We shall assume

that we have a bubble at the BEC critical condition and that the volume is shrinking due to decay,

but the density is approximately constant. Then N - nV+nV-nV where N is the total number of
* ef f 3

atoms which are residing mainly in the volume (i.e. nV»nflA). We can also write N - -V L n ,
or combining, we find tf/V = ("L+L (A/V)(n /n) J n (here for simplicity we let n = n. ). We can

-1 _ •
define a local (i.e. for a given value of A/V=3/r) time constant T - V/V, in order to estimate

the lifetime of the bubble. Let us evaluate T for a lOOu radius with a He surface and a BEC
19 3 13 2

density of n =10 /crt . In this case n has the saturation value, 3x10 /cm . Using the values
c -Is

of L and L from ref. 22 we obtain T -(.75+1.62) or T-O.A sec. The number of recombinations is

~ nAV and the heating rate is about 18nwatts. For a 10u radius the lifetime is 0.05 sec. and the

dissipated power is 0.13ywatts. This Indicates that a large bubble Is favorable. However we

have not yet considered the Kapitza resistance. The problem is to remove the recombination

energy from the gas so that its temperture does not increase above that of the thermal bath.

Unfortunately very little is known experimentally about the H-He gas-liquid Kapitza resistance,

although there has been a theoretical paper by Castaing and Papoular /25/. This prevents a

realistic optimization of the problem. However we can take as a figure of merit = Q for the

ability of a bubble to stay in eqillbrium,tUe surface area of the bubble divided by the dissipated
-5 2

power. For a 10 M radius bubble we find Q * 9.6x10 cm /uwatt; for a 100 u radius

Q • 6.9x10 cm /pwatt. We find a rather weak dependence on bubble radius. We expect the smaller

bubble to have substantially smaller internal thermal gradients, about proportional to r.

An important consideration pointed out by Silvera /26/ is that possibly very little of the

4.6 ev/reconblnation need go into the H gas. When a pair of atons recombine, they do so into a

very high rotational vlbrational state of H~» Initially releasing very little of the recombina-

tion energy. The molecule then cascades down to its ground scate as ic collides with other

particles, tt is quite possible that H. can do directly into the bulk liquid helium, releasing

Its energy there and thus only leaving a snail fraction of the recombination energy lit the gas.

Jf this Is BO, one would argue for a bubble size smaller than the H-H, collision mean free path.
19 3

For an H density of 10 /cm , this Is less than lu.
Summarizing these rough considerations, due to the surface 3-body recombination tern, there

la only a weak advantage In studying smaller bubbles If thermal equilibrium of the gas is a

problem. The short lifetime of small bubbles may create a measurement problem due to sensitivity

considerations; the times available for compressing end studying large bubbles Is certainly
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more comfortable. If bubbles with diameters of the order of microns could be studied (T=10ms)t

then one might profit from the large decrease of recombination energy deposited in the gas as

the molecules can probably directly dissipate their energy in the liquid helium. Although some

of these estimate reveal a bleak outlook for BEC, such a situation existed earlier and subseqent-

ly great strides were made to bring us into the currently accessible density range. However the

challenge remains.

I would like to thank my many colleagues and students who have helped in my understanding

of this subject, but in particular Jook Walraven, Victor Goldman, and Ad Lagendijk. The fin-
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MAGNETOCONVECTION

D.J. Galloway

Max-Planck- Inst i tu t fu r Astrophysik, Kar l -Schwarzschi ld-Str . 1 , D-8046 Garching

bei Munchen, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract. Theoretical attempts to understand Ihe Interaction between convection and magnetic fields

are summarized, excluding cases where the (low Is turbulent or where rotational ollects are also

important. Theories and compulations are grouped Into kinematic. Bousslnesq. or fully compressible

categories, and are contrasted In terms of Ihe amount of physics they contain and Ihe number of

dimensions represented.

To summarize magnetoconvectlon In six pages Is almost like trying to do similar lusllco to ihe

Encyclopaedia Britannlca. In order to keep the situation manageable. I will deliberately exclude any

calculations where rotation and/or dynamo action are Involved (see /1 .2 /> . any systematic treatment

of the effects of turbulence (see /3 /> . and any discussion of relevant observations of the Sun (see

Ch. 1 of /4 /> . What remains will be grouped according to the amount of physics taken Inlo account,

and within these groups the Importance of the number of dimensions treated will be stressed - we

will see one example of how a relatively simple 2-D Jekyll becomes a monstrous Hide when the same

problem is solved In 3-0.

It Is helpful to Introduce three Important concepts for later use. These are

I) the magnetic Reynolds number

n*, • (typical length) x (typical velocity)/(magnetic dIHuslvlty).

This measures the effect of advectlon compared to that of diffusion In the electromagnetic induction

equation. In cases where the field Is very weak. flm Is the Important parameter: In astrophysics it is

normally very large (1010. for example).

II) the equlpartltlon field B.

Ba
z/8ir» - p v ^ / 2

This la the field whose energy density balances the kinetic energy density of the convectlve motions.

and Is Important In what I shall refer to • • 'Intermediate field strength' calculations.

Ill) the pressure balancing field B,

B,2/8»p - p,,, ( i .e . the plasma'«• Is I ) .

This Is an Important quality (or 'strong flew theories, which are appropriate near the solar

photosphere.

Some Idea of the values of Bt and B, la given in the following table, compiled for the various

scales of convection that are observed or postulated In the solar convection zone. Note that B, « Bp

throughout the zone - this (Imply say* that convection le quite subsonic, and may be less true for a

giant star.

scale

granules

aupergranufcn

giant cells*

* conlecturedf

depth (km)

500*

10000*

150000

e
0.4
0.07

B. (G)

700

4500

MOO

B, (Q)

5000

5 10*

a . * )o7

With these concepts In mind, let us discuss theories In terms of whether (hey Involve weak fields

(B«BS>. Intermediate fields <8.iB«Dp>. or strong fields (B-Bp>.

12 3
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I. Kinematic calculations !B«B.)

In this approach, the Lorentz force Is neglected and the Induction equation

~ <u A fi) v2 B (1)

Is solved, with si prescribed and (usuelly) time-independent. With appropriate scaling, the magnetic

dlífuíMty r) becomes R„1. Various boundary and Initial conditions can be used; the most common

thing Is to take an eddy with a periodic cellular structure, and Impose a mean field Bo which Is

Initially uniform and directed In a horizontal or vertical direction. This field then evolves In time

according to <1>. and at high R,,, It becomes concentrated and amplified in certain regions of the

flow, while other regions become nearly field-free. Fig. 1 shows what happens In the simplest case of

a 2-D convectlve roll with periodic boundary conditions: the resulting physics is often referred to as

'flux expulsion' / 5 . 6 / .

10 20

Fig. 1 Time evolution ol magnetic lines of force for Rm * 250. for a convection roll who** axis It

perpendicular to the page. The eddy flows clockwise. The time unit Is of the same order as the

turnover time, (from /6 /> .

The flux concentrations are formed on the turnover tlmescale. and In this example the

destruction of field In the Interior proceeds on a tlmescale R*,"3 / 5 / . However. It hat recently been

shown /ll that this case Is ungenarlc. and more general 2-D flows experience a further evolution on

tho diffusion tlmescale R,,. Note that the solution to the corresponding problem where the Initial lleM

Is horizontal can be obtained by rotating flg. 1 through 90°: however. In the fully 3-D cat*, we will

tee that things can be quite dllferent.

Both the 2-D and axlsymmelrlc cases are relatively easy to solve (toe the review /ft). A

simple boundary-layer argument shows that the mean Bo It locally amplified to a peak value B*.

whoro

(a) B» - Rm
1/lBo < 2 " D ton%)

(b) B" - RnB0 (axlsymmelrle).

within flux concentrations ol thickness - f £ " * time* the cell tlze. The 3-D problem with Imposed

vertical field give* retutts which are in many ways tlmllar to <b> / • / . but whan the ftaM to

horizontal and pertodlo boundary oondWont are applied, asymmetries between the updraughts and

downdraughif in me flow pattern can lead to me generation of larg* almost equal and ooeoeHe fluaee
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at the top and bottom of the layer / 9 ,10 / . In the patterns used, tha updraughta are Isolated

whereas the downdraughts form a continuous network (as Is observed for the solar granulation and

supergranulatlon). In / l l / It was suggested that this should pump flux to the base of the layer, but

In fact at high H„, the field Is wrapped around the eddy to become nearly parallel to the streamlines,

resulting In fields oppositely directed at the top and bottom. The extra field generated in this problem

means more amplification Is possible, and In this case B* - RJJ/^Q. For better correspondence

with the Sun. the upper boundary condition can be replaced by a current-free atmosphere. Flux can

then leak out of the layer: the resulting Held structure. Including the wrapping-round of field lines. Is

shown for a hexagonal cell In fig. 2. The llmescale for loss of flux appears to be -Rm
2 cell

turnovers, and Is thus long for large R,,. Consequently such flows may be helpful In keeping flux

burled at the base of a stellar convection zone.

t o p

Fig. 2 Kinematic calculation In a hexagon, with original Input field running from bollom to top of

page. Two horizontal and one vertical planes from this 3-D calculation are shown. The

Chrlstopherson flow Is used Csee / » / for details).

II. Intermediate fields Bp » B t B,

Here the dynamics Is treated explicitly, with the Lorenlz force Included, but the thermodynamics

Is sidestepped. The Boussinesq approximation I* made: v.u • 0 and variations In density appear only

In the gravity term. Condltons for the validity of this procedure an discussed In / 1 2 / . where a

'magneloboutslnesq' extension Is also derived. In addition to ( I ) , the momentum equation Is solved

In the form

On
PO s- • - P * 8 • I * 8 • P o

and the heat transfer equation Is

a . . . . T

12)

O>

(see e.g. ttt for • full explanation of notation).

The linear theory of this problem Is given In / I S / . Note lhal If the thermal dlffuslvlty R la

greater than i). Instability can set In as overslable oscillations if the field It strong enough. An

Interesting difficulty also begins to become apparent: there are around 5 non-dlmenslonal parameter*

(a Raylelgh number, a Chandrasekhar number describing the field strength, two dlffuslvlty ratios, and

one or more factors describing geometry), and considerable skill becomes necessary lo know which

regions of this parameter space to select for numerical study. This problem gelt worse when the

fluid Is fully compressible. The values appropriate to astrophysics are In any case far wo extreme lo

be reached directly with existing computers, and tome modelling of the small scales I* usually

explicitly or Implicitly Introduced.
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Both Ihe 2-D roll /14. IS. 16/ and the axlsymmetrlc mi problems have been solved

numerically. The field structure when the Imposed field Is parallel to gravity Is similar to Ihe

kinematic case, and the main Interest Is In following the fascinating goings-on In the oscillatory case

(x>n>. and In seeing how. as Bo Is Increased, the growth of the peak field B* Is checked by

dynamical effects. The first ol these topics has been further Investigated by considering the time

evolution of truncated modal equations similar to the Lorenz system, and the Intriguing bifurcation

structures that result are excellently reviewed In / 8 / . The second can be understood by boundary

layer theory /18. 19/; one finds that In the axlsymmetrlc case, the maximum B* attainable as Bo Is

varied Is given by

i " *
— a i jt 1 r

Dmt»

This situation Is summarised In fig. 3. In certain circumstances, similar boundary layer theories can

be developed for the compressible case 120/.

oscillatory

Fig. 3 Variation of logB* vs. logBo for axlsymmetrlc Bousslnesq magnetoconvectlon.

Recently. Arter / 2 1 / hat Included dynamical effects In computations performed lor a 3-0 cube.

There are two disconcerting results: first, with no fi. Bousslnesq convection occurs without the

topologlcal asymmetry between up- and downdraughts ta»n on the Sun: second, with even a weak

imposed horizontal field convection occurs, not surprisingly. In rolls oriented along the field, and no

concentrations of flux are formed. Non-Bousslnesq effects and more raallstin boundary conditions

appear necessary before such calculations can be directly applied to the Sun.

III. Strong fields. B - Bp.

This Is the most difficult case, but also that most relevant to the surface of the Sun. which Is

the only place where magnatoconvectlon Is directly observed In action. Astrophysicists bent on

explaining the observations often make the 'thin flux tube' approximation </4/. Ch.8: and references

therein). This drastically slmplllles the problem to lhat of a 1-0 magnetic "tube" embedded In a

non-magnetic background medium, tublecl lo forces such at magnetic buoyancy, magnetic tension,

and aerodynamic drag. It yields tractable problems, and Is a useful model, but It doe* not purport

lo be a solution of the mtgnetoconvecllon problem.

Even the linear theory of the general case It complicated because there are typically •

non-dlmentlonal parameters, and moreover ihe resulting ordinary differential aquation describing Ihe

vertical atruolure of ihe elgenmodes must normally be solved numerically. Caltaneo (private

communication) finds thai the results for B«B, are similar to the Bousslnesq ease, and (hal when

•»>», MalaWIHy taHes the lorm ol overstable sound waves dlreoted mainly along the field Una* Cot
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/22/>. However, when B-Bp. the layer can be unstable even when the mean temperature gradient Is

subadlabatlcl

Numerical calculations of the nonlinear fully compressible case are beginning to appear. Hurlburt

/23/ has computed solutions for 2~D rolls, and finds that partially evacuated flux sheets are formed.

The most ambitious calculations are those of Nordlund /24 / . who solves the 3-D problem Including

radiative transfer and lonlsatlon effects. In a direct attempt to simulate the formation of flux

concentrations In the solar granulation. An anelastlc approximation Is made to filter out sound waves,

though the numerical advantages of this are marginal when B~Bp. One might suppose these

remarkable calculations have almost achieved magnetoconvectlve Nirvana - but in fact there are still

severe limitations due to the finite memory and speed of existing computers, and to understand

properly the physical processes occurring throughout a stellar convection zone requires much more

work.

Where next? Almost certainly, progress In the Immediate future will come through the

construction of belter numerical models, taking ad-antage of the Increases In computer power likely In

the next decade or two. In particular, both 2-D and 3-0 compressible magnetoconvectlon require

further Investigation, with a more extensive probing of parameter space In search of Interesting new

effects. However. II Is also Important to understand the results of the numerical experiments and to

make simple theoretical models for the features that occur there - non-computational physicists should

be encouraged to look at these results as a source of challenging problems, rather than as a

somewhat underhand form of compelitlonl Better flow visualisation would be of particular value In this

respect. The Sun suggests many problems - calculations should be done with more realistic boundary

conditions, to find out for Instance how fields extend from the bottom of the convection zone (where

they are normally supposed to be toroidal). to the observable layers, where they are seen In vertical

tubes. How deep do these tubes remain concentrated to field strength values near Bp? Where and

how Is the field generated? Ultimately, the hardest question may be how to parametrise the small

scales: put differently. It Is the one I have systematically been avoiding: what on earth do we do

about turbulence?
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CONVECTION-DRIVEN DYNAMOS

A.M. Soward

School of Mathsmatics, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, Newcastle upon Tyns, UK

1. Introduction

The fluid motions responsible for maintaining the geodynamo are generally believed to be the

result of convection; thermal or non-thermal. The current view (see, for example, Loper and

Roberts, /I/) is that non-thermal (compositional) effects dominate. Since the governing equations

for such a system are not yet fully understood, most theoreticians wishing to develop dynamo

models, have opted for the conceptually simpler view that convection is driven by buoyancy forces.

Furthermore the Boussinesq approximation is made and the hope is that within this framework the

key mechanisms underlying the dynamo process are retained.

In addition to the buoyancy forces, Lorentz and Coriolis forces play a dominant role in

determining the nature of the fluid motions in the Earth's core. On the other hand, since the

velocities are slow, inertia is generally insignificant. The development of geodynamo models

has followed two separate lines, which are distinguished by the strength of the magnetic field.

In one case the field is assumed to be sufficiently weak that Lorentz forces can be neglected at

lowest order, while in the other case Lorentz and Coriolis forces are assumed to be comparable

at the outset. These "weak" and "strong" field modeli are discussed below.

2. Weak field models

Busse 12/ proposed a particularly attractive yet highly idealised weak field model based on

the thermal convection (unaffected by Lorentz forces) occurring in a rapidly rotating

self-gravitating fluid sphere containing a uniform distribution of heat sources. The nature of the

flow had been predicted earlier by Roberts ľil and Busse /4/ who had shown that for large Taylor

number the convection at the onset of instability is predominantly two dimensional Ogeostropic), as

implied by the Taylor-Froudman theorem. The severe constraints imposed by the rotation and spherical

geometry cause the fluid to move in long thin convective rolls with axes close to a cylinder, whose

generators are aligned with the rotation axis and intersect the sphere's surface at roughly mid

latitude. This motion is well endowed with helicity and when sufficiently vigorous leads to an

a-effect which can generate magnetic fields. The details of the ensuing hydromagnetzc dynamo have

been discussed, for example, by Busse /5/ and his model, which is based OR motions confined within

a cylindrical annulus (see Ibl) has recently been extended to the more realistic geometry of a

spherical shell in an ongoing numerical study by Busse and Cuong 111.

Separately both rotation and magnetic fields inhibit convection /8/. On the other hand,

when the rotation rate is fixed and the magnetic field strength is increased the value of the

critical Rayleigh number generally decreases until Lorentz and Coriolis forces becone comparable.

As far as weak geodynamo models are concerned, this result has some serious inplicitioni which were

first pointed out by Eltayeb and Roberts /9/. In particular if field generation is achieved, its

ever increasing magnitude enables the system to convect ever nore vigorously ana *» a result dynam

action becomes increasingly effective. An example it provided by Fautrelle and Children /10/ (see,

also, till). This phenomenon of "runaway" field growth continues until the Lorentz, buoyancy and

Coriolis forces becone comparable at which stage the "weak" field nodcl it no longer applicable.

Eltayeb and Kumar 111! extended the Roberts-Bust* model of thermal convection to include *

zonal magnetic field whose strength is proportional to the distance from th« rotation axis. The

relevance of this field configuration to geophysical problem* was proposed previously by Malkus /13/

in an investigation of hydromagnctic oscillations. Fearn'a l\kl comprehensive study of the

convection problem for a wide paraacter range reveals that the onset of instability is

characterised by travelling waves, which can often be linked with on* of th« free oscillations of the
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corresponding non-dissipative system. Fearn and Proctor /15/ have discussed other magnetic field

configurations together with axisymmetric but spatially varying zonal flows. References to recent

developments, in this ongoing study, are to be found in Fearn /16/. It should be emphasised,

however, that the main thrust of their analysis is to obtain a better understanding of the possible

"strong" field models discussed below.

3. Strong field models

The "runaway" phenomenon described above supports the view that the geodynamo is described

more accurately by a "strong" field model. Since the fluid motion in this case is linked directly

with the magnetic field, the mathematical problem is highly non-linear and extremely complicated.

Nevertheless Braginsky /17/ initiated a systematic study through his development of the kinematic

problem. The main thrust of his nearly axisymmetric model is that, because of the large Coriolis

forces, the zonal velocity is large and the magnetic field is predominantly azimuthal; only a

small fraction of this field (specifically OCR ), where R is the magnetic Reynolds number based

on the zonal flow) penetrates the core surface. The presence of this weak poloidal field enables

the strong toroidal field to be maintained by shear in the zonal flow U (the oj-effect), whereas

the poloidal field itself is maintained by a weak a-effect resulting from asymmetric velocities of

order R U. The physical content of Braginsky's apparently complicated expansion scheme was

clarified by a hybrid Eulerian-Lagrangi.an description adopted by Soward /18/ and described by

Moffatt /19/.

In essence Braginsky ill J envisages that an axisymmetric (yet not spherically symmetric)

density distribution leads to buoyancy forces, which maintain a "Magneto-Thermal" wind U . In

addition MAC waves /20/, in which Magnetic, buoyancy (Archimedean) and Coriolis forces play a

significant role, are anticipated and these are believed to be responsible for the ct-effect. For

reasons, which will be elaborated on below, Braginsky anticipates that the geostrophic component

U of the zonal flow (U * U_ + tL.) is very large and greatly exceeds U_. This means that V*,t

(Che angular velocity gradient) is almost perpendicular to the rotation (or z)-axis with the

consequence that the lines of force of the meridional field align themselves with the z-axis,

whence the name "Model-Z" /21/.

One interesting feature of Model-Z is the fact that the poloidal field lines must change

direction abruptly at the core surface in order to match with an external potential field.

Braginsky /22/ established that such a discontinuity can be maintained across a boundary layer.

A completely unified mathematical development of Model-Z has not yet been achieved. Nevertheless

Braginsky has made significant progress in two directions. First Braginsky /23/ investigated a

model in which the density distribution and an a-effect concentrated in an equatorial belt are both

specified. The numerical results confirmed the magnetic field structure predicted by Model-Z.

Second Braginsky /24/ considered MAC waves in a "duct" model /20/ and used the results to argue

that the waves (therefore the a-effect) would have their maximum intensity in an equatorial belt as

Assumed in the earlier numerical investigation /23/.

Central Co Braginsky's /21/ idea is the large geostrophic flow U . The importance of this

flow was isolated by Taylor /25/ and provides the cornerstone of many theoretical developments.

The point is that as far as the geostrophic flow is concerned it is not influenced directly by

either the strong zonal magnetic field, buoyancy or Coriolis forces. This means that its

magnitude is controlled by secondary effects such as the Lorentz force linked with the weak poloidal

field, Ekman pimping from boundary layers and also fluid inertia. How the equilibration is

achieved is a Batter of tone controversy. In his development of Model-Z Braginsky /22,23/ does not

anticipate that Taylor's condition, which says that the azLnuthal (plus z)-average of the azimuthal

<-opponent of the Lorentz force vanishes, is net. Instead he assumes that a small non-zero value of

this average is effectively balanced via £knan puapirtg and chjt this is achieved at the expense of

the intense geostrophic flow U_. The alternative view that Taylor's condition is met is advocated
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by Malkus and Proctor /26/ and Proctor /27/ in their development of an otw-dynarao model. Here the

a-effect is the only energy source and unlike Braginsky's model it is used to create toroidal as

well as poloidal magnetic field. Though the Braginsky and Malkus-Proctor approaches are

fundamentally different in their treatment of the geostrophic flow, they are otherwise very similar

in philosophy.

In an attempt to bridge the gap between these two conflicting viewpoints, Soward and Jones

/28/ reconsidered the Malkus-Proctor problem albeit in a simplified geometry, but, like Braginsky,

included Ekman suction. As the strength of the a-effect is increased from zero a critical value

a = a is reached at which field regeneration can occur with D_ • 0. As a is increased further the

amplitude of U_. increases from zero (with the magnetic field) until a second critical value
G

a = a is reached at which Taylor's condition is met. Effectively this means that, since the

Ekman number E is small, the magnetic field is suppressed until o * cĉ  after which the flow velocity

and magnetic field are independent of E. The results certainly confirm the Malkus-Proctor

hypothesis. On the other hand, owing to differences in details of the models, there may be no

conflict here with the assumptions upon which Braginsky's Model-Z is based.
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ASTROPHYSICAL DYNAMO

A.A. Ruzmaikin

Kelaysh Institute of Applied Mathematics, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow

The Triumph or Motions. The magnetic field transport in a conducting medium

is gambled by two factorsi the magnetic diffusivity and the velocity field. Their

importance is determined by the magnetic Reynolds number R_ * £v/ *Jn • Zt is

very large due to enormous extent of astrophysical objects. For example, Rg^lO

in the solar convective shell. Thus, the role of motions in astrophysics is

extremly important.

Conception of Dynamo. The ability of motions to aci as a machine to amplify

the magnetic field was first noted in 1919 by Larmor in his fascinating report

at the 8-th meeting of the British Association for the advancement of science.

However, Cowling in 1934 objected claiming that it is impossible to create a new

field loop by means of motions. The objection was answered by Alfven in 195° who

presented the following "denkbar Versuch" (Figure la)i The initial tube (a) is

drawn out to the double length, (b) and by motion of the type marked by arrows

this tube is split up into two tubes (c). These are placed side by side thus for-

ming a tube (d) of the same shape as the initial tube but with the magnetic field

doubled (H = 1^2° = Hoexp0"t).

In this type of amplification the magnetic diffusivity plays a crucial role.

In particular, ̂ f~" O a B Hj,"*" e*° (slow dynamo). The simple model of a dyna-

mo which implies f -— ya ae Rffl-*- °° . while the field structure is

strongly influenced by the value of Rm, was invented by Zeldovicb in 1971

(Figure lb).

Slow and Fast Dynamos. The mechanism of the first type is called "slow"

dynamo, and the second type "fast" dynamo /1,2/. When a velocity field is placed

on the stationary surfaces Y~ (v) = const, VVf~ O , it can act as the

slow dynamo. The exceptions are the known plane motion and the motion over a

spherical surface (the antidynamo theorem). A good collection of the- slow dynaaos

are the laminar motions over cylindrical, toroidal and other types of surfaces

which have the different Gauss curvatures in different directions.

In the case of the fast dynamo the velocity field oust necessarily be

three-dimensional. Moreover, it is non-stationary in the examples known. The

first is the helical dynamo of mean magnetic field in a high conductive turbu-

lent flow / 3, 5 /. The second is the dynamo in an ieotropic mirror-symmetrical

flow, see Figure 2, / 6 /.

It is not clear yet whether a stationary velocity field can act as the fast

dynamo. A candidate is the velocity with stochastic flow lines (there exists a

flow line filling everywhere densely a finite space region). The rate of growth

versus the r^gnetlc Reynolds number for the basic magnetic node in the flow be-

comes negative after passing a positive maximum / 7 /. Then the next node with

positive maximum appears / 8 /. One may guess that there exists * sequence of

modes with the growth rates asymptotically (as Ra~*~ °° ) approaching to that of

the fast dynamo type.
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Dynamo Theorem. The concept of fast dynamo according to which the growth
pate is independent of the magnetic diffuaivity in the limit Rm-~" °° eaables
us to solve the general kinematic dynamo problem in the random flows. We start
iron the well-defined solution for a frozen-in magnetic field and then include
into considiration the magnetic diffusivity as a small correction. The idea is
developed in / 9 /by using a calculus of a large number of random independent
operator productions.

first, it is shown that the solution has the form H s HQexp ft. Here f
is Lyapunov's exponent but not an eigenvalue because the velocity field is
non-stationary. Then the positiveneas of ľ is proved. To understand qualita-
vively a result of application to a given vector R of large number of indepen-
dent random operators we inagine a sphere of radius equal to a length of the
vector. After the action with one operator the sphere turns into an ellipsoid
of the same volume (for the incompressible flow). One may see that a set of
directions in which the vector can be stretched is larger than the one in which
it can be contracted. Hence the action of large number of operators with inde-
pendent factors of stretching and independent directions results in the growth
of the vector.

Hote that the theorem deals with the magnetic field and not with its mean
value. The structure of the field generated is intermittent. A way to demonstra-
te the intermittenoe is to consider the behaviour of magnetic field moments.
The rates of growth for even moments increase / 9 / with their number

t < r ™ < rl<><- • -
According to the Tchebyshev inequality the probability of finding an appreciable
deviation from the growth of < H2(t)> ~ exp2(O^^2H) at a given point x is

P {Iff «,*>l >
Let / M V ? < / " ' • Then the set of space points where |H| > exp *£t
(the spikes) is exponentially small, decreases in time and defines the growth

of the fourth moment.

Son-linear Aspects. The kinematic consideration yields two important re-

sults, first, the random motion of high conductive fluid can effectively ampli-

fy the magnetic field (the fast dynamo). Second, the structure cf the field

generated is intermittent. Now we stand only in the beginning of non-linear

treatment. Some interesting results were obtained in the framework of mean-

field electrodynamics in applications to the solar cycle theory /t, 10,11/•

However the starting point remains phenomenological. For instance, a non-lineari-

ty is introduced into the mean helidty or differential rotation.

The subject related to the dynamo is the magnetoconvection which is consi-

dered here by other speakers. The usual prlnciplal difference as compared with

the dynamo is the boundary conditions on the magnetic field.

It appears to be more difficult to take into account the non-linear effects

of •mall scale magnetic fields. Earlier it seemed that the problem was to

construct the spectrum of the interacting fields and motions (Hot* in this con-

nection the Iraichnan spectrum I~" ). However, the intermittent i.e. cor-

related structure of the fields evidences that the problem is more intricate.
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In particular, the random phase approximation la not approximation
appropriate here. It is clear that the non-linear effeots are mainly important
in the plaoea of magnetic field oonoentrations (the ropes, sheets).

Aatrophyaloal Dynamos. The number of the astrophysieal applications grows
more quickly in comparison with the development of the dynamo theory. Here three
Important applications will be briefly discussed. Up to now mainly the mean-
-field approach is used.

a) Stellar Cyoles. The mean-field theory of the solar cycle is now well/12/
developed. The conditions for the excitation of axisymmetric and non-axisymnet-
rie field modes are found due to the nuaeroua computer experiments. Let ae note
here the fresh paper / 13 /. The models to explain some non-linear phenomena
Including the intrigueing Hcmnder Minimum problem are constructed /10,1V.
The disoorery of torsional oscillations cf the Sun / H / eridenees to the
influence of the solar magnetic fi«ld an the differential rotation /I5,16/.

From the first glanoe it seems to be easy problem to extend the solar
cycle theory to other stars haring the conveetlve shells. In reality, the new
problems appear. For instance, it is necessary to oonstruct on the base of dy-
namo a good theory explaining the corona heating. The X-ray luminosity for the
stars of late spectral types essentially exceeds the solar one and appears to
be very important observational parameter.

The struc^-re of small-scale stellar magnetic fields is intermittent and
it does not apparently related with the stellar oyole. The pioneer study by
N.Weiss in 1966 and its developments, see for instance / 17 /» give the explana-
tion for this structure to bs a magnetoconvectire phenomena. The dynamo theorem
tells that the intermittent structure appear In the random flows.

b) Galactic Dynamo. The basic sources Tor the magnetic field generation
in the thin galactic disks are the differential rotation and the helical turbu-
lence. It is Interesting that the lowest mode of the mean field to exolte is

an even-quadrupole type mode In oontrast to the stellar oase / 2 /. The rate of
growth is rather small so there is a problem of seed magnetic field of proper
value and geometry.

The typical distribution of the differential rotation along the galaotio
diek yields a particular distribution of the mean magnetic field generated. Say,
in the Galaxy dynamo fails in the region 4 < r < 6 kpo /18 / so that the
radial distribution of the field has a ring type structure. The global observa-
tions by the West Germany (Beck, Wielebinoki) and the Japan (Sofue, Tokáno,
Fujimoto) radio astronomers discovered the ring and spiral distributions of the
magnetic field in several spiral galaxies. It is a good challenge for the dyna-
mo theoreticans.

c) Jooretion Disks. The accretion disk around a black hole In the binary star
system rotates far more rapidly than the Galactic one (the angular velocity in
Cygnus 1-1 is ~ 10* a'1, in the Galaxy it is ^ 1 0 " 1 6 S " 1 ) . The basic problem Is
to understand the turbulent motions in the rapidly rotating fluid. It is clear
that the accretion disks are very effective dynamos /19, 2 /. Perhaps the main
role here belongs to small-scale fields whloh may determine the disk struoture
by transporting Its angular momentum.
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Figure 2: (a) The rate of growth versus the magnetic Reynolds

number for the dynamo in the mlrror-aynmatrioal

isotropio flow / 6 /.

(b) The correlation function of the magnetic field generated

for two values of R^ • 10 , 10*. Hote the negative tail at

large r.
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC TURBULENCE

A. Pouquet

Observatoire de Nice-BP 139, 06003 Nice Cedex-France

I. INTRODUCTION.

Magnetohydrodynamic turbulence occurs in a great variety of situations, both in the laboratory and

in cosmical flows. It may describe the flow of the Solar Wind in interplanetary space or the flow

of liquid sodium in the cooling circuit of a breeder reactor. In the presence of a strong external

magnetic field, turbulence becomes quasi two-dimensional /I,2/ in the plane transverse to the ma-

gnetic field. In this case, MHD is used as a means to study two-dimensional (2D) hydrodynamical

flows and this problem will not be reviewed here. Neither vill be the effect of the emergence of

turbulence (as the magnetic Reynolds number is augmented) on the efficiency of various MHD devices,

such as generators, pumps and flowmeters.

The main difficulties appear when the problem becomes strongly non linear so that the quasi-linear

or weak field approximations are no longer valid. This paper attempts to describe the various

approachs that have been used to deal with the nonlinearities of the MHD equations, with the hope

that they throw some light on the related problems arising in other plasma-turbulence contexts

(Vlasov, or Langmuir as studied for example from the Zakharov equations /3/).

Consider a flow with eddies of a typical size and velocity L and V . The kinetic and magnetic

Reynolds numbers are respectively defined as R « V L /v and R -V L /n where v is the kinematic
o o o o

viscosity and n the magnetic diffusivity. These dimensionless parameters measure the relative

strength of the non^linear terms to that of the dissipative terms in the MHD equations ; for the

incompressible case, the equations read :

(t) ii + t.vb - b.vu" + nv2? + t M

"?."£ - 0 ;V.b - 0

Here u is the velocity field, b the magnetic field (in velocity units), and p the total pressure ;

v M v

f and f are kinetic and magnetic forcing terms to study steady state solutions; f mimics the

effect of buoyancy in the convection problem; f is generally zero, except in the renormalizazion

group approach. In the laboratory, magnetic Reynolds numbers are of the order of unity, at best,

but in astrophysical and geophysical flows, they are quite large. Thus, many degrees of freedom

are excited and it is expected that, by analogy to the purely hydrodynamical case, a cascade of

excitation from large to small scales will be induced by the non-linear coupling of

modes until dissipation dominates in the smallest scales of the flow. In the inertial (cascading)

range if one supposes that the energy spectrum E(k) (where k is the wavenumber) depends only on

scale k and energy transfer rate e, one obtains by mere dimensional analysis the Kolmogorov

spectrum Eík)^ k . Another possibility was pointed out by Kraichnan fhf which takes into account

the slowing down of energy transfer due to the coherence of Alfven waves propagating along the

lines of a uniform magnetic field B . The energy transfer time is the geometrical M a n of the eddy

turnover time t̂ . - r/V, (where V. is a typical velocity at scale 1 • k ) and the Alfven transit
-3/2

tine tA - Ä/Bo and the inertial range spectrum becomes Eík)^ k ' , A further modification can be in-

troduced taking into account the emergence of correlation between the velocity and magnetic field

/S/: in a highly correlated flow, the inertial domain may have a spectral index in the range(0,-3|.

Solar Wind data nay provide, even though the MHD equations do not strictly apply, severe tests for

the various spectral indices now found in the litterature (see the last Section).
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In the presence of more than one quadratic invariant of the non-dissipative (viO, n= 0) equations,

inverse cascade towards the large scales may also occur. It is a case where a coherent structure,

such as a single eddy of the size of the whole system emerges from chaotic motions at smaller sca-

les. Sivashinsky/6/ showed that, in 2D Navier Stokes turbulence, the amplitude of the stream func-

tion follows the linearised Kurarooto equation at the lowest order (in Reynolds number). This yields

an interpretation of the inverse cascade of energy as the tendancy of the system to form structu-

res of a scale larger than the initial eddies. This analysis could be extended to the 2D MHD case,

in which the mean-square magnetic potential <a > (where b • curl a) is also known to cascade to

large scales /7,8/.

In three dimensions (3D) , other quadratic invariants than energy are known /9/ and phenomenological

arguments become insufficient to describe the various cascades. One may resort either to statisti-

cal methods (such as closures and renormalisation group, see Section 3) or numerical experiments

(see Section 4). Before dealing with such topics, the restriction of the problem to the case where

only a few degrees of freedom are kept will be treated in the next Section.

2. SEVERE TRUNCATION AS A MODELISATION OF MHD TURBULENCE.

Computers having a finite size, it is desirable to restrict the problem of

turbulence to a finite and reasonable number of variables. If the inertial spectrum follows the
3/4

Kolmogorov law, the number of degrees of freedom of a turbulent flow varies as R , where R is

the Reynolds number. Another spectral law would modify slightly this evaluation, but in astrophysi-

cal flows where Reynolds numbers are typically of the order of 10 or more, the problem is intrac-

table. In the context of meteorology, Lorenz derived a three-mode truncation of the convection

equations /10/ which has become the prototype of dynamical systems, i.e. a few non-1inearly coupled

ordinary differential equations depending on at least one parameter -the Rayleigh number in the

Lorenz case. Above a certain threshold, the system becomes chaotic, in the sense that the temporal

Fourier spectra of the variables are not restricted to narrow frequency peaks but have widened to

cover a long range of frequencies. This chaos illustrates the tendancy of the system to become un-

predictable. Two states that are initially close evolve in a time of the order of the characteris-

tic time of the system, to be uncorrelated. The knowledge of the temporal evolution of one solution

gives no detailed information on where the other solution lies in phase space. This exponential

divergence of trajectories is measured by Lyapounov exponents /11/.

However, dynamical systems also have a highly predictable feature. Out of the million (say) modes

that are a priori necessary to describe the dynamics of a turbulent flow, it is conceivable that

only a small portion of phase space will be occupied, the dimension of which gives an indication

of the number of relevant modes of the system. There are now several experimental determination* of

the dimension of underlying attractors of flows not far from the threshold of transition to turbu-

lence /12/. This can also be done on numerical experiments but becomes prohibitive

even at moderate Reynolds numbers R. A scalar model has been recently proposed /13/ in which only

interactions between nearest neighbors in Fourier space are retained in the MID equations;by

further imposing that energy be conserved a set of coupled O.D.E. obtains in which the number of

modes and thus R can be easily varied.This model possesses several known properties of MID flows: dyna-

mo (growth of a seed magnetic field above a threshold in magnetic Reynolds number);growth of veloci-

ty-magnetic field corelation; Kolnogorov inertial range. It also displays intermittency : in the

high wavenumber range, the signal (velocity or magnetic field variable) remains close to zero with

strong bursts at randomly distributed narrow windows in tiae. A conputation of the dimension of the

underlying attractor as the Reynolds number R is increased shows no saturation effect with $• It

would be of interest to check whether this is still the case in the coupled disk dynano 714,15/ in

which the number of modes can also be augmented at will. This would allow us to check whether this

lack of saturation of dimension with Reynolds number is due to the low connectance both systems

have.
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Other applications of dynamical system to the MHD problem have been performed. Their randomness has

been invoked to explain the lack of regularity of the solar cycle /16/ or of the reversal of the

Harth magnetic field /14, 17/. The effect of chaotic stream lines on the kinematic dynamo /18,19/

has also received attention recently. There exists windows in magnetic Reynolds number in which the

dynamo can take place. It is not clear whether such windows would persist when the Lorentz force is

included.

3. STATISTICAL METHODS IN MHD.

In a dynamical system, temporal chaos may appear but the number of spatial modes remain small. To

study the non-linear coupling between a large number of degrees of freedom, one may resort to sta-

tistical methods. The stability of ideal flows (v = O,n = 0) can be studied uting Hamiltonian techni-

ques /20/. One may alternatively consider the absolute statistical equilibrium of the truncated

MHD equations (I) with v = 0, n 50, The invariants that survive truncation are in 3D the total ener-

gy E T - <V2+b2>/2, the correlation E C - <V.b\>/2 and the magnetic helicity H M * <a.b>/2 (where

b • curl a). One may construct a canonical ensemble whose density in phase space is a gaussian the

second order moments of which can then be computed. This analysis has been carried out ín 2D and in

3D both for Navier-Stokes and for plasma flows (see /7/ for a review), and leads to predictions of

what direction quadratic invariant spectral densities may take (towards small or large scales) on

the basis that when the dissipative coefficients are small, the system evolves towards a state of

quasi-equilibriutn, only perturbed in the small scales by a viscous (or Joule)tail. One can also

use a selective decay hypothesis /21/ to predict what is the most likely state the system will

evolve to, by considering the state of minimal energy consistent with given constraints such as,

for example, the quasi-conservation of magnetic helicity in a high Reynolds number flow, given the

fact that it undergoes an inverse cascade. Such predictions, however, give no hint as to why the sys-

tem evolves towards such a state.

Second-order closures, such as the DIA introduced by Kraichnan /22/, have been used extensively to

study the behavior of turbulent flows at high Reynolds

numbers. Application to Langmuir turbulence is now under way /23/ but the algebra becomes prohibi-

tive. The DIA can be seen as the lowest order in a formal non convergent expansion in Reynolds

number, with a non-renormalized vertex. The renormalization group, in its dynamical version has

also been applied to determine the large-scale long time properties of the forced MHD equations /24/.

But the small scale problem remains intractable because no convergence of the scheme obtains.

Closures give a phenomenological description of the energetics of turbulence, but have been found /25/

in 2DMHD to be incorrectin their prediction of a faster than exponential growth of the total

enstrophy íi «=/(w +j )d x where uľ • cú*rl v is the vorticity and j = curl b the current (see also

next Section). One of the most interesting results stemming from closures is in obtaining in-

verse cascades, both in two and three dimensions. A field of research somewhat akin to closures is

the computation of transport coefficients by averaging over the small-scale turbulence /26,27/.

Note chat when the effect of small-scale motions on the large scales is destabilizing, as is the

case in the dynamo problem when the small-scale flow is helical (non-zero velocity-vorticity

correlations), a Rcnormalization Group analysis is self-defeating /2B/.
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4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF TURBULENT MHD FLOWS.

Laboratory experiments in 3D at large magnetic Reynolds number RM are practically unfeasible /29/

except possibly in the cooling circuit of breeder reactors (see also /30/ for Tokamak results).

Two possibilities remain:that of astrophysical observations (see next Section) and that of numerics.

On the most sophisticated computers of today (vectorized machines) the Reynolds numbers that can

be treated accurately in 3D are of the order of 100. Indeed, imagine a cubic box of volume L3, with

L-1. For an homogeneous flow, a regular spacing of the mesh points is adequate; with 100 points per

linear dimension, the number of points is then 10 , to be compared with the typical memory of large

computers of the order of Megawords (of 64 bits). At each point, the fields (velocity, magnet it-

field , density, pressure) must be defined, and several arrays are needed (typically three) per

scalar variable to implement the time stepping scheme. This computation then requires of the order

of 30 M words, for a resolution of £x - L7100. For 3D computations, fast-access memory is in giv.n

demand. Thus, only marginal problems have been treated in three dimensions /31/. One of the results

obtained concerns the possibility of a dynamo, (see /32/ for review), i.e. a steady-state with non-

zero magnetic energy, in the presence of kinetic forcing alone (f M=0 in ( D ) . A non

helical dynamo was studied in the framework of second-order closures and the numerical simulations

using 64 grid points and 20 hours of CRAť-1 with an out-of core code confirmed this possibility.

In two-dimensions, resolutions permit to simulate Reynolds numbers of the order of a thousand, in

which case enough modes are excited that actual inertial ranges can be observed, /33/ although the

question of the power law they follow is still barely reachable even for the two-dimensional

Navier-Stokes equations. In the compressible case, however, resolution is still limited /34/( in

particular because of the complexity of the energy equation. The study of reconnection processes in

the turbulent incompressible case yields the result that reconnection may be rapid (Mattheus and

Lai*in, /33/), due in particular to the nons-

teadiness of the velocity pattern and to the

appearance of multiple X points. The assumption

of smooth reconnection is somewhat unrealistic

for high Reynolds number flows, as can be seen

in the plot presented here of the tine varia-

*> (• \ -\ tion of the maxima over space of the current i

(solid line) and the vorticityu (dashed line);

unit time is the large-scale eddy turnover tirac,
2

resolution 256 points, v «n-.005, no

forcing, initial conditions as

in /35/ ; pseudo-spectral calculation using

periodic boundary conditions, and leap-frog

tine differencing. The strong fluctuations of

current and vorticity are linked to the rapid

change of flow patterns from X-type to 0-type

"« neutral points and back, until eventually both

fields are highly correlated /36/. Note also that the growth of the current is accompanied by a

decay of vorticity, and vice versa , in several instances.

5. ASTROPHYSICAL MHD FLOWS.

In astrophysical and geophysical flows, Reynolds numbers are very large and fluctuations -ire of

large amplitudes so that non-linear effects should be strong. An MHD-turbulence description of such

flows represents a drastic siroplific.ition, in particular in tliii incompressible case; for fx.in.ple

in the Solar Wind density flue tual ions are important, and the sound and Alfven speeds are cumn.ira-

ble. Hut fully dťvfl<ř|íf(j MHD turbulence deals with non-linear coupling of ľiudcs, which niay In- a
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dominant feature of such flows. An analysis of Solar Wind and Jovian data /37/ as well as solar

/38,397 and even galactic /40/ data in terms of spectral quantities is thus in order to compare

with the results of closures and of numerical simulations. Not only the energy spectra but also the

magnetic helicity and the velocity-magnetic field correlation spectra should be displayed. Use of

the Z ± = U ± D variables may also be useful if correlation effects are to be seen /5/. If the preci-

se power law is difficult to assessi because closures do not take intermittency effects into

account, numerical simulations lack in resolution and observations lack in precision, the direction

of transfer (towards large or small scales) is a qualitative property that can be checked. It would

indicate the emergence (or not) of large scale features in the flow. Such an analysis applied to

the Solar Wind can help resolve the paradox that it may be described as a superposition of MHD

waves and yet it is probably highly turbulent 1111. It has been conjectured using phenomenology,

(Dobrowolnv et al., /37/), closures 151 and numerical simulations /36/ that the emergence of strong

correlations(as is clearly seen in the data of Belcher and Davis /41/)between the fluctuating velo-

city, and magnetic fields is not necessarily a property of the source/Sun but results from non-

linear interactions. The fact that the correlation spectrum, contrary to the energy, is not a defi-

nite positive quantity leads to an enhanced correlation spectrum of a given sign in the large scale

due to dissipation of opposite sign in the small scales. As the velocity-magnetic field correlation

which tends to its maximum(for u= xb) the flow appears again as a superposition of waves. The

gathering of data, in particular in the Solar Wind for which the resolution is best (witl. in situ

satellites) is of prime importance to the further understanding of MHD turbulence, in particular

in the compressible case for which so little is known outside linear approximations.
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MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IN TOKAMAKS

, At ing d on, Cxoi-. , England

H L'11 ON

Älĵ .iatic reconnect ions play a substantial role In the behaviour of tokamak plasmas. They are not

oliuorvcci directly but their effects are detected in a wide range of diagnostic measurements.

Tit. [i- art four different types of reconnection. Each of these is the result of an mhd instability

in1* -r.-nt in the plasma equilibrium.

The behaviour of the reconnections is determined by the specific destabilising and stabilising

ŕ-.uťires of the instabilities involved and these in turn depend upon the characteristic

pr-i; ort ics of the tokamak equilibrium. It is not possible in a short review of the Bubject to

givfi a comprehensive account of this behaviour. I shali therefore concentrate on the basic

properties of the magnetic reconnections and in particular on their topology. Firat, however, it

is necessity to outline some simple properties of the tokamak.

TOKAMAK GEOMETRY

The basic tokamak equilibrium has a set of axisymmetric nested toroidal magnetic surfaces as

illustrated in figure 1. The field lines on each surface have a helical form and the surfaces

are characterised by the rate of rotation of their field lines. This is measured by the so called

safety factor q.

A surface has q=l if its field lines rotate once toroldally while rotating once poloidally.

If q=2 there are two toroidal rotations for one poloidal and so on, as illustrated in figure 2.

Field line
joins on
second
transit

Field line
after first
transit

Figure 1. Netted flux
surfaces in a tokanak

Figure 2. Field line behaviour on q=l and q=2 magnetic
surfaces.

The value of q changes continuously across the magnetic surfaces. This implies a shear in the

Magnetic field and this property plays a fundamental role in both the stability of the plasma and

lr. the process of reconnection.

INSTABILITY

T:.o principal lnstabllics in a tokannk arc driven by radial gradients in the current density and

the pressure. The dominant stabilising effect is the effect of magnetic field line bending. For

a given instability with poloidal mode number m and toroidal mode n this stabilising effect Is

small around tht resonant surface q*m/n on which the pitch of the Instability matches that of the

magnetic field. It Is also at this surface that magnetic reconnection occurs. The reason is

that, on this surface, the component of the equilibrium field along the wave ot the Instability is

s«ro and aa arbitrarily small magnetic peturbatlon leads to a change of topology.
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TYPES OF MAGNETIC RECONNECTION

1) Tearing mode. This instability is driven by current gradients. In Its simplest form it

leads to a saturated magnetic island embedded in the basic system of nested toroidal magnetic

surfaces.

2) Sawtooth reconaection. A kink instability within the plasma leads to a relaxation

oscillation. This involves a reconnection in which an unstable configuration is transformed

to one which Is stable.

3) Double tearing mode. If the tokamak current rise la sufficiently fast it is possible for

there to be two resonant surfaces with the sane value of q. A geometrically more complex

reconnection then occurs.

4) Disruption. ThiB is a dramatic instability which causes a rapid loss of plasma energy aľ*d

brings the discharge to a sudden and untimely end. It seems likely that the magnetic fieltl

becomes ergodic•

Tearing Mode

Figure 3 shows a typical magnetic signal measured at the surface of a tokamak plasma. It Is due to

a saturated magnetic Island at a resonant surface within the plasma. This state can be regarded as

a distorted equilibrium which Is maintained by the destabilising current gradient responsible for

the tearing mode.

Normally the tearing aode grows quite slowly, the tlmescale being characterised by the resistive

diffusion for reconnection and by the driving force of the instability. The growth of the Island

width,w, la determined by the equation/1/

when n 1» the plasma resistivity. The quantity A' measures the degree of Instability. It is

calculated from the overall equilibrium properties by solving the linearised equilibrium equation.

Thus Instability of the axisyaaetrlc state requires A'(0)>0. A s * Increases, A'(w) decreases and

saturation occurs for A'(w)»o. Figure 4 illustrates the grtwth of an • - 4 laland.

Figure 3. Magnetic fluctuations associated with the

• « 2 mode(DITE Group, Culhaa, U.K.)

Figure 4. Formation of

magnetic Island at a resonant

surface.
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Sawtooth Oscillations

Tho tokamak plasma emits soft X-rays. When the X-rays arising form the central region of the

plasma are observed they commonly have the sawtooth time dependence shown in figure 5. This is

believed to be due to an instability which repeatedly relaxes the destablising gradients within

the plasma.

Figure 5 Sawtooth instability.

Osclllogram showing the time dependence

of the soft X-ray emission from the inner

region of the plasma,

(T.F.R. Group, Fontenay aux Roses, France)

u
At low plasma currents the helices formed by the magnetic field have a long pitch length

(corresponding to a large value at q). Under these circumstances the magnetic field lines must

traverse the torus several tines before it is possible for them to "Join up". As the current

is increased, resonant surfaces having lower values of q become possible. At some point a q=l

surface appears at the origin and then moves outward in radius as the axial value of q fallB

below unity. This sequence is shown in figure 6(a).

(a)
m = 1 instability of
plasma core

radius of
o, = 1 surface

a, = 1 surface

Figure 6 (•) As the value of q falls a q=l surface appears in the plasma

<b> Internal (•=!) kink instability.

Under this circumstance the plasma core within the q=l aurface undergoes a kink instability as

illustrated In figure 6(b). This instability produces the rapid fall of the sawtooth and returns

the system to a stable state having q>l on axis.

Figure 7 shows how a magnetic reconnection can restore the previous state/2/. A magnetic island

is formed at the q*l surface. The original magnetic axis with q<l is displaced sidewards as part

of the kink mov«Mnt. The magnetic island then grows and progressively displaces the original

axis. The q-value of the magnetic island is greater than unity and the final outcome is that the

axis of the magnetic island becomes th* axis of a new, toroidally symmetric configuration with

q>l. This system Is stable but diffusion now recreates tho unatable, q<l configuration of the

•hole sequence of events is repeated.

Th* rapidity ot th* rsconnectlon rules out a almpl* resistive diffusion process on the seal* of

th* whol* rsglon is lnvolad. A posslbl* aachanlsm Is that rapid raslstiv* r*conn*ction occurs

over s layer of width 6 /*/• Th* tia* t for this reconnactlon will than be of th* order
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of the characteristic diffusion time 0Ô 2. and the t law of escape of plasma from the region

of reconnection will be of order r/c where r is the radius of the q=l surface and c is a

characteristic speed. Equating these two tines gives

(2)

Now the total tine, 1, for reconnect Ion over the radius r will be larger by a factor ~ r/ó,

that Is T ~ (r/d)t , so that using relation (2)

where T„ = or 2 and T_ = r / c . This typically gives a reduction in timescale to 1 ~ 10 T 0.

Figure 7, Sequence of nagnetic field

/////^-vľ^-'A ' structures showing how topology

\t\i\tfr<\\ , ! C h a n g e s during sawtooth oscillation.

Region having q<l is shown shaded.

1

Double Tearing Mode

The simple tearing node has a single string of Magnetic islands because there is only one resonant

surface (q=m/n). However when the current is first formed in the plasna it is possible for the

q(r) profile to have a ainimm and hence for there to be two resonant aagnetic surfaces for a

given • and n as shown in figure 8(a>.

(a) (b)

(c) id)
Pl(ur« • (•) Minima in q profil* |lvu two ruoiunt surface* with th« n i t

• and n valu** allowing • doubl* t**rin| aod*. (b) Eff*ctiv* •*(n*tlc field

befor* inatability (c> Fomatlon of nparat* idand string* (d> Non-linur

d*v*lopacnt.
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The appearance ot two resonant surfaces leads to a double tearing mode. Initially the two

resonant surfaces give rise to separate island strings. However the growing instability produce,

a displacement of the plasma and an interaction between the two Island systems. A typical

sequence ot magnetic atructures is shown in figures 8 (b)-(d). The final development takes

various forms but usually the island structure decay, to be followed by a similar sequence of

events at successively lower n-numbers.

Disruptions

Figure 9 shows measurements ot current, magnetic fluctuation, and soft x-ray emission made during

a disruption. Two aspects of the development which mri probably related to magnetic reconnects

are the init ial , often apparently spontaneous, growth of the m=2 magnetic signal and the subsequent

rapid fall in temperature as represented in figure 9 by the rapid fall in x-ray emission.

Current

Be(m=2)

A'(w)

a )

ws2 w

Figure 9 Traces giving current, magnetic Figure 10(a) Possible form of A'(w) giving

fluctuations and soft X-ray emission at a two equilibria, w being stable and w

disruption (FT Toxamak, Frascati, Italy). unstable, (b) Sequence of curves, A'<w>

showing how catastrophe is reached.

A possible explanation of the spontaneous growth is that a slow change in the equilibrium leads to

a loss ot equilibrium taking the form of a catastrophe and that beyond this point explosive

island growth occurs / 4 / . A mechanism for such behaviour exist , within the theory of tearing mode

island growth as represented by equation (1).

Figure 10(a) show. . possible for- of A' (w). From equation (1) i t 1. seen that there are two

equilibria corresponding to island s ize . » f l and » j 2 The smaller Island s l I e 1. the one which

would normally exist. Equation (1) show, that this is stable. F l g u r e 1 0 ( b ) g l v M , , e q u e n c e o f

curve, occuring during a gradual change of plasma conditions. The initial island width w

change, .lowly until the Initial size , f c 1. resched. Beyond this point there 1. no static

equilibrium and further Island growth 1. destabilising.je.ding to r.pid growth . . ob.erved In a

dl.ruptlon. Specific calculation, have verified that this mechanism 1. po..ibl».

The second phenomenon requiring explanation 1. the rapid loss of energy which follow, the growth

of th. m-2 tearing mods. Again there i s a possible .xplanation ba.ed on a change in th.

magnetic structure. It 1. known both from experiment and from numerical c . lcul . t lon. that th .

growth of other mode, (with different m and n) follow, that of th. m-2 mod.. Th. coupling of
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such modes of different helicity leads to an erodisation of the magnetic field. That is, some

magnetic field lines do not lie on magnetic surfaces but instead become space-filling. This loss

of nested surfaces can lead in turn to rapid radial transport of energy through energy flow along

the magnetic field.

For low levels of instability the region affected is small. However, at large island sizes

field lines can traverse a substantial fraction of the plasma radius. Figure 11 shows field line

calculations for the JET tokanak /5/. The first figure has simple magnetic islands and the second

shows the ergodisation resulting from a higher level of instability and the consequent island

interaction.

l"0*h'r';f f' Vv':''Vi

Figuře 11 Field line calculations for JET showing (a) slnple mafjnetic

islands and (b) regions of ercodicity.

CONCLUSION

The evidence from tokanak experiments is that several types of magnetic reconnection occur and that

this behaviour plays an important role in tokamak operation. This talk has Introduced the general

theoretical Ideas about these reconnections but it nust be eaphaslsed both that our detailed

understanding is poor and that the subject is still one of lively controversy.

It would be a matter of great pleasui-e if our studies of tokanak behaviour lead to sone insight

into astrophysical problems or conversely if astrophysicists can offer guidance to those of us in

fusion physics.
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MAGNETIC RECONNECT'ON IN ASTROPHYSICS

K. Sahindler
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The term 'magnetic reconnection' is generally attributed to a class of pro-

cesses that control the topology of the magnetic field in plasmas. In astrophysics

and space physics reconnection may occur between open and closed magnetic field

lines of the same object (planet, comet, ordinary star, neutron star etc.) or bet-

ween magnetic fields of different origin (e.g. planetary magnetosphere and inter-

planetary field, fields of stars in binary systems etc.).

Two major classes of reconnection are generally distinguished. If ^ime-depen-

dence is not essential, steady state reconnection schemes may be applicable, the

prototype being the flow in the neighbourhood of an X-type neutral line in two

dimensions /I/.

Time-dependent reconnection may be either predominantly spontaneous or predo-

minantly driven. Driven time-dependent reconnection is qualitatively similar to the

steady state case except that the boundary conditions (and therefore the entire

configuration) vary with time. An example is approaching oppositely directed magne-

tic fluxes on the sun. Spontaneous reconnection is characterized by the feature

that at a certain point in a slowly time-varying development (not necessarily re-

connective) a fast instability develops which leads to magnetic reconnection. Mo-

dels of the dynamics of the earth's magnetotail and of solar flares strongly rely

on this concept.

For a source of information on recent developments in magnetic reconnection I

should like to refer to the monograph edited by Hones /2/. Here I can only mention

a few aspects that are essential in current research in this field. This brief re-

view reflects the general trend in favour of time-dependent reconnection, it is al-

so attempted to account for the key role of in-situ space probe measurements.

Since reconnection is excluded in a dissipation-free magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

system /3/, dissipation mechanismsplay a crucial role. If resistive dissipation do-

minates, an appropriate quantity characterising the dissipation is

s ~ T~
where L is a characteristic length, v velocity (e.g. Alfvén velocity), n resistivi-

ty, S is sometimes called 'resistive Reynolds number'. For many typical space and

astrophysical plasmas S is very large, at least if one uses the Spitzer resistivi-

ty /4/ . This would mean, that dissipation is small. This fact does, however, not necessarily im-

ply that reconnection is unimportant. If a thin current sheet develops, L is no longer

the overall length of the system but the width of the current sheet. Furthermore

n may be increased by collective effects. Similar properties hold for kinetic sy-

stems where the dissipation is due to Landau resonances/5/. This simple qualita-

tive discussion already indicates that reconnection can occur only under rather

special circumstances, and that it is sensitive to dissipation mechanisms.

Although the definition of reconnection as changing magnetic topology is suf-

ficient for some purposes, there is a need for more precise definitions. Reconnec-

tion may be characterised by plasma flow across a magnetic separatrix surface /6/

or by an electric field component parallel to a separator (intersection line of two

separatrix surfaces) /7/.

The particular physical nature of reponnection implies that it is not ea«y to
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observe reconnection in space and astrophysical plasmas. The most direct evidence

for changes of magnetic topology come from solar observations, where observed

changes in electromagnetic emission could be interpreted as changes in magnetic

topology /8/. Such observations, however are rather rare because the site of a

flare is not precisely predictable.

A magnetic field measurement made in-situ by a single space probe does not

provide unambignous information on the magnetic field topology. Even if the probe

is able to measure the electric field, which has become possible under favourable

circumstances, it is obviously extremely difficult to determine whether the elec-

tric field had a non-vanishing component along a separator. Therefore, the present

evidence for reconnection is quite indirect. Strictly speaking, one has to start

from model assumptions which are tested for consistency with the obserbations.

Clearly, it is an important role of theory and computer simulation to not only pro-

vide reconnection models but also to determine possible alternatives.

We briefly mention a number of consistency tests that were carried out in con-

nection with space probe observations. If two-dimensional steady state reconnection

occurs at the magnetopause, according to most models the local magnetopause can be

regarded as a rotational discontinuity /9/. In this picture one expects the follow-

ing relationship between velocity and the magnetic field:

where the subscripts 1,2 refer to the two sides of the discontinuity and p is the

plasma density. In some cases, this relationship was found to be well satisfied/

particularly if plasma pressure anisotropy is taken into account /1o/.

In a somewhat different model reconnection at the magnetopause leads to a si-

tuation where localised magnetic flux tubes connect the interplanetary field with

the magnetospheric field. A space probe passing through such a flux tube near the

magnetopause would observe a characteristic magnetic signature. Nearly 100 such

signatures, known as 'flux transfer events', have been observed /11/. A further

characteristic feature of magnetopause reconnection is its sensitively to the sign

of the south-north component (z component) of the interplanetary magnetic field.

During the last 20 years many authors have tried to identify that interplanety in-

put quantity which correlates best with geomagnetic activity. Although different

authors still emphasize different quantities, in all cases the input parameter

strongly favours negative interplanetary magnetic field components /12/. This out-

standing feature again is evidence for reconnection because B < O in interplane-

tary space is the appropriate polarity for reconnection with the northward pointing

geomagnetic field. In fact there does not seem to exist any alternative explanation.

In this picture the reconnection process controls the degree to which the

magnetosphere is magnetically open and thereby the magnitude of energy flux enter-

ing the magnetosphere from the solar wind.

The correlation studies between the solar wind and the ionosphere indicate

that a fraction of the energy entering the magnetosphere is dissipated immediately

/13/, whereas the remaining part dissipates with a delay of the order of one hour

/14/. The latter fact has been interpreted in terms of a loading process, where

energy is stored in the magnetota 1, followed by a rapid release process which in

this picture is the ultimata cause of geomagnetic activity /I 5/.Plasma flow

and magnetic field measurements in the plasma sheet of the earth's JDagnetotail have

been interpreted in support of a picture where suddenly a magnetic neutral line

forms in the near-earth magnetotail /16/. The corresponding flow field (and Poynt-
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ing vector) transports energy into the inner Magnetosphere, but the major energy

flux is directed away from the earth. Recently, this picture has received additio-

nal support from observations in the distant magnetotail, at 220 earth radii radi-

al distance from the earth /17/. In correlation with geomagnetic activity large

tailward plasma flow velocities were observed. Furthermore, the local magnetic

field and flow structure together with high energy particle observations indicate

that a significant fraction of the energy is probably concentrated in a large scale

plasmoid containing closed magnetic flux loops. Such structures have been predic-

ted on theoretical grounds /18/. Evidence for reconnection has also been reported

from observations made near the planets Mercury and Jupiter. Furthermore, reconnec-

tion has been invoked to explain observed structures in comet tails. Most models

of solar flares are based on magnetic reconnection /19/.

The theoretical understanding of reconnection is well advanced in some areas,

whereas in others important questions are completely open. The dynamical model most

widely used is resistive magnetohydrodynamics, in some cases also viscosity is ta-

ken into account in addition. With this approach particularly a number of time-de-

pendent reconnection processes that are contained in phenomenological models can be

reproduced 120/. Spontaneous reconnection of current sheets has been shown to be

effective in computer simulation models with solar and magnetospheric applications

/21/. Driven reconnection also has been shown to be relevant if suitable external

driving forces exist /22/. Although many detailed questions are as yet unanswered,

the resistive MHD approach nevertheless seems to confirm time-dependent reconnec-

tion, at least in a qualitative way.

In steady state theory the situation is less clear. Particularly, the reconnec-

tion rate and the role of boundary conditions is still a matter of current research

/23/.

In spite of the relative success of time-dependent reconnection in qualitative

modeling, serious difficulties arise in a full quantitative comparison between the

original and the model. It is quite typical that on the basis of present plasma

physics understanding it seems not possible to justify the assumed values of the

dimensionless parameters such as the magnetic and ordinary Reynolds numbers. In the

magnetosphere, where binary collisions are practically absent, small scale collec-

tive fluctuations are required to provide the macroscopic transport coefficients.

This in turn requires a microscopic instability or a similar excitation process that

generates the fluctuations. The main weakness of present MHD-theories is that there

is no satisfactory description of such source mechanisms for fluctuations. Attempts

to invoke the lower-hybrid-drift instability for generating a macroscopic resistive

effect in the magnetotail for realistic widths of the plasma sheet have not led to

a satisfactory result /24/.

Also in the problem of solar flares one generally assumes magnetic Reynolds

numbers that differ from the value, which corresponds to a Spitzer conductivity by

several orders of magnitude.

To a certain extent dissipation may be replaced by finite particle intertia.

An instability based on ion inertia has been shown to exist in magnetopsheric tails

for wavelengths large compared to the plasma sheet width /25/. However, because of

its long wavelength this mode grows rather slowly. Another problem appears in situ-

ations where an equilibrium sequence passes a bifurcation point where a change from

stability to instability takes place. In such cases the instability might not be

visible if the system moves just onto a new stable branch.

Regarding MHD we may express the situation by the following scheme:
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MHD
TRAHSP.KOEFF.

b)

C)

MHD

MHD

TRAHSP.KOEFF.

TRANSP.KOEFF.

FEEDBACK

.SOURCE
MECHANISM

SOURCE
MECHANISM!

Hare a) corresponds to the present state of the art. A satisfactory reconnection

theory would have to include some collective source mechanism for the transport co-

efficients (b). A feedback mechanism would serve to accelerate the instability (c).

For Vlasov plasmas the situation is qualitatively similar.

Regarding the uncertainty of the source mechanism we have to consider two

main possibilities:

i) Reconnection is much less effective than it would seem from most phenome-

nological models.

ii) Reconnection is an effective process but we do not yet understand the un-

lying source mechanism.

The alternative i) would mean that for any process that has been explained by

reconnection one must find a satisfactory alternative explanation. Alternatively,

ii) would require that there exist collective dissipation processes in plasmas that

are much more effective than those known at the present time. Although I cannot

offer a suggestion on the possibility i) it is not difficult to speculate along the

lines of ii).

Most of our present knowledge of collective dissipation comes from wave stu-

dies with homogeneous or nearly homogeneous background plasmas. Strongly inhomoge-

neous plasmas have largely unknown properties. Recent progress in the longlasting

struggle for the solution of the problem of coronal heating is based on damping of

ideal Alfvén waves by phase mixing in a strongly structured coronal atmosphere

/26/. Is it perhaps possible that in reconnecting plasmas new effective dissipa-

tion mechanisms occur as soon as the plasma shows sufficient spatial inhomogeneity?

This concept is particularly appealing because it would be able to solve both

problems described above without further requirements. Suppose a plasma is stable

with respect to all non-dissipative modes but unstable against dissipative modes.

Most current sheets have this property 121/. Let us call such a situation 'D-meta-

stable1, i.e. 'metastable with respect to dissipation1. If a D-metastable system

is far from the marginal point of the most unstable dissipative mode, and if a

suitable fluctuation field suddenly appears the instability will suddenly set in

with a finite growth rate. Furthermore, if the instability itself enhances the in-

homogeneities and thereby the dissipation the instability will become explosive

(over-exponential growth,case c) in our scheme).

Finally, I should like to look at time-dependent reconnection from the point

of view of non-linear dynamics, particularly bifurcation theory. How can we reach

a bifurcation point, where a resistive instability becomes possible. Intuitively,

it is clear that we must increase the electric current.

It has been established that such a bifurcation point in fact exists in resis-

tive and viscous MHD-theory. This can be shown, for instance, by exploiting a for-

mal analogy between tearing of current sheets and the Bénard convection problem

/28/. An alternative approach uses thermodynamic arguments /29/. Both approaches
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start out from a thin current sheet, and the instability which sets in at the bi-

fircation point is the tearing instability, i.e. magnetic reconnection. This rai-

ses the question: What are the conditions for reconnection to be important at general

bifurcation points?This question is, for instance, relevant for solar flare models

which are based on equilibrium/non-equilibrium studies ,'30/. Very little is known

about the dynamics which actually occurs at the bifurcation point. In a recent

two-dimensional approach/ it was shown that reconnection is important if the

bifurcation point connects to a stabli branch and if the critical equilibrium con-

tains a neutral point of the poloidal field.

It was also found that the critical magnetic field configuration must be such

that both magnetic field components with respect to an arbitrary cartesian coordi-

nate system must change their signs on the boundary. This follows from the fact

that

3A.

* JÍT VAo ds = °
where the integral extends over the boundary and A and h. are the equilibrium

magnetic flux function and its linear perturbation, respectively, n is the direc-

tion normal to the boundary.

In summary, magnetic reconnection has been invoked to explain important trans-

port phenomena and the activity of space and astrophysical plasmas. A satisfactory

theoretical understanding of reconnection requires a deeper insight into collective

dissipation processes.
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PARTICLE ACCELERATION BY TURBULENT PLASMAS

A. 0. Bern
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Abstract

Acceleration processes in stellar atmospheres seem to be very common. In

solar flares at least two acceleration mechanisms can be observed. All of them are

complex electromagnetic phenomena. Relevant observations of the past maximum of

solar activity are reviewed. Macroscopic views today favor magnetic reconnection

as the primary energy release mechanism. They, however, do not tell us how magnetic

energy is converted into kinetic energy of particles. Electron bremsstrahlung ob-

served in hard X-rays suggest that a considerable part of the energy is first

showing up in 30 - 100 keV electrons. The evidence for stochastic acceleration of

electrons and ions by plasma turbulence in this first phase of flares is presented.

Theoretical work on acceleration of electrons and ions by resonance inter-

action with stochastic turbulence is progressing. The turbulence may form in the

primary flare energy release, e.g. by unstable currents. The requirement of high

efficiency suggests that the unstable waves play a central role in the energy con-

version process. Lower-hybrid waves driven by cross-field drifting ions (or

currents) are proposed. The diffusion equation has been solved and the results

compared with observations. Some of this turbulence may be converted to radio

emission at decimetric wavelength. The consequences for flare models and the inter-

pretation of solar radio bursts is discussed.

I. Observations

Acceleration processes in the Earth, Jupiter and solar flares draw their

energy from the magnetic field. Dissipation of magnetic energy is widely believed

to be responsible for the heating of the corona.

In solar flares some 20% or more of the energy is first dumped into electrons

of 20 - 100 keV. For the first time high resolution images of the bremsstrahlung

(hard X-ray) and of the synchrotron (microwave) emission of these particles have

been recorded by the SUM and Hinotori satellites, and the VLA, respectively /I/ -

/4/. They show that the electrons are accelerated in coronal magnetic loops. Often

there is more than one loop in a flare. Radio observations of electron beams (type

III bursts) suggest that some of these loops can be large (10 km, /5/). The new

data overwhelmingly suggest magnetic reconnection as the global scenario. New flux

or stresses due to photospheric motions reacting with preexisting coronal fields

build up free energy. The way this energy is released in a flare (or coronal heat-

ing) , however, is unclear.

Several acceleration mechanisms at different phases of the flare seem to be

at work. Type II radio bursts are generally interpreted as signatures of shock

waves. Acceleration by shock waves is evident in the observed radio emission of

associated electron beams ("herring bones"). However, they generally form after the

first energy release (impulsive phase). Direct acceleration by electric fields has
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been considered by Smith /6/ as a primary energy release process. However, he finds

that most energy is converted into heat and less than 0.1% is deposited into run-

away, energetic electrons. Stochastic acceleration is possible only if effective

scatterers are available. Melrose /7/ has shown that it is only feasible with re-

sonant wave-particle interactions excluding the classical Fermi process.

Radio observations at decimetric waves of spike bursts reveal unprecedented

fragmentation of the acceleration process /8/. It has been postulated before /9/

from X-ray observations that flares are composed of many elementary events with

typical element durations of 1 s. Recent observations of spikes /10/ suggest, how-

ever, that the flare may be composed of thousands of elements of less than 0.1 s

duration. This large number and short duration (of little more than a typical coll-

ision time) would clearly indicate that microturbulence plays an essential role in

flare energy release.

Extensive observations in the y-rays has brought a wealth of new result:, on

protons and highly relativistic electrons in flares. The bremsstrahlung of relativ-

istic electrons is often delayed by several seconds. This may be mostly an effect

of trapping and collision rate. More interesting is the fact that sometimes 20 -

100 keV electrons, protons, and highly relativistic electrons emit simulataneously

within the time resolution of the instrument.

1982 February 8

I24»OO I29O00 125(00

Figure: Solar flare observations by the Gamma Ray Experiment onboard SMM. The

first second, and fourth panel display bremsstrahlung of electron* of various en-

ergies. The third curve (4.1-6.4 MeV) is a sum over ipectral lines originating

from protons interacting with heavy nuclei in the corona (from Chupp et al./ll/.).
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This observation requires that the primary energy reicar.e simultaneously

accelerates low and high energy electrons and protons. A formidable task ior any

accelerator!

II. Stochastic Acceleration

The observations summarized in section I suggest the following scenario:

Photospheric motions drive currents at reconnection points of coronal loops.

Current instabilities cause microturbulence which stochastically accelerates

thermal electrons (of less than 1 keV) to energies up to 20 MeV and protons up to

1 GeV.

Interactions of waves and particles can be described in quantum mechanical

terms as an exchange of phonons. If the resonance condition is satisfied (the

Cerenkov condition for longitudinal waves: w/k - v„) a quantum of energy Ae = wh

and momentum g = kli is absorbed or emitted. Depending on the distribution of

waves and particles, they loose or gain in the average. The process is described

by a diffusion equation in velocity space.

What waves can accelerate? In an isotropic plasma electromagnetic waves have

ui/k > c and do not resonate with particles. Ion-sound waves have oj/k < vs and int-

eract the bulk of the electron population, thus mainly heat. Langmuir waves can

have phase velocities in the range 3 v (thermal electron velocity) < u/k < c

and they can efficiently accelerate electrons in the tail of the distribution.

11.1. Lanqmuir Waves

Stochastic acceleration by resonance interaction with Langmuir waves has been

proposed by Benz /12/ to explain the observed correlation of hard X-ray flux and

temperature (or inverse spectral index): the more intense the hard X-rays, the

harder their spectrum. Induced bremsstrahlung of thermal electrons by ion-acoustic

waves has been suggested for the generation of Langmuir turbulence /13/. The exist-

ence of this process has been disputed on theoretical grounds (Vlahos and Papa-

dopoulos, /22/ . Radar observations by Fitze and Benz /14/ furthermore failed to

show Langmuir turbulence at the proposed level. Although Langmuir waves are excell-

ent accelerators their generation seems to require preexistent fast particles being

two-stream unstable. Refs. /15/ has considered the collapse of Langmuir waves into

solitons which reduces the instability of the non-relativistic electron beam and

accelerates relativistic electrons. Langmuir waves thus remain of interest as

second-step accelerators. They are observable in radio waves where they emit by

scatering off ion fluctuations or low-frequency waves (fundamental) or by coales-

cence with a nearly anti-parallel Langmuir wave (harmonic). Such signatures are

commonly observed as decimetric type III or "blips" /16/.

11.2. Lower-Hybrid Waves

Turbulence associated with current instabilities are most attractive. The lin-

ear and non-linear evolution of instabilities driven by cross-field currents have

been analytically and numerically studied by Davidson and Krall /17/. Bulk motions

of ions are predicted in fast tearing nodes to occur up to a third of the Alfvén

speed (Drake, private communication). In the coronal plasma these currents trigger
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either the modified two-stream instability or the lower-hybrid drift instability.

In both cases lower-hybrid waves result. In the modified two-stream instability

(MTSI) the electrons are strongly tied to the magnetic field, i.e. ui << ii , the

electron gyrofrequency, and the waves propagate nearly perpendicular to the mag-

netic field. The ions are unmagnetized, i.e. ui >> SJ., and freely move during a

wave period. The usual role of electrons and ions is reversed, thus the name MTSI

in analogy to the case of hydrodynamic instability of no magnetic field.

We assume that the instability saturates at some energy density W and that
2 s

k,, << k^ and (kxR ) << 1. Electrons resonate with the waves if their velocity v =

u>/k„. Diffusion is one-dimensional. For non-relativistic particles it is described

by

Equation (1) has been solved by Wu et al. /18/ neglecting spatial diffusion and

collisions. Assuming the spectral distribution W(k) of lower-hybrid waves to be a

power-law with index -3 and to vanish for k_<k , the solution is
m

2 ne 2 2

f(v„) = Tjjf- exp t- v„Vv ") , (2)
o

where

v is the cross-field drift, T the time an electron interacts with the turbulence,

and v was assumed to be much larger than the mean thermal electron velocity.
° 1 2

Equ. (3) defines the temperature T = -*m v of the accelerated particles. T
depends linearly on the turbulence energy density W .

The above solution has been made stationary by the assumption of a finite T.

If the interaction time is limited by escape from the acceleration region, spatial

diffusion has to be included. The equation has been solved by Benz /10/. The distri-

bution of particle velocity becomes approximately a power-law with an Index which

is proportional to Wg- The acceleration rate F of particles beyond the velocity v

is
Fv m <v> fM/v (4)

where the stochastic (average) acceleration <v> is given by the diffusion coeffi-

cient D of equ. (1).

v n ^ 5 »VD < 5 )

We choose a velocity v close to the mean thermal velocity where f(v) is approximat-

tely constant in time. Equations (4) and (5) show that F is proportional to W .
— 3/2

The observed hard X-ray flux I is proportional to about Fyy , where Y is the

observed power-law index. The observed correlation between I and -y nay thus be

explained by variation in H during the impulsive phase /12/ and /21/.

If the instability saturates by electron trapping the primary result is bulk

electron heating. In the opposite case of ion trapping occurring firat only the
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tail of electrons is accelerated. Tanaka and Papadopoulos /23/ have numerically

studied the MTSU ah>d found efficient electron acceleration under the condition

°s * vd í 3 vi

where c = (kT /m.) 1 / / 2 is the ion-acoustic speed and v. = (2 kT./m.) '2 is the ion
s e i i l l

thermal velocity. An electron tail is formed out to about 5 v in both directions

along the magnetic field. About 50% of the initial drift energy goes into the

electron tail, most of the rest ends up in ion heating.

II.3. Other Waves

Proton acceleration by plasma turbulence has not yet been investigated for

flare circumstances. Ion-cyclotron waves are likely to occur and isotropize the

ion distribution. Stochastic acceleration by resonant interactions with ion-cyclo-

tron waves have been proposed /19/ to explain the observed anomalies in ion abund-

ancies of solar cosmic rays ( He-rich flares).

Stochastic acceleration by electron-cyclotron waves has been proposed /20/

for the origin of electron beams causing some of the metric type III bursts. This

can only be a second step process, since for the excitation of these waves a loss-

cone instability of energetic electrons is proposed.

III. Conclusions

Stochastic acceleration by lower hybrid turbulence can explain energetic

electrons during the impulsive phase. Evidence for this process comes from the ob-

served fragmentation of acceleration, its short time constant, and the correlation

of X-ray flux with the inverse spectral index /21/. Acceleration of protons can

occur also, if their parallel velocity exceeds the mean thermal electron speed,

i.e. if some other wave turbulence or acceleration mechanism pre-accelerates them.

A crucial test may be the investigation of the radio emission of such turbul-

ence. The observed radio emission may arise from wave coupling between lower-hybrid

and upper-hybrid waves. As an alternative, escaping electrons may cause streaming

instabilities of Langmuir waves, which are subsequently scattered into radio emiss-

ion on ion fluctuations or couple with an electromagnetic wave at their harmonic.

Several types of emission have been observed /16/.
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SHOCK WAVE ACCELERATION
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1) Introduction

Acceleration of the high energy particles which apparently exist practically

everywhere in the universe is a topic which seems appropriate for this conference

in several respects. First of all the development has made rapid progress in the

past years and a considerable part of the work has been done in Europe. In addition

the dominant physical process of acceleration is presumably a very nonlinear one

as I will attempt to show In this lecture.

Essentially we are dealing with the old venerable problem /1/ to explain the

energy sources and the power law spectrum of galactic cosmic rays, although the im-

plications are more general than that. For the energy spectrum of cosmic ray

nuclei the observations give a nearly isotropic intensity I(E) ^ E~ a cm .(MeV)~ .

sec .(ster) in the energy interval 10 < E <_ 10 GeV, where a = 2,75 for presum-

ably all constituents.* Assuming rough pressure equilibrium with the interstellar

gas, the cosmic ray energy density is given by the enthalpy density H = E +p

= (4/3) E , where E and p denote the kinetic enerjy density and the pressure of

the cosmic ray gas, respectively, and a relativistic adiabatic index of 4/3 is

assumed. H is observed to be about 1 eV cm and roughly equals the energy den-

sities of the thermal gas and magnetic field. Thus in interstellar space and prob-

ably beyond, the internal energy in relativistic baryons i3 comparable to that in

the dilute gas whose temperature rarely exceeds 10 keV and which is rather more

often concentrated in cold clouds with temperatures around 10 K, i.e. 10 eV.

Even more remarkable is the energy requirement on the particle sources within

our galaxy. Using a mean galactic life time of 10 years from Be decay /3/ and

reasonable values for the galactic confinement volume, a simple calculation shows

that about 2 to 4 percent of the total kinetic energy input into the galaxy must be

deposited into this high energy component. Since this energy input is entirely

dominated by Supernova explosions which involve a large amount of adiabatic cooling

one may estimate that at least on average some 10 to 20 percent of the total energy

output of a Supernova will end up in cosmic rays. This is then the requirement on

the efficiency of the acceleration process /4/.

21 The Fermi process

Most of the suggestions /5/ for cosmic ray acceleration suffer from the prob-

lem to explain the observed power law in a natural way. The main exception is the

Fermi mechanism /6/ in which charged particles are reflected by slowly propagating

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves in an ionized (interstellar) medium. Associated

with shock waves the process has been shown to be so successful in recent years,

also by in situ observations in interplanetary space, that it is now widely viewed

as the main source of the relativistic particles below about 10 eV, observed in

our galaxy.

The relative momentum change Ap/p of a particle with speed w upon reflection

* Beyond 10 GeV the spectrum steepens considerably, continuing to about 10 GeV(l)
However we shall not discuss these ultrahigh energy particles here since their
energy density is negligible. Their origin is unknown and presumably quite
different ill.
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on a single MHD wave with finite phase velocity v , , both for simplicity propagat-

ing along the average magnetic field B, is given by Ap/p = (-2)•(v ./w) +

0(v h/w ), for |v _/w| << 1. The "collision frequency" v per particle is

v ^ n(v ,) •(w-v u'/w and thus proportional to the wave intensity n(v , ) . Nowadays

one would rather express Fermi's "reflection" in terms of small angle pitch angle

scattering in the context of pitch angle diffusion but this does not alter the

basic idea. Consider first a spatially u n i f o r m situation. Then to lowest

order in v , /w the mean momentum change per particle in the presence of many waves

is <Ap/p> ^ £(-2)»(v , /w)• (w-v ,)/w.n(v , ), where the summation is over the dif-

ferent phase velocities. Averaging over pitch angle gives <Ap/p>, the average mo-

mentum gain per unit time. Assuming v . = + V = + |B|*(4irp) , i.e. randomly

propagating Alfvén waves, gives <A?/p> i< (V/w) • (n_ - n+) + (V/w) . (n_ + n + ) . A typ-

ical interstellar value is V = 30 km/sec. The first order term in V/w averages out

if the pitch angle distribution is isotropic in the frame of the plasma. The re-

maining 2nd order term due to the more frequent head-on than overtaking collisions

leads to "2nd order Fermi acceleration", and to an exponential increase of p with

time. Combined with an exponential loss rate^exp(-at) the result is a power law

spectrum in p whose index depends on the loss rate a. In the special case of

totally anisotropic wave propagation, i.e. for n+ = 0, we obtain <Ap/p> = n_

(w+v).v/w which averages to zero, after the velocity distribution became

isotropic in the wave frame after roughly one relaxation time. In general a 1st

order effect remains if there are more head-on than overtaking collisions, or vice

versa. Over more than a relaxation time this is only possible in spatially

n o n u n i f o r m situations. An example would be a super-Alfvénic (U > V) con-

verging plasma flow of speed + U with embedded scattering magnetic fluctuations.

Such a convergent flow of a "scattering center fluid" is realized in shock waves

on which we concentrate in this paper.

3) Diffusive shock acceleration: Test particles

The configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 1 for a plane, steady strong

shock propagating parallel to B. Ne-

glecting the wave phase speed relative

to the flow speed under these circum-

stances, a particle gains energy only

when scattered across the shock sur-

face. A decreasing number of par-

ticles will receive an increasing

amount of energy by crossing the shock

more frequently than others, before

being convected downstream. This re-

sults in a power law spectrum, inde-

pendent of the scattering character-

istics of the plasma /B/. The accel-

PirtKli

Shock

Fig. 1:

eration time tacc is however deter-

mined by all collisions, i.e. mainly by

the multitude of energetically ne ítral

scatterings within either the upstream,

or the downstream region. It is given

Schematic picture of diffusive
shock acceleration. In the
shock frame a particle that is
originally upstream will diffuse
by scattering on the magnetic
fluctuations indicated by wavy
lines, gaining energy when scat-
tered across the shock disconti-
nuity. The fluid speed is denoted
by V in this figure. Eventually
the particle is convected away
downstream (Adapted from /7/).
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by t a c c * </U
2

 1 t s c a t t-w
2/U 2 -, íT1 .(A, c a t t/r g) . (w/U)

2, where K, t | | c a t t , X s c a t t .
Q , and r denote the energetic particle spatial diffusion coefficient, the re-
lated scattering time, and length, as we2 1 as the gyroperiod and gyroradius, re-
spectively. Thus t corresponds to a slow acceleration rate and, not surpris-

acc

ingly to the rate of the 2nd order Fermi mechanism provided U is formally identi-

fied with the random scattering center speed. Yet two important differences exist:

in strong shocks U >> V and by a nonlinear effect scattering waves are excited in

shocks which greatly lower K relative to the average interstellar value. Both

effects make shock acceleration much faster than average interstellar acceleration.

The time scale of particle loss due to convection away from the shock is
ťconv = (K/u>'1/u i 'aec* T h u s t n e product of t a c c and loss rate a in the Fermi

mechanism is independent of K and a definite power law "v-p " results for the ac-

celerated test particles, where q = 3r/(r-1) is only a function of the compression

ratio r.

More formally the interaction can be described by transport equations which

in the limit of strong pitch angle scattering reduce in lowest order to a Fokker-

Planck-equation for the isotropic part f(x, p, t) of the particle distribution

function. In the plane case, neglecting v ., it reads

whereas the residual first order phase space current density S(x, p, t) is given

by

Possible sources and sinks are indicated by the term Q in eq. (1).

The first plane steady solutions have been given in references /8,9,10,11/.

Qualitatively the results are given in Figure 2. In the frame of the shock the

time asymptotic solution for f grows exponentially on the scale K/U. to a uniform

downstream value f_. Assuming injection with p = p._j at the shock, f, is a power

law ^p~ q, for p > P i n j - High energy losses and finite shock life times will usu-

ally introduce an upper cutoff in momentum. For more details we refer to the ex-

cellent reviews /12,13/.

Injection of suprathermal particles from the non-Maxwellian distribution at

the collisonfree shock is an essential effect /14/ to understand the chemical com-

position of the galactic cosmic ray component. Although usually ignored in plasma

theory it has been clearly identified at the earth's bow shock /IS/ and is almost

certain to occur at least as long a sharp plasma shock exists (see below).

Due to the finite life-time of most astrophysical shocks there will be a fi-

nite upper cutoff energy. Even if for X .. we assume the theoretical lower limit

Ascatt " rg' f o r i n s t a n c e i n galactic Supernova remnants (SNR), we get E c u t o f f

£ 10lJ eV/n (see, e.g. /12/) which may be marginally too small to explain the ob-

served spectral break even for heavy ions like iron. Thus there may be a real

problem /16/. On the other hand synthetic source spectra have been calculated mod-

elling the time-dependent shock strength and the adiabatic expansion in SNR's.

Despite the strong temporal variation in spectral index the composite spectra are
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closely approximating power laws

quantitatively equal to the in-

ferred galactic cosmic ray source

spectrum /17,18/.

That this high energy par-

ticle component is not only a

peculiarity of our own galaxy

is demonstrated by the syn-

chrotron emission of GeV elec-

trons from external galaxies.

Fig. 3 shows an example.

4) Nonlinear Aspects

As mentioned in the Intro-

duction, the energy requirements

on the acceleration process are

enormous. Thus a test particle

approximation can only be a

first step in the description of

the interaction between the high

energy component (HEC), usually

called "cosmic rays", and the

interstellar gas. Indeed, the

most fascinating aspect of the

HEC is its existence and for-

mation on an equal dynamical

footing with the thermal gas and

the magnetic field. Thus the non-

linear interaction between the

various components, including the

fluctuating fields that provide

their coupling, is an essential

element also in the context of

particle acceleration. We shall

attempt to illustrate the effects

here. They can also be calcu-

lated quantitatively although

some important elements are still

unknown /4/.

The first nonlinear effect,

and perhaps the most important

one is the selfexcitation of

scattering waves at cosmic ray

intensity gradients. The re-

sulting streaming anisotropy S,

cf. eq. (2), excites HHD-waves in

the thermal gas through a gyro-

resonant plaima instability /20,8/.

U,- • I

—x ~

fjfex).

log (We)

, cutoff

Fig. 2: Schematic result for test particle ac-
celeration in the plane steady case
for a plasma shock (upperpanel) pro-
pagating from right to left, as de-
scribed in the text.

H vlOHzl

Fig. 3: The nonthermal spectrum S(v) from the
galaxy NGC 253 as observed at radio
frequencies. The synchrotron spectrum
is Interpreted as being due to elec-
trons with a power law distribution
E"a, where a * 1+2-0,72 * 2,44. (Prom
/19/)
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This wave growth is due to the recoil from the scattered particles on the wave

and, in a parallel shock, leads essentially to Alfvén waves with phase velocities

directed opposite to the fluid velocity (Fig. 4). However, due to the super-

Alfvénic nature of the flow in a

shock, the waves are indeed swept

downstream. The fact that scatter-

ing of a streaming HEC with effec-

tive speed V C R = -U1 indeed leads

to a net wa\ a growth at the ex-

pense of the energetic particles

can be directly calculated from

quasilinear theory /21/. More

qualitatively the energetic par-

ticle distribution relaxes by

diffusion in (normalized) mo-

Fig. 4:

mentum space p f, p ±, where the

suffices refer to the average B-

field (Fig. 5). For V = - V <<

and ivCR| > |VÄi momentum dif-

Wave generation in front of the
shock due to the diffusive current-
K3f/3x directed upstream. These
forward waves are convected across
the shock with tl-V. The particle
pressure gradient 3pc/3x also mo-
difies p and p, the gas pressure
and density, respectively. This
backreaction creates a precursor
and, in general, an embedded pure
plasma subshock.fusion proceeds approximately on

circles displaced in velocity space

by Vft. Assuming the particle distribution to be isotropic in a frame moving with

+ V C R and monotonie in energy(the particles lose energy by net diffusion along the

arrows /22,23,24/.

The accelerated HEC also reacts back at the plasma by slowing down the pre-

shock flow through its pressure gradient 3p /3x (Fig. 4), where p = (1/3)-
3 c c

• !d p-w-p.f. This effect is similar to the one occuring in neutral gas shocks

creating strong electromagnetic radi-

ation /25/. As a consequence, the

shock is partially smoothed on the

scale K/U, even though in general

a collisionfree, thin plasma sub-

shock remains /26,27/. The ther-

mal plasma remains adiabatic in the

precursor as long as the waves are

not dissipated. Thus more energy

goes into the accelerated par-

ticles. Also the shock becomes

more coropressive at a given Mach-

number, since the HEC has a softer

equation of state. This leads to an

i n c r e a s e i n overall

e f f i c i e n c y . Assuming the

scattering mean free path to in-

crease with energy, high energy par-

ticles are preferentially accel-

erated with a h a r d e r s p e c -

t r u m , since they see the shock

more as a discontinuity /14/. Also

the wave production is stronger, so
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Fig. 5: Quasilinear diffusion in momen-
tum space is along the solid cir-
cles centered on the points
(P. = - E O

V A / C ' px= 0) where £o(p)
is approximately the Lorentz-. .-
factor for momentum p= p' +p]) .
The particle distribution (dashed
circles) is convected with V C R and
monotonically decreasing with
Co'P)• Contours of constant ener-
gy c in the shock frame are
dashed-dot circles.
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that for strong shocks A • r , with a strongly anisotropic wavefield (sec-

tion 2), further increasing the acceleration /28/. This is a b o o t

s t r a p p i n g e f f e c t which in an assumed steady state can convert al-

most all the available flow energy into relativistic particle energy. For very

strong shocks the steady state theory predicts eventual total smoothing of the

shock, leaving the gas adiabatic, i.e. cold. However time dependent effects and

wave dissipation are expected to never allow such an extreme state to develop.

A third nonlinear effect is wave dissipation. Indeed, the massive wave

production can be shown to formally result in 6B/B > 1 already far ahead in the

precursor for strong shocks /28/; <5B is the rms fluctuation amplitude. However

then the diffusion appioximation of eq. (1) which is predicated on perturbation

theory is going to break down /29/ even though the exact point is subject to dis-

cussion /30/. Since Alfvén waves are undamped in linear approximation, dissipa-

tion of waves must occur by nonlinear wave particle, effects /31,4/, since the

plasma-S is likely to exceed unity in the interstellar medium. This leads to

heating of the plasma ions, i.e. a hot precursor, to a reduction of the subshock

Mach number i.e. less smoothing, and to an attendant reduction in efficiency.

However the efficiency in an assumed steady state remains still of the order of

some ten percent and the reduction is far outweighed by the fact that now young

objects with strong shocks like young SNR's are strongly heated as shown by the

observations /31/. Whether the heated precursor as such is observable, is an in-

teresting question /32/. In the real world, the time dependent build-up of the

HEC in sources bound by expanding shock waves like SNR1s will lead to adjustment

motions which remove energetic particles from the shock, less backreaction and a

larger effective t a c c /33/.

A fourth major nonlinear effect

can be due to an MHD-instability due to

a large gradient in p , dominating all

other volume forces on the gas /33,34/.

It is expected to occur in the precur-

sors of shocks and might be termed

"turbulent backreaction". Such a

gradient leads to a density-dependent

acceleration p -dp /dx. Perturbations

of the plasma density in the form of

parallel (+) and antiparallel (-) sound

waves grow for large wave numbers with

the rate

where cg = (5 pQ/3 pQ)

Fig. 6: A summary of the mutual inter-
actions between the dynamical
components in the interaction
between plasma flows (e.g.
shocks), the HEC, and the wave-
field, as discussed in the text.

is the or-

dinary gas sound velocity and suf-

fices denote unperturbed quanti-

ties. The stabilizing first tern in the bracket on the r.h.s. of eg. (3) is due

to diffusive smearing by energetic particles. These growing waves should evolve

into hydromagnetic discontinuities, transferring internal energy from the HEC to

the gas. The precursor should become unstable? in this sense already for

U/c > 4/3.
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5í Conclusions

It appears that the interaction of the interstellar HEC ("cosmic rays") with

the thermal gas is simple but strongly nonlinear. Shock waves constitute the

simplest example of this interaction. In addition shocks are ubiquitous in astro-

physical environments which are dominated by violent events like stellar winds

and Supernova explosions. Therefore the special process of shock acceleration

might be able to replenish also the galactic cosmic rays and by inference many of

the high energy particle components in the universe at large. The mechanism may

thus be the solution to one of the major problems in astrophysics. Detailed

astronomical observations are needed to empirically check on this possibility. On

a small scale a laboratory is just around the corner in interplanetary space. Most

of the effects discussed in this paper have been observed on interplanetary shocks.

The nonlinear effects associated with them are generally in the percent range

only. However more detailed results will be forthcoming.

From the point of view of plasma physics particle acceleration is an in-

evitable aspect of collisionfree shocks almost regardless of their orientation to

the magnetic field /13/. Any theory not just describing transient events must

take this into account.

Acknowledgements: I thank Drs. Ernst Dorfi and Luke Drury for discussions on

various aspects of this paper.
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RADIATION FROM TURBULENT PLASMAS

t*. Kuijpers

Sterrewacht Sonnenborgh, Zonnenburg 2, 3512 NL Utrecht, The Netherlands

In astrophysical conditions a variety of explosions can occur: in qao1u, nuclei of

galaxies, supernovae, X-ray bursters, pulsars, novae, stellar (and solar) flares, outbursts in

planetary magnetospheres. As a result the plasma state deviates from equilibrium and is

characterized by the presence of many cave modes that are interacting simultaneously /I/; the

plasma is called turbulent. Further the plasmas of interest are often dilute and hot, that is

the quantity.

(1) e o s ^ « l

where the Deblje number ND 5 n vte
3/u 3 , n Is the particle density, v t e - (T e/» e)* Is the

thermal electron velocity, w = (ne2/feome)' Is the electron plasma frequency, T e the electron

tempetature In energy units, m£ the electron mass and e 0 the dielectric constant In vacuo.

Since N Is the number of particles In a Deblje sphere beyond which the effect of a point

charge Is screened off statistically, a large value of Np means that collective interactions are

much more important than binary "collisions". Equivalently, the electrostatic interaction energy

at the average distance is much less than the thermal energy per particle* As a result to a

first approximation the behaviour of the plasma is determined by colllsonlesa effects.

On the other hand the Debroglie wavelength of the electrons is usually much smaller than

the average distance between particles Cn7me v t e « n , 15271 is the Planck constant) so that

the quantum nature of the particle statistics can usually be neglected.

High brightness teaperature

An Important observable of radiation from turbulent plasmas in astrophysical envlronnents

Is the high brightness teaperature which can be achieved. For a wave mods a of energy

density W° (Jt) per unit volume In wave vector space 1̂  the effective temperature T° (k) Is

defined as

(2) T a (JO i W° (k) (2it)3

where the energy density W° is given by W° = / W° (JO d3jc. Note that for thermal equilibrium

the effective temperature coincides with the true temperature T for electromagnetic waves of one

polarization and Hu « T*

Now for Incoherent emission processes the radiation Intensity is the sum of the

contributions of the individual sources and the observed brightness tenperature at most equals

the characteristic energy of the radiating particles. However If collective Interactions are

Important the observed brightness temperature can considerably exceed the particle energy. One

can distinguish between two kinds of coherency 111:

_1_ an antenna mechanism where soae prelialnary process causes the particles to be grouped in

space In bunches on a scale nailer than the wavelength of the emitted radiation. As a result

the amplitudes of the radiated fields of the Individual particles have the same phase at the

point of observation and therefore add linearly.

2_ malers where a suitable deviation froa theraodynanlc equilibrium exists «o that

apontaneouf radiation la aapllflcd (negative absorption coefficient). Again the radiation Is

phased to a certain extant but thla occurs In the absence of particle grouping automatically

under the action of the radiation field Itself. The dtvlatlon froa equlllbrlua nay consist of a

deviation of the particle distribution functions froa hoaogeneoui Maxwelllan* (In the fora of

anlsolroples, energy Inversions or strong apatlal gradienta) leading to a llaaar Instability of

elcctroaagnetlc wave* (that U dw'/dt a W c ) ; alternatively the deviation aay consist of the
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presence of a suprathermal level of plaama waves W a which scatter on particles with a Maxwellian

distribution leading to a noallnear Instability of electromagnetic waves (dW /dt a W Wtf) or

which coalesce with another kind of plasma waves tfa (dw^/tit a tf° tf° ; so strictly this case Is
not a maser since a, a* * t)-

The difference between 1_ and 2_ Is similar to that between a tuned (LC) circuit to which a

variable EMF is applied and a self-excited osciLlator (klystron) with a constant EMF or a level

inversion.

In the cases where suprathermal levels of plasma waves exist the observed brightness

temperature can become of order of the effective temperature of the original vaves (depending on

the details of the conversion process and the optical thickness of the source for the considered

process /3/). For example the effective temperature of Langmuir waves In a plasna with

temperature T is

and can go up to a considerable fraction of NpT (WQ = ká T/6*
2 1B the thermal noise level of

Langmuir waves in a plasma with temperature T).

High brightness temperatures are reached mainly at radio wavelengthB: examples axe the Crab

pulsar, up to 10 3 0 K 111, some outbursts from flaring dwarf stars, e.g. > 10 1 3K for the dMe

star AD Leo /4/ and solar radio bursts, e.g. 10 X for type I bursts /5/, type III bursts Ibl

and + 10 1 5 K for some microwave bursts PI• In all these cases the characteristic energy of the

radiating particles is likely to be much less than the observed brightness temperature E « T^*

1 WEAK TURBULENCE

In contrast with hydrodynamical turbulence plasma turbulence Is often weak in the sense

that the growth rates are much less than the real parts of the wave

frequencies | Y | « W compared with |Y|~ W for hydrodynamical turbulence where u ^ — ^ v \ 1* the

eddy turnover time. Further if we generalize the definition of the Reynolds number as the ratio

of the nonlinear (coupling) term to the linear (growth or damping) term in the equation for the

(electromagnetic or velocity) field amplitude ve then find in the case of stationary plasma

turbulence a Reynolds number of order unity, since the stationary equation consists of precisely

the two tens mentioned. Therefore the resulting turbulence is inherently weaker than fluid

turbulence where the Reynolds number can be arbitrarily large /8/.

To specify the case of weak turbulence we introduce the following parameters /9, 10/

(4) Ej = H°/nT

<5> E2 H ^ac^lnt

Here x a c, the autocorrelation time of a wave packet, Is defined as T 1 C í (k A jjŕ)'
1 and is the

time during which a resonant particle feels a force exerted by the waves of that wave

packet; t, , the interaction tlae of a characteristic particle with the wave field, Is defined

as i - mln (T , t ) where i t r = (efe) is the trapping tlae of a particle of aass • and

charge e in a wave with wave vector _k and electric field amplitude E and ?„ = (k2 D ) " 1 ' 3 Is the

diffusion tlae of a (resonant) particle under the action of the waves. Weak turbulence Is

characterized by, first, c « 1 so that the particles deviate only slightly from their

undisturbed orbits and secondly by e 2 « 1 so that one has a broad spectrua of saall amplitude

waves.

In the case of weak turbulence one can sake a aarturhatloa siss«slss of the coablntd

Maxwell and Vlasov /3/(or fluid 1121) equations In powers of the amplitudes of the wave fields.

Alternatively the relevant expressions can be obtained froa a perturbation solution to the

Vlasov cuaulsnt hierarchy (multiple tiae scale expansion /107) In powers of the energy density

of the wave field. The various processes can nov be ordered according to Increasing powers In
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the field amplitude (or energy density). One has the following distinct emission (absorption)

processes for waves all satisfying appropriate energy and momentum conservation relations:

_1_ Cherenkov resonance with the resonance condition

(6a) ") - i • v

or the more general cyclotron resonance

(6b) w - k// v// + Niiic

if the particles are magnetized r c k « 1. Here us, k_ are the angular frequency and,

respectively, the wsve vector of kind a, v_ is the particle velocity, the subscript //

indicates the component in the direction of the magnetic induction jl, N can be any Integer

number, u> is the cyclotron frequency and r c the cyclotron radius. These resonances are

linear, that is dW/dt a H and the waves are interacting directly with the particles.

Up to second order in the energy densities of the wave fields one has the following two

processes (now the vaves are mutually Interacting)

2a three-wave coupling: the resonance conditions are

2b wave scattering on particles, including the double emission process /I3/, requiring

(8a) u)x - Jti-2. - + (c>2 ~ *V&

where the plus sign is for scattering, the minus sign for double emission.

In the magnetized case condition (8a) reads /ll/

(8b) oij - kjV// - ± (<02 - kjV// ) + N ii>c.

Processes 2 a and b are all coupling processes which are second order in the wave energy

densities. Recently it has been shown that the turbulent Breasstrahlung process /14/ does not

exist up to second order /15.16/.

The various processes contribute to a current density J which leads to a radiated power

where k = (Jc,u) and we have described the field in terms of s vector potential A^ (k) In the

temporal gauge ( t(k) • o). The weak turbulence expansion for the current is

(10) Jt(k) - a^ik) Aj(k) + /dl
2' o^k.k,^, k 2) Ajtt^ Ax(k2)

kj.k2.k3)

, . d"k. d"k
where dX l n J -•&?)•>•••-{Tify (2«) * (k-kj - -k n) is the n fold convolution

integral. The (non)llnear response tensors <>i,..n follow from a perturbation expansion of the

Vlssov equation In combination with Maxwell's equations.

laaark The reason that turbulent Breasstrahlung does not exist are the symmetry properties of

the cubic response tensor 'ijia for that cai*. If one calculates the relevant high-frequency

response at k two of the test fields In the cubic term on the right-hand aide of (10) describe

the low-frequency (resonant) wave and the third describes the high-frequency wave which thus

appears loth as a test field and as á~řespbnse. For txeaple one ran take k " -k, • k and k 2 "

k " k^j provided one uses an expression for aiji B which Is symmetrized over the arguments kj,

k 2, k 3. Explicit calculation of this properly symmetrized «jj l a then shows that In the case of

turbulent Bremtstrahlunf (when » u • k£f.v > the antl-hermltaan part of ainn (which Is the

only psrt which contributes to (9)) vanishes Identically Iml remark

1.1 ASTROPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS

In most cases the proposed free energy source driving the plasma waves consists of an

electric current or particle bean which nay become wutsble itself or turn into a loss-cone
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distribution because of mirroring ID a magnetic trap (loop). In many cases we have no direct

proof from in situ measurements of wave and particle distributions which instability actually

occurs- Therefore of the hundreds of published applications we shall mention only a few

representative examples* We thereby confine ourselves to turbulent (thus avoiding the important

processes of comptonization in quiescent plasmas /17, 18/) non-relativistic ( avoiding the badly

known plasma radiation processes near radio pulsars /19/ and compact diBks) plasmas.

Linear processes

A direct linear instability for escaping high-frequency electromagnetic waves exists if the

ratio w c e/w p e is sufficiently large (of order unity; w electron plasmafrequency, t*>ce electron

cyclotron frequency) for the case of a loss-cone distribution of fast electrons superposed upon

a thermal background. The process is called an electron cyclotron naser since the instability

occurs at the first few harmonics of the electron cyclotron frequency /20, 21/. The mechanism

has been proposed for some very intense Microwave flares from sun ana stars /22/ with inferred

brightness temperatures up to 10 K /7/ and for the Terrestrial Klloaetrlc Kadlatlo* /23,

24/.For ^ng/^cg ^0-3 the X-raode at the first harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency has

the largest spatial growth rate (defined as temporal growth rate divided by group velocity); for

0.3 < Wpg/^ce < 1*3 the non-escaping longitudinal electron plasma wave (Z mode) is growing

strongest and is proposed in /25/ to explain the auroral Z-mode observed in situ.

Linear conversion of plasma waves into electromagnetic waves /26/ is important at sharp

density contrasts (< 100 km; mode coupling /3/); such conditions may arise in t.-e solar corona

where the plasma has a low p (= PgaB/pmag) and near shocks. Unfortunately for the polarized

continuum emission in the ordinary mode around the electron plasma frequency as observed In

solar type I, type II (shocks), some type III (beams) and dm type IV (loss-cone traps) bursts

one still does not know whether the conversion process is of this linear kind or of a nonlinear

(weakly or strongly turbulent) type /27/.

nonlinear processes

For stationary type IV ám bursts sensitive spectrographic information on various fine

structures allows to make more definite conclusions about their origin /28/. The so-called

zebra-patterns (Fig. I) can be understood as resulting from the electrostatic upper-hybrid

instability of a loss-cone distribution of fast electrons in coronal traps at those locations

where the double resonance condition (cu - NOJ ) is fulfilled. How the observed electromagnetic

radiation at the upper-hybrid is produced (linear at density jumps, induced scattering (8) on

200-
Ifl 53 20 UT. tO 50 40 UT".

Fig 1 Solar "sebra bursts" observed In a continuum outburst on Aug 14, 1970 /28/

Fig 2 Solar 'fiber bursts* consisting of an Mission ridge and an

adjacent low-frtquency absorption ridge observed In a contlnuua

outburst on March 6, 1970 /28/. (The black vertical structures sre

broad-band sudden reductions of the contlnuu* end possibly caused

by an Interruption of the Instability causing the background enlsslon*)
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the polarization clouds of ions, coupling with very low-frequency waves (7) or by strong

turbulence effects) is not clear.

The fiber bursts (Fig. 2) can be understood from the coupling process (7) of Langauir waves

and whistler wave packets which are also generated by a loss-cone instability but now

preferentially ať high airror ratios and which travel upwards along the loops, (1 + w + t).

Stria bursts in solar type III b bursts have been proposed to arise from the (third-order)

coupling 1 + f + f' • t where f, f represent lower hybrid waves for which presence some

observational evidence exists /29.30/.

Low-frequency waves can also be excited in the form of whistlers by electron beams of

finite length and lead to radiation of type III bursts at the fundamental of the electron

plasmafrequency /31/ (1 + w • t).

Radiation at the second harmonic of the upper hybrid frequen-

cy (DH + OH • t; iqjjg = u£e + <u£e) has been proposed to originate in the acceleration region at

the top of a flaring solar loop Z32.33/.

For the earth absorption of cosmic radio noise has been explained as coupling of incoming

em waves with plasma waves excited by a Farley-Buneman instability In high-latitude E regions of

the ionosphere /34/ ("Bragg Scatter" t + 1 + ť ) .

Terrestrial and Jovian continuum radiation at the electron plasma frequency have been

explained as a rising from the coupling of upper- and lower-hybrid waves /35/ (UH + LH • t).

2 STRONG TURBITLENCE

The nonlinear Interactions (19) result from a perturbation expansion of the combined

Vlasov-Maxwell equations in the small paraneter EJ. The resonance conditions (6) - (8) follow

from the assumed unperturbed particle orbits. However this procedure is not self-consistent.

Although the perturbing fields are small they have a systematic effect in the form of resonant

diffusion on the unperturbed particle orbit. Consequently the interaction is not described by a

sharp resonance of the forms (6) - (B); the resonance is broadened depending on the value

of £,. This no-called resonance broadening can also be looked at as a consequence of "radiative"

effects: in quantum electrodynamics the mass of the interacting particle is renormalized by the

Inclusion of the electromagnetic mass of the partlcJe due to absorption and emission of virtual

electromagnetic fields which cannot directly be observed. References to this renormalizatlon, In

a plasma called turbulent renornallzatlon, and to the resonance broadening theories can be found

in /367.

A heuristic derivation of this broadening effect is as follows /37/. The diffusion of a

resonant electron In a stochastic wave field consists of small changes w = (eE/kne)* in velocity

during every trapping period zrr. « (2 m./ekE)*. So the diffusion coefficient is D - v2/t and

the resonance broadening will be of order %£ • kw - (k2 D f c )
l / \ A typical Cherenkov resonance

conditon now becomes

(11) u - Jt . v. + 1/Ttr - o

ĚO that the resonance is broadened by the value t ^ « w.

Although one Is Interested In classical plasmas quantum effects cannot be neglected. This

Is because the radiative effects should be compared to effects froa binary collisions,

characterized by the small number tg - N J
1 . A typical case of radiative effects Is charsctcrtzed

by Cjij. where

(12) '3 " * té " T$7-

snd r, varies bsewssn v| (/c
2 and unity, tn a collisionless plssoa the quantity e ^ can easily

be much larger than e Q.

As a result of trapping affects which occur If c 2 t 1 (but still cj £ W°/nT csn be much

smaller thsn unity) dumps are formed In phise space 191; In other words phsse coherence effects
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are important and the random phase approximation of weak turbulence breaks down. At present

perhaps rhe best approach to (weak and strong) turbulence is provided by Sitenko /38/ in his

theory of self consistent statistical plasma electrodynamics describing the nonlinear

fluctuations in a nonequilibrium plasma. Associated with the random notions of the individual

charged particles are fluctuating charge densities and fields which change the (nonlinear)

response tensors. The spectral distribution of fluctuations of the various quantities are

completely determined by the correlation function of the fluctuations in the distribution

function. This approach includes nonlinear dynamical structures as collapsing wave packets

arising from the Zakharov equations. The loss of homogeneity which occurs due to the appearance

of a modulational instability is a characteristic feature of so-called strong turbulence and

associated ponderomotlve forces. In the case of Langmulr waves the dispersion relation becomes

/39/

(13) J-- v a+£k* »«+*„»> • v (1 +* k 2 »8
where we have assumed that the total pressure stays constant 6 (nT + E2/16n) - o. Therefore as

soon as w /nT > 6 k ^ the weak turbulence description breaks down and the waves collaps to

smaller and smaller sizes (k Increase). The produced radiation (at u and 2o)pe ) depends of

course on the details of the spatial distribution of the "solitons" and the spectral transfer

(see for a review /40,4i/).

2.1 APPLICATIONS

Satellite observations of fast electron streams in the solar corona have shown the presence

of Langmuir waves in clumps of _> 25 km diameter; therefore the type III barkt emission at lower

frequencies is probably determined by strong turbulence /6/. However the dumps cannot represent

the soil tone, but probably represent the Intermediate phase of piling up of Langmulr waves

at k = o (the "condensate").

Coupling of coherent large amplitude waves was considered in /42/ in relation to the

Terrestrial Kllometrlc ladlatlon. Upper hybrid waves excited by a downgolng beam are travelling

with opposite group speed in an upward direction, and become reflected so that the energy

density builds up, leading to radiation In the X-mode at the second harmonic (UH. + UH • X ) . A

similar process, where upper hybrid waves couple with lower hybrid waves, both generated by a

beam has been suggested for the observed Jovian ftmrrrlr X-aode (DAM) radlatlom (UH + LH + X

/35, 43/).

The intense strongly variable solar microwave Mission 111 has been explained In terms of

the coherent interaction UH + UH + t along the line of A 2 / In /44/; the es waves are again

generated by beams of precipitating electrons accelerated during a solar flare In the top of a

magnetic coronal loop. Estimates of the microwave flux from downward travelling electron beams

in the corona for the case of strong turbulence cen also be found in /33/.

In the case of the earth kllometric radiation (AKR) has been explained by the Interaction

of beams and intense coherent es waves In the auroral zone either of the es electron cyclotron

type (EEC/45/) or of the es Ion cyclotron type (EIC/46/).

Finally the "linear" conversion of plasma waves into electromagnetic waves at

lnhomogeneltles (see section 1 above) can be drastically modified by stronf turbulent effects as

has been shown recently In tkl I.

3. CONCLUSION

It has become clear that weak turbulence theory Is a first step In our understanding of

radiation from turbulent plasmas. However In a number of astrophyslcal situations It Is not
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clear at all how the detailed conversion of plasma waves into escaping radiation proceeds. The

reason for this uncertainty Is probably our present limited understanding of strong turbulent

effects.
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ABSTRACT

There are strong theoretical grounds and some supporting (but inclusive) observational
grounds for expecting solitons to occurrence in astrophysical plasmas, such as the Sun, the solar
wind, and the magnetosphere. Solitons may arise whenever nonlinearity is balanced by dispersion.
The large time and length scales of astrophysicnl plasmas favours the development of nonlinearity.
Here we review two causes of dispersion, adopting the ideal Mhd equations together with the
generalized form of Ohm's law including a Hall current. Dispersion then arises either because of
ion inertial effects or from inhomogeneities in the equilibrium state. A number of well-known
equations are obtained, including the Korteweg-de Vries, modified Korteweg-de Vries, derivative
nonlinear Schródinger, nonlinear Schrbdinger, and Benjamin-Ono equations. The behaviour of both
Alfvén and magnetoacoustic waves is examined.

INTRODUCTION

Solitons and solitary waves are known to occur in a number of terrestrial and laboratory

circumstances. They arise, for example, in Scottish canals /I/, on rotating vortices /2,3/, in

plasma experiments on ion-acoustic solitons /4/, in internal layers within water /5,6/ including

the ocean /7/, in fibre optics /8,9/, in the Earth's atmosphere /10/, and so on. Do solitons

also occur under astrophysical circumstances?

There are certainly several suggestions for where astrophysical solitons might arise,

including the Jupiter red spot /ll/, in the solar wind /12/, in the ionosphere /13/, in radio

noise storms in the Sun's corona /14.15/, and in photospheric and coronal flux tubes /16,17/.

Despite these many suggestions, to my knowledge there is as yet no conclusive evidence for the

existence of astrophysical solitons. The reason is perhaps not hard to find, given the

difficulty of observing with sufficient temporal and spatial resolution that a 'soliton' - as

opposed to any other wave-like phenomena - can be established. Nevertheless, the intrinsic

interest in nonlinear behaviour demands that we give due weight to the possibility of solitons

occurring in astrophysics, where nonlinearity is so often the norm. It is in this spirit that we

present the following discussion. For simplicity we will confine our investigation to an mhd

model- This eliminates many plasma solitons, of course, but such a selection is essential if we

are to present a coherent account in a few pages. Plasma solitons have been reviewed in /18,19/.

Solitons (or solitary waves) may arise whenever nonlinearity and dispersion occur in

competition. Nonlinearity is often a natural consequence of the large scales (in contrast with

the confines of a laboratory) that a propagating wave samples in an astrophysical environment.

But what gives rise to dispersive effects?

There are two ways in which dispersive effects arise in Mhd. The first - and most

extensively studied - is through plasma effects, introduced by Ohm's Law in its generalized fora.

In such a case long wavelengths sample a 'different' plasma from short wavelengths, and so the

wave is dispersive. Similarly, if the plasma is inhomogeneous then long waves sample a

'different' plasma from short waves and so again the propagation is dispersive (even if the ideal

form of Ohm's law is used). In general, these two effects give rise to quite different

dispersive behaviours. We consider both types of behaviour in the subsequent sections and

discuss their relative importance.

Throughout this paper we take as our governing system of equations the usual Mhd ones,

written thus (e.g. /20,2i/)

177
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CD

(2)

C 3)

(-1)

3D
T-£- • div pv = O,

dv
pďT

3B
~ - - curl E, div B = O, curl B = u o j ,

Í£ = IE Ětdt p dt '

These equations are completed by the generalized Ohm's law which we take in the form

- H j x B - •**- Vp.

epj í - 2ep v

We are thus considering a perfect ly conducting, fully ionized, plasma of density p and pressure p,

with Ohm's law modified to allow for Hall currents . In ( l ) - ( 5 ) , v i s fluid velocity, B the

magnetic f ie ld, j the current density, E the e l e c t r i c f ie ld, i the r a t i o of specif ic heat, nip the

proton mass, and e the electron charge.

PLASMA DISPERSIVE EFFECTS ON řtfD WAVES

In the absence of plasma dispersive effects, as represented by the right-hand side of Ohm's

law, ( l )-(5) are the usual ideal mhd equations. The behaviour of small-amplitude disturbances i s ,

of course, well-known and leads to the usual Alfvén wave and the fast and slow magnetoacoustic

waves, a l l Jim-dispersive. We are interested in the weakly nonlinear behaviour of such modes when

the dispersive effects (in (5)) are included. To begin with we will examine ( l )-(5) in the low

beta, oold plasma limit (p =0). Note that in this l imit (2), (3) and (51 combine to yield the

inducation equation (with Hall c u r r e n t ) , namely

(6) f = curl |v dy"

The field i s no longer frozen into the fluid flow v (but rather to the electron flow).

Equation (6) introduces dispersive ef fects . This may be seen by noting that (6) introduces

a time-scale T^ = nu/eBfl, which is extraneous to any time-scale of the disturbance (wave): eqns.

( l )-(4) have only the one time-scale (or length-scale), namely that of the disturbance i t s e l f .

Taking the Alfvén speed vA = BO/(POPQJ as the charac ter i s t ic velocity then yields a charac ter i s t ic

length-scale (the ' ion i n e r t i a l thickness ' /21/)

(7)

I t i s the presence of t h i s i n t r i n s i c length-scale that renders wave propagation dispersive.

To invest igate (1), (2) and (6) we will suppose that wave propagation is one-dimensional ,

represented by a wavevector k = kž in cartesian coordinates x,y,z. Furthermore, we will suppose

that 9/3x = 3/iy = 0. Write v = (v x , Vy, v z) and B = (B x , By,B,). Then equations (1), (2) and (6)

yield

(8)

(9)

£ (P 0,

dt Ho "3T
B * B y
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(10) ~ät 3^

on noting that div B = 0 requires Bz to be a constant . In (8) - (10) , j - = — + vz - j ^ - .

We begin by considering the behaviour of linear waves. Equations (6) , (8)-(10) may be

l inear ized about the uniform equilibrium v = 0 , p=Po , B = Bo = (Bx , °>BzJ an<1 t n e r e su l t ing

equations solved for per turbat ions of the form e*( u t -kz) # The resu l t i s the dispersion relation

(11) (oi2 - k2v2 cos2 *) (a,2 - k2v2) = (u*2vA« c o s * ) 2 ,

where * i s the angle between the wave vector k and the applied f ie ld BQ and vA = Bo/(woPo) • We

are in t e res t ed in the weakly dispers ive long wavelength l imi t s of (11). Expanding in terms of

|kS| << 1, corresponding to waves much longer than the ion i n e r t i a l th ickness , we obtain

(12a,b) uj = k v
A [ ! * iCkfi}2 c o t 2 * ] , u = kv A cos* [ l - s(kS)2 co t 2 *]

for the fast magnetoacoustic (with sound speed set to zero) and Alfvén waves, respec t ive ly .

Consider the fast magnetoacoustic wave. I t s dispersion r e l a t ion (12a) i s of the familiar

form w = k - k 3 associa ted with the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. Indeed, for weakly nonlinear

weakly dispers ive waves, we may read i ly obtain the equation

3t A 3z 2 z 3z 3Z3 '

where

(14) a = - iv f t6
2 c o t 2 *

(in agreement with the relation (12a)). Thus the fast magnetoacoustic wave, propagating at an

angle * to the applied magnetic field, satisfies the Korteweg-de Vries equation /22/. What

happens if * = n/2? The above analysis evidently breaks down, since the dispersive effects in

(1I)-(14) are lost. In fact, if electron inertial effects are retained in the original formulism,

then the dispersive effects remain for all * j< 0 /22,23/.

The Alfvén wave (12b), while similar to the magnetoacoustic wave, turns out to satisfy not

the KdV equation but the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation (MKdV) /23/, namely

It is evident from the above that the Alfvén wave and the fast aagnetoacoustic wave are no

longer described by (IS) and (13) if propagation is along the magnetic field, corresponding to

* =0. (This is also the case if finite electron inertia effects are included.) We turn to this

special case now.

Propagation along the field

The linear dispersion relation (11) gives the long wavelength behaviour of hydroaagnetic

waves when * -0 (i.e. B X g >0, Bz -Bo, so Bo -Bo§ and Bplk); for |k6| « 1, we obtain

(16) u2 - k2v2 • i uk2vAi.
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Consider the governing nonlinear equations (8)-(10). It is convenient to introduce the

(complex) variables

(17) B± •
By ± iv .

y

Then equations (9) and (10) become

du

dt n0

dv

(18)

dB+ 3u
±

3v

with p related to vz through (8).

To investigate the behaviour of weakly nonlinear, weakly dispersive waves introduce into

(8) and (18) the multiple scales

(19) e(z -v At), T = £2t, (e << 1),

and expand the dependent variables thus

p = Po •

i.
u + = e ( U ] + E U 2 * . . . ) ,

+ E 2P 2 + ..., vz = evj + E
2V 2 + .--,

= e ( eB2 + . . . ) .

The choice of scaling in (19) is guided by the form of the dispersion relation (16) which, in

contrast with the u = k -k 3 behaviour of (12a) and (12b), indicates a form ai = k ±k2; hence the c

and E 2 dependence in (19).

The above expansion of the dependent variables allows us to equate to zero the various

orders of terms. To lowest order in £ we obtain

(20) PI • ho B L |

Bol '
iVi

Bol '

Proceeding to next order in £ yields the equation

(21)
3t * VA 3z + 4 B2, 3z * * ŽÍV

32

This is called the derivative nonlinear Sakrodinger equation (DNLS); cf. equation (25) below. It

has been obtained by Mj$lhus 724/ and Mio et al. /25/; see also /26-28/.

Notice that (21) has an exact solution of very simple form: if we substitute

(22) B+ . b .*<«*-•«>

into {22), with b, w and k real, we find that (23) is a solution provided

(23) u , . k v A ±

We can relate (21) to the usual nonlinear Sohrodinger equation (NLS) by considering the
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slowly varying behaviour of a modulated envelope. Introduce (22) into (21), now allowing b to be

a function of z and t; u and k are taken to be related by the linear dispersion relation ((23) with

b 2 term neglected). To obtain the behaviour of a slowly varying amplitude b, introduce the scaled

variables

(24) í = e(z -c gt), T = e2t,

where c g = dui/dk is the group velocity of the wave. Finally, expanding b in powers of c,

b - cbi +e2b2 + . . . ,

allows us to determine the behaviour of the wave envelope. The result /25/ is the NLS equation,

viz.

i^M

the properties of which have been extensively studied (e.g. /29/).

Finite beta effects

The simplifying assumption of a cold plasma made in the previous section may be dropped.

This extension is of particular interest in astrophysics, where the plasma beta (defined by
2 2 2 le

So = 2uoPo/Bo = 2 ^ C S / V A ) raay D e o f order unity or larger. Here c s = (YPO/CO) i s the sound

speed. For example, in the solar photosphere So = 1 in sunspots and intense flux tubes; in the

solar corona BQ is generally small, though there are exceptions such as in prominences or in the

region of current sheets. In the solar wind So is small near and far from the Sun, but is of

order unity near Earth.

The introduction of a non-zero plasma beta allows a new wave mode to exist, namely the slow

magnetoacoustic wave, as well as the nonlinear interaction of the modes. An analysis for the

Alfvénic mode, similar to that leading to the DNLS equation (21), may be made for the present case.

The result is that (21) is replaced by /30/

Thus the DNLS equation still pertains provided v A i c5, but notice that the coefficient of the

nonlinear term changes sign with (vA - c s ) . Furthermore, there is a change in sign in the

relationship between the density and field perturbations: in place of (20), we now have

n V S I K . 1

(27) p, =

Thus, whether the sound speed is greater or less than the Alfvcn speed is of significance.

Spangler and Sheerin /30/ have investigated soliton (strictly solitary wave) solutions of

(26) and found the existence of two such nonlinear waves, the speeds of which are respectively

sub- and super-Alfvénic. The degenerate case c s = v A appears not to have been investigated.

The inclusion of finite beta effects raises many interesting questions, such as the role of

modulational instabilities /31-34/ and the generation of a soliton power spectrum /35/ - questions

of particular importance for the solar wind. But a discussion of these aspects would take us too

tar afield. Instead, we turn now to a consideration of magnet oacous tie-, sol i tons in structured

magnetic fields.

MAľ.NHTOACOUSTlC SOL1TONS IN PUIX TUBES

(Hsporsivc effects may arise as a consequence of spatial structure in the undisturbed state
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of the plasma. Such structure may occur in the form of density or magnetic field variations, in

the solar photosphere, strong inhomogeneities in magnetic field strength occur: the distribution

of magnetic flux is almost entirely discrete in form, extending from sunspots down to small-scale

intense magnetic flux tubes (see /37,38/ for recent discussions). In the corona, strong density

inhomogeneities are apparent, and these give rise to variations in the Alfvén speed fsee /39,40V

for reviews). Similarly, other astrophysical plasmas, such as the solar wind or magnetosphere,

possess magnetic or density structuring in the form of rotational and tangential discontinuities

We are thus concerned with the propagation of waves in which the equilibrium state

introduces a length-scale, rendering magnetoacoustic waves dispersive. Our system of equations is

again (l)-(5) except we now neglect plasma effects in (5).

The starting point for our discussion is a knowledge of the linear dispersion relation. The

linear form of (l)-(5) yields the well-known wave equation /19/

(28)
3f df £JZ~

which governs the behaviour of á = div v in an applied field BQZ. Here V2 is the three-dimensional

Laplacian operator. We consider two i l lustrat ions, the isolated flux tube (slab or cylinder) and

the field-filled atmosphere.

Isolated Magnetic Slab

The equilibrium configuration i s here taken to be a magnetic slab.oí f i e l d , i n f i n i t e in the

y-di rec t ion but confined to |x | < a. Inside the s l ab , the gas pressure and density are p 0 and p c .

Outside the s lab , in |x | > a, the f ie ld i s zero, the gas pressure and density are p e and p e . The

temperature i s everywhere uniform. Transverse pressure balance demands that

(29)

Equation [28) i s solved inside and outside the s lab , and the two regions are matched by

requiring cont inui ty of normal velocity and t o t a l (gas plus magnetic) pressure . The re su l t ing

dispersion re la t ion /42/ is complicated but in the long wavelength l imit ( | k | a << 1) y ie lds

3

(30) u = kcT - a k | k | , cT = Cj.vA(Cg +v£)~ , a = j | ^S . j | ^ l J cTa.

Equation (30) shows the dispersive behaviour of a sound wave propagating along a magnetic wave

guide (which is in the form of a slab of field). The characteristic speed of propagation, cT, i s

both sub-sonic and sub-Alfvénic, reduced below the sound speed by the elastici ty of the magnetic

field.

The form of (30), involving the modulus of wavenumber, suggests the occurrence of the

Benjamin-Orto equation* an integrodifferential equation of the form

9v- 3vz 3vz a 32 f00 vzU r*t)dzT

(31) + CT • + Bv? + 5" 4 Ä 0.
31 3z 3 z ^ 8z J z ' - z

-oo

This was in fact confirmed in a detailed multiple-scales analysis by Roberts and Mangeqey /16,43,

44/. The nonlinear coefficient B is given by

7 7 "> 7 7 "2

The Benjamin-Ono equation is well known in studies of internal water waves /45,46,S/. I ts
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analytical properties have recently been reviewed in /47/.
Equation (31) possesses the single-soliton solution (see /45/)

r u st12"|-' ,
(32) v2(z,t) = vo| 1 + |—— , s = cT + I 6v0, t = 4a(vo8) ,

r.
showing the propagation of a symmetric soliton 'bulge1 /43/ in the magnetic slab with amplitude

v0, speed s and length-scale i. Under solar photospheric conditions the soliton would propagate

at about 7 kms"].

Isolated Magnetic Cylinder

Much the same type of analysis as for the slab ran be given for a magnetic cylinder. Then,

in place of (30) we obtain /17,44/

,33) a, = kcT - 2a'k
3K0CXJk|). X = [^]a, a' =

where Ko is a modified Bessel function, and a is the radius of the cylinder. A multiple-scale

analysis then yields the integro-differential equation (Roberts /44/)

Equation (34) also arises in the description of waves on a rotating fluid vortex (Leibovich

/AS/, PritchaTd /2/) . Its occurrence in a magnetic flux tube adds what appears to be only the

second example of this equation to be discussed in the literature. The solitary wave equivalent

to (32) is unfortunately not known. However, it is evident on experimental /2/ and numerical

/49/ grounds - as well as by analogy with the magnetic slab example described here - that some

such solitary wave of similar kind exists.

Magnetically structured media

In the above illustrations the structuring has been taken to be in the form of isolated flux

tubes (slabs or cylinders), modelling the known behaviour of magnetic field in the photospheric

layers of the Sun. In the upper solar atmosphere - the corona - and also in the solar wind

isolated flux tubes are unlikely to occur. Instead, structuring is in the form of density and

field variations within a magnetic atmosphere, with magnetic loops occurring in the corona and

tangential or rotational discontinuities occurring in the solar wind.

The linear dispersion relations governing the fast and slow magnetoacoustic waves in a low

beta structured atmosphere have been recently discussed by Edwin and Roberts /17f50/. These

relations suggest the occurrence of the Korteweg-de Vries equation and also, by analogy with

optical solitons in fibres /9,51/, the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. However, a complete

investigation is as yet unavailable.

The tangential discontinuities of the solar wind may also act as wave guides for solitons.

Hollueg and Roberts /52/ have recently investigated the behaviour of finite amplitude solitary

waves in a periodic array of tangential discontinuities, assuming an incompressible medium for

simplicity. Their approach, which is similar to one used earlier by Solovev /53/, leads to an

analysis in terms of a potential well. In the limit of weak nonlinearity, the Korteweg-de Vries

equation is recovered *

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The examples we have given serve to show how Alfvén and magnetoacoustic waves propagate

nonlincarly under the action of dispersion. A large variety of nonlinear evolution equations
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arise, even within the relative simplicity of ideal or almost ideal Mhd. The cause of wave

dispersion is the presence of an inj>osed length-scale in the plasma, arising from either plasma

kinetic effects or from geometrical effects.

Plasma effects are determined by the ion inertial scale 6 = mp/(yopoe
z) = (2.2 x108né )m.

For ne -1015m"3, typical of number densities in the solar corona, we get 6 =7 m; in the solar wind

near Earth, ne - 106m"3 and we find that 6 =220 km. By contrast, the scale a in the corona is

probably in the range 102 - lO'km. Thus in the corona, inhomogeneities aTe more important than

kinetic effects. In the solar wind, where again a -102 -103km, both plasma effects and

inhomogeneities are important, though the latter has yet to be fully incorporated in the nonlinear

theories (but see /S2/).

We should note too that gravitational effects may be important, especially in the solar

photosphexe. Non-adiabatic propagation is also significant in some circumstances. In a flux

tube, for example, non-adiabatic effects lead to the equations of the Benjamin-Ono-Burgers class

/54/, with the result that solitons decay in time.

In summary, then, we have stressed that both plasma and inhomogeneity effects should be

carefully examined before applying any particular nonlinear theory to an astrophysical plasma:

both effects can be Important or one may strongly outweigh the other.
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Summary. We investigate the structure of photospheric flux concentrations by numerical

integration of the full nonlinear MHD equations. The result* are summarized and a flux

tube vith a diameter ot 500 km discussed in nore detail.

We present results of a study of strong (2000 Gaues) flux tubes vhicb build tbe basic

structure of the solar photospheric magnetic field. Tbe tine-dependent MHD equations for

a compressible medium have been integrated numerically in 2D slab geometry. Details of

ths model and tbe numerical method (Finite Elements) have been described elsevhere /l/

as well as results for tbe very smallest solar flux tubes, tbe magnetic elements with

diameters belov 200 km /2/. These can be summarized as follovsi

a) A model vith a density reduction to half of tbe ambient value and a reduction ot tbe

vertical convective transport coefficient by a factor 0.2 is veil comparable with the

semi-empirical model of Chapman /3/.

b) The tube is surrounded by a dark region of gaa which is significantly cooler than the

undisturbed photosphere at tbe same height. Tbis reduces the "hot vail effect" and points

to the necessity of an additional heating process for the upper layers of the flux tube

atmosphere,

c) Tbe inclination of the isotherms vith respect to the lines of constant gravitational

potential in the nonmagnetic surroundings of tbe tube leads to a dawnflow around the

magnetic structure vith a velocity of about 1 1cm/s.

d) The energetics of the observable layers of the tube is dominated by horizontal

radiative influx. Convective transport along the tube plays a aecondary role.

Figs. 1, 2 sbov stationary results for a somewhat larger tube vith a diernete- of about

300 km in observable layers. The thermal circulation found for the small elements appearai

too, but reduced in amplitude to about 100 m/s, Tbe diagnostic* of the continuum radiation

(Fig. 2) shows a bright ring if the structure is observed perpendicularly while the

"hot wall effect" becomes apparent for larger inclination of the line-of-sight /4/.

The intensity contrast shown in Fig. 2a is possibly somewhat overestimated if comparison

with observations of faculae is intendedt Averaging was for a horizontal diatance of

500 In. The result indicated, however, that the high intensity contrast of faculae

observed near the limb might be due to somewhat bigger structures and not domiuantly to

tbe magnetic elements described in /2/. This has to be clarified by further calculations.

/1/./2/ Delnter, V., Hensler, G., Schussler, M., Weisshaar, £., Astron. Astrophys.,

in press, 1984;

/V CbspmsD, G.Á., Astropbys. J. ££2, 923 (1979)

/ V Spruit, H.C., Solar Fhya. £0, 269 (1976)
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Fit. 2i •) Ceatar-to-liab variation of tbc continuua intensity:
Ib* upper part shews the variation of tbt intensity contrast,
averages' aver 300 In b) la tensity distribution aa function of
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•f tha liae af sight. Tube axis at I - 800 km c) Lines of eon-
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fri«. li Structure of the tube model in the stationary state (left side
represents an axis of symmetry), a) Lines of constant density (norma-
lized to 1.6E-6 g/ca**3l crosses indicate the location of the node
points b) magnetic field linea c) Isotherms (normalized to 13330 K)
d) velocity fieldi The lengths of the arrows indicate the velocity
amplitude at that point (maximum 150 m/s). The box has a spatial
sxtanaion of 845 km x 845 km on the Sue



CORONAL HEATING BY MAGNETIC TEARING TURBULENCE

P.X. Browning
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of St Andrews, Fife, Soot land

The heating of the solar corona by direct currents is investigated. The coronal field
responds to slow phorospheric notions by evolving through a series of equilibria, which may be
resistively unstable; the subsequent magnetic reconnection dissipates part of the magnetic energy.
Taylor's hypothesis / I / is used to determine the available energy; this states that a
reconnecting magnetic field in a volume V minimises its energy subject to conservation of
helicity K • I A. gdV (where V x A *g) , and relaxes to a linear force-free field satisfying

v

7*B = oB. (1)

Taylor's hypothesis has been extended to the corona by Heyvaerts and Priest 111. If the
time-scale of photospheric motions (TV) is slow compared with a reconnection time (iT) , but much
faster than the global diffusion time, the sheared field continuously relaxes towards a linear
force-free field and is in a constant state of tearing turbulence. The helicity changes according
to

= {A.vB.dS (2)

where S is the boundary of V, and 3A/3t • y *B on S; (Z) shows how the shearing or twisting of

footpoints injects helicity into the corona. If the relaxation is immediate (Tr/tv •» 0 ) , the

field evolves through a series of constant-a stares with a(t) given from (2).

One problem in generalising Taylor's hypothesis for the corona is that K is not unique if S

is not a magnetic surface; if Ki is the helicity for a vector potential Ai, and K2 is the helicity

for A2 * A; +VGj, then K! and K2 are related by H? - m1 * I G^B.dS. In order for the method of

s
HI to be consistent and generally applicable, it must be shown that the evolution predicted is

independent of the gauge. The helicity equation valid for any gauge is

jjjr * f (*• í •«)?•«'§> "here |f * -" - * -g on S- (3)

A general vector potential is given by A - S/a + VF, where F is an arbitrary gauge function; on the

conducting boundary,

•gj- (B/o) * y x B + 7h. (4)

The helicity K is then given by

K • í jj- |.B + B.VFjdV. (5)

v

If we differentiate (S) with respect to time and use (3), applying the condition (4), the gauge

function F cancels out and eventually we obtain an equation for a(t):

£<j[ÍB.BJ dV - j j [i ej .djyí.d? - j{ÍB.V - j" y«B.dl̂ B.dS (6)
w s ° ; si i i

where ' denotes differentiation w.r.t. a.
B(a) is determined from V « B • aB, with suitable boundary conditions. Thus, the field evolution
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predicted by the Taylor-
Heyvaerts method is gauge
invariant.

The heating was
evaluated by 111 for a
particular configuration and
surprisingly, was found to
vanish in the immediate
relaxation limit. This
result is a general property
of all systems which evolve
according to the Taylor-
Heyvaerts hypothesis. That
i s , a field evolving through
a series of linear force-free
equilibria ?*B = cjB, subject to the constraint (2) with 3A/3t = y >B on S, obeys an energy equation

^ = — í (V.B B.dS - jB2V.dS)
Dt MO J ~ - - ~ -

S

Thus, the maenetic eneriy evolves according to an ideal equation and the dissipation vanishes.

( n2
^ — dV with respect to time,

and showing that the dissipation is given by

0.0 0.2 0. it 0.6 0. S 1.0

Fig. 1 The heating (6Wneat) as a function of the shear (a) of the
arcade.

D - - i [ g . Bdv. (7)

Applying the Taylor-Heyvaerts hypothesis (2) to (7), it can be shown that D=0, as required.

If the relaxation occurs infinitely fast, all the Poynting flux from the photosphere is

converted into magnetic energy, and none is available for heating. Thus, the heating produced by

reconnection after a small displacement (£) is second order in §. To determine the heating

produced by such a small displacement, second order terms in xr/rv must be considered; this step

is now followed to calculate the heating of an arcade by given footpoint motions. A linear field

Bo is perturbed by an ideal displacement | to a nonlinear field B 0+5B (energy W+SW, helicity

K*íK); this then relaxes, conserving helicity to a new linear field Bfjn (energy W+6Wfj n,

hclicity K+JK); the heating is SWheat =• ÍW-6Wfin. Setting B = !>(«() + f(a)£, and choosing

f(a) = aa •ebotVa/bo +2Yk3a3/b3,) (where e << 1), the field Bo + 6B is found by solving the Grad-

Shafranov equation for a as an expansion in e. The initial field BQ is specified by taking

ao = -bo/k;.cos(kx)exp(-lz) (with a2 =k 2-l 2). The necessary displacement | is then calculated. The

perturbed linear field is determined fro»i integrating (2). It can then be shown (see /3/) that the

energy release is

^ 3a2

heat »$]• (8)

Equation (8) shows that linear velocity profiles (y *0) provide no heating. The variation

of the heating with shear is illustrated in Figure 1. In order to minimise the variations of

footpoint velocity with a, the parameters E and -y are allowed to v»ry with a so as to keep Max í

and max c" constant. It can be seen that the heating is more efficient in more strongly sheared
x y

arcades, for given footpoint notions.
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REVERSE FLOW AND CURHENT FILAMENTATION
IN THE NONLINEAR TEARING MODE

R.S. Steinolfson*

Department of Applied Mathematics, The University St Andrews, Scotland

ABSTRACT

When adequately resolved in numerical simulations, the convective velocity term produces

reverse flow vortices inside the resistive diffusion layer for the physically interesting case of

high Lundquist number (S > 101*) and long wavelength disturbances. These reverse vortices generate

electric fields which ultimately give rise to magnetic topology changes (formation of an additional

magnetic island) and current filamentation not seen in simulations at lower S values.

Recent numerical simulations of nonlinear reconnection demonstrate that some of the commonly

accepted beliefs of this energy-conversion process may be inadequate. Biskamp /I/ has shown that

the Petschek model may not apply to driven reconnection. Steinolfson and Van Hoven 121 have

similarly shown that spontaneous reconnection (evolution from a tearing instability) contains

spatial structure (reverse flow vortices and current filaments) unlike both the linear mode and

various steady state models proposed for the final evolutionary phase. In contrast to the above

work are numerical computions seemingly supportive of the validity of the Petschek picture.

Likewise, earlier simulations of the nonlinear tearing mode differ substantially from those by

Steinolfson and Van Hoven. This paper deals mainly with spontaneous reconnection and shows why, in

fact, the recent simulations may provide the correct picture.

The solution procedure and complete numerical results are given elsewhere /2/. We assume

that the resistivity n is constant, viscosity is negligible, and the plasma can be treated as

incompressible. The velocity v and magnetic field B are expressed in terms of a stream function

and a flux function, respectively. The resulting »1D equations are solved in slab geometry with an

initial force-free field and with a linear tearing mode as the initiating disturbance. The solution

decays exponentially at large distances and is symmetric (or anti-symmetric) at the remaining

boundaries.

When the equations are non-dimensionalized with respect to the initial magnetic shear scale

a and the Alfvén time, two characteristic parameters occur. They are the Lundquist number S and

the wavelength parameter a = 2*aA, where A is the wavelength of the linear disturbance.

Simulations were completed for the following S, a combinations: 102, 0.05; 102,0.S; \<r, 0.05;

101*, 0.13; ÍO^O.S; 106, 0.042. The 101*, 0.13 and 106,0.042 solutions correspond to maximum linear

growth and the 10\ 0.5 solution is the only constant-* computation /3/.

The long-wavelength solution for S = 101* is shown in Figure 1. The velocity is parallel to

the stream function, with dashed curves indicating clockwise flow and solid curves counterclockwise

flow. At the earlier time, the larger vortex is the defomed linear vortex, while the reverse,

secondary vortex forms after nonlinear effects become sufficiently large. This reverse vortex

appears in all solutions except the S = 102, a =0.5 mode. Despite the occurence of the secondary

flows, the reconnection continues unimpeded, demonstrating the predominantly magnetic nature of

this phenomena. The reverse vortices are generated within the diffusive layer where the usual

ideal MHD concept of frozen-in-field no longer applies.

A detailed study of diffusion-layer dynamics reveals that the nonlinear velocity convective

tern is responsible for the reverse flow. In particular, for the x component of the momentu*

equation, it is the 3vx/3y term that opposes and ultimately dominates the Lorentz force

contribution, with a reversal of vx near the center of the diffusion region. When the secondary

flows become strong enough, they influence the magnetic evolution, and an additional magnetic

•Permanent address : Department of Physics University of California Irvine California 92717 USA
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island appears as shown at the later time. This

behaviour near y =0 can be identified in the x

component of the induction equation. The

electric field due to the reverse flow (vxfly)

opposes and eventually exceeds the n J2 portion

with a change in the direction of Bx. If n is

large, reverse flows may exist without altering

the magnetic structure. The substantial change

in magnetic topology naturally indicates a

change in the current flow. Although not shown

here, the current system is similar to that

given by Syrovatskii /4/.

The evolution of the large S (106)

solution and the other nonconstant-i^ solution

at S =10** is qualitatively identical to that

shown in Figure 1. There was no evidence of

current filamentation for the low S (102)

solutions indicating they have fundamentally

different nonlinear evolution (most likely a

result of the large resistivity).

The above modifications of the linear

tearing structure are, of course, highly

nonlinear. In numerical simulations, it is

essential that the diffusion layer be

adequately resolved for these effects to

occur in the solution. The large y

derivatives, which generate the altered

Figure 1. Stream functions (left) and magnetic
field lines in one quadrant of the total
disturbance (from /2/). Note the nonlinearity
of the y scale.

flows, are simply not simulated without sufficient grid points. One indication of just how fine

the resolution must be is provided by the linear eigenfunctions /3/. In practice, the grid

spacing must be approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the location of the maximum in

vv. The fact that a much coarser grid may resolve the magnetic structure is most likely

responsible for the ability of numerical solutions to simulate reconnection features without

correctly simulating the diffusion-layer dynamics.

One implication of the present results is that the physical interactions within the diffusion

region control the nonlinear evolution of the tearing mode, rather than the boundary conditions.

This has been further substantiated by replacing the symmetry conditions at the O-point with open

boundary conditions. In the early stages a small outflow does develop; however, once the nonlinear

effects are large enough, the solution ultimately evolves to that in Figure 1 with a negligible

outflow. The importance of sufficient grid-point resolution has also been investigated by using a

coarse grid comparable to that in most previous studies drain ' 0.05). As expected, for open

boundaries at the 0-points, a continuous outflow is established with no reverse flow vortices.

The results of the above two simulations with open boundaries are presented elsewhere /5/.
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MAGNETOPAUSE STABILITY THRESHOLD
FOR PATCHY RECONNECTION

A,A. Galeev, M.M. Kuznetsova, L.M. Zeleny

Space Research Institute, Profsoiuznaia 84/32, Moscow, USSR

The magnebopause - external boundary of the Earth raagnetosphere - is conside-

red in the paper as a transitional layer, where the magnetic field vector rotates

at a finite angle H. The value of 9 is determined by the direction of the inter-

planetary magnetic field. Prom the nagnetohydrodynamic point of view such layer

(called sometimes MBL - raagnetopouse boundary layer) may be treated as a rotational

discontinuity. However, Vlasov kinetic approach is used in the paper to study

the stability of magnetic surfaces within MBL. Magnetic surfaces within MBL can

be destructed due to the growth and overlapping of magnetic islands. In the case

when all magnetic surfaces within the layer are destructed, the stochastic wande-

ring of magnetic fields lines through the layer results in the magnetic percola-

tion/ i.e. the appearance of the topological connection of magnetic field on both

sides of the layer. Such process may be considered as a mechanism of the macrosco-

pic (but spatially localized.) magnetic field reconnection. We discuss the problem

of the stability of the MBL magnetic surfaces in relation with the phenomena of

spontaneous "patchy" magnetopause reconnection, which have been observed at ISEE

satellites and are known now as flux transfer events.

The destruction of magnetic surfaces can be stopped due to the coupling of

drift tearing perturbation ( responsible for the formation of magnetic islands)

with the ion sound waves. The process of magnetic field line stochastic wandering

will be interrupted if the region (even small in thickness) with the smooth well

defined magnetic surfaces exists within the layer. Despite the possible observation

of the developed magnetic turbulence within the magnetopause in such case it will

be stable versus magnetic field reconnection in the global (macroscopic) sense.

The conditons for the existence of the

smooth understructured domains within the

MBL are analysed in the paper. The tresh-

olds of the macroscopic magnetopause sta-

bility for "patchy" (localized) reconnec-

tion are given in the form of the depen-

dencies of its dimensionless marginal

thickness (L/pj) (for convenience multi-

plied by the numerical factor of the order

of unity 4ST /T^) on the angle of magnetic

field rotation 6. These marginal curves

are shown in fig. 1 for the different val-

ues of parameter R, which is proportional

to the scale size of the reconnection

patchies \ (i.e. to the diameter of the

reconnected flux tubes in FT events). For

the given value of x the MBL with thick-

nesses less than the marginal thickness

given by the corresponding curve of fig.l

will be subjected to the "percolation" of

magnetic fields lines, which results in

the localized reconnection with spatial
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scales of the order of X. The process of magnetic islands growth takes time compa-

rable to the linear growth time of the tearing instability -rď/p, 8), and, natu-

rally, to have the effective magnetic diffusion through the layer, this time

should be less than the characteristic times of the flux tube convection from the

subsolar point (where the FTE formation begins) to the polar cusps - T c o n T -

The characteristic growth times can be easily calculated after taking into

account that the dissipation necessary for the instability growth is supplied by

the inverse Landau damping or by the scattering of particles at low hybrid turbu-

lence within MBL.

The corresponding curves T (L/P1> 6) = T are shown in fig. 1 and one

can see that the growth time conditions are not crucial in comparison with stabi-

lization tresholds. The preliminary results of the theoretical consideration are

discussed in relation with recent ISEE magnetopause measurements.



THE AXISYMMETRIC PULSAR MAGNETOSPHERE

L. Mestel

Astronomy Centre, Univ. of Sussex, Brighton SNI 9QH, England

I report on progress towards the construction of a classical model for the

pulsar magnetosphere, in the case where the angular velocity vector oik and the

magnetic axis of the rigidly rotating neutron star are aligned rather than

counter-aligned. Within the light-cylinder (1-c) there is a zone of out-

streaming sub-rotating electrons, emanating with sub-relativistic speeds from

each polar cap, and retaining moderate energies vmc 2 out to a surface S,. A

wedge-shaped vacuum gap separates each such zone from a zone of non-streaming,

sub-rotating positive charges. In a steady state the electric field is

conveniently written as

(1) - V* = E = -(akxr)xB /c - v*

(2) * = -aP/c + tji ,

where the poloidal magnetic field B = -VPxt/w. Inside the perfectly conducting

star, iji = constant = </* and E = -(akxr)xB /o. The Goldreich-Julian / I /

assumption put E.B = 0 in the stellar surroundings also, so that B.Vi|> = 0 and

if =** in the magnetosphere. In our model this approximation holds in the outflow

domain out to the surface S., and also in the ion domain, but not in the gap;

thus i)i in the ion domain varies with the magnetic stream function p, and the ions

sub-rotate (cf. Holloway / 2 / ) . The outstreaming electrons flow nearly parallel

to B , apart from the small "inertial drift" required for the toroidal magnetic

force -ey XB /C to supply angular momentum. Within S the electron charge

density p = -aB.k/2uc; continuity yields v « B /p °= B /B which increases

outwards in this geometry. Hence once the total speed has almost reached c

(near S^ , the G-J ansatz ceases to hold, and the Poisson-Maxwell equation

requires a component EH along B , given by

(3) V2V» = (2aB!!/c){-l + (B p/B z)/(B p/B z) 1 } > 0

beyond S.. The equations to the dissipation-free flow of a cold electron gas

have a joint energy-angular momentum integral

(4) r = ( Y ( 1 - a£!<32/c2) - ei|//mc2} = constant on streamlines

where ft is the local angular velocity of the outstreaming electron gas. The

term ya [Joi2/c2 — the relativistic centrifugal slingshot — comes from the energy

gained from the "corotational potential" -aP/c when an electron moves to a

neighbouring field line. In the outflow domain juat bsyond S^ the term eifi/mc2

is more significant: once (3) has forced * to increase, then (4) predicts a

rapid increase in Y to the value (u /a) (J -if*), where u « eB1_c/mc, and $ is

normalised to be 0(1) near the 1-c. When y - 5*107, the accelerated particles

emit incoherent gamma radiation and so suffer a radiation drag force f - -fPy/c2,
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where the radiated power IP = (2e2/3c3) y"{v*(V*v)}2 in this problem. The

toroidal component of f enforces a "dissipative drift" across the poloidal field,

enabling particles to migrate equatorwards under the poloidal electromagnetic

forces, ultimately to complete their circuits back to the star. Equation (4) is

now replaced by

(5) y.Vbmc 2(l - aS2i>2/c2) - e*) = -JP(l - aiM2/c2) .

Each trajectory must include an extensive section beyond the 1-c with

(ai/c) (M/c) > 1, so that the electrons can return to the star (where V = #*)

with Y real. The basic reason is that the energy transported per second as

gamma radiation is -d(Ia2/2)/dt = -ad(Ia)/dt = ax(angular momentum transported

per second). A photon of energy hv emitted at axial distance i carries angular

momentum ôí(hv/c) (Í2£i/c) = (ai/c) (ffiu/c) (hv/a) , so that (aäí/cMÍ!uJ/c) must exceed

unity for electrons to be able to return to the star with positive energy: there

is a "GoId-Holloway" condition /3,4/ for each trajectory.

A fuller account of this work will be presented in /5/, which includes some

illustrative examples of model lji-functions and corresponding particle

trajectories in the dissipation domain. As this classical model predicts that

at least some particles will almost certainly return to the star with high

Y-values, we may in fact expect pair creation and the Sturrock /6/ - Ruderman

/I/ cascade to generate a quantum magnetosphere. A realistic model may therefore

involve both a hot relativistic quasi-neutral e* wind as well as the primary

electron circulation, required to trigger continuously the pair creation process;

the trans-1-c gamma radiation will then form a small fraction of the total energy

loss -Iaó.

/I/ Goldreich, p. and Julian, W.H., 1969. Astrophys. J., 157, 869.
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/6/ Sturrock, P.A., 1971. Astrophys. J., 164, 529.

/!/ Ruderman, M.A. and Sutherland, P.G., 1975. Astrophys. J., 196, 51.
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ABORIGINES OF THE NUCLEAR DESERT*

A. De Rujula

Theory Division, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

The chart of "stable nuclides" extends from Hydrogen, to Z ~ 98, A ~ 263. It contains another

island of stability - neutron stars - in a narrow range around Z ~ lO^6, A ~ 10^7. in between

lies a supposedly barren region encompassing more than 50 orders of magnitude. This desert may be

populated by strange quark balls: stable Bingle bags containing similar proportions of u, d and s

quarks. These balls are candidates for the constituency of the "dark mass" In galaxies and in Che

Universe. We describe seven ways to search for theBe possible Inhabitants of the nuclear desert*

1. THE INVISIBLE HALO OF GALAXIES

The Milky Way sr < scores of other galaxies have a distribution of mass that Is not accounted

for by stars and interstellar gas or dust. Galaxies have a massive halo of some other form of

matter, extending well beyond their visible radius, R , and having a gravitational mass five or

more times superior to that of what is directly seen. This observation is based on the detection

of Doppler-shifted characteristic emission lines from thin gas gravitating around a given galaxy*

The data imply a mass density superior to that of the stars or the "test-particle" gas itself*

From the Doppler shifts, one may extract the velocity v(R) of the orbiting emitters, relative to

the galactic centre, at a distance R from that point. A typical "velocity curve": v(R) versus R

Is shown in Fig. la.

Let M(R) denote the galactic mass within a centered sphere of radius R. Should the galactic

mass be concentrated in the visible region, H(R) • M(Rvis) for R > R , • Newtonian mechanics

(GM/R2 • v2/R) would then lead one to expect v(R) ~ R for R > R , . The observations give a

completely different result: v(R) stays approximately constant at 200 to 300 kn/sec well beyond

R
vis

R up to a certain R - R° n, beyond which the signal Is too weak to be observed. The minimu*
vis H

mass of the Invisible halo M(R^ ) is for some galaxies 3 or 10 larger times larger than H(R . ).

The first observations of the mysterious galactic halos were based on the analysis of the 21

cm line of electron spin flip in atomic Hydrogen. These results have recently been confirmed and

strengthened for a considerable number of spiral galaxies by observations of H, He and ionized N

and S lines in the optical domain . The technique and a typical result are shown In Fig. lb.

Monochromatic lines are observed through the slit of a spectrometer, placed in this case along or

across the plane of an Sc galaxy (NCC2998). The lines seen with the slit In the vertical position

just show the Doppler shift from the recession of the Galaxy at 4800 km/sec* The lines seen with

the slit along the plane of the Galaxy show a differential shift corresponding to the rotation of

the emitter atoms around the galatlc axis* The deduced velocity curve (relative to the observer)

Is shown In the lower part of Fig. lb. A few specific velocity curves (relative to the galactic

centers) are shown In Fig. 2, in order of Increasing galactic luminosity* For the case* at the

bottom of the figure, the velocity curve* extend to distances well beyond R .

Based on wurk dono with S.L. Glashow* This talk has been also presented at the Particle and
•.ufli-.ir lil.T.u-tloiis Conference (PANIC), Heidelberg, 1984.
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Big bang cosmology is not without mystery. The observable Universe and its 2.7 *K background

radiation are remarkably uniform and lsotropic. In the standard cosmology, regions of space that

we view in different directions, but that cannot have been in causal contact In the past, are

surprisingly similar. This Is the "cosmologlcal causality" problem . There is also a "GUT-

•onopole" problem encountered if one bravely runs the cosmologlcal equations back to times when

the prevailing temperature was high enough to produce the aonopoles that necessarily exist in

simple grand unified theories. The predicted abundance of primordial monopoles is well above the

observational Halts. These and other problems are solved in the "Inflationary" and

"neolnflationary" models of cosmology . In these models the universal energy density is

automatically the critical one.

Suppose the previous paragraphs have convinced you that p - p . In that case you face a new

and fascinating problem, In connection with the primordial nucleosynthesis of D, 3He, "*He and 7L1.

These, unlike the heavier elements, are not thought to be just fusion-cooked by th« stars. The

lighter elements *n generated minutes after the big bang, when the prevailing temperature was

such thst the "right" fraction of ambient photons had energies comparable to nuclear binding

energies . That fraction Is "right" in the sense of allowing the primary nucleosynthesis reaction

n+p <-» Dfy to be temporarily In equilibrium. The primordial elements are fossil remnants of

reactions such as

p+e" •• n+vt

n • pe v€

v +p ** e++n

n+p «-» Wy

D+D «-• JH+p

K ** '•Hs+n
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The reactions on the left column provide the ambient neutron*, most of which end up as '•He as the

temperature drops to a level where fusion freezes* The calculated abundances depend weakly on the

number N of neutrino generations, and nore steeply on the ratio r\ • nn/n of (present) photon to

baryon universal number densities. Recent results of Yang et al. are shown in Fig. 3. Amazingly

enough, the observations are consistent with the predictions, in the sense of being compatible

with the calculated abundances for a certain range of T)« This range: 3xlO~10 < T) < 10~"9, is

shown as a dotted band in Fig. 3. And now for the conundrum. The photon number density n ~

40O/cn3 is well known from observations of the 2.7 *K background radiation . The number density

of baryons is IL • rjn and their contribution to the universal energy density is p_ » m n,n <

7xlO"31 gr/cm3. Stretching things around p p cannot be bigger than 20Z of the critical density

p • Thus, If as indicated by experiment and strongly advocated by theory, the Universe Is

critical (flat), BOX of its energy density is contributed by something other than baryons. In

other words, more than eighty per cent of what there is, we do not know what It Is* To be

precise, and to foretell our coming culprit, the dark mass may still be in baryons, provided they

somehow managed to escape nucleosynthesis.
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The stuff of the dark haloes of galaxies is not necessarily subject to the above argument: it

nay be ordinary matter (baryons). The reason is that galaxieB fall short of providing all of the

universal mass density; see Fig. Id. The matter in halos, however, must be peculiarly

distributed (donlnant at the galactic outskirts, and not flattened into spiral discs, like the

baryons that end up as stars). Moreover, halo-stuff of ordinary matter must come in lumps of

peculiar sire (black holes, cool Jupitere, or "golf-balla" that do not scatter much light). While

galactic haloes need not be made of something very weird, they may.

Many candidates for the constituency of the dark matter of the Universe have been proposed,

among others massive neutrinos, axions, small primordial black holes, magnetic monopoles, the

relativistic decay products of a variety of relic particles, gravitinos, photinos, you-name-it-

inos ... In what follows, I shall concentrate on candidates for the constituency of the dark mass

of the Universe that are closer than any of the above candidates to "old physics", to wit, nuclear

physics.

3. STRANGE BALLS

Figure 4 is a more than usually complete chart of the nuclides, unusually drawn In the (Z,A)

plane. In the lover left-hand corner lie the nuclei that are not very unstable against fission, a

narrow band extending to (2,A) - (98,263). Higher up, in a small range around A — 10 5 /, there is

an island of stability: neutron stars. These contain an equilibrium population of equal

numbers of protons and electrons, their **Z" is a few per cent of A. "Nuclides" with ever larger A

are unstable against gravitational collapse. The Intermediate region 263 < A < 3xlO56 is

traditionally thought to be a barren land where no nuclei are stable. Compared with this 54

orders of magnitude nuclear desert, the much publicized particle physics desert is a miserable

grain of sand: It encompasses a mere 13 orders of magnitude: from the 100 GeV unification scale

to the 1015 GeV grand unification scale. Witten has recently argued that the nuclear desert may

be inhabited, essentially for any A, by strange quark matter.

Nuclei, we are told, are made of protons and neutrons and are not a single bag of u and d

quarks. For the same value of A, a (p,n) ensemble is lighter than a hypothetical state wherein

the nuclear constituents are dissolved and held In a single bag. At first sight, this fixed-A

relation M(p+n) < M(u+d) should be even more of an inequality, should some of the quarks in the

hypothetical bag be replaced by strange ones, since m > m , m.. But there is an effect, the

Paul! exclusion principle, fighting In the opposite direction of making a bag with a strange quark

-2W5*

rif. *! Chart of nuclldta, hopefully lncoaplatc.
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contamination be lighter than one without it. It is more favourable to fill quantum states with

three, rather than with two, different quark types, [in a degenerate gas of massless quarks at

zero temperature , the energy per quark for three types of quarks is [3/(1+2 )] ~ 0.9 of

what it is for two quark types.] Whether at fixed A, M(p+n) is bigger or smaller than M(u+d+s) is,

a delicate question of competition between Paull and n . Should Pauli win, the ground state of

nuclear matter may be single bags with approximately equal numbers of u, d and a quarks, and not

what we were tought in school. Farhi and Jaffe have done careful calculations regarding the

issue of stability of strange quark bags in the context of the MIT bag nodel, and of a Feral gas

model. Their results are functions of • , o and B; the strange quark masB excess, the QCD fine

structure constant and the bag parameter, respectively. They conclude that within the allowed

range of these parameters, it is impossible to decide whether strange quark balls are more or less*

stable than ordinary nuclei. There are acceptable regions In the (B, a p"> ) plane for which

strange quark matter is absolutely stable for essentially any value of A between "a few" and the

black hole limit. They estimate the density of this hypothetical new ground state of auclear

matter to be

(2) p N ~ 3.6«10l" gr/cn3,

not so different from the density of ordinary nuclear matter.

The hypothetical reader that has come so far must be fearing immediate and catastrophic

extinction, for, if there is a state of nuclear matter lighter than ordinary nuclei, ordinary

nuclei must decay into It. The weak interactions [ud + su, u -» se+v] of the quarks in, say, 5t>Fe,

should allow the nucleus to decay into a bag containing up to 56 strange quarks, with the emission

of photons and maybe a few protons, a's or (e+v) pairs. Fortunately, this threatening decay is

~56th order In the weak interactions and should take for ever to happen, even on a cosmologlcal

time scale. The reader nay continue breathing normally.

The customary cosmologlcal wisdom asserts that once upon a tine the Universe was filled with a

plasma of v's, Y > & * e'9> and quasi-free quarks and gluons. As It expanded and cooled below a

temperature of a few hundred MeV, a phase transition took place, wherein all quarks ended up as

ordinary protons and neutrons. But, if there is a more stable form of baryonic conglomerates -

strange quark matter - much of the baryon number of the Universe may have ended up In the form of

strange balls. Witten proposes a controversial scenario in which this is indeed the fate of

some 90% of the universal baryon number* Since the transition from the quark plasma to a cooler

nuclear state occurred at a higher temperature (earlier time) than primordial nucleosynthesis, the

baryon number hidden away in strange quark balls is not subject to the arguments of the previous

chapter on primordial abundances in a flat critical Universe. In other words, strange quark balls

are candidate constituents of the dark mass of the Universe. There may be other more contemporary

sources of a strange quark ball contamination la our neighbourhood. As early u 1971, Chin and

Kerman argued that the interior, or even most of a neutron star, may be made of strange quark

matter. Collisions between neutron stars are not as Infrequent as one may feel , and could be a

cosmic source of strange quark matter, in lumps whose spectrum of sizes is not easy to predict.

Strange quark balls are but an explicit example of conceivable Islands of nuclear stability

within or beyond the A~values of the conventional nuclear table* In what follows* we shall refer

to strange balls or other unusual lumps of nuclear matter as "nuclearltes". when referring Co past

or present collisions of these peculiar nuclear meteorites with planet Earth •

Since m > m ., we expect strange quark ball* to have fewer strange quark* than down quark*.

This Is explicitly shown ' In Fig. Sa, a plot of strangeness over baryon number versus • , In

strange balls large enough for surface effect* to be negligible. The numbering of the different

curves refers to value* of a • the other psrameters are cho«en so that the energy per baryon 1*

kept fixed at ~900 MeV. For • - 0, -Í » A, and one third of the quark* arc strange* A* •
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Increases the strange quark constituency is disfavoured. Similarly, Fig. 5b displays a

calculation12 of Z/A1'3 versus A, with m - 150 MeV. For m - 0, Z would vanish. For m 4 0, Z
11\ s s •

grows as A for large A. Strange balls are more neutral than ordinary nuclear matter, for which

Z ~ A/2; thia is what makes them stable against Coulomb-induced fission. Being likely to have a

net positive chsrge, strange balls will be neutralized by electrons and appear as nuclearltes that

in a sense are atom-like.

If the size of the nuclearlte's nucleus is smaller than a typical ~1A atomic alze, the complete

neutral nuclearlte would have a radius R ~ 1A. A bigger nuclearlte would be more akin to a

neutron star and have ita electron constituency distributed within its nuclear body, just sticking

out a bit as an electronic atmosphere. The area A of the object, a quantity of Interest In what

follows, Is therefore

|*Á2 ; S„ < Ú (H < 1.5 ng)
lx[3H/4«pN]

2/3 i R,,? Ú (M>1.5ng)

where we have used the p N value of Eq. (1). The radii Rg in the above expressions may range from

a few fermls to a few kilometers, corresponding to masses from that of a light nucleus to that of

the Sun.

4. HUCLEAHTES ABOUT US 1 4

An optimistic assumption on the maximum abundance of nuclearltes dose to Earth would be to

ascribe to them all of the local dark matter density of our galaxy, estimated to be some 10~2*

f r/cm3 in our neighbourhood. With galactic velocities of ~2S0 km/s, characteristic of the solar

system's orbital rotation, the local flux of dark matter (an upper bound to the nuclearlt* mass

flux) is ~2.5x10-1' g/cm?* and the annual Earth lnfall li ~10»g. We assume the whole of this flux

consists of nuclearltes only to set minimal useful sensitivities to experiments designed to

discover cosmic nuclearltes. If the mean mass of a cosmic nuclearlte Is H, the maximal cosmic
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flux Is given by

(2) F - 7.8 (lg/M) nuclearites/km2 y 2* stere,

Equation (3) Is plotted in Fig. 6 along with regions excludable by experiments Ve ahall proceed to

discuBS. Equation (3) is an overestinate if the naas distribution of nuclearites is not fairly

peaked around a central value M.

Nuclearites with galactic velocities are protected by the Coulomb nuclear repulsion from direct

nuclear Interactions with the atoms they nay hit. The sane is true of nuclearites that have come

to rest in natter. The principal energy-loss mechanism for a nuclearite passing through natter la

by atomic collisions. As it traverses the medium, as in Fig. 7a, it displaces all the matter In

its path by collisions with the ambient atoms. At relative velocities as small as ~10~3c, these

collisions are mainly elastic and quasi-elastic. For a massive nuclearite, as for meteorites ,

the rate of energy loss is

(4) g-Hlp*.

where CL is the effective cross-sectional area of the nuclearite, given by Eq. (2), v is Its

velocity, and p is the density of the medium. Thus, v decreases exponentially with distance L

according to

(5) v(L) - v(O)exp - {JJ7Q p dx}

where M Is the mass of the nuclearite*

Equation (5) breaks down at low velocity when the retarding force doea not vanish but becomea

equal (In a solid) to the force by which the confining material resists lnterpenetration. The

integrity of rock persists up to pressures of 1000 atnospherea, corresponding to a atructural

energy density e ~~ 109 ergs/cm3, or ~ 0.1 eV per molecular bond. For aubaonlc velocities, v(L) <

v " /e/p, the right-hand side of Eq. (4) must be replaced by the constant force -eA, and froa

this point the nuclearite is rather quickly brought to rest.

Froa Eq* (5) and the subsequent discussion, we coapute the range of a nuclearite as a function

of Its naas

(6) jjj pdx - (M/CLHn(v<0)/vc) -
3 x 10? [M/l ng]1/3g/ca2 K > 1.5 ng

2.3 x 107 [M/1 „g] g/cIi2 H < 1.5 n g

Equation (6) Is plotted In Fig. 8, where one can see that nuclearites heavier than •>xl0~1'tg

penetrate the atmosphere while maintaining coaalc velocities, and thote heavier than O.lg pass

freely through an Earth diameter whoae column density is 1.1x10-° g/ca2.

Cosmic nuclearites which are sufficiently light will cone to rest In the Earth's crust and

accumulate therein, sac M g . 7b. The effect of gravity cannot be neglected. If the Earth's pull

Hg exceed* the maximum static retarding force eA, a nuclearite cannot coae to rest but will fall

through the Earth. Nuclearites lighter than 0.3 ng will atop In the crust and can hava developed

an observable concentration. The maximal coaalc nuclearlta flux Eq. (3), over the coura* of the

Earth's 4.6 Gy history will hav* produced a crustal concentration of 10~7 by mass. Searches for

these aablcnt noclearltes require Judicious choice of materials (deep sea aedlatnts, oysters,

excrete, •>•). methods of concentration (distillation, centrifugation, chroaatography, . . . ) , and

detection techniques (proton X-ray activation, aasa apactroscopy, Rutherford scattering1* with

U,*..)* The masses of accumulated nuclearltei can rang* froa those of atoalc nuclei to th* upper
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limit of 0.3 ng or A ~ 2xl0ll(. A complete search probably requires the use of a variety of

experimental approaches. In Fig. 6, we show the excluded region that would result from a negative

search for crustal nuclearitles to a concentration of 10"13, a feasible experiment but one not yet

done.

As a nuclearite traverses a medium at v ~ 250 km/sec, it collides elastically or quasi*

elastically with the ambient atoms, giving them velocities of 0(v). The temperature of the medium

is risen by the struck atoms to T ~ O(keV) and a hot plasma is generated that travels outwardB as

a shock wave, as in Fig. 7a. If the medium, like air or water, 1B transparent to light in a

certain frequency domain (oj » d)u v)> some of the deposited energy will radiate in the form of
M1N MAX

visible light. The fraction of dissipated energy appearing as light is called the luminous
efficiency A lower bound upon n, can be deduced from simple thermodynamical arguments In

which light is emitted as black-body radiation from an expanding cylindrical thermal shock wave.

Let p(MW) be the density (molecular weight) of the medium and p (18) be the same parameters for
14

water. The luminous efficiency can be estimated to be

(7)

„L
~ 2x10-5 eV ) 5 / 2 (MW/18)3'2 (3/n) 3 / 2 (pH/p)

where "n eV" Is a typical visible photon energy and n ~ 0(3) Is an estimate of the relevant number

of excited subnuclsar degrees of freedom (the temperatures in the heated medium are sufficient to

break air or water molecules Into their constituents). In highly purified water HUJ ~ 3.75 eV
MAX

and tiL ~ 3xlCT
5, while In air at atmospheric pressure n^ ~ 4X.

Some re *nt attempts to search for proton decay can as well search for cosmic nuclearltei. For
19

example, the Irvlne-Mlchlgan-Brookhavcn (1MB) proton decay detector consists of 80 kllotons of

purified water surrounded by phototubes at a depth of 1.7 K 10 S g/cm2. It detects the Eerenkov

light produced by relatlvlstlc charged particles as they traverse the detector. The water Is very
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transparent to visible photons with energies between 2.25 and 3.75 eV, and the device can detect

events involving the production of at least 3X101* photons. From Fig. 8, it follows that only

nuclearites heavier than 10"!1 g reach the 1MB detector. However, the nuclearite mist not only

reach the detector, but do It with a velocity greater than 30 km/s, corresponding to a water

tenperature of several thousand °K. Thus, to be detected at 1MB, nuclearities Bust be heavier

than ~2xlO~u g. On the other hand, to produce an event rate within the detector of more than one

per year, the nuclearite flux mist satisfy F > 3xlO~5, with unita (hereafter suppressed) k»"2y"1

(2* stere)"1. Were the 1MB detector programed to detect slow moving nuclearites (30-300 km/s),

the region displayed in Fig. 6 could be explored and perhaps excluded In one year's operation.

Some experiments designed to search for cosmic magnetic nonopoles consist of large surfaces of

scintillator placed near the Earth's surface. Scintillating material is even more sensitive to

the passage of nuclearites than water is. Unshielded sclntillators at sea level can detect

nuclearites with masses as small as 10~13 g. The region explorable with a planned detector of

area 1500 m2 is shown in Fig. 6.

Nuclearites produce visible light as they traverse the atmosphere, like meteors (a meteor is a

meteorite that haB not made it to the Earth's surface, and vice-versa). The rate of power

dissipation of a nuclearite, from Eq. (4), isOLpv3- Using the luminous efficiency Eq. (7), we

deduce an altitude independent expression for the atmospheric luminosity of a nuclearite as a

function of its mass

(8) L - 1.5 x 10~3 (M/lug) watts.

This expression is not applicable to nuclearites lighter than 10"5 g: they would not make hot air
14

at a temperature high enough to emit visible light > The visual magnitude of an atmospheric
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nuclearite at a distance h from an observer is computed from Eq. (8) to be

(9) 10.8 - 1.67

For example, the apparent magnitude of a 20g nuclearite at a distance of 10 km is VH. * -1.4, equal

to that of the brightest star, Slrluo.

Atmospheric nuclearltes may easily be distinguished from ordinary meteors. Travelling at

galactic velocities (v ~ 250ka/s), they are much speedier than meteors, which move no faster than

72 km/s relative to Earth, as every night-sky lover knows. Why? Ordinary meteors are In orbits

bound to the Sun. Consequently their velocity relative to the Sun, v , at a position in the

orbit of the Earth, cannot be bigger than the escape velocity fron the Sun at that position: v 7
Ha

40 km/a. The velocity of the Earth in its orbit is v ~ 30 km/s. Finally, the escape velocity

from Earth Is a mere 10 km/s, the gravitational effect of our planet on the kinetic energy of a

meteorite Is not big. These facts are somehow reflected In Fig. 9, at the top of which

observations of the percentage of meteorites of different velocities are shown. The two peaks

In the distribution correspond to "head on" and "catch up" meteor arrivals. Another difference

between meteors and nuclearites concerns the altitude at which their luminosity Is maximal. As
22

Fig. 10 shows, meteors generally emit light in the upper atmosphere (h > 60 km) where they
ablate and disintegrate. The condition that air be dense enough for a nuclearite to heat it

14
locally to visible-light-emitting temperatures can be translated into a maximum height for light

production, hMAX ~ 2.7 km m(M/12 mg). ThuB, nuclearites with a mass of lO^g produce their light

at altitudes less than 6 kn while those with a mass of lrf*g shine below 60 km. Evidently, the

meteoric behaviour of nuclearites is essentially a. phenomenon of the lower atmosphere.

From a point on the Earth, the flux corresponding to one annual atmospheric event is given by

F - 2/th2 A X at zenith angle smaller than n /*• (The factor of 2 reflects the difficulty of
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daytime observations.) For a large domain of nuclearlte masses this expression is less than the

maximum cosmic flux of nuclearites of Eq. (3). This defines the excludable region shown In Fig.

6. To what extent searches already performed have actually excluded the excludable region is

obscure to us. The largest nuclearlte compatible with the cosmic Unit that is likely to be

detected from one location over the course of 365 nights of observation has a nass of 4x10** grams.

The apparent magnitudes of hypothetical cosmic nuclearites range from W^ • +6 for nuclearites near

lO^g to V^ * -3 for those with masses near the upper mass cut-off.

Nuclearites may inflict star wounds (astroblems) and leave scars on the face of Earth. In a

recent publication , Price et al. present results to a negative search for magnetic monopoles.

They examine ancient mica for etchable trails of lattice defects produced by cosmic monopoles, as

in Fig. lla. Their data provide our sole example of an established limit on the cosmic nuclearlte

flux. They argue that an energy loss dE/pdx > 2.5 GeV cn2/g, in the form of nuclear recoil

suffices to produce an etchable track. In the case of nuclearites, virtually all of the energy

loss is of this kind. With their assumed mean burial depth of the mica of 5 km, we compute from

Eq. (4) that an etchable track is produced by any cosmic nuclearite with mass greater than 2.4 x

10"10 g. The mica sample has an area of 13.5 cm2 and an estimated age of 0.5 Gy. Thus, the

minimal measurable nuclearite flux to which this experiment is sensitive is F • 1.5, and the

excluded region is shown in Fig. 6.

Etchable tracks in mica are but one example of fossil traces that may be produced by

nuclearites in rock. Any nuclearite more massive than 2.4xlO"10 g can leave an observable track at

great depth - an otherwise inexplicable linear astroblem. Neither Meteorites, nicrometeorites,

natural radioactivity nor conventional cosmic radiation can produce such an effect. The tracks

produced by nuclearites lighter than ~lg are microscopic, and require, for their detection,

sophisticated searches upon well-chosen materials in the spirit of the Price et al. mica
22

experiment • Larger nuclearites can produce visible astrobleos, as in Fig. lib. The energy

dissipated by a cosmic nuclearite, Eq. (4), Is sufficient to nelt a cylinder of r> ck with a radius

R - v@~ where p ~ 800 J/g is the energy required to heat and fuse a gran of rock. Thus, Rj. ~

400 R. A one-gram nuclearite produces a fossil track with a diameter of ~10~2 cm. The incidence

of such fossils in billion year old rock is ~lcm~2 if the upper limit upon the cosmic nuclearlte

flux of Eq. (3) is attained. Still larger nuclearites may be associated with fossils consisting

of crushed rock. From the fact that a one-kiloton (TNT equivalent; nuclear test in granite

produces a spherical crush zone of radius 30 m, we deduce that Che radius R of the crush zone

associated with the passage of a large nuclearite Is ~2000 R. Thus, a nuclearlte of one kiloton

mass (radius ~10~2cm) produces a linear aatroblem a few meters in diameter. The maximum possible

frequency of such events Is 10~2 km"2 per billion year. We show in Fig. 6 the result to a

hypothetical negative hunt for nuclearite fossil tracks. It terminates at nuclearite mass of

1.5xl0'8g or radius 10 cm beyond which the maximum cosmic flux corresponds to less than one

collision with Earth in its lifetime.

The last effect of nuclearite passage that we consider is the possibility of nuclearlte-induced

epllinear earthquakes, depicted in Fig. lie. Note that the diametric Earth passage of an M - 1

ton nuclearite releases a total energy equivalent to a 50-kt (TNT equivalent) nuclear weapon. (At

30* zenith angle this is reduced by a factor of 2, at 60* by a factor of 5.) Such nuclearltea may

collide with Earth no more than once per year. At teleseismic distances, the leismic signal

produced by a point source (weapons test or earthquake) la comparable In magnitude to that

produced by a line source of the same total energy release. Indeed, the nuclearlte may produce a

larger signal since the seismic efficiency of a nuclearlte passing through the denat mantle may be

larger than the ~10"2 efficiency of a well-tamped nuclear (hot In granlta . Nuclcarlte seismic

signals are readily distinguishable from other sourcea. The signal arrival tlmas characteristic

of a linear sonic antenna arc vastly different from thoa* of a point source. (Remember that the

nucleartte traverses Earth in less than one minute.) Surface waves should be absent, sine* most
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of the energy loss takes place In the mantle. Similarly the production of shear waves is

suppressed by a power of c/v where c is the local sound velocity. Large epilinear earthquakes

(body magnitude >5) can perhaps be "discovered" in existing seismological data. Thus, the

excluded domain shown in Fig. 3 is bounded by F > 10~9 corresponding to one event in Earth per

decade. The Unit on signal size corresponds to an energy deposition equivalent to one kg TNT per

kilometer, or a nuclear!te mass of 1 kg.

The experimente that we have outlined, as well as others (acoustic or visual detection at sea

or at lake Baikal, the effect of small nuclearites upon airglow, etc) can severely constrain the

hypothesis of a coBmic nuclearlte flux* In particular, the explanation of the galactic missing

nass problem In terms of nuclearites smaller in size than several centimeters In a hypothesis that

is subject to feasible (though highly interdisciplinary) experimental test.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND HOMEWORK

It behooves the conscientious speakers in a conference, on any subject whatsoever, to tell the

audience that they do not know what they are doing- In this spirit, we have contemplated the

outrageous possibility that the ground state of nuclear matter may not yet have been discovered

(for A > a few).

The search for nuclearites, it should by now be clear, is a vast subject and a large extra

number of weird thoughts come to mind, that I shall leave as quizzes to the audience (or the

readance). Among then, are nuclearites the source of Centauros? In the center of a star,

temperatures are high enough for nuclear collisions to overcome Coulomb barriers. Why a

nuclearite that has come to rest in a star does not eat it by acretion? Do nuclearites have

anything to do with anomalons? And a long et coetera

I have mainly paid attention to relatively large nuggets of the hypothetical strange quark

matter. To the experimenter on Earth who would rather make her own strange balls than, say,

search for them in oysters (or excreta, depending on her budget) the question of very small A is
24

more lnnediate. A case In point is the dihyperon with A - -S - 2, advocated by bag-modelists .

Farhi and Jaffe have also made a preliminary assault on the very difficult problem of small

strange nuggets, that they call strangelets (in a trainlet?). For certain choices of parameters

they find that, with the possible exception of the dihyperon, the stability line starts at A > 70.

But this difficult estimate may well be wrong. Perhaps an isotope of Carbon with strangeness

-3 or -4 Is In fact stable or quasi-stable. Perhaps relatively light isotopes occasionally decay

into strangelets. Hopes are often entertained that a quark—gluon plasna (quagaa) containing nany

strange quarks nay be made in heavy atom collisions, either in the lab or by aedlua-A, very

energetic cosaic rays. If strange quark, natter is stable or nearly so, the quagma nay occasio-

nally decay into strangeleta, a signature that in a charge and mass-aeasuring detector, should be

hard to alas.

To •uaaarize, the QCD revaaping of nuclear physics, though not yet extraordinarily successful,

aay hold surprises that are extraordinarily strange.
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NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS

fí.V. Sobel
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Abstract

Current theories for unification of the weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions,

require neither mass lens neutrinos or exact lepton number conservation. If neutrinos are

massive, the weak interaction eigenstates can be thought of as linear combinations of neutrino

mass eigenstates. The search for neutrino oscillation*, provides limits on the mass difference

between eigenstates, and the mixing angle. The current experimental limits will be presented.

Introduction

If we suppose that the neutrinos of definite flavor (v , v . v ) are not mass eigenstates,

but linear combinations of physical neutrinos with definite masses, and that the masses are

different, then these combinations will develop differently with time and neutrino oscillations

will occur. In general, this mixing can occur between all neutrino types, but the formal ian

becomes cumbersome and analysis has predominately been done for the case of two neutrino

mixing. In the two neutrino approach, the linear combinations can be written as

(1) v - coa6 v + sio9 v

(2) v * -sinS v + cos© v

where v is some initial neutrino flavor, v is some other neutrino state produced as the

neutrino mass eigenstates v and v develop in tine, and 8 is the mixing angle between the mass

eigenstates. At some time later the probability of finding v is
• n f~ 1 C A ^il t

(3) P.. - I sinZ2

2 2 2
where Am • m. -m_ or the difference in the square of the masses of the neutrino eigenstates, L

is the distance in meters (km) from the initial measurement, and E it the neutrino energy in

HeV (GeV). Here, Che wavelength of the oscillation is

(4) osc *-

2
and the amplitude of the oscillation is given by sin 26.

Experiments which look for the production of v^ in a beam of initially pure v , are called

appearance experiments. These experiments are specific in chat they look for a particular type

of neutrino to appear. If the beam contamination is small, these experiments can give the most
2 2

sensitive limits on Sin 26. The Am level reached at maximum mixing is proportional to E /L.

The probability of finding the original v. neutrino is Chen juac:

(5) P - 1 - P « 1 -sin 281 1 -cos 2.S =—^

f x L v j

Experiments which look for a change in a particular neutrino flux with distance, either by

moving a single detector or by having two detectors at different distances, are called

disappearance experiments. Disappearance experiments are nonspecific in chat an experiment would
2 2

show a positive result in its sensitive region of Am and sin 20 no matter what the initial

neutrino becomes.

The search for neutrino oscillations has accelerated in the last few years with results

giving limits on AH and sin 20 becoming available from dedicated experiments.

212
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A. Appearance Experiments

L . ^ + ve (Fig. 1)

a. The Columbia-BNL/1/ analysis of a Ne - ^ mixture in the 15 foot Fermilab bubble

chamber uBed the wide band neutrino beam consisting of v with a 1% v background from

K •*• n e v .

e

b. The ALhens-Padova-Piia-Wiiconsin/2/ analysis of a Ne - H^ mixture in the BEBC nade

use of a nearly pure v beam with the v contamination estimated to be - 5x10

2. v^ + v^ (Fig. 2)

a. The Fermi lab wide band beam experiment E 531/3/ consisted of a hybrid emulsion

spectrometer searching for v + nucleus •* x *• hadrons. This experiment looked for the x decay

itself by searching for a short lived product. Standard weak interaction theory estimates the

lifetime to be about 3xlO~13 sec. which implied a range of about 470 |im for a 10 GeV x.

b. The Columbia-BNL/1/ experiment also set limits on this mode, in this case by looking

for electron production in x decay. Since v interactions are a background in this technique,

these events must be calculated and subtracted. This produces a larger error and consequently a

lower limit in sin 26.

3. v • v (Fig. 4)

a. The ITEP-FHAL-MICH/4/ group used data from the wideband antineutriao beam at the

Fermilab 15 foot bubble chamber and looked for muonless e* production.

b. The IRVINE-LOS ALAMOS-HARYLAND/5/ experiment, E225, at LAMPF use* neutrinos froa a

beam dump. The beam has v p v and v but no v (x are absorbed to a level of 10"3 - 10"4).

The experiment looks for a single electron track and discriminates against v e elastic scattering

by eliminating the forward 16° cone.

4. v + vx (Fig. 5)

The only limit here comes from the ITBP-FNAL-MICH experiment,/4/ in this case looking for

x decay into e vv. The background once again is vg N interactions.

5. vg + VT (Fig. 8)

This limit comes from a BEBC beam dump experiment/6/. A limit on the number of interactions

due to x neutrinos was made from the relative number of neutral and charged current events. This

is due to the fact that the apparent NC/CC ratio for x neutrinos is Larger than for muon and

electron neutrinos.

B. Disappearance Experiments

1. v + v (Fig. 3)
\l X

New dat* hae been reported from three, two detector, accelerator experimente and the IHB

underground proton decay detector.

a. The Chicago-Columbia-Rochester-Fermilab group (CCFR)/7/ have reported data from two

detectors , one at 715 meters and the other at 1116 meters from the aiidpoiat of the decay pipe in

the FermiLb narrow band neutrino beam. The neutrino energiea were between 40 and 230 GeV.

Events were chosen so that the acceptance of the two detectors were as s imitiar aa poaaible.

b. The CERN-DORTMUND-HEIDELBERG-SACLAY-MOSCOW groupa (CDHSM)/o7 and the CERM-HAMBUtG-

AMSTERDAM-ROME-MOSCOW group (CHARH)/9/ have made uae of the new CERH FS v f a c i l i t y . The beaai i s
2 *̂  >

produced by a bare target and the flux f a l l s off as ~ 1/L at the energies studied (~ 1 GeV).

The CDHSM experiment used two detectors at 130 and 885 • from the target. The average energy of

the accepted events was 3 GeV.

C. The CHARM experiment used two detectors at 123 and 903 meters from the target and

accepted only fully contained events giving an average energy of l .S GeV.

D. The Ml proton decay detector has atuditd atmospheric neutrinos in two d is t inct ways.

i . In the f i r s t technique/10/ auons from neutrino interactions which penetrate the

detector at angles greater than 90° are compared to the predicted flux. The average neutrino

energy i s about 400 GeV and the distance traveled i s 20*10 km.
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í i . The second technique/11/ studies contained neutrino events (Ey ~ 1 GeV) and

compares the upward going products with the downward going products. In th i s case thr. difference

in distance is ~ 12,000 km giving sens i t iv i ty ~ 10 eV .

2. ^ + vx (Fig. 6)

Preliminary data from the CCFR experiment/7/ has also been reported with a v beam.

3 . vg -»• vx (Fig. 7)

a. The best limit on this process comes from the analysis of BEBC data/12/ for single

electrona when exposed to the 350 GeV wide band neutrino beam at CERN.

b. Data fron the Columbia-BNL 15 foot analysis/1/ goes to smaller values of AM , but is

much poorer in sin 26.

4 . vg •+ vx (Fig. 9)

This channel is the domain of the reactor experiments.

a. The most stringent limits come from the Caltech-SIN-TU MUNICH/13/ group. They

present results from a two position measurement at 37.9 m and 45.9 m from the Gtisgeo reactor, and

also a more stringent result gotten by combining these two measurements with a predicted neutrino

spectrum extracted from a fission beta measurement with the BILL spectrometer at ILL.

b. Recently, the Grenoble-Aanecy group/14/ working at the Bugey reactor have presented

results on a two position measurement at 13.6 m and 18.3 m. Their analysis, based on a

comparison of the integrated counting rates of the two positions gives an indication of neutrino

oscillations at the 3 0 level.

The two position Gtisgen data would exclude most of this allowed region leaving an area
2 2

centered on AM • 0.2 eV and sin 20 • 0.25. If one accepts the predicted neutrino spectrum and

its inclusion with the two position GtJsgen data, then the allowed region would be completely

excluded.

Future Data

1. The BEBC v + v appearance experiment 2/ expects to get about Cour times more data, and
2 I* e

reach sin 26 values less than 10~z (Fig. 1).

2. Experiment E645/15/ is being constructed for the LAMPF beam stop. Il consists of a HjO

and D20 Cerenkov region and drift chambers to look for v + vg and v + v^ at different

distances. Data may be available as soon as next sume r (Fig. 4).

3. A new low energy bare target v beam has been constructed at LAMPF. The

v energy is about 150 MeV with a v contamination of ~ 10

£764/16/ will be taking preliminary data this fall for v + v and hopes to reach a

2 2 ^ -3 2 2
, „, .2 eV at maximal mixing and - 10 in sin 26 for large AM .

Ultimately, they hope to increase the beam current and and reach .04 eV2, and less than 1Q~* in

Sin229.

4. The E775/17/ experiment at BNL used the narrow band beaa producing v at ~ 3 GeV, and

the E734 detector located 110 • from the production target. They expect to reach sin 29 = .01

at large AM2.

5. £776/18/, a 250 ton detector located 1000 meters from a new narrow band at BNL beaa is

expected to begin data taking within a few aontbs with E = 1 GeV. It's designed to be a two

detector experiment, but the first phase will search for v • v appearance (Fig. 1).

6. New data is being taken at Gosgen at 65 meters. Tht UCI experiment at Savannah

River/19/ is completing data taking at 16.3 • and will begin a second position measurement at 24

•eters in November (Fig. 9).
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Figures

1-9 Limit6 for neutrino oscillations. Solid lines represent reported 90X confidence level.

Regions to the right of the curve are excluded with the exception of the v + v limit fron

Bugey. In this case the shaded area is allowed. The dashed curves represent expected

results from planned experiments.
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SOLAR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS
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Abstract

The current status of solar neutrino research is reviewed. Updated results

from the Brookhaven Chlorine Experiment are presented first and compared to the

expectation from the Standard Solar Model. We next focus on the present status of

the Gallium Experiment and discuss the response of this detector to different

possible explanations for the discrepancy resulting from the Cl experiment. Fi-

nally, we report on the status of some of the other solar neutrino detectors on

which work is in progress.

1. Introduction

1 I i i i i i i i i i i i 1 1 r

Why are we interested in solar neutrino detection? First of all, it is well

known that experiments designed to datect the neutrinos generated in the fusion

processes in the sun provide the only direct experimental possibility to test the

theory of nuclear energy generation in stars and stellar evolution. In addition,

since the result of the Brookhaven Chlorine Detector (see section 2) has created

what is called the "solar neutrino problem", it was realized that (despite of all

other efforts) the best way to resolve this problem is to perform new experiments

based on different reactions and techniques.

There is also a strong motivation coming from particle physics: solar neu-

trino experiments may be the only way to obtain information on neutrino mixing

(oscillations) occuring over large (astronomical) distances (see section 4). This

is a question of great importance in the context of Grand Unified Theories. Fi-

nally, solar neu-

trino detectors

are in principle

also able to look

for the electron

neutrino compo-

nent of the neu-

trino burst pro-

duced in a col-

lapsing star e-

vent.

In the fol-

lowing, we shall

discuss the pre-

sent status of

solar neutrino

research. Most of

0.3 1 3 10 t n i» review is

N«UtrinO Energy (MeV) based on informa-

tion obtained at

Fig. 1: Solar neutrino energy spectrum (Standard Solar Model), a recent confer-
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_2: 37Ar production rate measured with the Cl detector in 59 individual runs,

on "Solar Neutrinos and Neutrino Astronomy" /I/.

Results from the Brookhaven Chlorina Experiment

Any review of this kind must begin with an update of the results from the

only existing solar neutrino detector, the Brookhaven Chlorine Experiment /2/.

Fig. 1 shows the solar neutrino energy spectrum as predicted by the Standard So-

lar Model (SSM) /3,4/. Folding this spectrum with the cross section for the

Cl(\)e,e") Ar reaction (on which the Cl detector is based) gives a production

rate of 6.9 SNU (1 SNU • 1 neutrino capture per sec in 10 3 6 target atoms) (see

also Table 1). Fig. 2 presents the results of 59 single runs with the Cl detector

obtained over the past 14 years. The average Ar production rate is 0.47 + 0.04

atoms/day in 615 tons of C2C14. After subtraction of the cosmic ray muon contri-

bution (0.08 + 0.03 atoms/day) the remaining rate corresponds to 2.1 + 0.3 SNU.

This is more than a factor of three lower than the 6.9 SNU predicted by the SSM.

This discrepancy, called the "solar neutrino problem", exists now for more than

10 years. It must be noted, however, that because of the 814 keV threshold of the

Cl detector, it is not sensitive to the bulk of solar neutrinos, the low-energy

(0 - 420 keV) pp neutrinos (see Fig. 1). On the other hand, more than 752 of the

total signal expected from the SSM is due to the B neutrinos, produced in a very

rare and strongly temperature-dependent side branch of the pp reaction chain.

3. Present Status of the Gallium Experiment

It has long been recognized that an experiment capable to detect the pp neu-

trinos should be able to provide

the answer to the problem posed

by the Cl experiment. The only

experiment of this type which is

in an advanced stage if the Gal-

lium Experiment, bated upon the

neutrino capture reaction
71Ga(v.,e")"Ge. The threshold

energy of this reaction is 233.2

Table 1: Production rates [SNU] for the Cl and

Ga detectors as predicted by the SSM.

pp pep 'Be °B Total

Cl

Ga 71.0

0.23 1.09

2.5 31.2

5.28

1.4

0.08

2.9

0.26

4.0

6.9

113
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keV, well below the maximum energy of the pp neutrinos. Table 1 compares the

rates for the Cl and Ga detectors expected according to the SSM. It turns out

that 65% of the Ga rate is due to the pp and pep neutrinos, generated in the

first reaction of the pp chain (burning of two protons to deuterium).

The Ga experiment (like the Cl experiment) is based on the radiochemical

technique. A few atoms of the neutrino capture product 'Ge have to be extracted

from several tens of tons of gallium, converted to the gas GeH4 and detected by

their radioactive decay in a proportional counter.

There are two different groups working on a solar neutrino detector based on

gallium. An international collaboration (Brookhaven Nat. Lab., MPI Kernphysik

Heidelberg, WIS Rehovot, IAS Princeton) has performed a pilot experiment with 1.3

tons of gallium in form of 4.6 tons of GaCl3 solution/5/. This pilot experiment

has been completed in 1983. The results may be summarized as follows: (a) The ex-

traction of 0.1 mg Ge carrier from the pilot tank and conversion to GeH4 with 95%

yield has been demonstrated repeatedly, (b) A counting system for the measurement

of 7lGe decay rates below 1 per day was built and sufficiently low background

rates have been achieved, (c) The production of 71Ge in the GaCl3 solution by

sources other than solar neutrinos can be kept small (< 5%). Since the full scale

experiment is planned on a modular basis with modules similar in size to that of

the pilot tank, there are no further problems expected from upscaling.

It is therefore justified to conclude that a full scale solar neutrino ex-

periment based on GaCl3 solution is feasible. Unfortunately, due to funding prob-

lems in the United States, Brookhaven was forced to terminate work on the Ga ex-

periment, thus also terminating the existing collaboration. Presently the MPI

Heidelberg group continues the efforts to perform the full scale experiment in a

new collaboration in Western Europe. It is envisioned to do the experiment with

30 tons of gallium in the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory in Italy. Funding is

requested through German and, possibly, European sources.

A gallium solar neutrino experiment based on 60 tons of gallium metal is in

preparation at the Institute for Nuclear Research, Academy of Sciences of the

USSR, in Moscow /6/. Gallium is a liquid above 29 °C. The Ge extraction procedure

for the metal is more difficult and more complex than that for the GaCl, solu-

tion. It has been tested with a module containing 7 tons of Ga metal. More than

90% chemical yield was obtained in extraction runs using a few mg of Ge carrier.

The full scale experiment will be performed at the Baksan Underground Labo-

ratory in the Caucasus. The room for it is already excavated (~ 3.5 km from the

tunnel entrance). It will be ready for use in 1985. Two 7-ton modules are avail-

able, six others are under construction (ready in 1985). Concerning 71Ge count-

ing, the background rates obtained so far are not quite sufficient. There is

hope for improvement by using a more sophisticated counting system and by moving

it to the Baksan Laboratory. According to present plans, the full scale Ga exper-

iment could start in 1986. 25 tons of Ga metal are already on hand, the rest

will be delivered when needed.

U. Response of the Ga Detector to Various Explanations for the Cl Result

What can we learn from the outcome of a Ga experiment? There are essentially

two major classes of possible solutions to the problem posed by the Cl detector:

(a) Astrophysics (problems with the solar model), and (b) elementary particle

physics (e.g. neutrino oscillations).
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During the

last 15 years a

lot of so-called

non-standard so-

lar models have

been suggested.

They include de-

partures from the

standard model

itself (e.g. ro-

tating core, in-

ternal magnetic

fields, non-max-

wellian particle

velocity distri-

bution) as well

as changes of the

input data to the

model (S-factors

for nuclear reac-

tions, chemical

composition, opa-

cities). In most

cases these models were invented in order to reduce the strongly temperature-de-

pendent 7Be and 8B neutrino fluxes to a level consistent with the Cl observation.

The other possible explanation seriously discussed at present is a reduced

electron neutrino flux incident at the detector due to neutrino oscillations /!/•

This implies that neutrinos are superpositions of different mass eigenstates mj:
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UI J U1J' j-1,2,3,..,

where U,, is the orthogonal mixing matrix. The oscillation length L is given by:

L,j fm] - 2.5 Ev [MeV] / A m , /

where A m
tJ

2 s j m,2 - m,2] is the difference between the squared masses of 2 mass

eigenstates. Oscillations may occur simultaneously between 2, 3 or (if they

exist) even more different neutrino flavours. If all A m 2 involved in the oscil-

lations are > 10" s eV 2, then the electron neutrino flux incident at the detector

is decreased by a constant factor independent of the neutrino energy. Thus the Cl

and Ga detector rates are reduced by the same factor. On the other hand, if at

least one of the A m 2 values is < 10"* eV2, then the decrease of the electron

neutrino flux at the detector site is a function of the neutrino energy, there-

fore the reduction factors for the Cl and Ga detector rates may be quite differ-

ent HI.

In Fig. 3 the expected Cl rate is plotted versus the expected Ga rate for

various assumptions. The plot includes the 2 sigma experimental range for the BNL

Cl detector, the predictions from a variety of non-standard solar models /8/ and

the expectations for neutrino oscillations with A m 2 > 10** eV2. It follows that

if the rate measured with the Cl experiment is low because of problems with the
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solar model, then

the Ga detector

would measure a

rate between 85

and 95 SNU. On

the other hand,

if the low Cl

value is to be

explained by neu-

trino oscilla-

tions with all

A m 2 > 10"8 eV2,

then the Ga ex-

periment should

give a number

around 40 SNU.

Fig. 4 shows

a plot similar to

that of Fig. 3,

now for neutrino

oscillations with

A m 2 < 10-8 eV2.

It presents the

results of 3000

i j have been selec-simulations where different Am 2 values and matrix elements U

ted by a Monte-Carlo method and the corresponding Cl and Ga rates have been cal-

culated. Again, the Cl experimental result and the predictions from different

non-standard solar models are included for comparison. It follows that for Cl

rates consistent with the experiment the Ga detector can now measure rates up to

75 SNU, quite in contrast to the case in Fig. 3, but still distinct from the

non-standard solar model predictions (85 - 95 SNU). We therefore conclude that

the Ga experiment is in principle able to settle the question whether the Cl dis-

crepancy is due to problems with solar models or to neutrino oscillations.

5. Other Solar Neutrino Experiments

We shall now shortly report on the status of 4 other solar neutrino experi-

ments which are presently being developed. The radiochemical Bromine Experiment

/9/ is based on 81Br(v.,e")""Kr-» 8 lKr (T, / 2 - 210.000 y). Because of the 470 keV

threshold, roughly 2/3 of the 8 lKr production rate is due to the 7Be neutrinos.

About 500 atoms 8 lKr per year would be produced in a tank similar in size to that

of the Cl detector (380 m 3 ) , filled with CHBr3 (or a similar Br-containing organ-

ic liquid). The extraction is analogous to that of Ar from C2CI4. 8 lKr cannot be

counted by its radioactive decay because of the long halflife. However, it has

recently been demonstrated that ~'500 atoms 6 lKr can be detected by RIS (Resonant

Ionization Spectroscopy) in connection with a quadrupol mass filter. It thus may

be concluded that the Bromine Experiment is feasible.

The geochemical Molybdenum Experiment is pursued by a collaboration of Los

Alamos and the University of Chicago /10/. It aims at the detection of "Tc ( T I / 2

* 4.2 m.y.) produced by neutrino capture on "Ho in the molybdenite (ore contain-

ing 0.57. M0S2) of the Henderson mine in Colorado. The effective threshold is 1.74
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MeV. Therefore and because of the 98Tc halflife this experiment monitors the 8B

flux averaged over the last ~ 10 million years. It provides thus a test of

non-standard solar models with long-term variations in the solar energy produc-

tion. About 10' atoms of 98Tc will be present in 3000 t of ore. The extraction of

this small number of 98Tc atoms from large amounts of ore seems to be feasible

because the commercial processing of the ore is known to concentrate rhenium (an

element with chemistry similar to that of Tc) to more than 907.. The detection of
98Tc will be performed by mass spectrometry; however, the development of a tech-

nique sensitive enough to measure 107 atoms 98Tc is still the main problem.

The Indium Experiment is unique among all proposed solar neutrino detectors

since it is a direct counting experiment and at the same time has a very low

threshold (128 keV). Neutrino capture in M 5 I n leads to an excited state in ' ' 5Sn

(TJ/J - 3.3 ps) which then under emission of 2 gamma rays (115 and 497 keV) de-

cays to the ll5Sn ground state. The neutrino signature is the delayed coincidence

between the electron from the neutrino capture act and the 2 subsequent gamma

rays. Unfortunately, so far all attempts to develop a feasible detector concept

have failed because of the huge background problems resulting from the natural
n 5 I n beta radioactivity. There are now 3 new approaches: A multiwire chamber

with In strips and liquid scintillators /ll/, a superconducting In grain detector

/12/, and a detector based on superconducting bulk crystals of Indium /13/.

We finally mention work on a Water Cerenkov Detector using the elastic scat-

tering of neutrinos from electrons /It*/. A high (> 6 MeV) threshold has to be ap-

plied because of the background from Compton electrons, therefore only eB neutri-

nos can be detected. This experiment (also because there is some directional in-

formation on the incoming neutrino) is useful to check whether the small signal

measured by the Cl detector is really due to solar 8B neutrinos. A 10-ton test

module will be installed in an underground chamber (3300 m.w.e.) next year.
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NEUTRINO MASSES AND GALAXY FORMATION

M.J. Rees
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ABSTRACT

The i s " i « of "hidden mass" i s c ruc i a l to models of galaxy formation, and a l so to the

question of whether the Universe can have the so ca l l ed " c r i t i c a l dens i t y " . If one species of

( s tab le ) neut r ino had a mass of 10-100 ev, i t could in p r i n c i p l e provide such mass; however the

p rope r t i e s of galaxy c l u s t e r s predic ted by neutrino-dominated cosmogonic schemes may not be

compatible with what is observed. The physical ideas involved in these schemes are out l ined and

compared with other ideas about what the "hidden mass" cons i s t s of. The present wr i t t en text i s

merely a summary of the main po in t s covered in the oral p r e se n t a t i o n .

1 . INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Neutrinos and weak interactions play a role in many astrophysical contexts, which time does

not permit me even to list in this talk. However, before focussing on my main theme - the

possible effects of non-zero masses - let me mention briefly two contexts where the quantitative

properties of the weak interactions are quite crucial:

(i.) Supernova explosions. Supernovae of type S are believed to be triggered by neutrinos

generated in the collapsing core of a massive star. At near-nuclear densities, the neutrinos do

not escape freely (as they do, for instance, from the centre of the Sun); instead, a "neutrino

shock" is sufficiently well coupled to the stellar material to blow off the outer layers. (For

a recent discussion of this topic, see Che papers in Rees and Stoneham/1/).

Cii) Primordial helium. The proporcion of helium emerging from the big bang depends, in

the "standard" model, primarily on the temperature at which the neutron-proton ratio "freezes

out". If the weak interaction coupling constant were somewhat weaker than it actually is there

would be an unacceptably large amount of primordial He,

So, if the weak interactions were '"•-10 times more feeble, the universe would consist mainly

of He, and supernovae could not explode.

There are still too many uncertainties in supernova theory for us to be able to invert Che

line of argument, and use observations of supernovae to tell us about neutrino physics (actual

cross-sections, coherent scattering off heavy nuclei, etc.). On the other hand, many cosnologists

are sufficiently confident about the theory of primordial nucleosynthesis, and measurements of
4

the He abundance are so precise, that the experimental uncertainty in the neutron half—life is

a significant impediment Co confrontations between models and the data.
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4
The predicted He abundance a lso depends on the number of neutrino species . This is because

the expansion r a t e at a given temperature T depends on the square root of the to ta l energy density;

th i s can be wri t ten as f(T)aT , where a i s the ordinary Stefan-Boltzmann constant , and f(T) allows

for the number of species (not jus t the photons) contr ibut ing to the energy density a t temperature

T. When kT = 1 Mev (the value a t which the neutron-proton r a t i o freezes o u t ) ,

fil ffTl - 1L + 1 „ fno- o f 2-component.
CO t(T) " X + 8 X ( neut r inos '

uncertain contribution ^ 1 from other
particles that decoupled when

Well-known arguments, which have recently been extended and c r i t i c a l l y analysed by Yang et a l . / 2 /

suggest that primordial nucleosynthesis might be in trouble if there were more than 3 neutrino

species .

2. NEUTRINO MASSES AND THE DENSITY PARAMETER fl.

I t is convenient to express mean cosmological dens i t i e s p in terms of the c r i t i c a l density

and to define a "density parameter" ft = o/p .fc.

The number density for each (2-component) neutrino species is n * 3/11 n , where n is the

density of photons in the microwave background, whose temperature is now T = 2.7°R.

! T

(3) n^ s 110 —y"^

This compares with a density of ̂  10 cm for the observed baryons (see further discussion

below). So, if one species of neutrino has a mass m e.v., its contribution to ÍÍ is

2
Hubble]U) a " 0.01(m )

v v e . v . l 4 n i u j
MO yrsJ

The mass range 1 - 100 ev is thus of great cosmological interest. At first sight, (4)

suggests that any neutrino mass well above 100 ev can be ruled out. However, the foregoing simple

argument has actually assumed that the rest mass of the neutrinos is negligible when they de-

couple from other species at kT > 1 Mev; if the masses were £ 1 Mev, the number would have been

attenuated by a Boltzmann factor: the present density would be << 3/11 n , and (4) would no

longer apply. A fuller calculation /3/ shows that any stable neutrino species in the mass range

100 ev - 2 Gev is excluded. One sure way to refute the standard hot big bang model would be to

discover a stable neutrino mass in this range!

3. EVIDENCE FOR HIDDEN MASS IN CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES AND GALACTIC HALOS

The best evidence for hidden mass comes from studies of the rotation curves of disc galaxies

at large radii, and from applications of the virial theorem to groups and clusters. This evidence

is summarised in Figure 1 and its caption.

Detected material which is known to be baryonic contributes only a • 0.01; however, Che

total amount of stuff that is reliably inferred via dynamical arguments yields ň - 0.1 - 0.2. It

is unclear what this dark matter is. Options include

Faint low-nass start (< 0.1 M_„„)
DUH

Dead remnants of early generations of massive starí Ibl

Primordial neutrinos of t 10 ev rest mass

Other kinds of particle: axions, photino* (or other "inos"), «onopol«*
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Figure 1. The upper part of this diagram shows the apparent increase with scale o£ the aass-to-

light ratio of astronomical systems (measured in unirs of "gmi^sUH' a 1 1 •••••' l r e *n l o l a r

masses). This increase is due to two distinct trends: (i) ordinary stars and gas are a decreasing

proportion of the mass of the larger systems; and (ii) in the larger systems, even the 'ordinary'

(star + gas) components have a higher M/L, because they consist primarily of elliptical galaxies

with few young stars, and contain much hot gas revealed only by its X-ray emission.

In the lover part of the diagram, effect (ii) is subtracted out. One then finds that the

physically nore fundamental ratio of 'ordinary' matter to unseen matter is independent of scale in

all virialised systems larger than galaxies, and has a value consistent with Si s 0.2. If S! - 1,

the extra nass cannot participate in clustering.

This figure is adapted from Blumenthal et_ al_. /4/; fuller details of the data on which it is

based can be found in this paper. (The issue of unseen mass in dwarf spheroidal galaxies is

uncertain and controversial: the diagrams show these systems plotted twice, depending on whether

they do or do not contain unseen mass.)

Strings
Primordial black holes
Grains of "exotic" matter Ibl

A universe with ň - 1, favoured by some theorists, is compatible with the data only if the
excess mass does not participate in the clustering process - or if, for some other reason, the
galaxies do not "trace" the overall mass distribution on large scales. For the purposes of this
talk I shall discuss only the neutrino option.

Primordial nucleosynthesis calculation* yield the best agreement with observations if the
baryonic contribution to Q
"need" for non baryonic dark
value.

is no more than 0.035 Í ' H ^ I , ! , " 0 ' 0 T") • Ihere is thus a definite
rk metter if t | ) u b b l t » IO"> yrs, but not if t | | | l b b l t has twice this
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4. CAN PRIMORDIAL NEUTRINOS PARTICIPATE IN CLUSTERING?

If m i* 0, primordial neutrinos would cease moving relativistically when the Universe cooled

below a temperature such that kT = mvc
2; the neutrino thermal velocities would then cool adiab-

atically « T , and would (if the Universe had remained homogeneous) now be only ^ 100 (n^) km s

For mv > 1 ev (cf. (4)) these velocities are low enough to suggest, prima facie, that neutrinos

would surely "feel" the perturbirg gravitational field of galaxies and would participate in

clustering. There are, however, two quantitative constraints on this.

The first is based on phase space considerations: there is a limit (̂  ve^J1) to the number

density with which neutrinos with velocities < v can be packed without exceeding their primordial

phase space density. There is thus a lower limit on the possible value of niv if neutrinos are to

be able to form a gravitationally bound system of given mass and radius. For a "halo" of core

radius a, and velocity dispersion V Q ) this yields /7/ the inequality

Ä i •» 3 / 2

This relationship is interesting in that it combines microphysical quantities (mv and Planck's

constant h) with the "astrophysical" quantities v and a. For galactic halos (taking a = 5 kpc)

(5) yields mv > 25 ev (for a more careful assessment see Madsen and Epstein /8/). This looks like

a gratifying coincidence, since m^ = 25 ev falls squarely in the range given by the apparently

independent argument leading to (4). However, equality cannot prevail in (5) unless bound systems

(such as galactic halos) can form and virialise without diluting the phase space density. Where

we consider how galaxies might have formed, we find that this is unlikely to have been the case.

[Condition (5) is equivalent to the statement that a bound system with velocity dispersion

v cannot have a higher density than the mean cosmological density at the epoch where tlie neutrinos

(if still homogeneously distributed) would have had thermal velocities ^ v . The primordial

phase space density in the "hot" big bang is ^ i that of a cold and fully degenerate neuttino gas}.

In the early universe, neutrinos would have been collisionless at all tiroes t > 1 sec. At

time t, they could traverse (and homogenise their distribution on) mass scales up to

(6) t p(t) (vyt)> t

where p(t) (and hence T (t)) are given by the Friednann equation, and

!

(kTY >mwc»)

kT

The Mass-scale (6) attains its maximum value when kT = m e 3 . Consequently, no primordial

inhomogeneities in the neutrino distribution would survive on scales smaller than •>. [p(ct)1]._ . ,.
1 8 - 2 —2

This is approximately 10 (m ) M , and can equivalently be expressed as (• /a r o t o n' tines the

Chandrasekhar mass. A more detailed calculation along these lines (see, for instance, ref. /9/)

shows that the corresponding length scale is

(8) »crit - *l x (i«u/30 ev)"
1 Mpc .

Relating • and n by (4) this can be written

<9> »crit - l3 C ''Hubble'10'0*2 M» c
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Unless there are primordial fluctuations in the photon/baryon ratio ("entropy" fluctuations),

it is a firm prediction of neutrino dominated cosmological models that the f irst bound systems to

form should be on scales of order A . i and models of this type have been discussed in great

detail, particularly by Professor Zeldovich and his Moscow colleagues /10/. The value of A . is
10 . crit

embarrassingly large (even if ft = t, t„ . . . s 10 yrs); the formation of individual galaxies

must result from complex gas-dynamical processes in regions where the baryonic component has been

compressed into sheets ("pancakes") or filaments» and i t is unclear to what extent the neutrinos

could remain "cool" enough to aggregate into galactic halos, rather than forming a diffuse

component of hidden mass. Regions with dimensions > A . must have collapsed early enough to

explain the subsequent formation of galaxies (and if we think quasars involve galactic nuclei, we

must conclude that some galaxies had formed at redshifts z >.3). Clustering on those large

scales > X . is not as conspicuous as the neutrino-dominated model would predict; some authors/11/

have indeed adduced this as a fatal objection. However, there is certainly evidence for some

superclustering and voids on characteristic scales ^ A . ; moreover, we do not understand galaxy

formation well enough to know how well the clustering of galaxies traces the overall density on

scales "-• A . . The bary on ic matter in galaxies would be more "clumped" than the neutrinos for

two reasons: the baryonic gas would cool before galaxies form; and dynamical friction would tend

to segregate massive galaxies after their formation. Some "escape clauses" may nevertheless

remain, rendering the neutrino-dominated model compatible with the data. Otherwise,we oust either

invoke a non-adiabatic component to the init ial fluctuations, or else abandon the idea that we

inhabit a neutrino-dominated universe. (If the Lyubimov et_ aK /12/ experiment were confirmed,

we would have to think harder!)

Neutrino-dominated models for galaxy formation have one clear advantage over baryon-dominated

models. Because neutrinos are not coupled to the haryon-plus-photon fluid, inhotnogeneities in

their distribution can start to grow via the usual gravitational instability before the era of
recombination (t * t ; T = 4000°K). The neutrino distribution at t can thus be "lumpier"rec f̂ rec
than the baryonic distribution: after t , however, the baryons (being then decoupled from

photons) can fall into the potential wells provided by the neutrino fluctuations. This i s an

advantage because the small-scale isotropy measurements of the microwave background (revealing

AT/T í 2 x 10 on scales ^ 3' /13/) are primarily probing velocity perturbations in the baryons

at t . In a baryon-dominated universe with adiabatic perturbations, the background radiation
~~ rec
ísotropy limit rules out any fluctuations with amplitude large enough to have led to the observed

distribution of galaxies by the present day.

A hypothesis which retains this latter advantage of the neutrino model, but which evades the

diff icult ies entailed by the large value of A . , is that the universe is dominated by non-baryonic

matter which is "cold", in the sense that fluctuations on scales > galaxies are not attenuated by

free-streaming. See, for instance, Blumenthai <* aK /A/ for a detailed discussion. The cosmogenic

consequences of this scheme are essentially independent of what this "cold dark matter" actually i s .

Possibil it ies include axions, photinos, or primordial black holes; but neutrinos would be a tenable

option only if one species had a mass in the critical range around 2-3 Gev (cf. ref /3/> which is

probably now ruled out for the 3 species believed to exist .

5 . UNSTABLE NEUTRINOS?

Arguments frost astrophysics ( e . | . supernova observations) and iron cosmology (e.g. survival of

light elements, and the intensity and spec trun of background radiation) can set constraints on the

possible lifetimes cf unstable neutrinos /11 f14/. If the decays gave rise to photons, then the

lifetime must exceed the Hubble time except for masses < 10* cv. If the decays were non-radiative

/15/ then a wider area in the mass-lifetime plane would be permitted. One can rfevite models for

galaxy formation where one neutrino has e mass > 100 ev (allowing acceptably small values of Vrit*
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but where the neutrinos decay Into non-interacting re la t iv i s t i c particles before the present day,

so that the contribution to ft i s not given by (4 ) , but i s acceptably low. Such models can f i t the

data on clustering and missing mass if the parameters are suitably chosen /16 ,17/ , but seem some-

what contrived.
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The present results on two-neutrino and neutrinoless double beta decay obtained both in

geochemical experiments and with counter techniques will be reviewed and discussed. Their implica-

tions on the problem of lepton number non conservation will be considered and limits will be

obtained on the mass of the neutrino under the hypothesis that it is a Majorána particle. Limits

will be also set on the possible contribution to neutrinoless double beta decay to weak right

handed currents, taking also into account the decays on excited nuclear levels.

Designed experiments and future techniques, including the low temperature one, to further

investigate neutrinoless double beta decay will be compared and discussed.
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BEAM DUMP NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS

P. Perez

C.E.N. Saclay, Francs

1. PKIHCIPLt AMD CTTHODS

B. Pontecorvo proposed in 1971 and 1975 tha principle of beta dump neutrino experiments to

»*reh for new sources of neutrinos /I/.

A beam of proton* it duapad into a thick target of haavy aatarial (several intaraction

lengths). If ihort-llvad parttclat ara produced (lifatima S. 10" " •) which dacaj into final

states containing neutrinos, thasa nautrinoa aicapa from tha targat and asy ba datactad. They ara

rafarrad to as "prompt" nautrinos. Known particlas luch at *, K, A, S, produced in tha

proton interaction!, have a vary long decay path compared to their abtorption length <- 20 ca in

copper), and therefore ara noitly abaorbed before having a chance to decay. Tha rate of neutrinos

froa thete "conventional** tources is supprasted by a factor 10 to 10 compared to a uiual

wide band neutrino beam, facilitating tha search for the proapt cignal. If new penetrating

neutral particles ara produced, they aay alto be teen in the neutrino detectors.

Although very auch diminished, the nuaber of conventional neutrinos is still of the sajne order

as that of proapt neutrinos. Two methods are used to extract the proapt signal froa the observed

rates. The first is to subtract the calculable background of known sources (i.e. *, K, ....

decays) froa the detected number of events (subtraction method). It became later possible to

install targatt of different densities alternately in the same beaa. The rates increase linearly

with inverse density, * and K having more chance to decay. In the doaain of densities explored,

particles which have a typical dacay path of 100 iim still do not feel the change. Consequently

an extrapolation of the observed rates to infinite density is equivalent to retain only the proapt

rates (extrapolation method).

2. EXPEglKtHTS

A aariet of experiment! were performed at CBRN in 1977 and 1979 whote results will be

presented in Section 3. A new run was performed In 1981-82 at PNAL by the FMOW Collaboration 111,

and at CERN in 1982 the BEBC Bubble Chamber and two groups using "electronic detectors", CDHSW IUI,

and CHARM 151. The CERN experiments use a common beam.

Both beams at CERN and FNAL are 400 GeV/c protons. The CBRN copper targets were 17 and 5.6

plon Intaraction lengths ltf> long for the density 1 and 1/3, respectively (rig. 1). At FNAL

a Tungaten target with densities 1 O.3 L^) and 1/2.6 (2.5 L ) was used as well as a

Beryllium targat. At CERN the auon thleld is 180 a of iron and 170 a of rock.. Tha BEBC, CDHS and

CHASM detectors ara, respectively, 406 a, 46S a and 489 a away from the targat. At Ferallab the

targat it followed by 11 a of magnetized iron which deflect the auons (Fig. 2). The FH0U detector

is separated froa the targat by only (0 a. The aain difference between the THAI, and CERN set-ups

consist in an opening angle of 37 arad at FNAL compared with tha very forward 3 arad at CERN.

Several counters monitor tha proton baaa in order to check that no interactions take place

upstreaa the target, which would result In an apparent Increata of the proapt anon neutrino flux.

The bubble chamber BE8C wat filled with 75* mole mixture of Ke/Hj giving a fiducial mast

of 11.5 tons, and was equipped with an external auon identifier. The COHS detector consists of a

calorimeter of iron modules sampled with scintillation counters to measure hadronlc showers, and

Interspersed with drift chambers to measure the muont. The CHAM fine grain marble calorimeter

measures electromagnetic and hadronlc showers, and it followed by magnetized Iron toroldt and

proportional tubes to detect axiom. Tha m o w detector is a Pb-llquid sclntlllator calorimeter to

00i4N/pr/sa
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Mature also electromagnetic and hadronic showars. It If followed by * muon spectrometer. The

fiducial masses are, respectively, 483, 90.6 and 65 ton» for CDHS, CHASM and FtiOW.

Thar* If no major difficulty to detect CC v Interactions, whereas CC u intaractlons

demand anr* effort.

There are two mthodf to extract the charged currant (CC) v flux. In the bubble

chamber or in a fine grain calorimeter, electront and muons can be Identified event by event

almoft unambiguoufly. And, in the caf* of CDHS, the number of CC v( if obtained In a

ftatlttical way: one ute* a elaa* of evantf where the muon is not teen, which includet the

torched CC (v +v") t< well af neutral current (HO event!. Then the obferved CC vf

together with the known ratio HC/CC serves to subtract the NC component.

3. 1977 and 1979 RESULTS

In 1977, a prompt electron-neutrino signal wat reported at CEKN Ibl. The two heavy liquid

bubble chambers Gargamelle and BEBC found a ratio of electront to muonf more than five timef

bigger than expected from conventional

calculations of «,K decays. The CDHS detector saw an apparent neutral current over v

charged current ratio three tinet bigger than the normal NC/CC ratio from v scattering alone.

In 1979 another series of experiments took place 111. Three experiments were performed at the

Brookhaven ACS with 28 GeWc protons, but with no evidence for a prompt signal. In the same year

three other experiments were carried out at CBHN with the higher energy protons of the SPS at 400

GeV/c: again BEBC, CDHS, and CHARM. A new feature of these experiments was the use of targets of

different densities.

The three CERH experimente confirmed the presence of a prompt v and 7 signal, and

were able to establish also a prompt v flux. The prompt ~ signal was less clear. The

statistically most significant CDHS result indicated a smaller \T than » flux

(~ /v » 0.46*"'21) although with still large errors.

At this time it was already a general agreement that the bulk of the prompt leptons, also

observed in other high-energy hadronic interactions, was due to charm production and subsequent

semileptonlc decay, in which case the ratio of the prompt electron neutrino to the prompt muon

neutrino flux should be 1. The three experiments were in agreement but with a v /v ratio

smaller than unity (Table 1).

The CHARM group also reported a number of prompt muonless events at low shower energies

(2 < E . < 20 GeV) in excess, by 2.4 standard deviations, of electron neutrino interactions
snower

expected from DD charmed meson pair production and decay, and not accounted for by electron or

muon neutrino interactions (Pig. 3).

These interesting results needed confirmation, and a new run of beam dump neutrino experiments

was approved.

4. THE MEW RESULTS /g/

The angular acceptances were Improved by moving the CBBM target 400 m nearer to the detectors

compared to the 1979 position, which resulted, together with an Increase in the number of protons

delivered, in a gain of ttatistics of a factor 6. Also the monitoring of the beam was especially

carefully surveyed and studied. Still the Fermilab experiment needed less protons to achieve the

same kind of precision: the prompt neutrino angular distribution is much wider than that of *

and K due to the large mass of I he charmed particles so that the signal to background ratio is

enhancad the closer the detector is to the target.

Incept for HIC, the result* available today are obtained with the extrapolation method. The

values of the ratios v"/v and ( « « ) / ( » +~) a m summarized In Table 2
for energies above 20 CeV. v v ' '
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BEBC, FMOV and CHARM extract the prompt CC u f rites by recognizing directly the

•lectrona. CHARM *nd FHOW also use the statistical method of CDHS to cross-check their results.

As both Mthods give the sa» results Table 2 corresponds to the direct Method.

A proapt ~v signal is established clearly this tim. The ratio ~ to v is

compatible Kith unity. But BEBC is able to distinguish electrons f r on positrons and gives also a

ratio w v . - " » : : : » -

The ratio of proispt electron neutrino to prompt muon neutrino is compatible with 1 except for

CHASM. In fact the rates of prompt v as given by the three CERN experiments agree, but the

prompt v rate is a factor 2 bigger for CHARM. Figure 4 Illustrates this problem Where one

sees that the raw v rate at density 1 Is higher for CHARM (1311) and lower at density 1/3 (5*>

than CDHS rates. The difficulty of such a method of extrapolation appears here, in the case of

the CERN fet-up where an error of 1% In the raw muon rate at density 1 results In an error of 3-4%

in the prompt muon rate!

The CHARM group has repeated their Measurement of low-energy prompt muonless events. The

excess from expectations of charm production is now only of 1.6 standard deviations (Fig. 3),

which is no more significant.

5. Discussion

Should the ratio B = CC v /CC v ba 1?
• v

An asymmetry could be induced by charmed F mesons. Indeed their pure leptonlc decay is

Cabibbo favoured in contrast with D decays, and this decay favours unions over electrons by the

ratio <m '*,>*• This is moreover a two-body decay and the outgoing neutrino has a

larger energy than in three-body semileptonic decays, which enhances their detection because the

neutrino cross-section rises with energy. This effect could induce a ratio R as low as 0.92 /9/.

It is anyway not the end of the F story because, if there is no phase space suppression, the decay

into Tv should even more dominate. Then, as v interactions look like neutral currents,

they would be included in the muonless simple and, in the case of the statistical extraction of CC

v events, B would increase.

Another process has been Invoked which introduces charm semileptonic decays through charged

Hlggs bosons /10/. These scalars couple proportionally to the mass of their secondaries and could

generate an ey asymetry.

A. De Bujula et al. /U/ have proposed another scenario: the charmed particles would still

decay equally into \>8 and v , but the vfi's would oscillate into another type of

neutrino, possibly v . The oscillated v 's would not have an enhanced energy as those

from two-body F decay, and the experimental cut at 20 GeV may kill them, as well as the

explanation for a large W v asymetry. Still G. Conforto 1X21 tried the exercise of

fitting the beam dump W v ratios at different distances and energies with an oscillation

curve. A 30% confidence level fit is achieved with the parameters Am3 - (360 i

40) ev2 and sin2 (2o> - 0.32*°"1*, where Am3 is the difference of
-o.oa

squared masses of the neutrinos that oscillate into each other, and a is their mixing angle.

This can be compared with the only positive result from an experiment at the reactor of l.n Bugcy

nil, which finds Am* =• 0.2 ev* and sin2 (2a) ~ 0.2, a very different mass range.

Up to now we have supposed that the source of prompt neutrinos was charm. The bourn dump

experiments are not well-suited to check this assumption as they cannot sec, by principle, the

charmed particles directly. The fact Is that no coherent quantitative description of the data on

charm hadronic production exists /14/. Different experiments are sensitive to limited and

different kinematičtí regions, and Ih* observed numbers of events arc extrapolated to calculate
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total cross-sections which differ in the end by orders of magnitude.

An interesting contribution in this field was given by FHOw. They could study the dependence

of the charm cross-section on the atomic number A by the use of the Be and V targets. They find

that the cross-section for prompt neutrino production has the same A dependence as the total

inelastic cross-section (~ A ° ' 3 ) . If such a dependence is assumed, their total charm

proton-nucleor. cross-section is - ISO ub, an order of magnitude higher than other SPS

experiments at the same energy that see directly the charmed particles /HI. If these results are

correct one may even ask the question whether charm Is actually the source of the prompt neutrinos?

The beam dump neutrino experiments may also be used to look for new penetrating particles.

Limits heve been published on the production of a variety of hypothetical objects like axions,

heavy neutrinos /IS/ and suparsymmetrlc gluinos 121.

b. COHCLUSIOM

Beam dump neutrino experiments have established a new source of neutrinos. However, they

cannot check that this source is charm. In the hypothesis of charm, the ratio v /v

should be close to unity. Three out of the last four experiments have v /v ratios

compatible with electron-muon universality. The beam dump experiments have achieved some

measurements relevant to the subject of hadronic charm production. They are also a tool to search

for new classes of particles kindly offered by the theorists.

Table 1

Ratio of prompt (vg+vg) and (v^-tv^) CC events
from the CERN 1979 beam dump experiments

Prompt 1 p events
from extrapolation

Prompt 1 M events
from subtraction

BEBC

-

0.59+O-
-o.

»5

21

0

0

CDHS

.78+O-
-o.

.56+o-
-o.

ao
24

o?
1*

CHARM

0.49 ± 0.21

-O . 1O

Table 2

The 1982 results

v /u
V V

BEBC

1.22 ± 0.73

ll36-0.35

CDHSW

0.78 ± 0.21

0.88 i 0.17

CHARM

0.84 t 0.18

O.Sl""*
-o.oe

mow

1.09 ± 0.20 i 0.20

0.92 t 0.1S
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NEUTRINO PHYSICS AT FUTURE COLLIDERS *

A.De Riljula

Theory Division, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Extracted beans and fixed target facilities at future colliders (the SSC and

the LUC) may be (respectively) impaired by economic and "ecological" considera-

tions. Neutrino and muon physics in the nulti-TeV range would appear not to be

an option for these machines. We partially reverse this conclusion by estimating

the characteristics of the "prompt" Vu., V/_ , Vz and /U. beams necessarily produced

(for free) at the pp or pp intersections. The neutrino beams from a high lumino-

sity (pp) collider are not much less intense than the neutrino beam from the

collider's dump, but require no muon shielding. The muon beams from the same in-

tersections are intense and energetic enough to study .U.p and/7N interactions

with considerable statistics and a Q -coverage well beyond the presently avail-

able one. The physics program allowed by these lepton beams is a strong advocate

of machines with the highest possible luminosity: pp (not pp) colliders.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interactions of muons and nuon-neutrinos with nucleons have not been

experimentally studied with beams of energy in (he TeV range. The ^eJ\f inter-

actions have been analysed in detail only at energies of ft -decay. Not a single

\>T has ever been seen to interact in a detector. These are sufficient reasons

to justify a V , j/^, Vj- "program" at any future high energy facility, but one

can say even more.

Much of the interest of V^- and tí. -scattering physics resides in the stu-

dy of the deep inelastic nucleon structure functions F^tx.Q ). Their measure-

ments in light nuclei (H, D) are still statistically limited. In heavier tar-

gets (such as C and Fe) errors in F2 ar« dominated by systematics and errors

in xF,, are both statistical and systematic. In neutrino experiments the

systematic errors are dominated by the imprecision of hadron calorimetry, and

would decrease with energy as E . Errors in the measurement of the Q -evolu-

tion of the non-singlet structure function xF3 jeopardize the cleanest tests

of QCD. Very little is known about the ratio (FZ/(TL. No experiments measuring

M- •» ̂ transitions have been performed. Besides testing conventional expecta-

tions, lepton scattering at higher energies could also reveal "nonstandard"

physics: right-handed currents, new particle production, substructure of

quarks and/or leptons, etc . Clearly much remains to be done in neutrino

and muon physics.

Two high snergy hadron colliders are now seriously discussed '. The Ame-

rican SSC would be a 20-on-20 TeV pp collider, for which we shall assume a

luminosityX. = 10 cm s . The European LHC, to be placed atop LEP, may b«

a pp or pp machine. We shall assume the LHC beam energy to be 8 TeV, and the

luminosity to be 10 3 3 (1031) cm"2 s"1 for the pp (pp) options.

We allege in this paper that the production and prompt decay of charmed

particles at the collider's intersection points is the source of energetic

and highly collimated lepton beams, whose interest for physics is not negli-

gible. The geometry and origin of these beams are shown in Fig. la,b, respecti-

(Based on work with R. Riickl, ref. 9
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vely. In Chapter II we derive the main characteristics (total flux and average

energy) of the prompt lepton beans and compute the expected event rates at a hy-

pothetical "standard" detector. In chapter III we compare the neutrino and beams

produced in the collider mode with the neutrino beams from a beam-dump, and with

future ep facilities, respectively. Crucial to our considerations is an estimate

of charm production cross sections at TeV energies. Our estimates are explained

in detail in ref. 9.

Fig.l a) The colliders'intersections (here 6) as a source of lepton beams,

b) Charm (G ) origin of the lepton beams at a collision point.

II. PROMPT LEPTON BEAMS FROM THE INTERSECTION POINTS OF

FUTURE pp (pp) COLLIDERS

At the very high energies we are contemplating, the charm production cross-
section (T~ is expected to be a good fraction of the total pp or pp cross-section

c
M . o f W e a r S u e i n detail on the basis of an approximate universal scaling law

of particle production, that <T/(J~ . %. 10% is a very reasonable conservative
c tot

estimate of charm production at these very high energies. Most of the produced

charmed particles (all but the very high- pT ones) fly and will decay within

the straight sections of the beam pipe. To be convinced of this, assume charm to

be produced with a Feynman-x distribution (l-x)n, with n somewhere in between

0 and 5. The average energy of a charmed particle is E c = E /(n+2) and, hence,
1 3

the typical decay length for •„='2 CeV, t ? 5 i 10
C C

"13 sees is

dc = rc.rc = (f2c
Approximately 10% of charmed particle decays contain an (cV£) pair in the

final state, another 10% contain a (/"• tyc) pair. The production fraction of each

penetrating "prompt" lepton (/.<, Ve orVj^) is thus 0.1 i'c/y\ot £ 0(1?*) of the

total collision rate. It is on this fairly efficient way of making two lepton

beams (a "leftwards" and a "rightwards" one) per collider intersection, lhat we

shall capitalize.

The prompt lepton beams are naturally highly collimated. Let/p ')> be the

average transverse momentum of the produced charmed particles. Their average

production angle is i)- = (Pp/E,.^ s (m2) <( PT^/I£_. The average lepton angle iŕ.

in a typical "three-body" lemiluptonic charm decay is of order (m - «..)/(2Ľ ),

with m K the K or K mass, llonce, the average lepton to proton beam angle is of

the order of
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(2)
— - r - * • / \ - •, a p y

For <^pT^ = 1 CeV and n = 3

(3)
$• az (0.7 vracíš) (<P 7Í

The "contamination" in the prompt lepton beams from the decays of other

heavy flavors, such as beauty, is quite negligible: the beauty production cross-

section is only a small fraction of the chant production cross-section. More

surprisingly, the contamination from T (or K) decay is also likely to be small

at all lepton energies but the uninterestingly low ones. To be convinced of this,

assume the leading-charged-pion x-distribution to be (l-x)™1" , with itf- close

to 4. The typical decay length of these pions is

To estimate the contamination of leptons from F-decay in the "prompt" lepton

beam, let L be the length of the colliding straight sections (after flying for-

ward for L meters the pions will hit soae material in the accelerator or the

walls of the tunnel, and be lost as a source of hard leptons, see Fig. lb). The

ratio R of hard leptons from pions and charm is of the order

TJ
For ff!/(T"tot

 = 1 0 <* a n d even for a very long straight section with L = 74 m, is of

order 10%. It goes without saying that in the SSC, whose tunnel is not predeter-

mined, theorists see no reason not to make a couple of diametrically opposed

straight beam-tube sections be several kilometers long ( a small fraction of the

SSC's circumference!). These collision points would then be copious sources of

(A, Vju.) from IT decays and Ve'» from K decays.

We proceed to argue that no muon shielding preceding a neutrino experiment

is necessary: all one needs is some 100 meters of soil to absorb the hadronic

and electromagnetic showers from the primary collisions. Let N be the number of

interaction regions in the collider. Consider a neutrino experiment placed some-

where along one of the 2N neutrino beam* that the collider is tangentially pro-

ducing for free. In a conventional neutrino experiment each machine burst produ-

ces zillions of muons that would completely blind the apparatus, unless efficient-

ly absorbed ana/or deflected. The muon and neutrino beams from a collider, on

the other hand, are practically DC beams. Let the collider, for definiteness, be

a pp machine with 2ŕ= 1 0 3 3 cm"2 s"1. Assume 0^ o t to be of order 150 mb 3 >. The

rate of pp collisions is thus 1.5 x 108/s. If (<^/^ o t> BR(c *<.<->>X) is IX, the

muon rat* Is 1.5 x 10c/s. [_For a 15(150) ns spacing between bunches this would

correspond on average to on* incoming muon every/•-40(4) beam crossing*.~^ Surely
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a neutrino detector can stand this rate of single muons and could even be trig-

gered by them, should one decide to sacrifice Ve physics [ neutrinos are unfor-

tunately not "tagged" since the parent charmed particle momentum is not Measur-

able 1 . The Magnitude and shape of the incoming muon flux, as well as theu* tfct

interactions and the high-Q2 u. *Uinteractions in the "neutrino" detector also

offer interesting physics potential.

Let us now estimate the average Ý and M. energies in the proapt beam, and the

event rates to be expected in conventional-size detectors. The main source of

uncertainty in the shape of the fluxes is the longitudinal momentum distribution

of the parent charmed particles. For D(C) production the least biased data are

the ones from the LECC-EHS collaboration ),that "visually" measured charm pro-

duction in pp collisions at /1T= 26 GeV. Within rather limited statistics, no

significant difference in the x-distributions for D and D was observed, and the

cross-section was found to be compatible with the form

ap?
t OJ

t.1± 0.3) Ge V
-2 (6)

The smaller n is, the harder the x-distribution of the charmed particles, the

"better" (more energetic and interactive) the V a n d ^ beans. In what follows

we shall refer to a conservative choice n = 2 as our "optimistic" expectation

for a D(C) x-distribution, and to n = 3 as the "pessimistic" choice. We shall

assume F's to be produced with the same distribution as D's. The present ex-

perimental information on A production is even less satisfactory than the one

on charmed mesons. Charmed baryons are candidates for a "leading particle effect"

since they may contain two of the parent proton's valence quarks. The qualitative

experimental indications are indeed that A are harder than D's, with an expo-

nent n compatible with 1, or even smaller, as suggested by certain theoretical

models5'. Our "optimistic" ("pessimistic") assumption for the A c x-distribution

is n = 0.5 (n = 1). The lepton fluxes also depend on the assumed production

cross-sections and leptonic branching ratios . Table 1 summarizes the "optimistic"

(fairly conservative) and "pessimistic" inputs used in our extrapolations to

higher energies.

Table 1 - Parameters of our models of charm production

%WlWrtiC

*vVJ0
í
3

p. J"

(T-flc)
tr(£'3)

0.4

S-ÍS

<r(Ff) Q-{tf)
r(F-)r Q)-)

1

F-9a((
2%
1%

In addition, we adopt the following semi-leptonic branching ratios for charm-
Si .ed particle decay

8R 0 - (7a)

ó % (7b)

(7c)
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e branching ratios are central experimental values, while the assumedThe D and A

BR(F) is the one expected from both "spectator" and "annihilation" decay mecha-
nisms. To estimate BR(F-»£•%) we co-bine the Measured lifetime with the theore-
tical expression for the purely leptonic decay6':

(8)

/ZôúM*

The averan i^(/ ) enemy in a semi-leptonic "quasi-three body" decay c-r_.

of energetic charmed particle is approximately Eo/3. The average energy of our

lepton beams in D,AC,F •»/ ý X decays is thus <E> = E /(3n+6). In the decay of

a fast F+ into t+ Vr the average ^.(T) energies are (l+m^/m^)EF/2. In the subse-

quent -£• -> v̂ -+... decay the average neutrino energy is approximately E-./3. Thus

F 's produce ŷ -'s <ýr 's) with an average fraction 0.09 (0.3) of their energy.

The expected average energies (in TeV) of the different lepton beam components

are given in Tabel 2 for the choices E = 8,20 TeV and for our two models of

charmed particle x-distributions. The quoted values are within 20% of the naive

estimates we just made, and come from more careful analytic and Monte Carlo

calculations described in ref.9.

Table 2 - Average energies (in TeV) of the various components of
the neutrino and muon beams

LHC

SSC

pzss.
opt

pess-

IVfc
a-s f
0-99
1-3C
103

tilt
0-£2
0-99
1-SS

0-f?

on
2-if
i-f2

Ac-i

£>•

0-

2-
2

(-7
0(

0-

0-

0-

0-

ff

*S

i(.

0-

0-

1-

1-

&s
so
i<f

We proceed to estimate the total lepton fluxes and event rates. Let (H t(C)

be the total (charm production) cross-section, let € (JL) denote a particular

charmed particle (lepton), and let Jť be the luminosity. The lepton flux is

Here, the factor -j-reflects the fact that this is the flux in one of the two
beams emitted by each interaction point. To estimate Tl . we use the fit3'

tot

q o t * [3J.3 +0.S LvZ(s/So)~]-mb , 50 = HQ Gz V
 Z do)

which predicts <rtot • 145(173) mb at LHC (SSC) energies. With our estimate
. í 10% we obtain

(lla)

(lib)
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(SSC) - -m^ (*Ao» c^sečf) ("c,

Let us now concentrate on the number of interactions produced by the neutrina
beams. The total (charged plus neutral-current) neutrino cross-sections per
nucleon should at the relevant energies still be giren by the approximate ex-
pression

(TY (&%-•) s (fyr- i-tVyjr - iS^&ŕijgý) (ia)
where we hare used sin B"w *-" 0.21. The number of neutrino interactions per cen-
timeter per second in a deteotor whose transverse dimensions are larger than
the beam width (recall' the small divergence of the ••ari is

ff&
(13)

where jo is the target density and N A (nucleona/gr) is Avogadro'a number. To be
specific, consider an L = 25 meters-long deteotor of average density JO *5gr/oa3,
exposed to the beam for a "working year" of T = 10 seconds. The number of in-
teractions in this detector, estimated from Eqs. 7 to 13 and Tables 1, 2 is
given in Table 3. These estimates are obtained with the following C(C)/(TĽ

ratios, implied by Table 1:

) . 1 (-y'-p'T'T'T) "optimistic

(T I T ' T ' 17 ' Ti) "P»
The z* leptons produced by charged current ť-neutrino interactions should

at these high energies be visible with a detector of modest granularity. At the
LHC, and in our "pessimistic" model, the average decay path of a f + is 0.7 cm,
if it is produced in the chain F"-). v>_ -?-j-+, and 2,5 cm if it comes from F+-y

T+•* vL"*T+. For a V~ the

decay lengths are 0.6 cm in the chain F+ ->l£>t and 2.0 cm for F" •> f" -*|£f ~.

At SSC energies, these numbers would increase by the machines'energy ratio

~ 20/8.

We have mentioned that for a sufficiently short hadron shielding the prompt

•uon flux is practically unmodified. The shape of the fA~{,tZ) fluxes is similar

to that of V/u. (Vic). Thus, as in Table 3, we can easily estimate the number of

yU-~ -» Vu or KL ->vju. charged current interactions in our standard dstector in a

standard year. The result is given in Table 4.

Another obviously insteresting quantity is the number of high momentum

transfer^ +/U- scattering events in our standard detector. We call an event

"interesting" if it occurs with a momentum transfer Q 2 ) > Q Q ~ 1 0 0 GSV 2: the appro-

ximate upper limit for which good data already exist. The total cross-section

of interesting events for incident energy E/^ is, in the conventional notation,

and upon neglect of weak effects:

: £



Table 3 - Number of neutrino interactions in a "standard detector" (defined in
text) per 107 seconds of running withoC- "*33 — " 2 -"*10 3 3 c.
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fable 4 - Number of charged-current nuon-induced interactions in the
sane conditions aa in Table 3
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In the abore estimate, we have used V£ (0)^0.4 v vtthAf*^*n)/Z and the fact that

(1-y) approziaately arerages to 1/3. The number of "interesting auon events in

our standard detector in a "year" of Y = 107 a ia given in Table 5. Clearly, the

rates of Table S are fairly large. For a dedicated sraon experiment, a target much
3samller than our "standard" (j>

suffice.
5 gr/cm3, L = 25 n) neutrino detector aay well

Table 5 - Number of "interesting" (Q )>100 GeV2) events for conventional

electromagnetic smon scattering in the same conditions as in Tables

3 and 4
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All of the above considerations refer to pp machines with if = !O ci'V •
A pp option is likely to have a two orders of magnitude smaller luminosity;
all of our estimated event rates would accordingly decrease by a factor "-• 100.
The prompt "free" lepton beams are a good physics reason to aim at the pp option
for a collider.

III. COMPARISON OF TIC "FREE"ý-BEAMS WITH BEAM-DUMP GENERATED OWES

It is interesting to compare tha propartiea of our "free" neutrino beams
with tha neutrino beam that eould ba generated in the beam dump with which the
same collider facility ia neoessarlly equipped8'. Let d ba the number of times
par day that the collider's D M U M are dumped, before proceeding to a new refill-
ing. Lat N-(lfs) be tha number of protons (antiprotoas) dumped each time. Lat H Bat N-

numb
lfs

be the number of bunches of tha collider. We shall normalize our forthcoming
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considerations to the parameters ) listed in Table 6. The extracted p's (p's)

Table 6 - Educated guesses or some parameter* of future collider*

•WC iff)

ct
3
3
v3

2-Si 10*
Np "A

60 ô 6

oust be blown up before hitting dump . If the cone that the blown-up beams fora
has an aperture ot ̂ I mrad or less, the neutrinos from the dump are sufficiently
well collimated to do experiments with. The cm.*, energy in the collisions of
the extracted particles with the nucleons in the dump is /s~~l22 (.194) GeV at the
LHC (SSC). The laboratory energy distribution ot the produced charmed particles
(and prompt lepton beans) is the same as that of the particles produced at the
pp (pp) collision points. (This is Feynman-x scaling, broken only by scaling
violations in the fragmentation functions, presumably not very important for
diffractively produced particles). What should be very different at lower cm.a.
energy is the charm multiplicity ^/(T^^.We estimate in ref.9 £ / ^ ot

 to be °*
order 2.3% (3.4%) at /š~=122 (194)GeV. Given the approximate equality in shape of
the beam-beam and beam-dump generated neutrino fluxes, the simplest way to com-
pare the two beams is to compare the normalization of the fluxes, without referen-
ce to a particular detector.

The number of leptons of type,/ produced by all of the dumped N protons is

J
where we have counted only the most energetic leptons, produced in the decay of
the charmed particles created in the "first generation" proton interactions in
the dump. The time-averaged ratio of the beam-dump flux to the beam-beam flux of
Eq.(ll) is given by

(beav? (16)

(beav,-be**,) triO'secs ' <riot ^{2
Substituting the parameters of Table 6 and the quoted cross-section ratios, we
obtain

rJ3 -2 -r-
•fů e n s

This means that, on average

(17a)

(17b)

the' beam-dump v"-beam is -^3(10) times mor* intense
that the beam-beam V'-beam in the t>p versions of the LHC (SSC). In the pp version
of the LHC this intensity ratio would increase to «*> 0(300): The beam-beam genera-
ted beams are in this case of rather low intensity. The transverse six* of the
beam-dump generated ý -beam at a deteotor is bound to be bigger that what could
be achieved with a beam-beam generated beam. For a sufficiently wlds detector,
the number of V interactions per year can be estimated by multiplying the numbers
in Table 3 by the corresponding ílux ratios ot Eq.(17). The result of this exer-
cise for the total number of neutrino interactions per year in our standard
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(p=5 gr/cm,L=25m) detector is 1.7xlO6 (1.2xlO6) at the LHC in our optimistic

(pessimistic) model. With our assumption N (pp)=N (pp), these numbers apply to

the pp version of LHC as well. At the SSC, the number of interactions is an order

of magnitude larger s 1.8x10 (1.3x10 ). It would clearly be nice to be

able to afford this more expensive version of neutrino beams. An interesting

remark concerns the number of neutrino interactions per extracted bunch in our

standard detector. To obtain it, divide the number of interactions per year by

365/jr (days in a physicist's year), by 3 (the assumed value of d: dumps a day)

and by Ng, specified in Table 6. The results are of the order of 1, 36 and 7

for the pp, pp versions of the LHC, and for the SSC, respectively. In the last

two cases we may have been contemplating too large (!) a neutrino detector, un-

less one can extract the beam by fractions of a bunch.

The beam-dump generated beams have, in spite of their favorable intensity,

several short-comings that we now discuss. A first, easily solvable problem of

the beam-dump generated beams is the following. The decay length of a charmed

particle at the relevant energies is of order 12 cm(30 cm) at the LHC (SSC), see

Eq. (1). This is larger than an interaction length^, in a solid target of densi-

typ:

JLi =
-1

=7-
b \ -3

v (n-// j v p
Thus, the first few interaction lengths of dump ought to be made of thin, well

separated slabs, to let the charmed particles decay.

A second (unsolvable?) problem concerns the number of hard muons N„ produced

per extracted bunch:

(19)

These numbers are so enormous that a costly muon shielding (or several kilometers

of sell) are certainly necessary downstream of any ľ-detector. In addition, many

slow muons are generated by the decay of "slow" secondary pions in the dump's

interslab spaces. Detailed physics with these abrupt spills of muons is certainly

out of the question. A possible solution may be to "dump" the beam on an internal

gas-jet target.

Another interesting question is the comparison between the necessary beam

dump that we have just discussed and a hypothetical "dedicated" beam dump experi-

ment. Let the collider be operated as a dedicated accelerator for N h hours/day,

and let these protons be dumped in the dump. Assume the collider to accelerate

proton* in this mode at a rate of N~J = 10 -

cated to dumping". The ratio of dedicated

from the dump is

-JD n x ŕ iO (?,f- ííl'7/vV, ) LHQ

p/minute, where "D" stands for "dedi-

(D) to necessary (JO neutrino fluxes

t • iŕ/Nŕ) SSC ( 2 0 )

For our standard choices of parameters, a one hour a day dedicated running pro-

duces 80(30) time* more neutrino event* at the LHC (SSC) than the necessary beam

dump. The total numbers of neutrino events per standard year per standard detec-

tor for Nn*l (and our other "standard" choices of parameter*) is summarized in

the following table. Clearly the dedicated beam dump is the best (though moat

expensive) option for neutrino physic*, while the beam-beam generated muon* are
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the only useful ones for physics (unless an extremely slow extraction of protons
is feasible).

Table 7 - Comparison of the numbers of neutrino events
(per standard year and detector) in various scenarios

rí °Pt'

opi-

pea-

3eam-tseaw

G-2< Jf0r

<ŕ.6 x <$*

f-9 x f O6

Access
beam
1-7 x
1-3 x
f-<? x
•f-3 x

ary
clump
SO6

tot
ioÝ

10 f

Dedicated,
beam dump
•1<t x •lO'3

1 • 0 X 10
S~-t x -fOť

3-9 x ro*

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Vře have argued that the "free" prompt muon and" neutrino beams from future
pp colliders are sufficiently intense, energetic and collimated to be of inter-
est tc physics. We believe that their potential ought to be considered when
choosing the characteristics of these machines. The most obvious example is the
choice between pp and pp options: we wote for pp.

The physics that can be explored with the prompt muon beam from a pp collider
compares favorably with that of approved or hypothetical ep colliders, at all
but the highest values of Q2^> 1000 GeV2.

The "free" neutrino beams are energetic and intense enough to deserve utili-
zation, but the more expensive beams from beam dumps equipped with muon shield-
ing are considerably more intense, as can be seen in Table 7.
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Recent develomments on the interface between grand unified theories and cos-

mology are discussed. Emphasis is given to the neutrino masses, the baryon asym-

metry of the Universe and the cosmic inflationary scenario, which plays a crucial

role in the context of super-unified theories.
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THERMODYNAMICS OF THE UNIVERSE

C. Marx
Department of Atomic Physics, Eotvos University, Puskin utca 5, Budapest H-1088

Past and future are so markedly
different because the universe is
still very young./F_ H u n d /

The Newtonian Dilemma

The success of the Newtonian program is due to the fact that the laws of motion

have been formulated in form of time dependent differential equations:

md 2x/dt 2 = F/X/ (1)

(or the equations of Maxwell,Schrodinger, Dirac etc.)r based on laboratory obser-
vations. Here X is a set of parameters characterizing the state of the material
system. F(X) is an explicit function describing its interaction with the environ-
ment. In order to get the present state X(t), beside the differential equations

(1) one needs also to know the initial conditions

X(0) = X Q. (2)

But these cannot be learned by experimenting in laboratories! For a while, one
tried to borrow them from elsewhere (from theology or philosophy). Scientists of
the last century were worried about this alien input. To be able to explain the
material world by itself, a steady state universe was postulated at least on large
scale:

d 2X/dt 2 = 0.

On this way physicists hoped to be able to get X by solving the time independent

equation

F(X) = 0 .

Theoretical investigations have led, however, to inherent logical difficulties

and empirical contradictions.

The fundamental equations (1) are symmetric with respect to time reversal

t — > -t. This means that if X(t) is a solutions, then the function X(-t) satisfies

the equation (1) as well. This is called reversibility. But our world shows itself

essentially irreversible in time! So an additional information was introduced:

The world is made of many small pieces, what may called atoms or particles. (In

more scientific terms: the number of degrees of freedom is infinite in the univer-

se or in any piece of Its stuff.) Any energy concentrated on an atom (on a single

degree of freedom) will dissipate spontaneously, because the environment has much

more degrees of freedom. The chance for concentrating again is negligible. (If W

is the number of ways how energy can be distributed, then S~lnW is called entropy.

Entropy in any isolated macroscopic piece of matter increases in time, giving

irreversibility to our world.) This lrreverslbllity is a precondition for life and

technology. A desired sequence A -> B -> C of events can only be realized if

24 7
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E > E B > E • l n each step a small fraction of energy is dissipated on an irrever-

sible way in the environment. That is why we need friction (and no ice) on high-

way, that is why the car needs gasoline (in spite of the fact that we want to

stop anyhow at arrival), that is why we get hungry for breakfast (even after

quiet sleep, during what we did not perform mechanical work).This explanation of

irreversibillty did not support the steady state world picture of the last century.

Olbers called the attention to the following paradoxon: A star of luminosity

LQ from a distance r produces a light intensity I=Lo/4trr at the Earth. If the

stars are distributed with uniform density n in space, a spherical shell of thick-

ness A r contains AN=n4íTr Ar stars. Their total light intensity at Earth

will be A I = I
O A

N = n l i A r - *£ w e assume n and I^to be the same everywhere and

everytime, the total light intensity reaching Earth turns out to be

co r

I =J dl =nLQJ dr =00.
rmin rmin

How comes then, that it is dark at night?

Clausius formulated the paradoxon on a more general way. In an eternal

(timeless) universe everything would have levelled up, our world have had to be

in thermal equilibrium, in the state of heat death (S=max). How comes that we

experience hot and cold, bright and dark?

An other well known paradoxon of dynamical nature was shown by Seeliger. The

classical equation of the gravitational potential U,

does not have a regular solution for a constant nonwishing mass density O • (Any

mass M is a source of 4ft'GM gravitational lines of force. All masses are positive,

so the sources do not cancel. If, however, gravitational force is present, masses

must accelerate. This is a sophisticated formulation of the simple observation,

that stone cannot float still, if there is other body nearby. It falls into,

orbits around or runs away from the body.) Only an empty universe can have

steady state.

A historical shock helped to break through this mental barrier (Petrograd,

1922). Alex Fridman was the first who dared to conclude that the dynamical

equations (1) do not have static solutions 1 World must either contract or expand.

The technological revolution on the other hemisphere (the 100 inch telescope on

Mount Wilson) confirmed this conclusion. The universal red shift in the spectra

of galaxies indicated that the galaxies run away from each other. The larger the

distance, the higher the speed: v«*Jr. Hubble's law offered a simple explanation:

those galaxies are farer away, which run faster. The whole race of expansion might

start abouttj. - r/v years ago with a Big Bang. From the observed proportionality

v/r = 15 *3km/s per million light years we getf„5í24 billion years. (The actual
n

age of the universe may be smaller, because the mutual gravitational attraction

decelerates the galaxies.)

[_ Mathematically: a galaxy at a distance R is decelerated by the masses being

within a radius R, so an "energy equation" is valid:

1 Ŕ2 - | ( 1|1 R 3$ ) = E * const.
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Just today R/R = T = 24 billion years. But R does not increase linearly with time:

If E can be neglected (at least in the early dense universe) and if

41f r Q /3 - M = const (mass conservation in a dust-filled universe), from

one gets

Ŕ 2 & 2.GM/R

R(t)s>(4.5GM)1/3 t 2 / 3

as solution. This givesX a • R/R = 3t/2, resulting in t = 2ť„/3 = 16 million years
n B. n

for the present age of the universe J

Hot Universe

This cool Big Bang left a number of questions unanswered. If the density of

matter was such high in the early universe, how comes, that the compressed nuclear

particles did not produce heavier nuclei,which represent lower energy states than

the light nuclei aboundant in the present universe? The only answer could be

(argued Gamow in the 1940-es) that the early dense universe was hot, preventing

the formation of composite nuclei.

In the early era of satellite telecommunication two engineers of the Bell

Telephon Laboratory scanned the sky, searching for quiet radio bands (1964). They

discovered that space was filled isotropically with electromagnetic noise, corres-

ponding to an overall T = 2.7 K radiation temperature today. In the expanding

universe the electromagnetic wave can be depicted as a sine curve drawn on a rubber

sheet. While the length R(t) of rubber is stretched, X. will grow and T drops

according to Wien's displacement law. When distances were thousand times smaller,

temperature was thousand times higher (above the ionisation temperature of atoms).

When distances were billion times smaller, temperature was billion times higher

(above the dissotiation temperature of nuclei). On this way the thermal history of

the universe can be reconstructed: it is gradual adiabatic cooling.

[Mathematically: The Stefan-Boltzmann law gives '•he mass density of radiation,

Trad ' "

The corresponding entropy is

S r a d = 4aT3V/3 = (16T/9) a (TR)3 (5)

in a volume V = 4lťR3/'3. In case of adiabatic expansion S r a d = const > 0, so

TR = const. Going back in time (R-VO), the dust density O , i^ R~ increases

slower, than the radiation density O J A / T <^R~ . Today p . ^ ( O , but

early enough R was small, the universe was radiation dominated. Neglecting E and

Q dust i n e q u " *3' ° n e 9 e t s

(Ř/R) 2 • S V G q r a d / 3 .

Taking <5 r a d from equ. (4) and T from equ. (5) one gets (Ŕ/R) <vR~ f which can be

easily integrated. For S = const this gives R(t)/v^ t in a radiation dominated

universe. Substituting this back into formulas (4) and (3) one gets
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g = 3/32iTGt2 and T = (3c2/32iťaG)1 / 4 / t 1 / 2,

or practically, _ _ _
kT = 1 MeV/ ̂ t s e c . (6)

This is the cooling law of our world.j

The background radio noise of T=2.7K means that 10 9 times more photons are in

the universe, than atoms. From thermodynamical (entropy=disorder) point of view,

our world is made of light. These photons originated from the first 100 000 years

after Big Bang. (When t > 1 0 5 years, Jct<1eV, so protons got able to capture elect-

rons. Neutral atoms were formed, the cool gas became transparent for radiation.)

The spectrum of the observed relic radiation shows a Planck shape and it has the

same intensity from any direction up to four decimals. This indicates that the

early universe was in thermal equilibrium!

[This empirical conclusion can be simply explained. Gravitational force is a

universal property of all sorts of matter:

F = G.M.M/r2.

When the temperature T was very high, all particles possessed a large energy

E=kT, which corresponded to a big mass M = E/c . These big masses acted at each

other with a strong force F at small distances r. So the early hot and dense uni-

verse forgot about its peculiar initial state and established a complete thermal

equilibrium (within 1O"4Os).l

The universal radio noise is not the bliss of creation but the glow of hell!

The heat death happened in the past. But today, 10 years after the Big Bang we

experience shade and light, death and life, past and future. The Universe somehow

experienced a resurrection from heat death.

Resurrection from Heat Death

Let us consider a simple model experiment with two containers. In the first

container there is argon, in the second container of the same size there is nitro-

gen. The joined piston carries weights, so both gases are under a pressure of 2 atm.

They are in thermal contact, consequently both have the same temperature, say,

200°C. In equilibrium there is no arrow of time. Remove now half of the weights!

Both gases will expand quickly. By raising the piston, they perform work against

gravity at the cost of thermal motion. The monoatomic argon cools to 76°C, the

diatomic nitrogen cools to 121°C. (Nitrogen stores energy also in form of molecular

rotation, so in order to perform the same work, it has to cool less.) Expansion

against gravity created temperature difference! (We can even drive a steam engine

for a while.) But heat conduction will start soon to level up the temperatures

(transient arrow of time). Soon they will reach a new thermal equilibrium at a

common temperature of 104°C.

After this experiment we can try to formulate our thesis. I. The dynamical

equations countaln an inherent instability: There are no stable solutions.

II. Thermal differences try to level up, to realize S=max. But: III. Matter

differentiated somehow in the early era. In the expanding universe work has to be

performed against the mutual gravitational expansion and the different components

cool with different speed. If some interactions among these components become weak

enough, the average time between two collisions may get larger than the age of the

Universe (t^ji > t) • On this way the transient temperature differences survive
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for a while, the universe can get out of thermal equilibrium. (Black body radiation

of relativistic particles has zero free enthalpy, but for a transient time it has

got positiv, offering a chance for structure formation and biological organization.)

The expanding universe has been rejuvenated, thanks to weak (tight) bottlenecks.

Let us imagine a huge castle with many-many closed rooms. A naughty kid, who

is able to make complete disorder in any tidy room in five minutes, enters the

castle. He starts increasing the entropy of the first room immediately. But the

housekeeper opens the door of a new room in every minute. Disorder keeps increasing,

but the kid gets farer and farer from the complete disorder.

The main goal of contemporary research in astrophysics is to find out, how this

happened in the actual universe.

First Day: Let Space and Time Bel

Let us recall the formula (3):

- — = E.

If E < 0 , then R~^oQ is excluded. After a finite time expansion stops and world

will collapse. The condition for the universe to be (practically) infinite in space

and time can be taken form equ. (3) : Q ;
c r i t t

where

icrit = (3/81TG) (Ř/R) 2 = 3/8*^ Gtjj.

The present value of has been quoted earlier, from this value
c r i t

=10

(7)

26

kg/m is obtained. Astronomical evidence indicates that the actual value of Q

cannot differ from this value by orders of magnitudes. (There are galaxies on the

sky, so Q cannot be very small. The universe is pretty old, so O cannot be very

large,)Using formula (7) in equ. (6) and taking into account the obtained solution

R(t) one gets

t> " 2
crit>

If there was
c r i t

> | > 1 0 " 1 2 ' s ay- a t t=10"40s when equilibrium was

first established, this deviation would have increased (proportionally with the

age t of the world) to 1 0 4 5 till today! If
c r l t

< there would have been no

galaxies on the sky. If < ? » 0 c r i t »
 t h e world would have collapsed long ago. What

could be the explanation that the universe was extremely fine tuned to

<̂  • S e r i f i-e- t o E = ° 7

Theoretical physicists, searching for a consistent mathematical description

of fundamental particles, introduced the Grand Unified Theory of all interactions.

One of the conclusions of this theory is, that originally all the particles were

of equal (zero) mass, all the forces were of equal strength. Differentation of

matter into light and heavy particles, differentation of forces into weak and strong

interactions can be attributed to a phase transition: the "freezing of vacuum"

resulted in an order parameter <fy ¥ 0. A« a consequence, different particles have

picked up different potential energies: itijC2 • g ^ > 0.During tho phase transi-

tion a latent heat A was liberated, which warmed the world to a temperature

T ( Á" a To'* T n l 1 h e»t might be the origin of the huge entropy what we observe

now by radio telescopes in the relic radiation.
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The cooling of the early universe was very fast, due to the rapid expansion.

But the freezing process of vacuum needed a certain time, to form ordered domains

depending upon the pecularit-i.es of the phase transition. So the universe was over-

cooled for a considerable period: An energy density A remained latent in the

"liquid vacuum", in spite of its low temperature. This transient overcooling had

strange consequences: the size of the universe was inflated}

(Mathematically: Let us substitute the latent density Q , . = A/c2=const
L«* y latent

into equ. (3). If the first term dominates,

(Ŕ/R)2 = 8TGA/3c 2E.t: o"
2 = const.

From this one gets an exponential solution

E(t) = R(tQ) exp (t-t^/T^.

If the duration t-t of overcooling is large with respect to the "onstant f , the

universe might be inflated by many orders of magnitude.)

The inflation of R makes the E term neglible in equ. (3), by this offering

space and time for the history of the universe. This is why the matter density

coincides with the "favourable" critical density O . .

Second Day: Let Protons Be!

Radiation has higher entropy, than a hydrogen gas of the same energy. Annihila-

tion of protons plus electrons into photons would increase disorder in the universe.

According to the Grand Unification Theory such transitions may go via the hypothe-

tical X particle:

p + e <^ X^>photons.

How comes that there are still protons and atoms and solids around us? (Luckily

not too many: one proton for one billion photons. One per million would be too

many: their gravitation would have made the universe collapsed long ago!)

The X particle is predicted to be billion times heavier than the proton. In
2 9 7

the early hot universe (kT,>- m e K, 10 m c ) radiation passed above the X mass

barrier and produced quarks. Then the universe cooled down so fast, that some

matter got trapped in the quark state with low S and large G. Quarks may decay

slowly into radiation only by tunnelling through the X energy barrier. The decay

time has been calculated to be longer than 10 years. (Search goes on, to observe

this slow proton decay.) This is, why our present universe, stuffed mainly by

disordered photons, still contains some protons and atoms as well, as overcooled

transient relics of the kT>m e era. It does contain protons to make galaxies

and people, but it contains only few of them not to terminate world history by an

early collapse.

[Details of proton creation happened like this: at kT ,> mxc quark matter and

antiquark matter were In thermal equilibrium with X particles and radiation, which

meant an equal number of quarks and antiquarks. When kT dropped below m e , the
2

equilibrium number Nxn/exp(-mxc /kT) of X particles became partically zero. The

actual decay of the X particles was, however, weak and slow, so they survived in

the cool environment for a while. When they decayed on an irreversible way, they

produced quark excess, as a consequence of the charge asymmetry of weak Interaction!]
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Third Day: Let Nuclei Be!

When the universe became cooler, antlquarks annihilated. The quark excess

survived and condensed into protons and neutrons. The ratio of neutrons to protons

was

Nn : N p = exp £-(Mn-Mp>C
2/kT3.

i.e. practically one while kT> (M -M )c jilMeV. The temperature dropped below

this value after the first second. At low temperatures the equilibrium number of

neutrons is practically zero, but their actual decay into protons, n->p +e +V is

again weak and slow, taking about 10 minutes. Neutrons survived for a few minutes.

Free neutrons in a cool world Is very non-equilibrium state. Some neutrons were

captured by protons, producing composite nuclei, because nuclear binding already

resisted the mild thermal motion. This is the way how heavy hydrogen, helium,

lithium and some other light nuclei were made. Heavy hydrogen and lithium are ex-

cellent nuclear fuels for the fusion reactors of the future. They could not be

produced in hot stars, only in the cool outer space. But free neutrons either

decayed or got captured within few minutes. The nuclear buildup stopped before

reaching thermal equilibrium.

Fourth Day: Let Stars Bel

Let us consider a two component system, made of photons and massive neutral

particles, in the exponding space. The temperature of each component is proportional

to the average kinetic energy of the particles, kTviJE (p) where p is the momentum

p=h/%. The wave length /, changes proportionally to R(t) . For light: E=cp=hc/Ä,

so radiation cools according to T<\/R(t)~ . For a gas of dust, E= p /2m=h /2m J( ,

so a nonrelativistic gas cools faster: TrVR(t)

Above T=10 000 K the gas was completely ionized. Its charged ions were coupled

electromagnetically to light, consequently plasma and radiation were in thermal

equilibrium, they had the same temperature. But when the world cooled below the

ionization temperature (about 100 000 years after Big Bang), electrons were captured

by protons and other nuclei. The gas of neutral atoms got decoupled from electro-

magnetic waves. While space expanded by a factor of 10, the radiation temperature

decreased to 1000 K, but gas temperature dropped to 100 K. Temperature difference

was created by expansion! In the cool hydrogen gas (only slightly contaminated by

light elements) gravitation started to build up mass concentrations. Unluckily,

too late. According to calculations, at that time the gas density was already so

small, that the largest clouds could not collect more than 10 solar masses. How

comes that space is crowded today by galaxies, which contain billions of stars?

The explanation might be, that some massive neutral particles were interacting

only weakly with radiation and plasma, so they decoupled much earlier from light

and started faster cooling while the universe was still dense. Neutrinos are as

aboundant as photons, but they got decoupled from the plasma within the first

second. If we assume that they have a rest mass of about 30eV, they became non-

relativistic much earlier. They cooled faster, till today they reached the tempera-

ture T^ * 0.0004 K, to be compared to the radiation temperature T^ < 2.7K. The

calculated average speed of their thermal motion may be about 8 km/s, less than

the escape velocity from Earthl The slow neutrinos were strongly affected by

gravity. They built up the first astronomical objects within 1000 years after Big

Bang. The gravitational field of these neutrino superstars were present, when
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neutral hydrogen gas appeared. The neutral atoms fell Into the gravitational wells

of the neutrino superstars, which were just of the appropriate size to make the

observed superclusters. The mass of the first and largest astronomical objects is

so directly related to the mass of the tiny weakly interacting particles, which

helped to make them! (The 30 eV value for the rest mass of neutrino finds some

support by the lab observations of Ljubimov.)

Later on superclusters fragmented to galaxies and galaxies fragmented to

stars.

Fifth Day: Let Chemical Elements Bel

The present atomic universe contains today 75% hydrogen, these simplest

nuclei, in spite of the fact that iron offers the deepest binding energy per

nuclear particle. Nuclear matter has got trapped in hydrogen state in the early

hot era, when thermal motion overwhelmed nuclear binding. After the sudden cooling

Coulomb barriers separating the positive nuclei prevented the fusion of protons

toward iron. Later the contraction work of gravity heated the core of stars again

to several million degrees, offering a new chance for nuclear buildup. The first
1 1 ^ 2

step would be the H + H-^"He fusion, but He isotop does not exist. (This is

why Sun does not explode like an H-bomb.) The only slight chance for lasting

fusion is an immediate beta decay:

1H +1H-»2He-^2H + eVtf.

From now on fusion may run smoothly <2H + 2H->4He etc) but the tight bottleneck

at the first step slows down the nuclear fusion chain from microseconds (H-bomb)

to billions of years (duration of star shine). Weak interaction makes the solar

reactor to work through billion of years, offering time for biological evolution

on nearby planets.

Sixth Day: Let Life Be!

Earth was made in an environment far from thermal equilibrium. In the Sun the

ovezcooleä hydrogen leaks through the Coulomb barrier to heavier elements, dissi-

pating energy Into space. A fraction of these energy quanta reaches the cool Earth,

is captured by photosynthesis and stored into organic molecules like sugar.

Plants, animals, people live by dissipating the energy of organic molecules.

[The Sun with a surface temperature Tg=6000K radiates energy. A fraction Q

hits Earth, warming it to a surface temperature of TE=300K. But the energy content of

Earth is not increasing steadily, because the same amount Q is radiated back to

outer space. Sun gives off the entropy A s = -Q/Tg. The change of Earth's entropy

is A s E . Outer space gets the entropy A s n = Q/TE. The overall variation of total

entropy cannot be negative, so

Thi« allows Earth to decrease its entropy: ^Sggi-QIT^-TgX 0. The energy,

originating from retarded lolar fu»lon, flow* through th« Earth rin»e» out th«

disorder produced on the planet. (The anargy Q has arrived in form of visible

photons, but It is giv«n off in form of 20 tines mora infrared photon*. Letm entro-

py is imported than exported.) The steady disequilibrium enables the formation and
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spreading of structures on our planet.1

John von Neumann has proved mathematically, that structures complex enough

may become able to reproduce themselves. Reproduction opened a new chapter in

cosmic history. Let us consider a realistic structure (say, blue-green alga), which

reproduces itself (by making use of sunshine) in about 60 minutes. In 5 hours (300

minutes) one gets 5 generations^ 2 exemplars. In 50 hours (about 2 days) one gets

50 generations= 2 exemplars. But in a noisy environment not all the copies will

be perfect. Random molecular collisions may produce misprints (Second Law). A

defect copy needs longer time, say, 75 minutes for reproduction. In 5 hours this
4 40

gives 4 generations^ 2 copies, in 50 hours 40 generations= 2 copies. Thousand

times less misprints than correct copies! Misprints are eliminated by natural

selection. Individuals decay and die, but the race does not age.

Let us assume that the environment changes (getting more sunshine or new

chemicals in the pond...) By chance a misprint looses a segment of DNA which is

not needed any longer in the environment. Earlier time this mutation would have

been lethal, but now the truncated DNA manages to copy herself in 50 minutes. In

5 hours this means 6 generations= 2 copies. In 500 hours she produces 60 genera-

tions= 2 exemplars. Thousand times more than the original one! Life is like a

folksong. It does not have a composer, but a history of evolution: All misinter-

pretations are quickly forgotten, but all improvements will be remembered. As we

see one can distinguish three levels of natural phenomena:

LEVEL ONE: An elementary object with a few degrees of freedom (rigid body,

mathematical pendulum, single electron) can be described by the equation of motion

on a deterministic way. These equations are symmetric with respect to time rever-

sal, so the motion is reversible.

LEVEL TWO: Any macroscopic object consists .of many atoms, so its behaviour

can be described on a statistical way. According to the Second Law any event

increases the total entropy. Each individual body wears off, decays, dies on an

irreversible way.

LEVEL THREE: Populations of selfreproducing structures (living beings, people,

ideas, cultures) do not wear of. They eliminate misprints and keep fitting to the

changing environment, as a consequence of the Second Law and natural selection.

Darwinian evolution is also Irreversible, but in an other sense)

Seventh Day: Take a Rest and Think 1

The cloud chamber contains air and alcohol vapour. If we expand it suddenly,

it cools adiabatically. The new equilibrium state would be cooler alr+liquid

alcohol. But alcohol remains overcooled vapour for a while, due to the finite

collision time. During this transient period the chamber is sensitive for ionizing

particles and can be used as track detector.

Due to the inherent Instability of the fundamental equations of notion; the

real universe Is in the state of expansion. The equilibrium value of antropy In-

creases with growing geometrical distances. In the high density and high tempera-

ture era collisions were frequent, the world reached thermal equilibrium soon, the

actual value of entropy reached the equilibrium value. Later on density decreased,

temperature dropped, collisions becane rare. Entropy kept climbing, but not fast

enough to follow the rise of the equilibrium value. (Like chasing a car, which is

faster than you.) The widening gap between equilibrium entropy and actual entropy

created strange transient phenomena like life and evolution. Past got Markedly

different from future.
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Gravitation made galaxies and stars. Strong interactions built up nuclei,

Electromagnetism shaped molecules and solids. But weak interactions created the

arrow of time.

The Day of the Last Judgement?

World experienced a resurrection form heat death. Will it return to heat

death again and when? This problem is a subject of intensive search today.

If energy is given, the maximum disorder is realized by massless particles,

i.e. radiation. If all the other particles disappear, which picked up rest mass

during early phase transition, will entropy reach its equilibrium value again?

Nuclear matter will make iron, stars will make black dwarfs, neutron stars,

black holes after the transient delay caused by weak interactions. Sunshine will be

extinguished in 10 or 10 years.

Protons may decay into positrons and radiation, stars and planet may crumble

away. The tunnelling through the X barrier may need more than 10 years.

Positrons (of proton decay) and electrons (left over from atoms), massive

neutrinos and antineutrinos will annihilate into radiation in 10 -10 years, if

the expansion is not too fast, if these lighter particles remain bound by the

gravity of neutrino superstars.

Even black holes will annihilate in 1070-1090 years.

In about 10 years matter may regain its original form: it will turn to

radiation in thermal equilibrium. But only if its interactions are not too weak

to realize annihilation by collisions before the dispersal in the expanding space.

What would you prefer? A five act drama like Hamlet may be more magnificent

piece of art that an endless TV series.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A typical hadron collision at high energy results, in general, in the production of a large

number of secondary particles. For example, in a pp collision at a centre-of-mass energy

/s = 540 GeV (the collision energy available at the CERN pp Collider), an average number of ^ 29

charged particles and t 31 photons 111 are emitted, with broad multiplicity distributions around

these mean values. These particles exhibit a steeply falling distribution of the transverse mo-

mentum variable p„ • p sin 8, where p is the particle momentum and 6 is the emission angle with

respect to the beam axis. At Collider energies the average value of pT for charged particles is

found to be /2, 3/ (pr) ~ 0.4 GeV/c.

Collisions giving rise to secondaries with limited transverse momenta are generally referred

to as soft collisions. As mentioned above, they represent the largest fraction of the total in-

elastic cross-section. Collisions resulting in high-pT secondaries, on the contrary, represent only

a very small fraction of it. They can be best studied in a way free from instrumental bias by

using total-absorption calorimeters centred around 90° and covering the full azimuth, to detect

events with abnormally large energy flows at large angles /4/.

To illustrate how this method works, we show in Fig. 1 the UA2 detector at the CERN pp Collider,

which contains a total-absorption calorimeter (the central calorimeter) covering the full azimuth

over tha polar angle interval 40° < 8 < 140° (the corresponding pseudorapidity interval is [rij < 1).

This calorimeter is subdivided into 240 independent cells, each subtending the interval A6 x A$ •=

= 10° * 15°, so that for each event it is possible to measure the total transverse energy I E de-

fined as

(1) Z E
T = 21

 E
±
 sin6i •

i

where Ej is the energy deposited in the i cell, Ô£ is the polar angle of the cell centre, and the

sum extends to all cells. The observed £ E™ distribution /5/ (Fig. 2) shows a clear departure from

exponential when J E T exceeds ^ 60 GeV.

In order to investigate the pattern of energy distribution in the events, energy clusters are

constructed by joining all calorimeter cells which share a common side and contain at least 400 MeV.

In each event, these clusters are then ranked in order of decreasing transverse energies (E.l > E* >

> E^ > . . . ) . They consist typically of 3 cells for E T * 2 GeV and 10 cells for E T • 40 GeV.

Figure 3 shows the mean values of the fractions hj - E'/J E and h - (E'+EÍ,)/£ E_ as a func-

tion of I E.J,. Their behaviour revals that, when J E T is large enough, a very substantial fraction

of I E_ is shared on the average by two clusters with roughly equal transverse energies (an event

consisting of only two clusters of equal transverse energies would have h - 0.5 and h • 1).

The azimuthal separation A6 between the two largest clusters 161 is shown in Fig. 4 for

events with \ E T > 60 GeV and Ej, E* > 20 GeV. A clear peak at A(|>12 - 180* is observed, indicating

that the two clusters are back-to-back in a plane perpendicular to the bean axi*.

The emergence of two-cluster structures in events with large \ E T is even nore draaatically

illustrated by inspecting the transverse-energy distribution over the calorineter cells. Figure 5

shows such a distribution for four tvDical events having J Ej > 100 GeV. The transverse energy is

seen to he concentrated within two (or, more rarely, three) M M I I angular regions.

These energy clusters appear to be associated with collimated multi-particle systems (jets).

This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows several charged-particle tracks, as reconstructed in the

UA2 central tracking detector, pointing to the energy clusters. Furthermore, longitudinal shower

developments, as measured in the calorimeter, are found to be inconsistent, in general, with those
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of single particles, but consistent with those of jets containing both charged and neutral high-

PT pions.

High-transverse-moraentum jets have also been observed by the UAl experiment 111 and, in pp col-

lisions, by the Axial Field Spectrometer (AFS) Collaboration /8/ at the lower /š values available

at the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR).

2. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

Hadronic collisions producing high-p_ jets were predicted in the early seventies in the frame-

work of the parton model 191 as the result of a hard scattering between two independent point-like

constituents (partons) of the incident hadrons /10/. The two outgoing high-pT partons then undergo

a final-state interaction with the other partons, which results in the production of many hadrons.

Since this final-state interaction involves only low-p_ mechanisms, the final result is the pro-

duction of two highly collimated jets, each having a total momentum approximately equal to that of

the corresponding scattered parton. Because the initial partons have low pT, the two jets are ap-

proximately coplanar with the beam axis; however, their longitudinal momenta are not equal and op-

posite, in general, since the initial partons may carry any fraction x of the momentum of the two

incident hadrons.

Today we know that the partons are quarks q, antiquarks q, and gluons g, and we have a non-

Abe lian gauge theory, quantum chromodynamics (QCD) /ll/, as the best candidate to explain the strong

interaction among these elementary constituents. In the case of incident p and p beams, the parton

fractional momentum distributions F{x,Q2) (structure functions) are determined experimentally in

deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering experiments (Q2 £ 20 GeV2) and extrapolated to the Q2 range

of interest (up to % 101* GeV2 at collider energies) according to the predicted QCD evolution /12/.

There are many elementary subprocesses which can contribute to jet production (see Fig. 7),

among which the most important at 90° are gg, qg (or qg) and qq scattering /13/. Of these,

the subprocesses involving initial gluons are dominant at small values of x, where the gluon

density in the incident hadrons is comparable to that of the quarks, or larger. This is the

case for most of the p range explored at collider energies; at the ISR, where high-pT jets

correspond to rather large x values, the dominating contribution is qq scattering.

3, INCLUSIVE JET YIELD

Figure 8 shows the inclusive jet production cross-section around 0 - 90° in • In tan 6/2 « 0)

as a function of the jet transverse momentum, as measured by the UAl 111 and UA2 /5/ Collaborations

at the pp Collider (/s - 540 GeV), and by the AFS Collaboration 18/ at the ISR (/s - 63 GeV). The

additional systematic errors, not shown by the error bars of Fig. 8, are typically of the order of

±50% for each of the three data sets. The jet yield at the Collider is much larger (by more than

three orders of magnitude for p. > 20 GeV/c) than that measured at the ISR. This fact was first

pointed out by Horgan and Jacob /14/ well before these data were available.

Also shown in Fig. 8 are bands of QCD predictions /14, 15/ whose widths serve to illustrate

the uncertainties in the theory arising mostly from different parametrizations of the structure

functions. In spite of the experimental and theoretical uncertainties the agreement between data

and theory is remarkable, especially because the theoretical curves are not a fit to the data but

represent absolute predictions.

These data offer the possibility of testing the existence of the three-gluon vertex which re-

sults from the n cm-Abe Han structure of QCD. This vertex enters into the QCD calculation of the in-

clusive jet yield in three different ways: in the elementary parton-parton subprocesses {see the

relevant diagrams of Fig. 7); in* the Q2 dependence of the gluon structure function; and it deter-

mines the variation of the strong coupling constant a as a function of Q2. Such a test can only be

performed, however, if the effects of this vertex can be clearly separated from other spurious ef-

fects, such as the uncertainties in the gluon structure functions and the systematic errors affect-

ing the experimental data. A careful analysis recently performed by Furmanski and Kowalski lib I

has shown that all these spurious effects can be described to a good approximation by an overall
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normalization constant; on the contrary, the suppression of the three-gluon vertex changes the p_,

dependence of the inclusive jet field. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which compares the ratio

between the UA2 data /5/ and the standard renormalized QCD predictions, with various QCD predic-

tions in which the three-gluon vertex was suppressed, all normalized to the standard QCD result.

This comparison provides direct evidence for the existence of the three-gluon vertex in QCD.

4. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF FARTON-PARTON SCATTERING

The study of the jet angular distribution in two-jet events provides a way to measure directly

the angular distribution of parton-parton scattering and can be considered, therefore, as the ana-

logue of Rutherford's experiment in QCD.

In practice, there are complications arising from the fact that the centre-of-mass of the two

partons does not coincide with the centre of mass of the colliding hadrons, and, in addition, what

is observed experimentally is a mixture of various subprocesses which occur at different centre-of-

mass energies. We can write

,„. djo -̂> A l B 2 T"1 gAB-»CD
\i) ———-^^—™_ = ^ " — — — — . i ,

dx dx d(cos 6*) ~ x x d (cos 8 )

where FA(x)/x CFfi(x)/x] is the structure function describing the fractional momentum distribution of

parton A (B) within the incident hadrons, Xi and x2 are the fractional momenta of the two incident

partons, and the sums extend to all possible subprocesses AB -*• CD. The values of Xj, x2 and cos 6*

are reconstructed for each event from the observed momenta and emission angles of the two jets /17/.

Equation (2) may at first sight appear hopeless in view of the many terms involved. However,

in the case of pp collisions the dominating subprocesses are gg -*• ggf gq •+ gq (or gq •• gq), and

qq •+ qq, which to a very good approximation have the same cos 9 dependence (see Fig. 10). It is

possible, therefore, to factorize Eq. (2) into one simple form

(3,
(cos6*) |_xidtcose*) r> v j L 2 r jd(cos8*)

If do/d(cos 6*) is taken to be the differential cross-section for gluon-gluon elastic scattering,

which to leading order in QCD has the form:

(4) do _ 9 v "s (3 • cos 26*) 3 ̂

d(cos6*) 8 2x,x2s (1 - cos
26*) 2

then it becomes possible to write

(5) L F i ( l t > * 8 ( x ) + I it*) + <l(x) I »
A S L J

where g(x), q(x) and q(x) are respectively the gluon, quark, and antiquark structure functions of

the proton. The factor 4/9 in Eq. (5) reflects the relative strengths of the quark-gluon and gluon-

gluon couplings predicted by QCD. Hithin these approximations it is possible, therefore, to measure

not only the shape of do/d(cos 6*) but also the "effective" proton structure function given by

Eq. (5). This can then be compared with the information on quark and gluon structure functions

available from deep inelastic lepton scattering experiments and provides another independent consist-

ency check of QCD (see Section 4).

The term do7d(cos 6*) in Eq. (4) contains a singularity at 6* - 0 with the familiar Rutherford

form sin"* (6*/2), which is typical of gauge vector boson exchange. In the subprocesses gg -» gg

and gq * gq (or g? * Í?) it arises from the three-gluon vertex. It is also present in the sub-

process <fl -* qq1, but in this case it would be present in an Abelian theory as well, as for e*e~

clastic scattering in QED.
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Figure 10 shows the cos 8* distribution measured in the UA1 experiment /18/ for jets with

PT > 20 GeV/c produced in the pseudorapidity range jnj < 2.5. Both the experimental data and the

theoretical curves for the three dominant subprocesses, also shown in Fig. 10, are normalized to 1

at cos 8* - 0. The data agree with QCD expectations, and they clearly show the increase towards

the forward direction expected from the sin"* (9*/2) singularity. The expectations from a QCD

theory based on scalar gluons, also shown in Fig. 10, are in strong disagreement with the data.

The results of the UA2 experiment /19/ are shown in Fig. 11, where they are compared with the

cos 9 distribution predicted by QCD with no approximations. The data cover only the range

|cos6 [ < 0.6 because of the limited polar-angle interval covered by the UA2 calorimeter.

A similar analysis had been previously performed at ISR energies using events in which both

jets consisted mainly of ir°'s 1201.

5. DETERMINATION OF THE PROTON STRUCTURE FUNCTION

In order to extract the "effective" proton structure function F(x) [̂ Eq. (5)] a quantity

S(Xj,x2) is defined in terms of the measured differential cross-section d
2o/dx1dx2:

(6)
d(cos 6 )

U

where 8*. is the smallest scattering angle for which both jets fall within the acceptance of the

detector (6*. is itself a function of x, and x_). The form of da/d(cos G*) in Eq. (6) is taken
min 1 ^

from Eq. (4) with a = 12TI/^23 In (Q 2M 2)], and the factor K (of the order of unity but affected by

large theoretical uncertainties) describes the effect of higher order QCD corrections /21/.

Clearly, if Eq. (3) is a valid approximation, S(x tx ) = F(x ) F(x ) and this factorization prop-

erty is indeed verified experimentally.

Figure 12 shows the function F(x) obtained in the UA1 /18/ and UA2 /19/ experiments using

A * 0-2 GeV and K - 1. In addition to the statistical errors there is a systematic uncertainty

of ^ 5032 on the overall normalization, which includes one half of the theoretical uncertainty on

the value of K £what is actually determined from the data is F(x)xŕíQ. Also shown in Fig. 12 are

curves representing the function g(x) + (4/9) [q(x) + q(x)J as expected from QCD fits to deep in-

elastic scattering data /22/. The collider results agree with the behaviour expected at the large

Q 2 values appropriate to these experiments (Q2 ~ 2000 CeV 2), and they show directly the very large

gluon density in the proton at small x. They also demonstrate the need for the Q2 dependence of

the structure functions as expected from QCD.

6. TOTAL TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM OF THE TWO-JET SYSTEM

If the two partons which undergo hard scattering have no initial transverse momentum, the

total transverse momentum of Che final two-jet system, P^ , should be equal to zero. In reality,

this does not happen because the incident partons have a small "primordial" transverse momentum,

and, furthermore, both incident and outgoing partons may radiate gluons.

Experimentally, F ^ is determined from the sum of two large and approximately opposite vec-

tors and it it sensitive, therefore, to instrumental effects such as the jet-energy resolution

and incomplete containment due to edge effects in the detector. These effects can be made small

by only considering the component of P;JJ, P defined in Fig. 13.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of P as measured in the UA2 experiment /19/ lor two-jet

events having E j * [ J > 40 GeV, A<r,2 > 120* and with each jet satisfying the conditions E, > in GeV,

in < 0.7. For P < 15 GeV/c this distribution corresponds to a P;JJ distribution of the fonti

V) dn exp [-

with (P.]-") - 7 í 1 GeV/c, while for P^ > 15 CeV/c the data lie systematically above the simple

p.irnmptrization piven by Eq. (7).
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These results can be compared with QCD predictions /23/, illustrated by the curve of Fig. 14 .

It is important to note that gluon radiation by a gluon (g -*• gg) , which occurs because of the three1

gluon vertex, has a rate 9/4 times higher than that of q •+ gg, and predictions based on the assump-

tion that gluons radiate like quarks disagree with the data (see Fig. 14). Since gluon-gluon and

gluon-quark scattering are the dominant subprocesses in the p range explored at the Collider, we

can conclude that the good agreement between the data of Fig. 14 and the theoretical predictions

can be considered as further evidence in favour of a QCD description of high-p_ jet production.

7. JET FRAGMENTATION

A high-p_, jet consists in general of many particles (fragments) whose motion vith respect to

the jet axis (defined as the direction of the jet total momentum P) can be described using two

variables: the fractional longitudinal momentum z * p * P/P2, where p is the momentum of the frag-

ment being considered (obviously 0 < z < 1); ard the component of p perpendicular to the jet axis,

q . The z distribution, D(z), is called the jet fragmentation function.

A complication in the determination of D(z) arises from the presence in the final state of

particles which do not belong to the jet but are associated with the initial partons which did not

take part in the hard collisions. These particles are generally referred to as "spectators" and

the system of all spectators in a hard collision is often called the underlying event. Since the

spectators have, in general, low-p values, they populate the low-z region and the function D(z)

can be reliably determined, therefore, only above a certain value of z which decreases with in-

creasing P. The complication is absent, of course, for jets produced in e e annihilation, where

the final state contains no spectators.

Figure 15 shows the function D(z) for charged fragments, as determined by the AFS Collabor-

ation /24/ at the ISR (<P) = 14 GeV/c), and by the UA1 Collaboration /25/ at the pp Collider

(P > 30 GeV/c). In the ISR experiment, all particles with p > 1 GeV/c are considered; in the

UA1 experiment, only those with z > 0.02 contained in a 35° half-aperture cone around the jet axis.

Also shown in Fig. 15 is the function D(z) for charged fragments of jets produced in e e col-

lisions, as measured by the TASSO Collaboration /26/ at PETRA (P í 15 GeV/c). For z > 0.1, all

three distributions agree within errors, suggesting that quark jets (which dominate in the ISR and

e e data) and gluon jets (which dominate at the pp Collider) have very similar fragmentation func-

tions. It should be noted that the excess of particles observed at the ISR in the region z < 0.1

is probably due to a contamination of spectator particles.

Figure 16 shows the average transverse momentum of the charged fragments with respect to the

jet axis, <qT), as a function of z, both for ISR /24/ and Collider /25/ jets. The value of <q )

is seen to increase from ^ 0.5 GeV/c for z - 0.1 to ̂  1 GeV/c for z values above 0.5, a feature

which is known under the name of "seagull effect". The distribution dN/dq£ for z > 0.1 and

P > 30 CeV/c /25/ is shown in Fig. 17, where it is compared with the shape of the p_ spectrum of

charged particles in minimum-bias events /2/.

The dominance of quark jets at the ISR is evidenced by the ratio of positive to negative par-

ticles which is shown in Fig. 18 as a function of z. Also shown are predictions of the Lund frag-

mentation model /27/ for the three final states qq, qg, and gg. The positive excess arises from

the fact that the colliding protons have two u-quarks and one d-qusrk; and the charge ratio in-

creases with z because hard fragments are likely to have been produced early in the fragmentation

chain and they remember, therefore, the charge of the parent parcon.

8. CHAKGED-PAKTICLE MULTIPLICITY IN JETS

The average charged-particle nultiplicity in a jet, (nCn)»
 c i n be obtained, in principle, by

integrating the function D(z) over the range 0 < z < 1. However, because of the contamination of

spectator particles, the uncertainty on D(c) at »«all c values is too large to make the result

aeaningful.
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A method to overcome this difficulty has been attempted by the UA2 Collaboration /28/ at the pp

Collider. Events are considered in which the two jets with the highest p_ are separated in azimuth

hy at least 150° and their invariant mass M.. is at least 40 GeV. For these events, Fig. 19 shows

the azimuthal separation <JJ between each charged particle observed over the polar angle range

20° < 6 < 160°, and the axis of the jet with the highest p T < The two peaks at $ *• 0 and $ = vt as

expected for two-jet events, show a small but significant shrinking as M.. increases.

A lower limit to the true jet multiplicity can be obtained under the assumption that there are

no jet fragments at <Ji • TT/2, but only charged spectators with a uniform (f> distribution. Then the

average charged particle multiplicity in a jet is given by

<>W 2 / ď? d* - 2 (a?Jw W 2 / ď ? * 2 (a?J

Values of i n

c h)
 s o obtained are shown in Fig. 20 as a function of M... Also shown for compari-

son are values of (n ,) as a function of /s for hadronic final states from e e collisions /26/,

modified according to Eq. (8). This procedure allows for a model-independent comparison of jets

from pp and e e reactions, suggesting that jets at the pp Collider have higher mean multiplicities

than one would expect from extrapolations of e e data. This can be understood in the framework of

QCD, which predicts that Collider jets arise mostly from gluon fragmentation, whereas e e col-

lisions are an almost pure source of quark jets. Fragmentation models based on QCD /29/v illus-

trated by the curves shown in Fig. 20, predict a higher relative multiplicity of gluon jets with

respect to quark jets. Using the structure functions given in Ref. 22, one expects that the frac-

tion of gluon jets in the data of Fig. 20 varies from ̂  752 to ̂  302 as M.. varies from 40 to

140 GeV, thus explaining the behaviour of <ncn) as a function of M-. observed at the pp Collider.

9. ENERGY FLOW AROUND THE JET AXIS

Figure 21 shows the transverse energy density as a function of the azimuthal separation $ from

the jet axif., as measured in the VA2 experiment /28/ for two-jet events. Only jets having |n| < 0.3

are considered in order to ensure full energy containment in the calorimeter. The peak at 0 - 0 is

much stronger than that observed in the charged particle density of Fig. 19 (note the logarithmic

scale in Fig. 21). This means that particles with large $ separations from the jet axis are soft

and make only a small contribution to the energy flow. Predictions based on QCD /29/ which include

the effect of gluon radiation, reproduce these results rather well: for jet transverse energies

20 < E_ < 30 GeV, the data are in better agreement with the behaviour expected for gluon jets,

whereas one needs radiation from quarks to explain the behaviour of jets with 40 < E < 50 GeV.

In all cases, the Fiela-Feynman fragmentation model /30/ produces jets which are much narrower

than shown by the data.

10. TWO-JET INVARIANT MASS DISTRIBUTION

In the previous sections we have seen that all jet production and fragmentation properties

rtudied so far are in agreement with QCD predictions. It is not surprising, therefore, that also

two-jet invariant mass distributions are well described by QCD and this has indeed been found to be

true by the UA2 Collaboration /5/ over the range of two-jet invariant masses from ^ 50 to ^ 250 GeV.

The main interest in studying two-jet invariant mass distributions is to search for heavy part-

icles decaying into quarks and gluons. In this case, one expects to observe a peak at the mass of

the heavy particle, superimposed on the smooth QCD continuum. A typical example is the production

of the weak intermediate vector bosons (IVBs), W~ and Z , which are expected to decay into qq pairs

with a branching ratio of * 752 /31/.

The mass resolution which can be achieved with conventional calorimeters is typically t> 8 GeV

in the region of the IVB masses, increasing with mass roughly as M . The data sample collected so

far at the pp Collider is not large enough to provide a statistically significant signal ahove the

QCD continuum in the mass region of the IVBs; however, in the UA2 experiment a peak with a statittical
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significance corresponding to ">- 3 standard deviations is observed I3ZI at M - 147 ± 3 GeV, with a

width compatible with the experimental resolution. Figure 22 shows the invariant mass distribution

for two-jet events with both jets well contained in the calorimeter. Gluon radiation in the final

state is taken into account by adding to the jet system any other jet with E > 3 GeV and emitted at

angles smaller than 80° from either one of the two highest E jets. In order to improve the mas6

resolution the constraint of zero total transverse momentum is imposed on the multi-jet system.

The probability that the structure observed in the distribution of Fig. 22 is due to a statist-

ical fluctuation of the QCD continuum is ̂  0.5%. Clearly, more data are needed before claiming the

existence of a new heavy particle. It should also be noted that no such structure is observed in

the UA1 data.

11. CONCLUSIONS

High-pT particles were first observed at the ISR more than ten years ago; however, substantial

progress in the understanding of this phenomenon has only been achieved in the last two years, thank:;

to the use of fine-grain hadronic calorimeters with full azimuthal coverage, and especially to the

new energy domain opened up by the CERN pp Collider,

At a centre-of-mass energy of 540 CeV, jets are observed in very clean experimental conditions

and their production properties can be studied without the need to know their fragmentation in a way

very close to the ideal case in which one would directly observe the scattered partons.

Both jet production and fragmentation properties have been found to be well described by QCD.

In particular, the three-gluon vertex, which is characteristic of the non-Abelian structure of QCD,

is clearly needed to explain the observations. It has been possible for the first time to measure

directly the very high gluon density in the proton at low x-values. In addition, the data show evi-

dence for higher-order QCD corrections, such as gluon radiation both in the initial and final state.

In the coming years more quantitative tests of QCD will be performed; and the increased statis-

tics will improve the sensitivity in the search for structures (new particles) in the multi-jet

mass distributions.
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Fig. 1 A view of the UA2 detector at the CERN pp Collider.
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Fig. 2 Oburvtd totjl tr<nivcr» «n«rjy JE_
distribution in th* UA2 cantrit c«loria*t«r'

Fig. 3 Kaan valuai of tha fraction hi (h2) of
tha total transvarta anargy JET contained in
tha cluatar (in tha two clustars) with tha
largaat ET, a* a function of JE T.
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Fig. 4 Azimuthal separation between the two larpest E clusters in events with \ E >
Ê ,, E £ > 20 GeV.

60 CeV and

ÚST ůr

Fig. 5 Four typical tranivcrit energy distribution* (or eventi with ^ E_ > 100 GtV in the 6-t
plane. Each bin represent! a cell of the UA2 calorineter.
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Fig. 6 Transverse view of a typical two-jet event in the UA2 detector.
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Fig. 7 QCD diagrama for hard parton acattering. F1g. 8 Incluaivc j«t production croaa-acction
around n • 0 aa a function of tha jet trana-
varaa aoawntua. Full circlaa: UA2, r«f. S;
opan circlaa, UA1 1982 and 1983 data (raf. 7);
opan aquaraa, UA1 1981 data (r«f. 7); full
aquaraa ATS (ISR), raf. 8. Tha daahad curvt
rapraaanca the original prtdiction by Horgan
and Jacob (taf. 14). Tha t w full curvaa dafina
a band of QCD pradictiona (raf. 15), which
diffar mainly by tha fom of tha atructura
function! uatd in tha calculation.
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Fig. 9 Full points: ratio between the inclusive jet yield, as measured in the UA2 experiment, and
a standard QCD prediction. Curve 1: three-gluon vertex in parton-parton scattering removed.
Curve 2: three-gluon vertex removed in parton-parton scattering and in the evolution of the structure
functions. Curve 3: as for curve 2 with, in addition, a * constant (from ref. 16).

,*<D

F1g. 10 Distribution of cos 6* {or hard par-
ton scattering as Matured in the (Ml experiment
(rcf. IS). The nonsaliiation is defined by
•etcins the value at cos 8* • 0 equal to 1.

F1g. U Distribution of cos 8* for hard par-
ton scattering as Measured in the UA2 experiment
(ref. 19). All the different QCD subproeesses
(except for 44 * n'V), aeparetely noraslised
to the data, lie in the area between the two
daaked curves. The full line is the overall
QCD prediction, aonMllted to the data.
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UA2 1963

UA1 1962
(multiplied by / 2 I

Fig. 12 Effective structure function measured
from two-jet events as described in the text.
Full points: UA2 data (ref. 19). Open points:
UA1 data (derived from ref. 18 under the assump-
tion K * 1). The full line represents an expo-
nential fit to the UA2 data. The dashed lines
are obtained from deep inelastic neutrino scat-
tering taking into account scaling violations.

Fig. 13 Definition of the two-jet total trans-
verse momentum components P̂ . and P .

10 20
P, (C»V)

3b—1

Fig. 14 Dittribution of Pn> a* M«fur«d in the
UA2 experiment. The dnhed line i« • QCD predic-
tion (ref. 23), and the dott«d-d««hed line rt-
pretenta the same prediction, but aaiuning that
gluone radiate ae quarki. The histogram rcpre-
•enta the Rt.indard QCD prediction with the de-
tector effects taken into account.

A
• • «
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Fig. IS Fragmentation function D(z). Full tri-
anilea, AFS Collaboration (ISK, ref. 24). Open
ciclea, UA1 (pp. ref. 25). Full circles, TASSO
(e+e-, ref. 26).
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Fi9. 16 Average transverse momentum of the
charged fragments with respect to the jet axis,
as a function of z. Full circles: AFS (ISR,
ref. 24); open circles: UA1 (pp, ref. 25).

Fig. 17 Distribution o£ dn/dq| for charged
fragments with z > 0.1 from jets at the pp
Collider (ref. 25). The solid curve represents
the shape of the p<j> spectrum of charged par-
ticles in minimum bias events.

2.5

Ol OJ 1.2 16 2.0

t* trail

Fig. 18 Ratio of potitivt to negative par-
ticle* in ISR jeti (rcf. 24), aa a function of
s. The curves represent predictions of the Lund
fragmentation •odd 2 7'.

Fig. 19 Azinuthal separation At) between the
energy cluster centroid of the leading jet and
all charged tracks, normalized to the total
number of events. The daahed-dotted line repre-
sents the level measured in minimum-biat events.
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Fíg. 20 Mean charged multiplicities derived as Fig. 21 Distribution of the azimuthal trans-
described in the text. Opeu triangles: data from verse energy density dE-r/d(A$) for three ranges
e+e- collisions (ref. 26); full circles: data
from UA2 (ref. 28). The solid curve is the pre-
diction of the model of ref. 29 for quark jets
and the shaded area represents che predictions

for gluon jets.

of jet transverse energies. Dotted curves: pre-
dictions of the Field-Feynman fragmentation
model /30/. Dashed (solid) curves: predictions
of the model of ref. 29 for gluon (quark) jets.

ISO

Two-M bnariant mats

250

Fig. 22 Two-jet invariant mass distribution as measured in the UA2 experiment /32/. The solid
(dashed) curve represents the best fit to the data using • sum of two exponentials with (without)
the addition of a Gaussian term.
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Production of heavy flavoured particles In hadron collisions Involves large

momentum transfers. It Is therefore expected that the dynamics of these

processes are predictable by perturbative methods. However, the detection of

heavy flavoured particles is still a challenging task. The present knowledge

will be reviewed with some emphasis on experimental progress.
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Abstract

Although hadronlc collisions produce direct leptons and photons much less copiously than

hadrons, these leptons and photons are invaluable for probing hadronlc structure and interactions.

Roughly speaking, "deep inelastic" production of leptons and photons is reasonably well

understood, but the production of "soft" leptons and photons is not.

Aspects of both "deep inelastic" and "soft" production are discussed*

Introduction

From one point of view the ONLY species of particles produced by hadronlc collisions are leptons

and photons, since all hadrons decay sooner or later into these particles. Of course soae hadrons

decay a lot sooner than others: the ¥ decays to two photons on a time-scale of M O seconds, K~

and K mesons decay (mostly) to rauon and neutrino on a time-scale eight orders of magnitude longer,
+40

and the proton decay time-scale is ~10 seconds if not morel

For my purposes these leptons and photons produced by hadronic decay are back-grounds, and this

paper will review some general features of "direct" lepton and photon production.

Photons:

However limited our understanding of hadronic collisions may be, it is certain that the

collision Implies the acceleration of charged particles. Classical electro-magnetic theory then

tells us to expect e.m. radiation. A non-relativistic particle of charge e undergoing

+

acceleration ú radiates energy according to:

- - - - - (i) 2 (c.g.s. units)
dt 3 c3

and tne relativistic generalization is:

(!) - J £ . I £Í (u2-(Íxů)2/c2)/(l-u2/c2)3

dt 3 c 3

where u is the particle's velocity.
For a particle of rest mass m, energy E, charge equal to the electron's charge, suffering a

transverse momentum kick Ap in time At, eqn (1) leads to:

AE « 3.1O"27 (Gev. sec) — • (AP-Ci>2 (for AE « E)
(me 2)" At -

So for example a 30 Gev proton undergoing a transverse kick of 1 Gev/c in 10 seconds will

radiate 0.35 Gev.

Of course the above formulae are purely classical, but serve to show that significant amounts of

radiation can be expected. In a proper quantum calculation of photon production the factor e 2 In

eqn.(I) appears as the fine-structure constant <»orn" e 2 / ř* = T5T * S o V E R 1 f M l v e l y "• a r e le^ to

expect photon production at a level of -1Í of hadron production* The detection of a direct photon

signal In the presence of the enoraous background from »° decay (and other sources) is a very

difficult experimental task, /I/* Considerable effort oust be expended in Honte-Carlo studies of

all the background effects.

These efforts have however been aaply rewarded as shown in figure 1*

The figure shows that, at least In the high p_ region, photon production It much larger than a

1Z effect, and Indeed at the highest p_ measured Is comparable to w° production*

How are we to understand this? We begin by recalling that some 60 years ago Coapton studied

the scattering of photon by electrons. The modern-djy Feynaan dlagraa for Coapton scattering la:

y H y There are two photon-electron vertices, and
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In the Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) of the 1980's we believe that there is a precise analoRue

in the scattering of strong interaction quanta (called gluons) by quarks:

There are two gluon-quark vertices and the cross-section is ~o| ip

where a is the strong coupling constant. See /2/ for a
s

discussion of this and similar diagrams.

T *1 \
if a > -

However quarks are electrically charged, and so couple also to photons. We can therefore replace

the outgoing gluon by an outgoing photon:

.S
This diagram has one gluon-quark vertex and one photon-quark

\ \
vertex, and so o~a a .

tJĽiU S

This is the so-called Compton diagram for direct single photon production in hadronic

collisions. What is implied is that in a collision between two hadrons a gluon from one hariron is

absorbed by a quark from the other. This quark is accelerated by the impact of the gltion, and

radiates a photon.

From this and similar diagrams we can infer that if we could measure photon and gluon production

at the same p_ we would find:

Gluons however are not observed directly. Rather we see the "jet" of hadronic particles which .ire

the result of the fragmentation of the gluon into hadronic matter. (See again ref. /2/) Since a

IT is just one of several hadronic fragments of a gluon or quark, it follows that a TT° of some p_

must in general come from a gluon or quark of significantly higher p_. Furthermore the production

of gluons and quarks falls steeply with increasing p-, so we are led to expect:

I I > -2ED

These arguments can be made more quantitative, and indeed good agreement with the photon

cross-section of fig. 1 is found, /3/.

A further corollary of the ir° being a fragmentation product of a gluon or quark is that we

should see the other fragmentation products in the vicinity of the it°, whilst the photon should be

'on its own'. This idea is tested by the data, /I/, of fig. 2 which shows the density of charged

particles accompanying a »° (fig. 2a) and a photon (fig. 2b).

Of course we expect to see some particles in the vicinity of the photon since the full hadronic

collision involves not just the quark and gluon which produce the photon, but also the interaction

of the other hadronic constituents. This "background" interaction also produces particles. The

dashed lines in figs. 2a and 2b indicate the particle density seen in Inelastic hadronic collisions

in which no high p_ photon or v° is produced. We see then that there are no extra particles above

this level accompanying a photon, whilst there Is a clear excess accompanying a it0. These data

are then perfectly consistent with the Idea that the basic interaction producing the photon

produce* it 'on its own', whilst the w" It accompanied by other fragmentation products.

The Coapton diagram for single photon production also has Implications for the recoiling quark.

For high p- photon production it is plausible that only the energetic valence quarks are involved,

and in the case of proton-proton collisions this means u and d quarks. The coupling at the

photon-quark vertex is proportional to charge, giving a (charge)2 factor In the cross-section.
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Hence for the u-quark Comptor. diagram i*-(fo ^ , E D « S . a n d ~ ( ~ J 5 °^ED*s fC"" d " c ' u a r k s - ( N o t e t h a t u

and d quarks couple with the same strength to the gluon.) Hence allowing for the uud valence quark

content of the proton, we predict in pp co l l i s i ons :

d+Y 1_
9

Hence If we could look directly at the recoiling quark, we would expect to see a u-quark eight

times as often as a d-quark. However, as already discussed, we don't see quarks directly, but

rather the hadronic jet arising from the quark fragmenting into hadronic matter. Now it is part of

the folk-lore of this fragmentation process, which cannot (yet) he calculated in full detail in

QCD, that the most energetic hadron tends to carry the quantum numbers of the parent quark. If

this most energetic hadron is positively charged the chances are that the original quark was a

u-quark, and if negative a d-quark. Accordingly we are led to examine the positive to negative

ratio for the most energetic hadrons in the jet recoiling against the photon. Data, /5/, are shown

in fig. 3.

One sees from fig. 3 that this ratio is certainly larger for photon production than it is for T

or n production, but it is not eight! Three factors dilute the value of eight:

i) There may be a small contribution from the annihilation diagram

q(valence) q(sea) + Y&» and the recoiling gluon jet implies a ratio of 1.

ii) The "tagging" of the quark species by the charge of the most energetic hadron is not

perfect,

ili) In order to get even the lamentable statistics shown in fig. 3, it was necessary to

consider all hadrons carrying 30% or more of the toal momentum of the recoiling system.

Ideally this cut should be much higher.

The above discussion has described the essential features of high p_ single photon production.

Several second generation experiments at the FNAL and CERN fixed target facilities are presently

under way. Whilst these experiments are at lower energy than the pioneering ISR experiments, they

can make use of a wide range of beams and targets.

The whole subject of single photon production has been discussed in some detail by Ferbel and

Molzon, /bfp and the interested reader may care to consult this review.

Our discussion so far has tacitly assumed that it is sensible to describe photon production in

terms of some hard-scattering sub-process involving just two of the colliding hadrons'

constituents, with the collision between the other constituents being treated as some incoherent

background. For this approach to make any sense we must probe the hadron with sufficient

resolution to see any constituent structure. This requires that our resolution In transverse

distance, which is ~ "ti/p , should be small compared to the transverse size of the hadron itself*

Taking this latter size to be ~ 1 f ermi , we require py» 0.2 Gev/c, and we have indeed been

considering tramsverse momenta which satisfy this.

Conversely, for p_£ 0.2 Gev/c it would be nonsensical to talk about a hard scattering

sub-process and some incoherent background. Hence this region of p_ is not amenable to standard

QCD perturbation theory, but that doesn't mean one shouldn't look at low pT!! Chiliapnikov et al.

HI have looked, and have recently reported a very interesting signal at very low p_. The data are

shown in fig* 4.

The solid line In fig. 4 represents the expected level of QED bremsstrahlung from all initial

and final state charged particles, Hi and /8/. The data are similar in shape to this expected QED

spectrum, but exceed it by almost an order of magnitude at very small x. Of course further

experimental confirmation is highly desirable, particularly as an earlier experiment on IT p

collisions at 10 Gev/c, /9/, found good agreement between the observed photon signal and the Qtt)

bremsstrahlung prediction.
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Leptons

Any diagram for photon production yields a diagram for lepton (I)

pair production by the replacement of 'r by ]

Thus our Coapton diagram for photon production yields:

In fact this diagram is a higher order correction to:

which is the famous Drell-Yan process* Reverse the arrows and you have e e annihilation into

hadrons via qq production* So It is perhaps fair to remark that this Is THE diagram of particle

physics over the last ten years*

1 cannot do any justice at all to the Drell-Yan process in the space permitted, and I restrict

myself to fig* 5 which shows the dl-lepton mass spectrun from the Colurabla-FNAL-Stonybrook

collaboration, /10/.

One notices the J/* and T resonance regions sitting above the Drell-Yan continuum. To add even

more lustre to this channel, the Z° was also found In e e and u u production at the SPS pp

collider.

For the interested reader a recent review of the Drell-Yan process is that of Kenyon, /ll/.

The Drell-Yan picture implies a hard scattering sub-process Involving just two hadronic

constituents, with the remaining hadronic constituents acting as an incoherent background* In

very close analogy to our discussion of photon production, the Drell-Yan approach clearly requires

then that the time-scale for the sub-process should be very short compared to the time-scale of the

normal interactions between hadronic constituents - the "Impulse approximation"* This leads to

the requirement that the mass of the di-lepton system, M , should be much larger than typical

hadronic masses, i.e. H » 1 Gev. More rigorously, the use of the pa r t on picture in this impulse

approximation requires M very large, and hence the total centre of mass energy C/s) also very

large, with H^/Zs finite.

Several groups have Investigated the production of low mass (i.e.<l Gev) di-lepton pairs, and a

sub-set of the data, /12/, is shown in fig* 6.

The data below the p,u resonance region are well above the level expected from converted

hadronic bremsstrahlung, although having a similar -1/M2 dependence.

Of course it is tempting to associate this excess above hadronic bremsstrahlung with that

reported by Chliapnikov et al. /7/. Certainly any source of photons Implies inevitably a

corresponding level of lepton pair production via internal conversion* However the converse is

not true; the basic Drell-Yan process being sn example* And indeed Bjorken and Welsberg, /13/,

have speculated that the origin of the low mass spectrum is the annihilation of produced quarks and

anti-quarks - a kind of final state Drell-Yan.

Whilst the connection between soft photons and low mass pairs remains to be clarified, the pair

spectrum has of course a direct bearing on the spectrum of single leptons. This spectrum is

traditionally plotted as e/v, and many groups have studied this channel as can be seen from fig. 7.

For p_> 700 Mev/c the data can be reasonably well described by a "cocktail" of the various

processes shown on the figure, but the low p^ data show a rise well above the level expected from

converted hadronic bremastrahlung* The pair spectrum of fig. 6 can certainly account for some part

of this excess*

Conclusions: . _
^ — — /of

Deep inelastic production high mass lepton pairs and high p_ single photons "*• been studied

intensively both experimentally and theoretically* This work has paid very handsome dividends in

our understanding of fundamental interactions*

In the lov mass/low p- region pointers from experiment arc only Just beginning to emerge, «nd

•uch more work is needed In order to unravel what Is going on.
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Figure 1

The invariant differential cross-section at 90° versus pT for
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Dl-muon production In procon-nucleus collisions at 400 Rev/c.
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presented In IWl.
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QCD AND HARD QUARK AND GLUON SCATTERING *

B.B. Webber

Cavendish Laboratory, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OHE, U.K.

ABSTRACT

Given Che quark and gluon structure functions of the colliding hadrons at a single energy

scale, quantum chromodynamics predicts the cross sections and angular distributions for the

production of hadronic jets and lepton pairs at all large momentum transfers. The theory also makes

predictions about the fragmentation of quark and gluon jets into hadrons. Recent developments in

the comparison between theory and experiment are reviewed and some expectations for higher energies

are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The general picture of QCD hard scattering in hadron-hadron collisions like those at the CERN

SppS collider is illustrated in Fig. 1, It is convenient to distinguish three phases of the process:

(i) Initial-state bremsstrahlung. The partons

(quarks, q, or gluons, g) participating in the

hard scattering are coloured objects and they

therefore radiate gluons, mainly close to the

colliding beam axis, before colliding,

(ii) Hard subprocess. In the parton model

(QCD in the limit of negligible strong

coupling constant, a ) this would be the whole

story. In addition to elastic parton-parton

scattering, inelastic strong processes such as

gg •*" qq a nd qq •*• qqg are possible, as well as

electroweak scattering like qq -* lepton pair via

W~, Z or virtual photon formation.

(iii) Jet fragmentation. If the hard subprocess

gives rise to outgoing partons they will radiate

initial- s rate
bremsstrahtung

jet frag-
mentation

Fig. 1

Hard parton scattering in a collision between
hadrons A and B. In this case the subprocess
is quark-gluon elastic scattering leading to
the emission of a quark jet and a gluon jet.

gluons and initiate parton cascades, giving rise

to jets of hadrons at large angles to the beam

axis, along the directions of the outgoing partons. The invariant mass of the jet system thus

measures the centre-of-mass energy of the hard subprocess.

In the remainder of this talk I shall discuss each of these aspects of hard scattering in

turn, noting some features of the QCD predictions and the extent to which they are confirmed by

experiment. I shall then make a few remarks about extrapolations to higher energies and end with

some conclusions.

2. INITIAL-STATE BREMSSTRAHLUNG

The gluons radiated by partons before they collide will carry off some transverse momentům,

leading to a net transverse momentum for the hard subprocess and hence for the outgoing jets or

lepton pair. The distribution /I/ of this transverse momentum is shown in Fig. 2 for jet production,

together with QCD predictions based on the calculations of Greco /2/.

Since objects with larger colour charges emit more gluon bremsstratlung, the width of the k T

distribution is sensitive to the identity of the colliding partons. the colour charge being

proportional to C F - 4/3 for quarks and to C A • 3 for gluons. Figure 3 shows the effect of setting
CA " CF " 4/3: the predicted distribution becones too narrow, showing that collisions involving

gluooa are important.

•Research supported in part by the UK Science and Engineering Research Council.
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Data as in Fig. I,predictions changed by setting
f h

g
the gluon colour charge equal to that of the quark.

Preliminary ĽA1 data/1/ on the distribution
of (kx) l f the component of the two-jet
transverse momentum perpendicular to the
axis of the principal jet. The dashed and
solid curves are QCD predictions 121 based
on the proton structure function of Refs./3/
and /4/ respectively.

Figure 4 shows the predicted 151 transverse momentum distribution for the electroweak hard

process of VT production, which is dominated by qq collisions. Here again the agreement with

experiment/6,7/ is satisfactory, although of course the statistics on W~ production are still

relatively low.

3. HARD SUBPKOCESS

The dominant hard subprocesses are the parton-parton elastic collisions, qq -* qq, qg •» qg,

gg •* gg, etc. These subprocesses have differential cross-sections do which are of similar shape,

since they are dominated by single gluon exchange, which gives the Rutherford formula do/d cos8 «

(sin9*/2)"'1 where 6* is the c m . scattering angle. The SppS data 19,101 confirm this functional

form rather well at cose* í 0.3 (Fig.5), giving (sin6*/2)D where n - -3.94 t 0.18.

The approximately universal form of the parton-parton cross sections leads to the 'single

effective subprocess1 (SES) approximation /ll/, in which the cross section for production of a pair

of jets with dijet invariant Mjj, in collisions between hadrons A and B at c m . energy /š, is given

by

, d" „ ' I dx.dx F (x,)F (x,)6(M?. - x.x s) -d.0 t (!)
dMi.cosS 1 2 A 1 B ^ JJ í i dcosS

where xi,X2 are the momentum fractions of the colliding partons in the incoming hadrons. The

functions F A B(x) are effective structure functions specifying the parton densities in the colliding

hadrons, weighted by their scattering probabilities. Owing to the different colour charges for

quarks and gluons we find, in an obvious notation,

F.(x) - g.(x) + / .(x) (2)

where CF/CA - 4/9.

The parton densities in Eq. (2)actually depend also on the HJMntim tr«nsf*r in tbt hard iub-

proctsi. This ceiling violation folioví [torn the «xi»t»nc« of initial-»t«t« brmmtrahlung. Th*

harder tin »ubproc«i«, tht more gluon radiation will bt emitted, shifting the x distribution of Che

colliding partons Co lower valua*. Taking this into account, the effective proton structure

function, obtained /9,10/ fro» Eq. (1) agrte with those deduced via Eq. (2) froa deep inelastic

lcpton-nucleon acattaring at lover •oaentua transfer* HI.

Since all hard parton scattering is elastic in the SEE approximation, Eq. (2) tells us that

the proportion of gluons aeung the scattered partons should be
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Transverse momentum distribution of W^ bosons.
The UA1 data /6/ are compared with the QCD
predictions of Davies et al. /5/ for the two
sets of structure functions in Ref. /8/.

Fig. 5

UA2 data /1O/ on hard subprocess angular
distribution. The solid curve shows the
expected average over subprocesses; all
the important subprocesses lie between the
dashed curves.

(3)

This is shown in Fig. 6 at x. s X2 for pp collisions at various values of c m . energy /s and dijet

mass M-i. We see that gluons predominate up to H., t 100 GeV at the SppS collider, whereas at the

ISR few gluons are scattered at Mjj t 30 GeV, the lowest value at which hard scattering can be

readily identified /12/.

4. JET FRAGMENTATION

Just as in the earlier phases of the

hard process, the extra colour charge of the

gluon leads to important differences between jets

initiated by quarks and gluons emerging from the

hard subprocess. For example, the mean

multiplicity of hadrons in the gluon jets should

be higher (by the ubiquitous factor of 9/4,

asymptotically /13-15/). He just saw in Fig. 6

that gluon jets should predominate at the SppS

collider for Mjj < 100 GeV. Therefore we expect

an excess multiplicity in this dijet mass range,

relative to that expected for querk jets, which

ia juat what it observed /16/ (Fig.7). Notice,

however, that the ratio of multiplicities is not

nearly aa large at 9/4. This it becaute the 'jet

core' multiplicity defined in the UA2 experiment

excludes particles at large angles to tha jet axia,

which ara much more numerous for gluon jett.

At thit point we have to face the fact that

» 50 100 500 WOO
(GeV/c2)

Fig.6

Gluon fraction of hard-acattered partons
for xx • X2 in pp or pp collisions.
The solid (dashed) curves ara for Duke
and Owns' sat 1(2) atructura functions
HI.

Fig. 1 ia obviously incomplete in one important respect: it shows outgoing partons, which have to

form colourless hadrons before they travel far from the interaction region. Tha propartiea of
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Fig. 8

'QCD parton cascade + clusters' model for
jet hadronization, illustrated here for
quark jets produced in e +e~ annihilation.

SO IDO
•njj oř /S,.«- IGeVI

řig.7

'Jet core' multiplicities, as defined in
Ref./16/. Solid curve = prediction of Re£.
1151 for quark jets; shaded area * gluon
jet predictions for a reasonable range of
hadronization model parameters; dashed
curve = prediction for mixture of quark
and gluon jets expected from Fig. 6.

hard scattering that we have studied so far are fairly insensitive to the details of this

"hadronization" process (see Fig.7), but to discuss the distribution of outgoing hadrons we oust

take it into account.

Figure 8 shows a hadronization model which has proved popular and quite successful 115,111.

The outgoing gluons split into quark-antiquark pairs; these form colour singlet "clusters", which

decay via quasi-two-body resonance cascades into stable hadrons. Figures 9, 10 show the predictions

of QCD plus a model o£ this type /IS/ for charged hadron distributions in SppS collider jets. At the

dijet masses selected here we expect a gluonic jet fraction of around 60%, which does seem to give

the best description of the data /18/.

100

S|«

0.1 r

0.01

_

UA1 E,(JETI

\
\

.30 GeV !

-

V -'
0.2 O.t 0.( C.I M

Fig. 9
Distribution of z (• momentum along jat axia
divided by jat energy) for charged particlaa in
pp collider jets /18/. Predictions /15/ are aa
follows: dashed - quark jata; dot-dashed •

gluon jeta; aolid - 4OZ quarks • 60Z gluont.

1 t ro 1—ž—3r
Pi (within the jttl CtV/c

Fig.10
Distribution of aoaentua transverse to
jet axia for charged particles in p"p
collider jeta /18/. Fradictiona aa in
Fig. 9.
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5. HIGHER ENERGIES

With hadrem colliders at c m . energies up to 20 TeV now under active discussion, it is

important to consider what hard scattering will look like at such energies. We see from Eq. (1)

that the cross section for a given dijet mass increases with c m . energy, because the structure

functions increase with decreasing x. Jets with energies of the order 1 TeV will be produced

quite frequently, for realistic values of the baam luminosity. Thus dijet production will become

the chief means of testing the structure of matter at the smallest possible distances (of the order

of lCT 1 9m).

Assuming that nothing changes radically at Buch scales (although we all hope that it will!),

it is clear from Fig.6 that gluon jet production will be the overwhelmingly dominant process.

The jets will contain very large numbers of hadrons in a small angular region. The model of Ref.

/15/ and related analytical calculations /19/ agree that gluon jets at M.. 'V 2 TeV should have

mean charged hadron multiplicities in excess of 50 and half-widths of the order of 10 milliradians.

To many detectors such an object will appear indistinguishable from a single particle, which in a

way it is, being the physical manifestation of a single gluon. However, the angular distribution

with respect to the jet axis will have a long tail - one will need to go out to about 100 milli-

radians to collect half the jet energy, on the average. This is due to the tendency for high-

energy jets to fragment into several resolvable 'sub-jets', which one might already infer from

Fig. 1.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that the general picture of hard scattering provided by QCO is verified from

many points of view at present energies, unfortunately, the problem of large higher-order QCD

corrections /20/ seems likely to prevent very precise tests of the theory, but the broad agreement

is impressive. For the first tine we are seeing processes in which gluons clearly play the

doninant dynamical role. This dominance will increase at higher energies, with the gluon becoming

our main probe of the structure of matter at very short distances.
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JETS IN e+ - e~ COLLISIONS

J. Hai'sainski

Laboratoire de I"Accélérateur Línéaíre, Orsay, Francs

I • Introducti on

Present colliding beam rings allow to investigate e - e collisions at total CM energies W up

to Í4b.5 GeV. Contrary to early expectation, multihadron production stays relatively copious when

W is Tar above the nucleon mass. A striking feature of this hadron production is the grouping of

the final particles into coliimated "jets". In most cases one observes two such jets, back to

back, sometimes three (or more).

(a)

Fig. 1. (a) A 2-jet event seen by CELLO. (b) A 3-jet event seen by TASSO •

Both the high event yield and the dominant 2-jet structure of these events are well explained

by the quark model. Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) provides the theoretical framework to analyze

multijet production. The virtual photon (or Z° at very high energy) produced by the e - e~ annihi-

lation couples to a quark-antiquark pair. The q and q tend to fly apart, back to bacJu. .carrying

' q(u,d,s,c,b)

g

q(u,d,s,c,b)

Fig. 2. (a) Quark-antiquark pair production is the first step of the process leading to 2 jets,

(b) When the quark (or q) radiates a hard gluon, a third jet is produced.

away color charges. The strong interaction field lines which connect these two color charges are

then stretched and new q-q pairs are created.

Color field lines

Fig. 3. Hadron formation

in the color field•
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Eventually> quarks and antiquaries regroup into colorless clusters - the observed hadrons - with

lines of flight close to those of the two primary quarks . When a hard gluon is emitted at large

angle, a distinct third jet of hadrons may be observed.

Jets therefore originate in the strong force confinement effects which take place after the

creation of primary energetic partons.

2. Event shape analysis

The main jet feature being the angular anisotropy of particle momenta, jet analysis relies in

the first place on detailed geometric and topologie studies. The latter allow to analyse the event

shape evolution as the CM energy is increased, and more specifically to analyse the setting-in of

the 2~jet structure at low energies (W ^ 6 to 8 GeV) and to determine the 3-.jet (or fc-jet) event

fraction at higher energies.

The "sphericity" or the "thrust" methods are usually used to characterize the event shape. The

sphericity axis is defined as the direction which minimizes S - [3/2){t p£/Ip2) where the sum runs

over all event particles. Here p_ is the particle

transverse momentum with respect to the event

axis (see Fig. 3). The sphericity S varies between

1 for isotropically distributed tracks and 0 for

two perfectly collimated back to back jets.

In the thrust analysis, the event axis is

obtained by looking for the direction n which

maximizes the quantity T ~ I|p.n|/E|p|- T ranges

between .5 (spherical events) and 1 (2 perfect

back to back jets).

Fig. h illustrates the results of a

sphericity analysis carried out by the SLAC-LBL

Collaboration /!/. It provided the first evidence

for a jet structure energing in e - e multi-

hadronic events when the ring energy is raised.
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3. Rapidity and transverse momentum distributions

Once the event axis has been determined by either one of the methods described above , the

particle momentum distribution can be studied with respect to this direction.

The very schematic description of jet formation illustrated by Fig. 3 indicates that this

process is essentially one-^iraensional in space. Therefore, the average transverse particle

momentum (p™) on t lie one hind and the average parallel momentum (p,, ) on the othec are expected

to evolve quitp differently as the CM energy W of the primary qq pair increases. Data corrobo-

rates this prediction as can be seen in Fig. 5 which illustrates a TASSO /?/ analysis.
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< p „ > ;

—- qq ^ *
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x • •

* • .
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TASSO
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*

i ' 1 . •
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i

-

1

function of W.

x T data Monte Carlo, qq

Fig. 6. The normalized differential cross

section for the rapidity folded

• Monte Carlo, qq + qqg around y = 0.

<p > rises very slowly, starting with a value close to 350 MeV/c which corresponds roughly to the

inverse of the hadron size, i.e. the inverse of the quark cluster size due to confinement. The slow

increase of <Pm> can be ascribed to gluon emission by the primary quarks.

In contrast, <P,,> increases rapidly with W. The one-dimensional scheme of Fig. 3 suggests to

consider the rapidity variable y = (1/2) £n((E + p„ )/(E - p., )) where E is the particle energy.

This variable transforms merely according to y -* y1 + constant in a Lorentz boost along the jet

axis. Therefore the particle density dn/dy is invariant in such boosts. A simple conjecture

consists in assuming that this rapidity distribution is just flat at very high energies within

the kinematical limits (|y | - in (W/m) where m is the particle mass). That such a simple

hypothesis is approximately valid can be seen in Fig. 6 which shows data also obtained by

TASSO 121. Yet, when one takes a closer look at this figure, one notices two interesting features :

(i) there is a slight depletion at the center of the rapidity plateau, (ii) the plateau height

rises slowly when W increases, presumably as In W. Whether the origin of these features is pWieiy

dynamical or fXVitly kinematical is not clear yet.QCD explains both effects, at least qualitatively.

* The sphericity and the thrust methods usually lead to close but nor identical axes since the

momenta enter quadratically in one case and linearly in the other.

"it can be shown that such a conjecture is related to the scale invariance property described
below.
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U. Scale invariance

We now consider the hadron momentum distribution, more precisely the distribution of the

dimensionless variable x = p/p = 2p/W. In order to analyse the W evolution of this distri-
p max

bution, the differential cross section do/dx is multiplied by a factor W 2 which compensates for

the 1/U2 fall off of the total yield of hadronic events. Results from TASSO /3/ and from the HR:.'

Collaboration /U/ are shown in Fig. 7.
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5. Fragmentation models

řiadron production in e - e collisions has two main phases. In the first one, a cascade of

highly virtual partons (quarks and gluons) develops, starting with a primary qq pair. This parton

shower involves hard processes. In the second phase, colorless clusters are formed which even-

tually decay into mesons and baryons. How sharp a boundary between these two phases can one draw

and where should it stand are questions which need further investigation.

Theorists have still little to say about the second phase since it cannot be treated by

perturbation techniques. In this respect, data concerning jet properties are quite useful for a

phenomeiMlogical approach. In contrast, the p art o n cascade <Li> calculable by perturbative methods

in QCD. The beginning of the perturbative series is computed exactly, and a "leading pole"

approximation can be used to follow further the shower development. To test these QCD calculations,

reliable models are needed to simulate the non-perturbative part of the fragmentation since one

has to relate observations made on the final hadrons to theoretical predictions bearing on the

primary partons.

The first fragmentation models which have been built tried to bridge directly the gap between

the few original partons (qq or qqg) and the finai hadrons. Monte Carlo methods vere first

exploited by Field and Feynman /5/ to compute the quark fragmentation accordinp to a recursive

algorithm based on scale invariance.

In a second approach taken by the LUND group /6/, the fundamental objects are relativisti c is

s trings (If. Thi s fragmentat i on

model is Lorentz invariant.

It includes some dynamical

features, in particular those

suggested by one-dimensional

> Ymassless QED and others based

on the tunneling mechanism for

the local production of massive

qq pairs,

A third line of approach

/6,9/ uses the QCD splitting

functions in order to follow

the parton cascade (see

Fif> 9) as far as possible

before non perturbative

effects set in.

initial e - e pair

virtual photon

quark-ant i cjuarV
production

parton cascade

cluster formation

cluster decay

resonance decay

These fragmentation

models are not equivalent

although the parameters of

each one of then can be tuned

to reproduce quite well most

of the data available - if not

all of then - except for the pioneering model of Field and Feynman which meets a few difficulties

related to the fact that it fragments the partons independently.

final hadrons

Fip. 9. The QCD parton-shower approach to fragmentation.
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6% What have ve learnt from .jet studies ?

Jet studies cover three main topics : (i) measurement of parton properties, (ii) tests of

perturbative QCD, (iii) hadronization phenomenology. Each one of them is briefly illustrated

below.

PaAXon pfiopwtia. The spin of the primary partons which couple to the virtual photon (see Fig.2a}

has been measured by studying the angular distribution of the event axis. Spin 0 partons would

lead to a sin29 distribution, while spin 1/2 is characterized by a 1 + cos2a distribution. Data

(TASSO /2/, Fig. 10) show that this second hypothesis is the right one, in agreement with the

assumption that the original partons are quarks.

Mi . 1 .—

•sir

0.1 02 03 04 05 06 0.7 08

cose,

10. The angular distribution of the

event thrust axis.

CELLO

W = 34 GeV

scalar gluon
2

1Í. Distribution of the energy fraction x

carried by the most energetic parton in

3-jet events.

The fact thatthese primary partons carry an electric charge and flavor can be inferred from long

range correlations (see Fig. 1l( below).

The 3~jet events are interpreted by assuming that an energetic quantum - a gluon - of the

strong force field has been emitted by one of the primary quarks (see Fig. Sb). The way the

energy is shared between the 3 partons (qqg) depends upon the gluon spin. Data illustrated by

Fig. 11 (CELLO /10/) allow to conclude that the gluon spin is 1.

P&utuA.ixLtiv& QCD teiti and mea&u/iement o( thz ifwng joice. coupting conitani a . Jet studies in

e - e~ annihilation have brought a very large number of results which allow to test perturbative

QCD and lead to the measurement of a . The event shape evolution with energy characterized by

the sphericity or the thrust distribution, the hadron transverse momentum distribution in each

jet, the fraction of 3~jet events, the energy weigthed angular correlation between hadrons have

been studie* in great detail and compared to QCD predictions. Hard gluon radiation is a necessary

ingredient to accound for the data. The only free parameter at the parton level is a which, in

principle, can be determined from any of these analyses ; in fact, as pointed out above, til of

thtm involve modeli of the parton fragmentation into hadrons and it turns out that the a value

thus obtained depends on the particular model which is used. The size of these systematic

uncertainties can be inferred from Table 1 which shows the CELLO results /11/ concerning two afi

aeasurement method* at W • 31* GeV.
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More data on the frag-

mentation, achievement

of still higher CM

energy and a synthesis

/9/ of the various methods

which make use of different

observables (S or T dis-

tributions, energy weighted

angular correlations, etc..)

should allow to reduce these

systematic uncertainties.

method SF IF1

energy weighted
angular correlation

3-jet event
fraction

0.19

0.18 0.13

0.15

0.13

Table 1 • <>E for the string fragmentation model (SF) and indepen-

dent fragmentation models with different energy momentum

conservation schemes (IF0, IF, IF1). The CM energy is

3^ GeV. The statistical and systematic errors are both

"• 10 %.

Tde phunom&nology oí hadnonizctfion. Kinematic studies combined with particle identification lead

to the important quark fragmentation functions D (x) (see § h) averaged over the various quark

flavors with weights proportional to the quark charge squared. Fig. 12 shows the TASSO /12/ and

TPC Collaboration /13/ results concerning the lightest and most abundant charged hadron D11" and

the lightest baryon D .
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Fig. 13- Average particle multiplicity versus the

CM energy W.

Electric charge, or flavor, or baryon number conservation effects in the hadron formation

process can be investigated by studying the proper correlations as a function of the rapidity gap

Äy. Important short range (Ay •>- 1) correlations are observed (see the results of TASSO /111/ and

those of the TPC Collaboration /15/ in Fig. ill) which demonstrate local compensation. Also seen in

this figure are long range effects (Ay i plateau width) which allow to infer that the primary

partons do carry an electric charge and flavor - again, in agreement with the assumption of a

primary qq pair creation.
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compensated by another particle of opposite charge with rapidity y.

(b) K+- K" correlation : (dN/dy)K+ - (dti/dy)R- versus the rapidity y.

7. Conclusion

Haäron jets observed in e - e^collisions have a deep origin. They reveal the emission of

energetic primary partons and subsequent confinement effects which prevent color charges from

separating at large distances.

The study of these jets has allowed the determination of some important parton properties

such as the spin. All the observations concerning the jet morphology and the event shape evolution

with the CM energy are well described by perturbative quantum chromodynamics.

Finally, jet studies allow „o develop the phenomenology of hadron formation in the color

field - a process which is quite difficult to treat theoretically when starting from first

principles.
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ELECTROWEAK INTERACTIONS AND NEW PARTICLE SEARCHES

/?. Marshall

Rutherford ApplEton Laboratory, Chil ton, Didcot, Oxon 0X11 OQX, UK

1. Introduction

If we s tar t counting from the tine the neutrino first emerged / I , 2 / , then the particle physics

community has now been researching the "electro-weak" interaction for over 50 years, whether or

not the next step - the observation of Higgs, supersynunetric particles or something similar - will

explain the Y~Z mass difference and put everything else in i t s place, remains to be seen* The last

10 of these 50 years have been truly exciting and they have given modern physicists a taste of what

i t must have been like during the early days of quantum mechanics and nuclear physics.

Although the detailed unified theories of the electromagnetic and weak interactions started to

develop about 30 years after Fauli's letter /l/# the essence of unification existed in Ferai's

observation /2/ that the electron and neutrino in 3 decay are emitted "in a manner analogous to the

formation of a quantum of light". This is precisely what we have been studying at PETRA and PEP

during the last 6 years using the highest energy e+e~ storage rings in the world. The electro-weak

interaction has been investigated by studying the formation of a "fernion - antifermion" pair via

the two processes:

(1a) e+e" + t • f f

(1b) e+e" + Z *• ti

due to the available energy of the accelerator, it is possible to observe process la directly and

the interference between la and 1b. It is barely possible to observe the effect o£ the 1b

amplitude alone.

The major advantage offered by high energy e+e~ accelerators is that the fermion can be any of

the 12 in Table 1 (although the "t" is above the PETRA upper limit).

TABLE 1 The 3 Generations of Fernions

Generation Leptons Quarks

Q * -1 Q - 0 g = Í Q « |

I e vfi d u

II u vy s e

III i \>x b t

The aim of these e+e" experiments is to aeasure as many as possible of the feraion neutral

current couplings to the Z

"t

t
In principle there are two couplings for each feraáon-vector and axial vector, making 24

parameters in a l l . By Maturing a* many of these nuabers aa poaaibla, on* can taat whether the

weak charges ara the same for successive generations (generalisation of «-n universality). If

universality applies, the 24 nuatoars reduce to 8* The next atap would ba to coapara this reduced

set of numbers with the predictions of the standard aodel of Glashow, Meinbarg and Salu where a l l

the couplings can ba expressed in taras of the singla parameter sin2*,,, which also g i n s the aasses

of the gauge bosons t r and Zi

V\Q\ 2

»a , s i • ——— where C. i s the rarai constant.
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Thus for the charged leptons, e. \i and T,

v e - vM - vT - -1 + 4sin2ew

% " \ • S ' -'
The value of sin26w already known from neutrino and electron scattering, sin

28 w - 0.22, is

sufficiently close to -j, that the charged lepton vector couplings essentially vanish*

This is not the case for the quarks, where the standard model predicts

charge - y quarks (d, s and b) v « -1 + -^ein26w

a » -1

charge + y quarks (u, c and t) v - +1 - yein29

a » +1

So i f sin 2 e * — then v » - •— for d, s and b quarks and v * + •=- for u, c and t quarks.

All e+e~ experiments to date have only measured the differential cross-section for unpolarised

e + , e~ beams where the polarisation of the final state i s not measured. This cross-section, and

anything derived fron i t (integrated total cross-section or integrated forward-backward asymmetry)

is in tr ins ica l ly a parity conserving quantity (the sane applies to pp + Z + lepton anti lepton).

This leads to two interesting points; f i r s t l y e+e*" allows a completely different part of the

interaction to be studied compared to neutrino and polarised electron scattering (parity violating)

and this i s the special aspect of e+e~ annihilation; however secondly, other parity conserving

processes l ike QEB and QCD (gluon emission) also contribute to the observables. In the case of

QED, considerable effort has been made in understanding higher order processes / 3 / . For QCD

however, i t turns out that the data can a lso provide information on the imperfectly known strong

coupling constant (a g i s measured to about 1 part in 10 compared to <*oED which i s known accurately

to 1 part in 10 6 ) .

The dif ferential cross-section for e+e~ •+ f? can then be written

a|)(v 2 + af )g2) -

where g * ^-s- and s - 4E2

4ira s - Mg beam

Although data are analysed in terms of v_ and a f by comparing data with the full expression above,

i t i s instructive to rewrite the equation in terns of the (dominant) QH) and interference terms

only, i e , j„ ,
J—-ijíLg. - | n + o n Í. cos2e) + ACOSĎ

1 v e v fand now e > - — «

3 a a f
* - 8^

fF - á 2 _ . rB - s i _
' dcoaB " ' dco»8 «

« f • f
Therefore ft nasures and A. naa«ur«.

1 NTI c

2. Conparison of Data with Theory i Upton Sector

Data now eicl.t fron aany axparlMnts at I ř l U , nr and PtTM over a wide rang, of .narglaa

/4.S/. Figura 1 .how. tha raiulta for W<a*a- • M V t t o m f o u r o f *""•• •«P»riBtnti which took a

con.ldacabla aawunt ot data at a eonon .nargy (« • 2Í,,.., • 34. S 0.V) and where an uynMtry of
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Figure la. The differential cross-section
for the process e é~-*- y.*P-~, compared with
QED(dashed curve) and standard model (solid).
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Figure lb. The difference between the
measured cross-section for e +e" •• (*•*>" and
QED showing the residual linear electroweak
interference term.

about -8% is expected from the standard model* Figure 1b in particular shows the clear evidence

for the existence of the linear tern AcosB. The integrated total cross-section R fron one of

these experiments /A/ is shown in Figure 2. Due to the smallness of v and v . the estimated value

for e even at the highest energy is only 0.001. So direct observation of electro-weak effects in

R will never be possible at PETRA. However, values of sin2^^ substantially different from -j would

A detailed analysis of their own u+M~ data and those of other experiments has recently been

carried out by the JADE collaboration /4/. A compilation of all measured values of A by all

experiments is shown in Figure 3. Ttie data are now sufficiently accurate to exclude zero range for

the weak force (linear curve in Figure 3) and apart from the observation of the Z quantum itself in

the pp collider experiments, this was the first experimental confirmation that the weak force has a

non zero range.

800 1200 1600 2000 2400

s (GeV2)

Figure 2. The ratio of the measured cross-
section for e*e"-» fi*^" to the theoretical
QED cross-section.

Figure 3. A compilation of the measured
ľ^y-' asymmetries. The curves are:
dashed curve - 4-fermion point coupling,
(M -«0)i solid curve - H • 93.7OeV;
dot-dashed curve - best fit to the data.

If tlw data in Figur* 3 are analysed using tha full •xpresslon of aquation 2 and furthermore,

within tha framework of tha standard modal whara Hj is daterminad not only via tha propagator term,

but also via tha couplings, iai

than ona obtain* 86 t 3 OaV.
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Ihis ia slightly lower than the observed position of the Z peak in collider data - see Figure 4 but

at present, the discrepancy is too small to worry about (for example that not all parity conserving

radiative effects have been correctly taken into account when comparing the measured asymmetry A

with the Equation 1).

Space does not permit a full discussion of the processes e +e" + e +e" and e +e~ -*• T + T ~ and the

reader is referred to other specific reviews /5/. A full comparison of measured values for v

and a a with the prediction of the standard model is given in Section 4 together with an average

value of sin^6 derived from all lepton final state data.

3. Comparison of Data with Iheorys Quark Sector

3.1 Total Cro»» Section

Information on the quark weak couplings in e +e~ processes comes from a measurement of the

processes

e +e" + qq • hadrons,

a measurement which also receives contributions from higher order QCD processes such as

e+e~ • qqg

qqgg etc,

as well as higher order QH> processes which can be calculated.

It is much easier to measure a summation over all quark flavours ( d + u + s + c + b ) , ie the

total cross-section than to measure the contribution from individual flavours - although both have

been done.

So far, there is no reliable way to resolve the q - q ambiguity for jets from d, u and s

quarks ao in the case of analysing all quark flavours together, only the total cross-3ection

R • ÍR is of use. However, there has now been considerable progress in discriminating jets

produced by c and b quarks and in determining their primary quark charge. Therefore in the case oC

c and b r angular distributions have been measured and analysed.

90
M z (GeV)

Figure 4. A coaparifon of the H value* from
e*e" -»• K"*J<~ analyie* and the direct result!
fromj collider experiment*.

5.0

LS

LQ

3.5

3.0

QCD
as(ťs=30)=Q175

QPM

10 20 30
(GeV)

50

Figure 5. The measured R value* from PETRA
compared with the QPM plu* electroweafc plus
QCD.

The tota l croaa-aection for e*e~ * hadrona, in unit* of the theoretical •**" • u+u" QCD

croaa-aaction has now been m*Mur«d by f i n experiment* at P1TRA batimm W - 12 O*V and

N - 46.7 oev. The average of a l l thaaa experiment* la ahown in Figura i and i t can clearly ba aaan

that tha naiva quark parton model calculation (fifM)

(3)
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does not explain the data . The QPH calculat ion i s shown as a dashed curve in this figure where

equation 3 hag been modifed by the correct threshold velocity (3) factor -rfl(3 - B2) which i s

noticeable for b quarks. Both electroweak and QCD effects are needed to account for the higher

values of R and due t o the fact t h a t a and the electroweak tern have different s ( * W2)

dependences, the data can be used to provide information on both phenomena. The data were compared

with the complete expression

q
where J1 + e] symbolises the complete electroweak expression, including addit ional threshold
(Schwinger) contr ibut ions via o , which i s assumed to run, eg a = a (W = 30) — .1 •-gi . A two

dimensional f i t for ct (w = 30) and sin ̂ 9 can be carr ied out and the r e s u l t ia as follows:

a (W = 30) = 0.175 i 0.075

s i n 2 9 w = 0.270 ± 0.042

In Figure 5/ the separate contr ibutions from electro^weak and QCD are denoted and the

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y d i f ferent energy dependences can pla inly be seen.

3.2 Flavour Separation

During the l a s t year, there has been considerable progress in determining the separate

eLectroweak charges of the heavy flavours c -̂ nd b. In the case of the c, th i s is done by

identifying the D* meson which i s th<? --"íCspiing of the primary c quark. The D* decays to the

ground s t a t e Dc' (D* •*• D°v } and mainly ^ue *ro the low momentum of the radiated ir# there is a

kinematic t r i c k to be played which means that the mass difference M(D*) - MťD*) can be measured

raoco accurately than the mass cf e i tner D* ot n*. The background is therefore considerably reduced

(see figure b J. Moreover, from the charge of the IT , the charge of the D* and hence the o r i g i n a l c

quark charge can be deduced.

bi
n

1

ŕ,

15

10

5

0

r Q

•

iSCeV

n

J líiíi IS
-4- uu u

TASSO

n

I ' M ' i

•0.8 -OA O 0.4
coseD.

014 016 0.18 0.20 GeV
AM = M(Kn'iťVM(K~7T)

í 20-

0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18
AM GeV

Figure 6. Mass difference plots from TASSO
and JADE showing the clear D*-*DJT signal.

OS UO
COSdito-

Figure 7. The measured angular distributio
for e e " * cč-» D X from TASSO and JADE.

Angular distributions Masurad in this way by TASSO /6/ and JADI /!/ ar« shown in Figura 7

together with a fit to functional ton of equation 2. Tn» nuabar of avants in a typical .xp.rla.nt

is currently about 100 and with an axpactad asyaaatry of A • +13*, tiw arror 0 is givan by /8/
1 C A

ol m 1(1 - A 2) which qivas a. - 9%. An laprovasant in statistics during th« costing yaar will lead
A N A

to the observation of a statist ically significant effect, but in the Mantlae, the results for * c
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are 0.93 ± 0.71 for TASSO and a = 1.00 ± 0.64 from JADE. Hlese results are combined with further

measurements fron HARK J and TASSO using inclusive leptons in the Section 4 summary.

The angular charge asymmetry for the bb final state has been observed in a different way,

using the large Q of the B(b) decay to separate the b fro«i other quarks. Several experiments have

tried this approach but by far the most sophisticated of the analyses cones from JADE /9/ and this

is reflected in the final accuracy of the result, To discriminate the b flavour, JADE used the

transverse jet mass M, the p-. of the rauon from the semi leptonic decay of the b and the p T of the

neutrino reconstructed from missing energy. The measured distributions of the data in terms of

these variables are shown in Figure 8 where the separate components uds, c and b are shown. The b

component was estimated both by means of a 3-dimensional fit and by the analysis of (co-)variance.

Using the charge of the M as an indicator for the charge of the b quark, the angular distribution

shown in Figure 9 was obtained. The asymmetry of -22.8 ± 6.0% is just statistically significant

and gives a value of afe » -0.90 t 0.24 for the axial vector coupling. If we accept that the b has

an axial weak charge of -1 then this result says that the b has an electric charge - 0 . 3 7 , O " O 7
 o f

the electron charge, consistent with the value —.

Figure 8. Differential cross-sections
measured by JADE as function of jet mass H,
muoh tranivene nonentun p T, and neutrino
transverse monentvra pT-

•-QED
—• Standard model

JADE
eV~b6

2Ee=34.6GeV

-10 -.75 -:5 -.25 0
cos6

.25 .75 ID

Figure 9. The measured angular
distribution for the reaction e+e* •>bb
from JADE. The dahed curve is the
symmetric QED expectation and the solid
curve contains asymmetric electroweak terms.

4. Summary of Electrowaak An«ly«««

TIM value* of v and a Cor tha various laptoni and quark* ara auaaariead In Tabla t. In

ganaral, thasa ara tha eoabinad raaulta fro* tha diftarant axparlaanta and a r««ult for aln2Sw Cor

laptoni and quarke aaparataly i» alao ahown.
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Summary of Measured Electroweak Parameters

-0.07 ± 0.07
U

T

Prediction: -1 + 4sin28w

e, p 3in26 . 0.18 ± 0.03

-1.15 í 0.40

-1.08 t 0.08

-0.86 ± 0.14

-1

+1.10 ± 0.24

-0.94 ± 0.22

Prediction:

d u s c b - 0.27 ± 0.04

The results are in agreement with universality as far as i t has been tested. Furthermore, the

s in 2 6 w results show that this single parameter of the standard model i s (within error) the same as

the results from very low Q2 and Q2 = M2. Figure 10 shows that sin28 appears to be constant over

8 orders of magnitude of Q2; the standard model has now been thoroughly tested and together with

QED, sat i s factor i ly describes the electroweak interactions of leptons and quarks down to distances

as small as 5 10~3 fm.

Figure 10. A sumnary of siaz0v measure-
ments ranging from very low Q1, (pariLy
violat ion in acorns) up to Qx * Mx.

10 IO 10'

|q2| (GeV2)

Of course, the Y - Z symmetry breaking remains an unexplained phenomenon and the search for

particles which will pro.ide a clue to the mechanism, continues. This is the subject of the next

section.

5. Searches for New Particles

It is impossible in the tine and space available to give a full review of all the particle

searches which have been carried out at PEP and PETRA. I will therefore give an outline of the

general philosophy and motivation and show a few examples of how the searches are carried out.

A large degree of the motivation corresponds to looking for deviations from the familiar

picture of a standard nodal which describes the eLectrowaak Interactions of the known six leptons

and six quarts. There ara sene diversionary pathl which can also be followed; what Is the source

of the Y - Z symmetry breaking? and is the standard model part of a wider "grander" symmetry.
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Soně of the questions to be answered experimentally are thus:

Are there aore quarks or leptons? eg 4th generation (sequential quarks or leptons)

£*, <3* (excited quarks or leptons)

Are the leptons and quarks not pointlike? This would imply a possible substructure of

new particles and by appealing briefly to history, it would suggest a hierarchy of z and

W since they would also be conposite.

Are there any completely new types of particles which explain the Y - 2 symmetry

breaking? An experimentally related question is whether there are particles which

indicate a "grander" unified theory. Therefore one should look for Higys particles,

techniparticles and supersymmetric (SUSY) particles.

Because any particle with electric (magnetic) or weak charge can be pair produced via l+i~

annihilation: e+e~ + Y*Z • xx , this is a sensible way to look for various other particles, the

observation of which would be a surprise; not in the sense that physicists did not expect them at

all but that years of non observation has led us to the complacent belief that they do not exist.

Under this heading can be listed monopoles, free quarks, axions, right handed neutrinos, etc etc.

Figure 11 shows how PETRA physicists searched for the existence of a new quark by means of a

fine energy scan in the total cross-section R. A new -onium state would have appeared as a sharp

spike which would have been unmistakeable for a Q = — quark but less obvious for a Q = — quark.

However since the new state, produced near threshold, would have a characteristic hadronic event

shape (isotropic or 3 jet from onium • 9gg) compared with the mainly 2 jet "background" from duscb,

even a Q = — quark could be easily observed. None were seen.

t t "f '• Y fft i 'f " • iy T "ti!

PETRA Energy scan 1979-198A

i
duscbt

,.L| „ ILlLj.if il,i|l

U2 43
l/i (GeV)

Figure 11. The fine scan measurements of
R from all experiments ac PETRA. The
effect of a tt continuun, tt resonance
and xx (Q "1/3) resonance are shown.
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Excited leptons (e*, u* etc) have been hunted by most s+e" experiments. For example, the Mark

J gioup at PETRA used the process e +e" • TY to look for e*. The conventional diagram. Figure 12a

can be calculated exactly in 2ED, the additional term in Figure 12b would lead to observable

effects, depending on the mass and coupling strength of the e*. A comparison of the data with QED

(Figure 12c) leads to the conclusion that if e« exist, and have conventional electromagnetic

couplings, they have a mass H e, > 58 GeV With 95% CL). This illustrates how e+e" experiments, by

exploiting the exchange of virtual particles (Figure 12b) can have a sensitivity to particles whose

mass would otherwise put them way above threshold for direct production.

a)

b) e*

-Tí
-If

Figure 12 a,b Feynman diagrams for the
process e+e'-*-Yť, including the
hypothetical e* exchange.

c)

- 100

02 0Á 0.6 0.8
cos 6

10

Figure 12c, The measured cross-section
for e+e--» Yt from MARK J compared to
the QED prediction (without e exchange).

There is a common method of searching for scalar particles like Higgs and techniparticles.

Assuming that they decay into conventional hadrons,

eg e +e" + si
II

' hadron jet

hadron jet

the jet-jet axis would have a characteristic angular distribution
% - 2Í 03sin2e
dfi 8s

and an increase in R of 0.25 units (with B 3 threshold behaviour) would have been obssrved. Again,

none of the experiments at PETRA or PEP have stumbled across particles like these.

Techniparticles were widely predicted to have masses of the order of 10 GeV and their non

observation is a serious blow to this theory although it is still regarded as attractive /11/.

Finally, and to avoid finishing on a note of "you name it, we haven't seen it", it is worth

noting a special event measured by CELLO /12/ at the highest PETRA energies. The event contains

two very large (transverse) momentum muons and in the opinion of CELLO, is unlikely to arise from

conventional sources (known heavy quarks, T + T ~ ) . Mor Is it likely to be a Higgs, although excited

u» or heavy neutrinos are not excluded. The fact that only CELLO have such an event and other

PETRA experiments with 4.7 times the d a u have not, is not statistically improbable. If the true

rate is 1 event par CELLO data, the joint probability of CELLO seeing one event and the others sero

is 0.3%. However, this bsooaes 3% If the trus rata is 0.5. Of course, more data should make the

picture clearer.

The overall conclusion is that e +e" experiments show that O«o and the additional ingredient of

the standard model describe the electrovsak interactions of charged leptons and qttarks at distances

down to •— fa. Making a ooemologlcal eoaparlson, this corresponds to an energy density sqmlvelent

to compressing the whole of Chechoslovakia onto a postage staapl nevertheless, it la vary
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difficult to test the standard model to better than 10* and this always leaves open the possibility

of hidden, lucking new phenomena.
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QUARKONIA

G. Conforto*

INFN, Firenze, Italy

1. Preliminaries Our present understanding of elementary particles and their

interactions nay be briefly sketched as follows :

- The fundamental constituents of natter are the six quarks

u c t charge • + 2/3

d E b charge =. - 1/3

and the six leptons

» v »T charge = O

e" u" T" charge * -1.

Each quark comes in three colours. Leptons are instead colour singlets.

- Electroweak interactions among quarks and leptons are described by the

standard SU{2) x U(l) nodel /I/ through the exchange of four mediating

bosons : Z°. W*. -y.

- Quantumchromodynanics (QCD) 121 is the most plausible candidate for

correctly describing the strong interactions anong quarks through the

exchange of eight coloured gluons.

- Gauge theories require all intermediate bosons to be massless. The problem

originating from the large masses of the W and Z° 111 is solved by the

introduction of at least one doublet of complex scalar fields /I/ (minimal

Higgs mechanism). Of the four parameters, three are used for the W and

Z° to acquire their physical masses. The fourth field remains as a genuine

neutral particle of unknown mass H* (Higgs meson), whose existence is thus

required by the standard model.

2. Ouarkonia The term quarkonium indicates the system formed by a quark and

its antiquark. The study of quarkonia aims at a comprehensive understanding of

the interguark fore* analogous to the QED description of positronium. The

processes to be investigated are : formation, cascade decays and annihilations.

Their most relevant feature* are presented below, mostly using as an example the

bb system T (bottomonium or bottoniua). Figure l is a comparison of some of the

potentials /M used to describe the quarkonium systems. Figures 2 and 3 show two

typical examples of the detectors /S.6/ used in the experimental investigations.

3. Formation Figure 4 shows the cross section foe the process •*•"-»

hadrons in the Y region 111. The narrow line* in the lower energy rang*

indicate the formation of three bound state* (with the same quantum numbers

* present addre** : CIRK, Geneva, Switzerland
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as the photon). The fourth enhancement corresponds to a quasi-bound state. Two

additional states at higher energies have been recently reported /9/. The Basses

of the narrow states have been measured to high precision /10/ with the result

that the spread in the theoretical predictions is far larger than the

experimental errors.

4. Spectroscopy "igure 5 shows the expected states of bottoniua and the

principal hadronic (2ir) and radiative (y) transitions. Typical results f r on

two nagnetic detectors /11.12/ relevant to the determination of the

z's -> l's TT+TT" transition rate are presented in figures 6 and

7. As an example of radiative transition results the photon spectrum observed by

the Crystal Ball group in T(2S) decays /13/ is shown in figure 8. The first

three lines are due to the 2*S -> 1*P transitions, the fourth to the

unresolved 1*P -* 1*S decays. For coaparison, the ARGUS data /12/ on the

same transitions are shown in figure 9. From these results the masses of and the

transition rates to and fron the P states can be determined /10/. Contrary to

the transition rates, the mass determinations are already accurate enough to

represent a serious challenge to the theoretical predictions.

5. Annihilations Quarkoniua annihilations occur yielding a variety of final

states such as lepton-antilepton. quark-antiquark, three gluons etc. Of special

interest is clearly the final state yH* which is possible provided the mass of

H* is sufficiently low. The prediction of the standard model with a single Higgs

doublet for the process T(1S) -» yH* is shown in figure 10 together with the

90% confidence level upper limit reported by the CUSB group /14/. No prediction

exists instead for the more complex case in which two or more Higgs doublets are

introduced.

A possible candidate for H* is the { (2200) observed in the radiativt

decays of the cč system by th« Mark III group at SPEAR /IS/. Figur* 11 shows the

experimental evidence'for this new state. In spite of tht low mass, the non

observation of the expected decay mod* í -» w*u" and th* larg*

branching ratio for th* decay • -» yf. an interpretation of th* í u i

"non minimal" Higgs particl* would provide a natural explanation for it* very

narrow width (T =. (30 i 10 t 20)H*V) /16/. Recently, however, the very

existence of the í has become somewhat questionable following th* negative

findings of the MD2 group at th* Orsay DCI /17/.

A much more plausible candidate for H* is th* C (S300) recently reported by

the Crystal Ball Collaboration /IS/. The f appears as a 4.2 standard deviation

effect in the inclusive photon spectrum froa th* decay Y(1S> -• yx in which

x is required to give rise to at least nine hadrons. This evidence is shown in

figur* 12. It also appears as a 3.3 standard deviation effect in th* orthogonal

saapl* of events froa th* decay T(1S) -» yX< in which the cuts iaposcd on X1

strongly bias th* selection towards th* decay T(ll) -» yz*x'. These

data are reported in figure 13.

Th* coabined significance of th* two signals Is greater than five standard
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after background subtraction.
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deviations. The best estiaates of the f parameters are :

Mf * (8322 ± 8 ± 24)HeV

T. < 80 HeV (90* C.C )

BR (Y(1S) -> Yf) ~ 0.5*.

The branching ratio for the decay Y(1S) -• yC is too high for the

identification of the f with a aininal Higgs aeson (see figure 10). However.the

consistency of the data with the existence of the decays f -> cc" and f -»

tí and the observed mass and width of the C do support the hypothesis that

this new state is a "non-miniaal" Higgs meson.

A difficulty with this interpretation is represented by the non-observation

of the decay Y(2S) -> yC as shown by the data of figure 14. The ratio

BR(Y(2S) -> Y O / B R ( Y ( 1 S ; -» Yf) is experimentally determined to be

less than 0.22 at the 90* C.L.. while a value of about one is expected under the

C * H* hypothesis.

Fig. 14 The inclusive photon spectrua observed by the Crystal Ball Collaboration

for the decay Y(2S) •* y * Bultipl* hadrons before and after

background subttaction.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

if. D. Peacei

Max-Planck-Institut fur Physik und Astrophysik, Munich , F.R.G.

Prospects for new discoveries in the next generation of colliding beam machines are dis-

cussed. Suggestions for substructure of quarks and leptons, as well as for the presence of bosonic

partners of these particles are examined.

High energy physics has made remarkable progress in the last ten years. As the other speakers

in this session have reported, there exists now some very good experimental evidence suggesting

that the strong interactions are described by Quantumchromodynamics (QCD) and that the electroweak

interactions are given by the Glashow, Salám, Weinberg (GSW) model. The theoretical framework for

these interactions is a non Abelian gauge theory, based on the group SU(3) x SU(2) x 0(1) - the,

so called, standard model IM.

Although the standard model has been only "confirmed" recently experimentally, the theore-

tical ideas on which it is based were developed in the I960's and early 1970's. There exists now

a similar theoretical backlog of ideas, which were developed in the last 10 years or so, which are

crying for experimental confirmation. These untested speculations follow four main directions:

those of (i) supersymmetry (Susy); (ii) grand unification (GUTS); (iii) Compositeness (Preon

Models); and (iv) Technicolor (Dynamical symmetry breaking). Colliding beam machines, built or to

be build, in the next decade will explore and confirm or discard these ideas, up to scales of the

order of a TeV.

The purpose of this talk is to indicate why high energy physicists, even though thinking

they have THE THEORY of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions, keep pursuing new direc-

tions. Further, I also want to describe briefly the principal features of the various new specula-

tions, concentrating in particular on some of their experimental signatures.

Although the standard model is theoretically consistent, there exist open questions which

indicate its physical limitations. The new theoretical ideas being put forward try to address some

of the following "mysteries" of the model:

(1) Why are the interactions gauge interactions and why are they based on SU(3) x SU(2) x U(D?

(2) Where does gravity fit in the picture?

(3) Why do weak interactions violate parity?

(4) Why are the quarks and leptons replicated in families?

(5) Why do the fermions have the mass patterns they have and how do these masses reflect the

charged current nixing angles?

(6) Why is the Fermi scale of weak interactions, h • ( ŕ2G ) y 250 GeV, different from the

Planck scale of gravity, H tf 10 GeV, and what relationship does A ?

QCD scale, A ^ u

(7) Why are the charges of the leptons and quarks what they are?

(8) Why are the strength? of the weak coupling constants, g_ and g., so different than that of

the strong coupling constant g.?

The tint three questions above are very deep and hints for their answer probably will not come

fiom experiment. Theoretical activity trying to address these questions, based on supergravity

and Kaluza-Klein theories, has been recently reviewed by Ferrara /2/. I note here only that the

lack of left-right symmetry makes life difficult and it would help if "•irror" fermions were to

be found.

The question of families and their related Basses and mixing angles arc sore aaenable to

experimental investigation. For instance, we have heard from C. Rubbia /3/ at this meeting some

preliminary evidence for the top quark, with mass m • 40 - 10 GeV. Also, an accurate measurement
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of the Z° width, at Lep or SLC, can provide, within the context of the standard model, direct

evidence for the number of generations. However, only from theory beyond the standard model can

these parameter be predicted. Roughly speaking, from experiments at the next generation of colliders

one may expect some hints at the "mass questions" 4)-6), but one is unlikely to learn much about

the "structure questions" 7) and 8).

GUTS /4/ address the "structure questions" by postulating that the standard model is part of

a larger set of gauge interactions, based on a group G9 SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). By having quarks

and leptons in the same representation of G their charge ratios are fixed. Further in G there is
14 15

a unique coupling constant g . However, if G is broken at a superheavy scale, M y 10 -10 GeV,

into SU(3) x SU{2) x U(1) ̂ This is similar to the breakdown of SU{2) x U(1) in the GSW model at

A into U(1) J one can understand the disparity between g,, g- and g_ at laboratory energy scales,
r em • \ 2. 5

The point is that coupling constants are really scale dependent, because of vacuum polarization

effects, and even though at M one has o* « g_ • g~ » g , at lower scales these couplings can well

be widely different.

GUTS physics is really high energy physics (E^10 GeV), so the early universe is its

laboratory. Earthly windows for GUTS are provided by their prediction of proton instability and

the existence of superheavy magnetic monopoles. Collider experiments, although far from the re-

levant energy scale, can, nevertheless, provide two important pieces of information for GUTS:

(i) Is there more than the standard model and its three generations of quarks and leptons?

COne must know what needs to be unified!]

(ii) Accurate measurements near the Z° will give very precise ratios for g /g . This will test

specific GUT models which predict this ratio from the coupling constants' evolution.

The "mass questions" are not addressed by GUTS. More useful here are Composite models, Susy

and Technicolor. Indeed, there are two separate issues here - the one of pattern and masses of

the fermions, and the issue of the Fermi scale. Preon models try to tackle the ferraion question,

although some versions have also implications for the Fermi scale. Technicolor and Susy deal

principally with the A_ issue, but the raison d'etre of Susy may be much deeper. The next genera-

tion of colliders will operate in the energy range of the Fermi scale and should really clarify

the origin of the SU(2) x U(1) symmetry breakdown. If there is "low energy" compositeness, these

experiments may also throw light on some of the quark and lepton mysteries. However, these

questions may well remain a persistent nystery.

Freon models /5/ assume that quarks and leptons are composed of yet more fundamental building

blocks (preons). In principle, therefore, the fermion mass spectrum and generation structure are

calculable bound state properties of the preon theory. In practice, however, the best that one

has been able to achieve theoretically is to construct nodels where che known fermions (plus a few

undesired states) emerge as m » 0 bound states and where generations appear as mechanically re-

petitive structures. The disparity between what is achieved and what is wanted is due to the fact

that preon models must overcome an extremely hard dynamical problem. Quarks and leptons appear

experimentally very "elementary" and if they have an intrinsic size <r> at alt, this size is

certainly very much smaller than their Compton's wavelength %. Our experience in bound state

problems up to now has been with systems where <r> tfrXCAtoms) or <r>4t X (Hadroní).

It has become customary to talk of a compositaness scale A.» related to{r> . Bounds on

A follow from the absence of deviations from standard model predictions for e c scattering and

for g - 2 and, typically, one finds that A % 1 TcV /5/. Preon dynamics must therefore be able

to bind states - the quarks and leptons - which are very light with respect to A t

<o v •»< « A €

Thia difficult dynaaícal probita, up to now, hat only b««n "lolvtd" by postulating • « • protective

ayaaetry which forcci certain bound •tatet to xero aaia ( X ^ * * ) • Two favorite idtas arc to
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incorporate in the preon theory either some unbroken chiral synmetry or some supersymmetry in con-

junction with some broken global symmetries. The more successful models are abl to produce the

desired quarks and leptons as massless excitations. However, how to generate the observed mass

spectrum remains still a very open question. This problem is compounded by a lack of understand-

ing of why the family structure emerges and an uncertainty on where the compositeness scale A

really is. If A *»M , clearly the mass question is beyond experimental hint. On the other hand,

compositeooss could be nearby, with A ** 1 TeV, and A and the Fermi scale A p could be inter-

connected .

Host theoretical effort now is connected to the Fermi scale, perhaps because there is some

not too distant hope of experimental illumination. The Fermi scale is the scale at which, in the

GSW model, SU(2) x U(1) is broken to U(1) . Thus the V and Z masses are proportional toA„ and,

em * r

experimentally, these relations have been checked at the CERN collider recently. In the GSW model

itself the spontaneous SU(2) x U(t) breakdown is generated by introducing an elementary Higgs

field A with non zero vacuum expectation value. The Fermi scale is the value of the (asymmetric)

minima of the Higgs potential

(2) V - X

and is a parameter put in by hand. In fact, there are theoretical questions whether such a para-

meter is stable under radiative corrections. Roughly speaking, if one thinks of a theory with a

natural cutoff A ~ such as grav*'y could provide - whatever value of A— one puts in initially,

in the end it is replaced by tht .Jtoff value A . This is illustrated, for example, by studying

the Higgs mass. The lowest order value, computed from harmonic oscillations around Vu. , gets an
fiin

enormous radiative shift, for large cutoff A :

(3) *rM » l X A j + WAl

To render the symmetry breaking sector of the standard model stable one has two options.

Either one finds a way to control the radiative corrections, or the physical cut off A is itself

of order A . Susy, by pairing boaons with fenions, stabilizes the radiative corrections, making

them depend only logarithmically on A and not quadratically /6/. Technicolor /7/, on the other

hand, effectively deals with a conposite scalar sector. More precisely, the Fermi scale is the

result of the dynamical formation of condensates of some underlying theory and it is related to

the dynamical scale A„,„ of this theory.

Supersymnetry is a symmetry which transforms fermions into bosons and viceversa. Its

spinorial charge, (or charges for N >1 Susy) and its adjoint close 'index anticomutation to the

momentum operator,constituting a unique graded extension of the Poincaré group. N • 1 Susy nulti-

plets always contain Batching bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. For instance the chiral

C 1/2,oj multiplet has a 2 component Ueyl fermion and two spin zero excitations. If the cure to

the stability problem of the Higgs sector is provided by Susy /6/,particles in the standard model

must acquire Susy partners (spartners). For instance the 45 (2-componant Weyl) quarks and leptons

of the three known families mist be accompanied by 90 spin zero squarks and sleptons. The 8 gluons

have as spartners 8 spin 1/2 gluinos, ate.

Susy extensions of the standard model aie totally predictive m» far as coupling go.

Essentially, transforming 2 particles into 2 sparticles gives the same coupling. Of course, since

no spartners arc observed on* aut a t S U M that Susy is broken. This breaking it rather arbitrary,

but if one wants to us* Susy to stabilise the Fermi scale one cannot push the spartners to

arbitrary large masa. Most popular models now ara based on H - 1 bdptrgravity where the mass

spectrum is ruled by the six* of the gravitino mass, "3/2* A p .

If Susy is correct, and m... is not too larga, the principal business of future colliders

will be to sort out the Susy-Zoo of sparticlesl In fact we may ba already beginning to do this.
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The monojet events reported by Rubbia /3/ at this meeting could be due to gluino production and

their subsequent decays into photinos, provided that the gluino mass is not much above 40 GeV.

Conversely, very light gluinos are probably already ruled out by present collider data.

Susy may, however, not be present in nature, or if present be broken at scales much above

Ap« Technicolor would Chen provide a natural solution to the Higgs stability problem. In Techni-

color HI one assumes that the vacuum expectation value ^<p> s A p of the elementary Higgs

field of the GSW model is replaced by a condensate of Techniquarks ̂ TT>. These objects are the

elementary fermions of a QCD-like theory, whose dynamical scale A T(, is, however, much larger than

QCD:

F y> AQCD

If the Techniquarks carry non trivial SU(2) x U(1) quantum numbers, as assumed, then t

condensate,which dynamically form,break this symmetry down.

In the Technicolor scheme, the W and Z get a mass by absorbing the Goldstone excitations

arising from the £TT> condensate formation. The presence of the strong Technicolor forces, however,

does more than this. One expects at the scale where Technicolor becomes strong that there will be

also a strong interaction among the W-bosons. A conservative estimate is that this will occur at

energies of the order J|£(I /»p ^£ 1*5 TeV, but this phenomenon could occur much sooner. In this

latter case some effects may be seen at Lep or, if the Techniquarks carry color and couple to

gluons, at the pp colliders.

My own view is that it is more likely that the stability problem in the Higgs sector is solved the

Technicolor way than the Susy way. However, inventing a whole new strong interaction theory to

generate the Fermi scale seems wasteful. Thus I find it reasonable to pursue the idea that a preon

model could give the same effects as Technicolor. That is, not only would quark and leptons be

preon bound states, but also preon condensates would serve to break SU(2) x U(1). The Fermi scale

ft would thon be related to the compositeness scale A . Although the present bounds on A pre-

sent some dynamical difficulties, some interesting toy models in this direction have been developed

recently /8/

Experi:nentation in the next 10 years at pp, e e and ep col 1 iders should bring us closer to

understanding some of the mysteries of the standard model. My only safe prediction is that excit-

ing times are ahead, which will generate their own set of mysteries!
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON DISSOCIATIVE
CHARGE EXCHANGE

J. Los and D.P. de Bruijn

FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, Kruislaan 4D7, 109B S3 Amsterdam,

The Netherlands

Abstract
Tiamitioni to nont.inu.iim itatii ate diicuatd iocuaing on diibociative. change

exchange. An txpe.iime.ntal míthod i& dzic.ii.btd which allomi dn.tmi.tid mtaiuitmtnti

on thii piocea. ixpe.nime.nti on the. diaociative. change, txchangt of H^ o-nd photo-

diaociation oj meíaiíabíe H2, ioimtd in chaigz tx.cha.nge. colti&ioni, ait ihouin.

1. Introduction
Transitions to continuum states, i.e. ionization or dissociation, piay an impor-

tant role in collisions of atoms and molecules. Such a transformation is often the

first step in a chemical reaction by providing radicals. Dissociation itself is of

course already an elementary chemical process. An interesting mixed case is cou-

pling to a double continuum, i.e. a competition between auto-ionization (or detach-

ment) and dissociation. Excitation to dissociative continua or to states which are

coupled to a continuum can be achieved in various ways, among which the addition

of an electron is especially important in plasmas. The electron can be captured in

a collision with another heavy particle or as a free particle, which is called res-

pectively dissociative charge exchange (DCE) and dissociative attachment (or recom-

bination for a positive ion). Besides this, electron capture is also a source of

metastable atoms and molecules and can very well be used for this purpose in labo-

ratory experiments as will be illustrated in this report.

Regardless the excitation mechanism, dissociative processes can be classified

in three categories: i) direct dissociations, i.e. a direct transition to a repul-

sive state, ii) radiative dissociations, the continuum is reached after radiative

decay and iii) predissociations, i.e. dissociation after a radiationless transi-

tion. The third category can be subdivided into predissociations via a curve cross-

ing, by coupling to another electronic state which has no crossing (e.g. by rota-

tional coupling) and tunneling through a potential barrier to the continuum of the

same state. Examples of most of these cases will be shown here in experiments on

the hydrogen molecule.

The experimental study of transitions to continua requires the measurement of

momenta distributions. The very high resolution of optical spectroscopy, which is

mainly applicable to the study of the structure of matter (discrete states) in con-

trast with transformations of matter, cannot be used or at best indirectly. One

has to rely on time of flight (TOF) or scattering techniques, electrostatic or mag-

netic analyzers or the measurement of Doppler shifts. Often the thermal energy

spread poses • severe limit to the attainable resolution. Since the collision ener-

gy is of minor importance in many studies, such as photodissociation and also to a

large extent in DCE, this problem can be overcome by accelerating the particles.

In that way a compression of the velocity spread is achieved. Applied to dissocia-
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tions this technique is called Translational Spectroscopy (TS), an extension of

mass speetrometry /I,2/. In the case of neutral particles, the products of DCE,

such a method cannot be used for obvious reasons. The experimental methods which

are used thus far are the measurement of neutral beam profiles /3/, a flight time

difference (FTD) method /4/ and recently also TS on the negative ions formed in a

second collision /5/. All these approaches suffer from a low efficiency and/or a

low energy resolution. Since a few years, however, a new technique for TS is avail-

able which combines the virtues of PTD and scattering measurements in an elegant

way /6/. This method will be described in the next section.

2. A new experimental method

Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of the experimental method. Both

fragments are detected in delayed coincidence on a time- and position-sensitive

double detector. The diameter is 5 cm, spanning the whole solid angle in the lab.

frame over which dissociation products are scattered. The measured mutual distance

R between the fragments is (in first order) a direct measure for their mutual ve-

locity perpendicular to the beam direction. Analogously the flight time difference

T gives the velocity parallel to the beam direction. So the released kinetic ener-

gy E and the c m . recoil angle 6 can be calculated directly for every event.

DISSOCIATION
PRIMARY „ vvlat)

2.5-10 keV

DETECTOR

<R

Fig. /.

Principle, oi the new ztt.pe.iiime.ntal method (on Tianitatlonal

SpectKoicopy. Both in.agme.ntt ate detected With a time- and

po&ition-ien&itive ahannetplati detecton..

Applying microchannel plates, a spatial resolution for the detection of one par-

ticle of 25 um PWHM is obtained and a timing resolution of 350 psec. FWHM. Thereby

an e resolution of 0.5% and an angular resolution of 1 degree are feasible in most

cases. These numbers are no absolute limits, the resolution with time-of-flight

like techniques can always be improved at tha cost of intensity. The best absolute

energy resolution observed so far is 3.5 M V ,

3. Dissociative processes in H 2

With the new experimental method described above, a detailed study could be

carried out on charge exchange processes leading to dissociation of the neutralized

H2 Molecule. Information is gathered as well about the process itself by Measuring
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doubly differential, relative, cross sections as about molecular structure through

predissociations. The charge exchange mechanism is also used to make a metastable

H2 beam, which is used to further explore dissociative processes in high lying

triplet states.

3.1. Dissociative Charge Exchange (DCE)

The first experiments on the DCE of H*, revealing two different contributions,

were performed by Meierjohann and Vogler /6/ with a FTD method. In our experiments

HI four different channels are observed which are illustrated in the potential

diagram of figure 2. The arrow denoted 'b' indicates a direct dissociation into

the repulsive b Iu state, resulting in a continuous e-spectrum extending from 0 to

7.5 eV. Channel 'a' also contributes to this continuum but by a radiative disso-

ciation. Process 'c' is a predissociation of the c3n state, now giving discrete

peaks in the energy spectrum between 7.2 and 10.2 ev, representing the vibrational

levels of the c-state. Predissociations also occur for a number of higher Rydberg

states (indicated as process 'd'), yielding 2 H-atoms of which one is now excited

to n =2 and therefore giving much lower e's (up to 1.9 eV).

The dominating charge exchange mechanism in collisions of H* with atomic vapour

targets is Near Resonant Charge Exchange (NRCE). A detailed semi-classical theory

on this exchange is published by Sidis and De Bruijn /8/, showing good agreement

with experiment for as well the e- as the 6-spectra. For a target atom with a cer-

tain ionization potential the final states in H, which are resonant for the elec-

tron transfer are strongly favored, obeying the Massey adiabatic criterion. In fi-

gure 2, where the ionization potentials of several targets are indicated by ver-

tical arrows, can be seen that therefore for instance process 'b' is best studied

by using a Mg vapor target. The resonance, which for this target is strongest for

24 n

0,8 1.6 2.4 12
Internuclur di lUnct(Á)

Tig. 2.
p*oce**e* {'a'-'b') in tkt

Dii&ociative. Cheuigt. Exchange (PCE) o i «J.
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the lowest vibrational levels, shows up clearly as a maximum around e =4 eV. Hore

detailed experiments are performed by using vibrationally selected H_ beams /7/.

If an alkali target is used, processes a, c and d are much stronger than with a

Mg target and all channels can clearly be recognized in the spectrum of figure 3.

Also visible is a very peculiar orientational oscillation around e = 7 eV.

Fig. 3.

{.xpe.Kimtnta.1 ipectnum dH/dcdQ 06 the VCE oi, H^

with Ci vapon. at E - 5 feeV. The dit6e.ie.nt p*o-

Uee á-t.g.2) tvii ln.dic.atid.

3.2. Predissociations after Charge Exchange

Figure 4 shows an e spectrum of the predissociations of the c I - s t a t e , in which

e 9
Released Kinetic Energy e (eV)

Tig. 4,

10

g

rant oi the. iptdium oi thi Kt.lta.ttd kinetic zntiigy e aitti CC E

U\, ihouting the. ptediaociation oi the. c3llu i tatí oi H{.
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most vibrational levels are resolved. The full line is a computer convolution of

this spectrum, giving accurate results for the energy levels, their populations

and partly also for their lifetimes /9/. With the lifetimes, measured through the

experimental broadening due to the exponential decay in flight, a very critical

test on the theoretical potential curves could be carried out. The vibrational dis-

tribution turns out to be influenced only slightly by the electron transfer, while

on the other hand the rotational temperature is observed to increase drastically.

The unique possibility to measure accurately the rovibrational distribution of H^

is already used to study H- formation in ion-molecule reactions and in dissocia-

tions of polyatomic molecules.

Also process 'ď has been studied in more detail by using a longer flight

length, yielding rotational resolution. Predissociations are observed of the d l u ,

J A and of the D1 H states and below e = 0.4 eV also of quasibound levels of se-

veral other states.

3.3. Photodissociation of metastable H.,

To study photodissociation of highly excited states in H,, a beam of raetastable

neutral molecules was made by leading a H ! beam through a charge exchange cell.

This beam contains mainly molecules in the c n state, the levels of the c state

forming the n part are predissociated quickly as we have seen before in the OCE

of H« (process 'c'). So far only Eyler and Pipkin /10/ have used this state to

study higher lying triplet states, which cannot be reached directly from the ground

state, by observing their fluorescence. We have seen manifestations of all classes

of dissociations: i) direct dissociation by a bound-free transition from rovibra-

tional levels of the c n state, ii) predissociations of quasibound levels of the

i II state and of the 4th vibration of the j3A state, and iii) radiative disso-

i Ti.VT.

PHOTON ENCRGV talT'l

rig. 5.
Pa.it o{ the. wavzlingth. tptctnum of, the. photodinocia.ti.an
mttmtabti tf2 in tht e3n* Hate.. The iniet ikowi an c-
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elation of many levels of the i It , the g Z* and the j 4 states. In figure 5 the

wavelength spectrum and level assignments are given /11/. Every peak indicates an

initially bound-bound transition, i.e. cases ii) or ill) .

4. Conclusions
Because of the introduction of a new experimental method, there is a renewed

interest in the study of dissociative charge exchange and other dissociative pro-

cesses. Experiments on H* have shown the power of this method, which allows the

simultaneous measurement of the released kinetic energy and the c m . recoil angle

with high efficiency and resolution and which is also applicable on neutral frag-

ments. The first experiments in photofragment spectroscopy on neutral molecules,

where charge exchange is used to create a metastable molecular beam, show another

important application of this technique.
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DISSOCIATION DYNAMICS OF VAN DER WAALS MOLECULES

e/".i4. Beewi-ck

LURE, Universita de Paris Sud, Orsay, France

ABSTRACT

Energy flow patterns of excited van der Waais molecules are reviewed.

Although several experiments in bulk have been performed, the Host recent tech-

niques to study van der Uaals molecules rest on the use of supersonic beams and

Laser excitation. These experiments do not only probe the structure and energe-

tics of the complex but also provide central information regarding the intramole-

cular energy flow and relaxation.

A most interesting feature of excited-state intramolecular dynamics in such

systems involves the breaking of the weak van der Waals bond. This new class of

photochemical fragmentation via internal excitation of van der Waals molecules

provides an unambiguous example for vibrational and/or rotational predissociation

in molecular physics.

INTRODUCTION

The van der Waals molecules are weakly bound complexes held together by

attractive intermolecular interactions between closed-shell atoms or molecules.

Their primary characteristics are their low (10-500 cm > dissociation energies,

the large length of the van der Waals bond, as well as the retention of the indi-

vidual properties of the molecular constituents within the complex. The law

dissociation energy of these molecules implies that a single infrared photon will

be usually enough to break the van der Waals bond.

The dissociation dynamics of van der Waals molecules is intimately related

to a broad class of processes involving intramolecular and intermolecular vibra-

tional (and/or rotational) energy exchange in molecular systems /I/. The study

of these dynamical processes in van der Waals molecules is of interest for the

following reasons:

1.- The photodissociation of a van der Waals molecule offers a unique, and for

the first time clear, example of vibrational and rotational predissodation

on a single electronic surface. This is a basic molecular relaxation process.

2.- Detailed information about intermolecular forces can be extracted from accu-

rate measurements of predissociation lifetimes and final state distributions

of the fragments.

3.- The elucidation of vibrational predissociation in complexes involving poly-

atomic molecules may provide important insights into the general probita of

unimolecular reactions. In particular, it may bt helpful in establishing the

limits of application of statistical theories for vibrational energy redistri-

bution in molecular systems.

4.- Vibrational and rotational predissociation in van der Waals molecules is the

half-collision analog of collision-induced relaxation. Both processes Involve

the same interactions, but they differ in that the collision-induced relaxation

329
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must occur at energies above a threshold for vibrational or rotational excita-

tion of the fragments, while predissociation may occurs at energies below that

threshold. The comparison between the results of these two types of experiments

is then of general interest 111.

5.- It may be very important to the understanding of several processes involving

van der Waals complexes: three-body recombination reactions ľil, primary steps

of nucLeation phenomena /4/, and atmospherical processes such as neutral and

ionic termolecular reactions as well as infrared absorption and emission in the

atmosphere /5/.

6.- Infrared laser isotope separation via vibrational predissociation of a van der

Waals cluster in a supersonic beam has been demonstrated Ibl.

Conventional spectroscopic studies, which are expected to provide useful in-

formation concerning the structure and the energetics of van der waals molecules,

are severity hampered by the low concentration of the species, by the overlap of

their spectra with those of the free constituents, as well as by the usual effects

of rotational broadening and of the appearence of vibrational sequence congestion

exhibited even at low temperatures. Although several experiments in bulk have been

performed, the most recent technique to study van der Uaals molecules rests on the

use of supersonic beams and jets. At the extremely low trans Lati ona I and rotatio-

nal temperatures achieved in supersonic expansions, the binding energy of the van

der Uaals molecules considerably exceeds kT, the problems of spectral overlap are

reduced, while the effects of thermal rotation broadening and of sequence conges-

tion are practically eliminated. Thus in supersonic jets the complexes are stable

and their spectra are well resolved. In this way extensive information has been

obtained, from magnetic and electrical resonance studies, on the structure and

energetics of a great variety of van der Waals molecules 111.

These modern spectroscopic experiments do not only probe the structure and the

energetics of these molecules but also provide central information regarding the

intramolecular energy flow and relaxation. Of considerable interest is the nature

of the intramolecular dynamics in excited states. Since the bond dissociation

energies are of the order of 10-500 cm , a single infrared photon is enough to

dissociate the molecule. This new class of photochemical fragmentation via inter-

nal excitation of van der Waals molecules provides an unambiguous example for vi-

brational and/or rotational predissociation in a polyatomic molecule.

VIBRATIONAL PREDISSOCIATION

Utilizing the technique of laser spectroscopy in supersonic beams. Levy and

coll. /la/ have provided important data concerning linewidths and the identification

of the decay channels for vibrational predissociation of many van der Waals systems.

In particular, extensive and detailed studies have been conducted on the He-12

molecule excited in the region of the B electronic state of I, /8/. The process

studied was:

(1) He-I2(B,v) •• He + I2<B,v'< v)

where v is the vibrational quantum number describing the Ij stretch. The following '

experimental data were reported:
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1.- He-I, exhibits efficient vibrational predissociation, the rates being 4.5 10

s" for v=12, increasing to 2.6 10 s" for v = 26.

2.- The vibrational predissociation rates follow an almost quadratic dependence

on the vibrational quantum number v of the I-I bond up to v = 43.

3.- The propensity rule v'=v-1 for the vibrational predissociation was established

for a wide range of vibrational levels from v=1 to v=43.

Recently, Sharfin, Kroger and Wallace (91, have also studied Hel,, in the

range v = 43 up to v=63. They have shown that the dependence of the linewidths on

v for v > 45 becomes faster than quadratic and drops suddenly as the v-1 channel

becomes inaccessible due to the anharnoni ci ty of I-,.

These experimental findings can be fairly well reproduced by distorted wave

golden rule calculations /1b/. The v' - v-1 channel can be seen to be the result

of the weak coupling between the van der Waals stretch and the I-X bond vibration.

The quadratic behavior of the rates is due to both, couplings and kinematics, whit"

the absolute value of the rate depends very sensitively on the potential energy

surface /1b/.

These calculations are very useful in

that analytical expressions can be derived

giving considerable insight into the dyna-

mics of vibrational predissociation and

yielding some predictions which can be help-

ful in designing new experiments. One of

the most important result of these calcula-

tions is the so-called "energy-gap law" /1b/

or "momentum-gap law"/10/. Under certain

general conditions it is possible to write,

for the rate T,

., ,1/2
(3) inT = - u K£ v z ' + cte

"*,ec

"A.BC

where u is the reduced mass for the FI(. ^

motion of the atom with respect to the center

of mass of the diatom, e is the kinetic energy of the fragments (which is deter-

mined by the conservation of the total energy), and a is the range of the van der

Waals interaction. From (3) the rate is expected to decrease fast with increasing

the excess energy e . For one quantum processes (v1 - v-1) the rate is expected

to decrease fast with increasing the diatom frequency <D , since in that case

e = í ID - 0 , where D is the van der Waals dissociation energy. It should
1/2

be noticed that (3) contains p = (2 u c) ,i.e., the relative translational mo-

mentum of the departing fragments, so it may be appropriate to refer to it as the

"momentum-gap law" /10/.

The interpretation of this result is the following: vibrational predissocia-

tion for an atom A bound to a diatomic molecule BC can be illustrated schematically

as in Fig. 1. The curves represent the potential energy of the system as a func-

tion of the distance between A and the center of mass of BC. The curvt labelled 1

can support truly bound states which correspond to the stable van der Waals mole-
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íule. On the other hand, the curve labelled 3 supports quasi-bound states corres-

ponding to A bound to an internally (vibrational) excited diatom. These quasi-

bound or compound states are isoenergeti c with a continuum state wavefunction

associated with curve number 1. The off-diagonal coupling elements of the total

Hamiltonian will induce vibrational predissociation. The rate of predissocistion

is essentially determined by the overlap between the quasi-bound initial state and

the final continuum wavefunction (Golden Rule). The final wavefunction will be a

rapid oscillating function if the momentum is large. Thus the rate will decrease

fast with increasing p. For He-I, complexes since the molecular frequency u =

120 cm is small, the vibrational predissociation rates are reasonably fast.

On the other hand for Comdexes involving H,, for example, vibrational pre-

dissociation should be exceedingly slow since u) - 4000 cm in this case. Recen-

tly Hutson, Ashton and LeRoy /11/ have performed converged d o s e coupling calcula-

tions for Ar-H,. They get a lifetime of 0.26 10 s for vibrational predissocia-

tion from the v=1 level of H,. These full 3-dimensional quantum mechanical calcu-

lations confirm the qualitative predictions made above. Unfortunately, those life-

times are too long to be experimentally measured.

Recently /12/, K.C.Janda and coll. have studied vibrational predissociat i on

for NeCl, and NeBr,. The NeCl, van der Uaals molecule in v = 1 lives for at least
-5 -1

10 s. The Ct- vibrational quantum is 550 cm while the Ne-Cl, bond dissociation
— 1 8

energy is probably of the order of 100 cm or less. Thus Ne-Cl, undergoes 10

vibrations of the Cl, unit, before bond breaking occurs. This experimental result

confirms the significance of momentum gap arguments for these systems /1c/.

ROTATIONAL PREDISSOCIATION

For some systems having large ro-

tational constants (e.g. H,, HD, HCl)

it is possible to observe rotational

predissociation. This process can be

represented by :

(4) A-BC(v,j> * A • BC(v,j'< j)

where j is the BC internal angular mo-

mentum. This situation is illustrated

in Figure 2 for the case of Ar-Nj/13/.

It is clear from the figure that quasi-

bound states corresponding to v=1,j=2

for instance, can predissociate to the

continuum of v*1,j*0. This process has

much smaller energy gap and therefore

prcdissociation rates should be large.

Hutson and LeRoy l\itl have performed

converged close coupling calculations

for ArH2, ArO?, ArHD and KrH2> They

have shown that rotational prcdisso-

ciation is 6 or more orders of magni-

tude more efficient than vibrational
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predissociat ion. The corresponding experiments have been performed by NcKetlar/15/.

The agreement between theory and experiment is so good that the problem for these

systems can be considered to be completely u n d e r s t o o d .

Recent experiments on diners such as ( H F ) , , (C,H,> , ( N O ) , / 1 6 / , indicate

that these molecules will provide the best models for intramolecular energy re-

distribution since they combine increasing complexity (thus many more coupled

v i b r a t i o n s ) with rotational r e s o l u t i o n .

V I B R A T I O N A L P R E D I S S O C I A T I O N F O R C O M P L E X E S I N V O L V I N G P O L Y A T O M I C M O L E C U L E S

Theoretical work on vibrationól predissociat i on has concentrated mainly

on atom-diatom s y s t e m s , whereas e x p e r i m e n t a l work has dealt recently with larger

systems / 1 c / . Infrared Iinewidths have been measured for a variety of polyatomic

molecules / 1 7 / and in particular for e t h y l e n e - c o n t a i n i n g c l u s t e r s .

The most important feature of the observed p h o t o d i s s o c i a t i o n spectra for

ethylene clusters is their large linewidth (1-10 cm ) . This indicates that the

initially excited state decays on a picosecond time s c a l e , but there is no e v i -

dence that free ethylene is produced in less than 10 s. Do the linewidths

reflect lifetimes for direct vibrational predissociat ion or just intramolecular

energy redistribution without d i s s o c i a t i o n ? This is still an open q u e s t i o n .

Very recently, Janda and coworkers /17b/ have observed structure in the

v 7 bands (around 950 cm above the lero point e n e r g y ) of Ne-C,H,and A r - C - H , ,
-1 -1

with estimated linewidths of 0.5 cm and 3 cm r e s p e c t i v e l y . It is clear from

the energy gap law that complexes which must convert such a large amount of

energy into translation to p r e d i s s o c i a t e usually do so very slowly, while the

existence of near-resonant channels enhances the rate. One possibility for this

is that energy qoes to rotation of the f r a g m e n t . It has recently been s h o w n ,

that Ai—HD / 1 1 / and Ar-HCl / 1 8 / both undergo vibrational predissociati on to p r o -

duce fragments mainly in the highest a c c e s s i b l e rotational level. H o w e v e r , very

large changes in rotational quantum numbers are u n f a v o u r a b l e , so that high-energy

rotations are very much more effective in taking up excess energy than low-energy

r o t a t i o n s . Since e t h y l e n e has one large rotational constant (the rotation around

the C-C a x i s ) this is a po s s i b l e m e c h a n i s m for VP in ethylene c o m p l e x e s .

There is however in the polyatomic case a novel feature as compared to the

A-BC c a s e . While in the later m o l e c u l e s the only decay channels involve the in-

terconversion of vibrational energy to translational or to rotational e n e r g y , in

the case of po l y a t o m i c s a new decay channel is ex h i b i t e d involving partial c o n v e r -

sion of vibrational energy in one mode to vibrational excitation of another mod*

of lower ene rgy, i.e., intramolecular energy e x c h a n g e within the initially excited

polyatomic component of the complex. This is a V -» V+R*T p r o c e s s . In ethylene

the v 1 0 mode lies 123 cm" below the u ? mode and therefore this channel may effi-

cient.

Recently /^9/ a calculation of predissociation lifetimes and product statt

distributions was carried out for the van der Uaals complexes Ne-CjH^ and Ar-CjH^.

The technique uses a scattering wavefunction expanded in molecular vibrational

states eoupltd with aiimuthal basis functions describing the rotation of the CjH^

molecule about the C-C axis. The other rotations were treated within the infinite
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order sudden approximation. A model potential based on pairwise-addit i ve atom-

atom potentials was employed.

The most striking result is that predissociation to form vibrati ona Ily excited

C\j._) ethylene dominates; the predi ssoci at ion process involves vibration-vibration

energy transfer betueen the v_and v-^modes. Less than 1% of the products are pro-

duced in the vibrational ground state. This is as expected from simple momentum

gap arguments, but it is interesting that the high rotational levels of the vibra-

tional ground state contribute so Little. This study is the first application of

a 3-dimensional coupled channel method to vibrational predissociat i on processes

involving polyatomic molecules. Despite the approximations made, the results show

that calculations of this type are worthwile in providing new and detailed informa-

tion on the mechanism of predissociat i on in these systems.

In addition to these infrared Linewidths experiments, several other studies

have been conducted in electronic excited states of complexes involving glyoxal HOI

and tetrazine /21/. These experiments have shown that lifetime for predissociation

is usually of the order of nanoseconds and that predissociation proceeds through

very selective pathways. Understanding in detail the mechanisms of predissociation

for these species is still a wide open field.

CONCLUSION

Photodissociation of van der Waals molecules is a very active and expanding

activity in molecular physics. I have attempted to provide a general conceptual

framework for the understanding of the predissociation mechanisms of the smaLl and

medium-sized van der Waals complexes, emphasizing the effects of degradation of

vibrational energy into trans Lational and rotational enerqy, as well as the exchange

of enerqy between intramolecular modes.

Several conclusions emerge: first, the vibrationaL predissociation rates can

be adequately rationalized in terms of the energy Cor momentum) gap law. Second,

for stall van der Waals molecules ( such as A-BC) comparison between theory and

experiments have reached high degree of sophistication and can now provide detailed

information on intermolecular forces. Third, the role of vibrational energy re-

distribution in van der Waals complexes involving polyatomic molecules appears to

be very important. In this context it will be extremely interesting in the future

to compare these results with the predictions of statistical theories which make

the basic assumption of very effective and complete intramolecular vibrational re-

distribution within the complex. This will set the limit upon which statistical

theories have to be complemented and supplemented by the resuLts of the microscopic

theory of intramolecular dynamics.
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DISSOCIATIVE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

R.I. Hall

Groupe de Spectroscopie par Impact Electronique et Ionique, Universiťj Pierre

et Marie Curie, 4 place Jussieu T12-E5, 75230 PARIS Cedex 05, Franc.-

In tha binary colliaion batwaan a IIOH vltctron and a aolacula tha diract

tranafar of anargy froa tha alactron to tha nuclal la an iaprobabla procaaa. Tha

colllKl;:/) tlaa of tha alactran la ahort coaparad to tha charatariatlc tlaaa

aaaoclatad Mlth vibration and rotation o-f tha nuclai. In ordar for tha nuclaar

anargy to ehanga, tha potantial in Hhlch tha nuclal aova auat ba aodlfiad. Thia

can taka placa by tha incldant alactron aodifylng tha targat alactron orbitala

in an axcitatlon or loniaatcn procaaa whanca tha nuclai aubaaquantly raarranga

thaaaalvaa In a n m patantlal. Thla can iaply an incraaaa (or dacraaaa) of tha

nuclaar aotlon and can laad to fragaantatIon of tha aolacula to nautral or

chargad producta.Thaaa typaa of procaaaaa ara not a uniqua proparty of alactron

colliaiona and can alao ba inducad by othar aganta (photona, iona, nautrala,

atc>* a procaaa Mhlch is intrlnalc to alactron colllalona and that can induca a

larga axchanga of anargy froa tha alactron to tha nuclai ia that Hhich procaada

by tha foraation of a raaonanca. In thla procaaa tha alactron attachaa to tha

aolacula tanpararlly fomlng a nagatlva ion or raaonanca thua changing tha

nuclaar potantial for a tiaa Hhich can ba aufflciant to alloM larga axcuraiona

of tha nuclal bafora dacay takaa placa by autodatachaant. Raaonancaa can in thla

May laad to larga vlbratlonal croaa aactlona and avantually to dlaaoclatlon of

tha aolacula in tha fora of dlaaoclativa attachmnt (DA) l.a. tha alactran

rasalnlng attachad to ona of tha fragaanta foralng a atabla nagatlva ion :

a»A> -» «ť*-^ «••"

In tha DA procaaa thara la atrong coapatltion batman autodatachaant and dlaaoc-

1atIan and tha nagatlva ton ylald dapanda on tha ralatlva sagnltuda of tha

raaonanea lifatiaa and tha dlaaoclatlon tlaa. Ona can aaa laaadiatly that thia

can laad to an laotopa affact I haavlar nuclal Mill hava a raducad probability

of raachlng dlaaoclatlon bafora datachaant occura.

Tha alactron la bound in tha raaonant atata althar by a virtual axcltatlon

aachanlaa or In a potantial Mall coapoaad of tha polariaatlon patantlal and a

cantrifugal barriar or both. Tha raaonant atata la a quaai-atatlanary atata Mlth

wall daflnad quantua nuakara Hhoaa anargy can ba rapraaantad by a coaalax quan-

tity l«V-l P n, Mhara P la tha width and corraaponda to tha coupling ta tha

cantlnuua with Hhlch tha raaonant atata la daganarata. Tha lifatiaa ia 41/P .

336
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The observations of stable negative Ions in an electron scattering experi-

ment is th* signatur* of a resonant procass. However this M M not regarded aa

auch until tha aarly slxtias dasplta tha fact that nagativa iona produced by

such a process had been observed in scattering experiments sine* the 1920's. The

study of the DA process is now a mature subject of research and the detailed

obaervation of the negative ion fragments haa in many cases allowed the charac-

teristics of the resonant state to be obtained i.e. the determination of V, P ,

atate symmetry, dissociation limits, etc. In other words, haa lad to a spectros-

copy of resonancea. Theae studlea have also revealed lntereating phenomena and

much effort haa been put into understanding the mechanisms of th* diaaociatlan

process. Here some of the active areas in this field Hill be preaented high-

lighting the most recent developments.

FRAGMENT ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS.

A development Mhlch haa produced much DIH data is tha uae of electron-

Impact spectrometers /1/,/Z/. These Instalments utilise a low energy spread

electron beam which la crossed with the target gaa beam, and analyae with a high

resolution the energy, angle and maaa Df the negative Ion fragments produced by

DA. These Instruments have contributed to our understanding of DA in trlatomlc

aaleculea. An example is the study Df H~ formation in H^O in tha aeV region. In

thla caae th* H~*n*rgy spectrum ahows that tha H~ fragment carrlea off essen-

tlally all of the excess dissociation energy little remaining In the OH fragment

in the form of vibratlonal or rotational energy IZI. The other extreme cam* is

that of COg near 4eV. Here the 0~ ion la emitted with vlrtualy no energy ana th*

CO fragment la in the highest open vibratlonal level. Such la also the eaa* for

the DA proceaa in th* lev region and vlbrational excltion of CO te lávala aa

high aa 21 haa ba*n detected /4/. All these phenomena ar* the conaaquence of

the characteristics of th* resonance widths and the form of th* potential

aurfacea as classical trajectory calculations hav* ahoMn /4/.

Another interesting case of fragment energy distributions la that of DA In

HgBrg n*ar 4eV. H*r* th* Br~ fragment takea away half the excess energy^ th*

other half would appear to be carried off by the «r atom in tha oapaslt*

•traction due to simultaneous dissociation of the Hgir fragment. This process

then reduces to ths dissociation of »£ with tha Mg atom acting as • central

stationary spectator.

INITIAL «TATI DCPCNMNCC OF DIMOCIATIVI ATTACHMENT.

Spectacular raaulta hava been obtained concerning tha dependence af M an

tha Internal energy of tha target molecule. Allan and Hong 171 heated Ha, and
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observed a larg* inhucnint of the DA cross ••ctlon Mlth initial vibrational

and rotational stát* for energies up to 4eV, The DA cross section Has seen to

Increase at threshold by 4 orders of magnitude for vm<% in Hz and by S orders in

Dg -for the Hat level CMpartd to the v»0 level. Wadehra and Bardsley /6/ used

resonance theory and a seml-emplrlcal node! (local complex potential depending

only on the internuclear separation <R> > and obtained a good agreement Hlth the

observations* However this Model required a particularly large Mldth compared to

the resonance energy and one can question the physical meaning of such para-

meters. In the picture implicit in this model the BA phenomena can be looked

upon as being due to an increased survival probability resulting from the

increased momentum distribution of the nuclei and the spatial extention of the

nuclear Have function into the region at large R Hhere the autodetachaent Mldth

diminishes.

A similar large enhancement of the DA cross section Hlth vlbrational level

in HC1 and HF Has also observed by Allan and Wong /?/. Furthermore sharp

decreases were observed In the cross sections caused by the opening of neH

vlbrational channels. These results should be added to the other scattering

phenomena concerning these molecules i.e. a large threshold peak and cross

section for vibratlonal excitation /lot and the population of the highest vibra-

tional level for the Inverse reaction of associative detachment fix/.

Theoretical studies have shoHn that the permanent dlpole of these molecules is

not responsible for the observed phenomena. Theory indicates that these effects

are attributable to a X state that is bound at large R but disappears as it

approaches the region of equilibrium of the neutral molecule. The observed s-

Have behaviour suggests the presence of a virtual state as the centrifugal

barrier Hhlch normally binds the electron to form a resonance is absent.

Theoretlcsl calculations have been performed using resonance scattering

formalisms Hlth non-local Hldths taking Into account to varying degrees the

dynamic or non-adlabatlc tnterstton betmwn the electronic and nuclear motion

/lZ/,/13/.

The difficulty In defining s resonant state has led to other models being

proposed and recently Telllet-lllly and tauyacq /14/ have developped a formalism

Hhlch give* a unified description of all the observed phenomena in HCt Mlthout

explicitly Introducing a resonant state. This same model in an effective range

form also gives an accurate account of M in Ht. In this formalism the physical

picture far M la: the electron approaches the molecule and by non-adiakatlc

coupling Induces a vlbrational excitation loath to omen and clased channels). As
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t h* i nternuc lear distanc* increases m. bound electronic stats appears, and the

cltctron is captured directly into th* bound state. Thus as the initial

vibrational energy increases the bound state is reached more easily and the DA

cross section is enhanced.

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS.

Th* angular dependence of the negative ÍDH -fragments produced by 2M

reflects the dependence of the resonance formation process on the orientation of

the molecular axis and depends on th* symmetry of the resonant state. Up ta nOH

the interpretation of angular behaviours in terms of resonance symmetries has

been done using the theory of O*Mal ley and Taylor /15/ and has allowed much

valuable information to be extracted from observations. The angular behaviour is

expanded over angular modes which are the usual spherical harmonics and when the

electron-molecule interact ion has near spherical symmetry, one or a super-

position of two spherical harmonics Is sufficient to describe the observations.

However recent studies of DA in polar /16//17/ and highly polar molecules

/J8//19/ have revealed angular behaviours with varying degrees of asymmetry with

respect to 90°( a single spherical harmonic has forward-backward symmetry) that

could not or only with difficulty be described with a small number of spherical

harmonics. In the case of a polar molecule the interaction no longer has

spherical symmetry and the dipóle introduces 1-mixing which depends on the

dipóle strength. Tei1let-Bi1ly and Gauyacq /20/ have shown in the case of polar

molecules one should consider dipóle angular modes which *r* exact eigen-

functions of a pure point dipóle field .The expression for the angular

distribution Is then exactly the same as that of O'Malley and Taylor except the

spherical harmonics are replaced by dipóle modem. The dipóle modes can be

expressed as a weighted sum of spherical harmonics and the strength of the

dipóle determines the number of spherical harmonics making a noticeable

contribution to the angular mode. (When the dipóle strength is zero the dipóle

mode reduces to a single spher í cal harmon i c í. Thus as the d ipole strength

inerežeš the angular dependence becomes mor* and mor* asymmetrical with respect

to 90* i physically this represents the preference of the electron to attach

Itself to the positiv* end of the molecule. This new theory gives a good account

of the observations and will be a precious aid in th* interpretation of aneMlar

behaviours in terms of resonance symmetries. Thus we see that In the case of

true resonances (with real binding mechanisms) th* electron-dlpole Interaction

strongly influences th* resonant process in contrast to the DA phenomena assoc-

iated with HC1 and HF at low energies describes above.
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DISSOCIATIVE ATTACHMENT TO UNSTABLE FRAGMENTS.

DA processes are n OH knoMn that can produce a negativ* ion which i» itaelf

unstable (It la in an atoialc resonance state), and subsequently decays to give a

free electron onca tha dissociation l« completed. I .e.

e*AB -» AB~ -» A»B*~» A+B+e

Tha alactron energy dlatrlbutlon la than characteristic of tha atonic resonance

and It is thia proparty which haa allowed thia proceaa to ba datactad in

scattering experiments. Tha í Irat process of this typ* to ba discovered waa in N2

and NO /21/ yielding N~ in it* unatabl* ground state. This M I the first obser-

vation of thia spades and allowed the energy and width to be obtained. The only

other process of this type observed to date occurs In H&. Hare very weak DA

reactions have been observed which lead to H~ in doubly excited atatea of the

for* L 2121' /22/. The observation of thia type of DA reaction is particularly

interesting as it gives Information on resonant atates at large R well outside

of the Franck-Condan region of the ground state. In tha caae of H a the obser-

vatlona have led to the proposal of a correlation diagram between known bound

reaonant states and their dissociation limits.

In conclusion, experimental observations of DA with precise and sensitive

instruments are revealing new phenomena. Theaa reaulta are in turn Betting new

challenges to theoreticians and has led to considerable progress in our under-

standing of electron-molecule collisions.
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ROTATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER IN MOLECULE-MOLECULE
AND MOLECULE-SURFACE COLLISIONS

R. Sohinke

P1PI fur Stromungsforschung, D3400 Gottingen, FRG

Introduction

Rotational energy transfer in molecules is an important step in gas phase

physic and chemistry with cross sections, which are usually larger than those for

other elementary processes like vibrational or electronical energy transfer. It

has been studied in great detail both experimentally and theoretically /1/,/2/ and

a wealth of information and understanding of this simplest inelastic process has

been accumulated in recent years. Quantities like differential and integral cross

sections, rate constants or transport coefficients can - in principle - be calcu-

lated if the interaction potential is known. Unfortunately, this is the case for

only very few, simple enough systems for which electronic structure calculations

are feasible. One of the main goals of research devoted to gas phase collision pro-

cesses is therefore to extract information about the interaction potential from

experiment. A very promising approach is to construct a reliable potential enerqy

surface by combining limited theoretical data and experimental information.

The determination of potential energy surfaces from experimental dat? is

obviously facilitated if the cross sections exhibit distinct structures which are

directly related to parts of the interaction potential. Such structures indeed

exist and are known as rotational rainbow /3/. They are equivalent to the rainbow

phenomenon in elastic atom-atom scattering /4/ and will probably play the same

role in determining potential data from experimental cross sections.

In this lecture we will first illustrate the rotational rainbow effect and

its relation to the interaction potential. Three examples, Ne-Naj, H^-CO, and

NO-Ag(111), will be analyzed in more detail. Finally, integral cross sections and

its information content will be discussed for the NO-Ar system.

Rotational rainbows

Rotational rainbows are singularities of the classical differential cross

section which for a rotational transition j.= O •• j- and scattering angle 8 is

approximately given by

(1, ^ L ,o - j 2 | e> - I | Uv + \) sinYv / D(tv,Tv) I

where í is the partial wave parameter and Y is the molecular orientation angle.

The Jacobian determinate is defined in terms of the deflection function xll,i) and

the excitation function J ( H , Y ) , i.e..

(2) D U , Y ) = det

and the summation in egu. (1) i s over a l l roots of the coupled equations

(3) í 6 - x <«VFTV) . ± <j2 + V2) - J < V \ > >
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Eainbow singularities occur whenever the Jacobian becomes zero for a particular

set Ojjj). For impulsive collisions (large wavenumbers, weak attraction, large

scattering angles) zeros of D are primarily due to zeros of 3J/3Y which explains

'the name rotational rainbow.

The rainbow condition D(Jt,f) = O defines through the stationary phase con-

dition, equ. (3), the so-called rainbow curve ©„(j,) or equivalently j_(e). An ex-

ample is shown in fig. 1. The rainbow curve separates the classically allowed

to r

Figure 1: Classical (j ) and
K

quantal (j_a„) rainbow cur-

ves. Also shown are diffe-

rential cross sections ver-

sus final state j., and ver-

sus scattering angle 9, re-

spectively.

90
scattering angle 9

160 0.5 1J0
P(j, r 0-j219x150°)

(real solutions of (3)) from the classically forbidden (complex solutions of (3))

region. The classical cross section is finite in the first case, exactly zero in

the second case, and singular at the boundary. In quantum mechanics the rainbow

occurs as an Airy-type maximum which is somewhat shifted into the classical region.

Because of the summation over several roots of equ. (3) the quantal cross section

exhibits interference oscillations (supernumerary rotational rainbows) in the clas-

sically allowed region. Differential cross sections are either measured as final

rotational state distributions for a fixed scattering angle or as angular distri-

butions for a particular rotational transition. Two examples are displayed in

fig. 1. Both representations are equivalent and contain the same information about

the dynamics of the system, primarily the interaction potential. Usually one rain-

bow exists for a homonuclear molecule and two rainbows exists for a heteronuclear

molecule.

Assuming that the interaction potential is a hard ellipsoid with long and

short semiaxes A and B the rainbow curve is approximately given by /5/

(4) 2 (2pE)1/2 (A-B) sine/2

where v is the reduced mass and E is the collision energy. Equation (4) describes

in a very simple way the dependence of the rotational rainbow on the parameters of

the system, especially a linear dependence on the aniaotropy of the potential ener-

gy surface defined as (A-B).
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Ne-Na-,
A prototype system to discuss rotational rainbow structures is Ne-Na2 for

which angular resolved, state-to-state differential cross sections have been mea-
sured using a sophisticated laser technique /6/. An accurate ab initio potential
energy surface has been calculated 11/ which allows to compare experiment and theo-
ry without any adjustable parameter /6/. Because of the extremely small rotational
constant many states are energetically open even at low collision energies.

Three representative examples of angular dependent differential cross sec-
tions are displayed in fig. 2. They show the same qualitative behaviour as dis-

0 — 2
•• exp.
- IOS

V,,

1 5-13
J J Ne-No2

í \

1 \^

L 9-25 •
t\ E = 190meV

f V*
/ V"'

^ 1- 0—2 Í 5—13 L 9 25 • Figure 2: Experimental (...) and
Ž " ™ •/•! Ne-No2 /\ E=190meV theoretical ( ) cross sections

< .5

^ 0 K> 20 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 4 0 50
9 L A B CDEGl

cussed in fig. 1. The supernumerary rotational rainbows are most clearly seen for
j = O - 2. As predicted by the simple expression (4) the rainbow shifts to larger
scattering angles with increasing rotational momentum transfer Aj.

The agreement between experiment and theory including transitions up to
Aj = 60 is generally good, which indicates the high accuracy of the calculated in-
teraction potential. In test studies we demonstrated that the rainbow positions
are extremely sensitive to the anisotropy: Changes of not more than ± 5 % would
give rainbow angles in disagreement with the experimental data /6/. In contrast to
that the rainbow positions depend only weakly on the overall steepness (R-depen-
dence) of the potential.

Because of the complexity of this system accurate ab initio potential ener-
gy calculations are only possible on the level of the SCF approximation and con-
tributions of the configuration interaction (CD must be included in an empirical
way. The interaction potential is written in the form / 8 /

(5) = V S C F (R,Y r> 2) + V
C I

f (R)

where R is the internuclear separation and Y-i,Y2

 a r e t n e t w o m ° l e c u l a r orientation
angles, v is the calculated SCF potential energy, V is the long range attrac-
tion part determined by the perturbation theory limit, and f(R) is a suitable cut-
off function, i.e..

(6)
f (R)

f(R)

-í (Ř/R-1)' for

for

R S R

R ž R

Besides the particular form of f(R)S and R are the only adjustable parameters and

must be determined by fitting experimental data.
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Two sets of experimental data are available for D,-CO scattering; Energy

loss spectra for several scattering angles, shown in fig. 3, and the total (i.e.,

rotationally summed) differential cross section. These data are obtained by time-

of-flight techniques and because of the small rotational energy spacing of CO the

cross sections are not state resolved. Nevertheless, the main structures, i.e.,

the rotational rainbows, are clearly visible. Because CO is a heteronuclear mole-

cule the final state distributions exhibit two rotational rainbows which on the

basis of energy loss spectra are well resolved only for the larger scattering

oD2-CO
E - 07.2 m«V Figure 3: Experimental ( )

and theoretical ( ) energy

loss spectra for D--CO /8/.

E = 87.2 meV.

SO 40 30 20 10 0 -10
Energy Transfer / meV

angles. The total differential cross section exhibits narrow diffraction oscilla-

tions with an angular spacing of approximately

(7) A6
k R o

,1/2(2uE) ' is the wave number and R is a parameter describing the rangewhere k

of the potential, usually taken as the zero point of the orientationally averaged

potential.

Also shown in fig. 3 are the results of a theoretical calculation using the

potential energy surface discussed above with 6 = 6 and Ř = 4.46 8. Theory and ex-

periment are normalized to each other on the basis of the forward total cross sec-

tion. The agreement, especially with respect to the location of the rainbows, is

generally good with the exception of the intensity at the less inelastic rainbow.

This is not surprising because - roughly speaking - the location of the rainbow is

determined by the second order derivative of V with respect to y while the rainbow

intensity is proportional to the third order derivative. Fitting the experimental

cross sections by variation of the parameters 6 and Ř in egu. (6) we found it most

important to consider both the inelastic and the total cross sections simultaneous-

ly. Any attempt to first fit the total cross section by varying the elastic (V )

component of the potential (through variations of a and 1) would lead to a wrong

potential energy surface. Although the influence of f(R) on the anisotropy in ab-

solute terms is small it changes the relative coupling strength at around the clas-

sical turning point.

A similar study has been performed for He-NHj /9/. Results of experimental

and theoretical time-of-flight spectra will be presented at the conference.

»urfac«

Rotational anergy transfer in molecule-surface scattering has attracted many
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experimental and theoretical studies in recent years /10/. Because of the large

number of electrons and nuclear centers of the solid reliable ab initio calcula-

tions are extremely difficult if possible at all and thus most of our knowledge

about the interaction potential stems from the interplay between scattering experi-

ment and dynamical theory. The experiment which certainly attracted most interest

in recent years is that of Kleyn et al. /11/ who scattered fast NO molecules (EsieV)

off an Ag(111) surface and resolved the final state distributions by LIF. The in-

tensity at low energy transfer could be well fitted by a Boltzmann distribution at

first glance indicating a trapping-desorption mechanism. However, the rotational

temperature derived from the Boltzmann fit did not depend on the surface tempera-

ture but on the collision energy which makes this intuitive interpretation very

unlikely. The intensity at high energy transfer shows a dominant rainbow peak in-

dicative of direct scattering. In a pure model study /12/ neglecting the internal

degrees of freedom of the surface we show that the entire spectrum can be explained

by rotational rainbow scattering if we assume that the asymmetry of the NO-Ar(111)

potential surface is large, i.e., the interaction of the molecule with the surface

is different for the 0- and the N-end, respectively. The theoretical distributions

are shown as a Boltzmann representation in fig. 4. Within the calculation both the

linear part at low Erofc and the non-linear

part at larger energy transfer are due to

rotational rainbow maxima as it is easily

verified by analyzing the corresponding

excitation functions. Within the calcula-

tion the linear part is due to (a) a large

rainbow intensity at small energy transfer,

(b) the (2j+1)~ weighting factor, and

(c) appreciable averaging because of the

broad initial distribution. More detailed

conclusions about the potential (for ex-

ample the well depth) would require better

resolved data, which however are not avail-

able at present time.

NO-Ar

Many of the structures seen in dif-

ferential cross sections are obviously

washed out if cross sections integrated

over the scattering angle are considered.

Rotational state resolved integral cross

sections are determined for NO-rare gas

systems by Andresen et al. using laser de-

detctlon techniques /13/. Dynamical calcu-

lations following the theory of Alexander

for 2it-molecules /14/ are performed using

the electron-gas interaction potential of

Nielsen et al. /15/

t
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Figure 4: Theoretical final state

distributions for N0-Ag(111) surface

scattering. ES = energy sudden ap-

proximation, CC = close coupling

approximation.

(8) V(R,Y) - V
r e p <R,Y> - V a t t (R,Y)

where v r e p and v a t t are the short range repulsion and the long range attraction
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potentials. A second set of calculations is performed using a modified potential

energy surface with V r e p multiplied by 0.75 and V a t t multiplied by 2.5. These mo-

difications are recommended by Nielson et al. /15/ in order to obtain an isotropic

potential well in better agreement with experiment /16/.

Although the potential variation is quite drastic both theoretical cross

sections agree reasonably well with the experimental data. Finer details, like the

propensity of even Aj transitions, are sensitive to potential changes. However, we

found it difficult to establish direct relations between such cross section details

and the interaction potential. In addition, the computer time is too large to allow

extensive fitting of potential parameters. The calculated differential cross sec-

tions show pronounced rotational rainbow structures which would be better suited

for a refinement of the potential energy surface. However, experimental differen-

tial cross section are unfortunately not available at present time.

Conclusions

Rotational rainbows are the dominant features of rotationally inelastic dif-

ferential cross sections. They are induced by the anisotropy of the interaction po-

tential, especially within the repulsive branch. Thus, their experimental observa-

tion yields information about a potential region which cannot be easily obtained

by other methods. Rotational rainbows exist for all systems provided many rotatio-

nal states are energetically open and the coupling is strong enough to excite them.

They have been detected for a large variety of molecular encounters, in gase phase

collisions as well as in collisions of molecules with solid surface.
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INTRODUCTION

Charge transfer processes represent a very important class of elementary col-

lision processes in all gaseous systems containing ion*. Information on them is

of great practical importance in connection with gaseous discharges, plasmas,

physics and chemistry of upper atmosphere etc. Charge transfer collisions have

been investigated for a longer time and large amount of data has been assembled

on total cross sections and their dependence on collision energy fro* thermal up

to very high (keV) energies. This is especially true for atomic systems, for

which theoretical models have been successfully developed, too. The situation is

not so good for ion - molecule systems at low collision energies ( several eV or

lower ) , where there is a possibility of depositing energy into intern.l degrees

of freedom of molecular ion products.

In recent years experimental studies of low energy charge transfer processes

have brought more detailed information on the collisional dynamics of these pro-

cesses. This information is much needed and concerns namely

- collisional mechanism of the elementary process in question;

- energy partitioning in the process and population of product internal states;

- influence of specific excitation of state-selected reactant ions on the cross

section of the process.

Charge transfer is a prototype of a non—adiabatic process, i.e. a precess occur-

ring on more than one potential energy surface. In the eV collision energy region

which will be discussed in this contribution the typical collision tine ( 10" -

10 s ) is in most cases comparable with one or a few vibrational periods of

the diatomic particle and shorter than a rotational period of it. Therefore,

vibronic coupling of energy levels can be expected to be of importance.

In this communication we will concentrate our attention to studies of asyme-

trie charge transfer processes of the ion-nolecule type

A+ + BC » A + BC+ (1)

and

BC+ + A + BC + A* (2)

Also, recent results of studies at eV collision energies of single-charge trans-

fer in atomic systems of the type

A++ + B • A + + B + (3)

will be mentioned.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Several experimental method* have basn employed to study thasa procaasas. By

combining results of several of than a mora detailed description of a procass in

question was achieved in several casas. The methods ara singla-callision tschnl-

quas so that information on naacant product characteristics ( vslocity, intarnal

state ) can be obtained.

347
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Beam Scattering Methods.

Crossed beam experiments in which angle and velocity of a charge transfer product

is measured have provided important angle-resolved information on translational

energy distribution of the products from which populations of product internal

energy states may be inferred. Angular distributions ( relative differential cross

sections ) of products provide information on the microscopic mechanism of the

process. Earlier, low resolution studies /1-4/ have been recently augmented by

high resolution experiments in which detailes of vibrational structure in trans-

lational energy distributions can be well resolved /5/.

Spectroscopy of Product Internal States.

In measuring optical emission of reaction products two approaches have been used:

- chemiluminiscence of reaction products, if formed in radiative electronically

excited states; the emitting product was prepared by charge exchange in a beam

- scattering chamber arrangement /6/ or in an ICR cell / 7 / under single colli-

sion conditions;

- laser induced fluorescence of nascent product internal states ( mainly elec-

tronically ground state products); the method has provided detailed informa-

tion on populations of vibrational and rotational states; product ions were

prepared by the charge transfer process in an RF quadrupole trap / 8 / or in

effusive crossed beams /9,10/.

Experiments with State-Selected Reactants.

While the role of reactant translational energy has been widely studied in beam

and spectroscopic experiments, only recently it has become possible to investiga-

te separately the role of internal ( vibrational, electronic ) energy and transla-

tional energy on total cross sections of charge transfer processes by preparing

state-selected ions. One approach employs photoionization in combination with

coincidence techniques ( TESICO: threshold-electron-secondary-ion-coincidence

/11-13/j TPEPICO: threshold-photoelectron-photoion-coincidence /14/ ) , another

combines molecular beams, photoionization, and guided beam techniques /15/.

EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMS STUDIED

SYSTEM ( Ar + H 2 )
+

A typical low resolution scattering diagram of HÍ formed in the process /2/

Ar+( P, •» Arr3/2' rl/2' T "2

at the collision energy

3.44 eV is shown in Fig.l.

Moat of the H* product is

scattered within about 30°

of the direction of the in-

coming Hg raactant, with a

velocity cloaa to tha ori-

ginal velocity of tha h

raactant ( RCT circle).

For tha paak of tha dis-

tribution thara la vary

littla changa in tha r»-

lativa translational anar.

gy of raactant (T) and

product (T') lona,

(4)

Fig.l: Scattering diagram of
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translational exoergicity , A T = T"- T,is close to zero. This shows preferential

formation of H* in the vibrational state which is closest in resonance with the

1/2 as

Fig. 2: Distribution of product

relative translational energy

from process (4) / 2 / .

recombination energyof the reactant ion Ar + ( v=l for P3/2» v " 2

can be seen from Fig. 2, where relative translational energy distribution is plot-

ted vs. AT and corresponding positions of pro-

duct vibrational and rotational levels are gi-

ven. The probability of populating other vib-

rational levels is small and the figure sug-

gests that the rotational excitation of HÍ

formed is small. This picture of energy

transfer does not change for small-angle

scattering over a wide range of collision

energies ( 0.13 - 3.5 eV ) . A small amount of

H* is scattered over large angles ( a weak

ridge in Fig. 1 ) and this scattered portion

is characterized by population of a large set

of energetically accessible H* vibrational

states which has little resemblance with the

Franck-Condon factors of the Ho-HÍ transition.

These features lead to a conclusion that one

can distinguish two basic mechanisms in these

charge transfer collisions, characterized by

the scattering angle and energy exchange:

- a simple electron jump at larger internu-

clear separations in which little or no angu-

lar deflection occurs; if one evokes a classi-

cal deflection function, these collisions would be characterized mostly by impact

parameters beyond that one of the rainbow angle; from the point of view of diabe-

tic vibronic surfaces picture transitions to nearest product states are most pro-

bable;

- intimate collisions with charge transfer, presumably from small paraneter col-

lisions which explore the repulsive part of the interaction potential and lead to

large angular deflections and an appreciable momentum transfer ( interaction with

many vibronic levels of the product system).

Analysis of the angular distribution of product HÍ shows that the character of
13

the intimate encounters in impulsive, of the short-duration type ( about 10 a )

and that charge transfer competes in them effectively with the chemical reaction

( ArH+ + H formation ) . Direct character of intimate collisions is not necessari-

ly the only one for charge transfer processes: in some systems formation of an

intermediate long-lived complex was observed /I/.

The prevailingly resonant character of charge transfer process (4) received a

further support from studies of total cross sections with selected ion spin-orbi-

tal states /16/ which showed a 5-10-times larger cross section for Ar+(2P1.2)

than for A f * ( 2 P 3 , 2 ) Í the former is in closer resonance with H|(v-2) than the lat-

ter with H^(v-l).

Also, TESICO studies /17/ of the reverse procees

H*(v) Ar H,

that the total cross section for

(5)

showed that the total cross section for H2(v>2) is appreciably larger that for

the other states. Crossed beam studies /IB/ corroborated this conclusion. The

effect was well described by theoretical calculations /19/ using the Rapp-Francis
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rectilinear trajectory model /20/ and the assumption that each product state can

be treated independently as a two-state problem.

SYSTEM ( Ar + N 2 )
+

The charge transfer process

Ar+(2P3/2) + Ar N+

BjVt+l

i
-03 -02 -0.1 0 OJ 0203

3/2' + "2 •• «r + «2- (6)

was studied by several methods and appears to be one of the most thoroughly inves-

tigated systems. Earlier results of SIFT-DRIFT experiments /21/ suggested, in or-

der to explain a fast increase of the rate constant with collision energy, that

the product ion may be formed preferentially in the vibrationally excited state

N2(X,v=l) rather than in N2(X,v=0), though the reaction is exoergic with the

latter state and in fact endoergic by about O.O9 eV with the former state.

A crossed beam scattering study / 4 / showed

clearly that N2(X,v=l) is indeed preferential-

ly formed: Fig. 3 ( analogous with Fig.2, but

with reversed direction of the abscissa axis)

documents that for small angle scattering ( pre-

sumably large impact parameter collisions )

the probability of forming N2(v=0,v=2) is very

small in comparison for that one of forming

the N2(v=l) state.

An excellent spectroscopic study using laser

induced fluorescence /10/ on process (6) show-

ed that at the collision energy 0.24 eV vibra-

tional states of the product N^(X) were formed

in the ratio (v=l)/)v=0) = 0.8 / 0.13. The stu-

Fig.3: Distribution of produiÍ dy enabled also determination of the rotational

relative translational energy temperature of the product ion as 700 + 50 K.

from process (6) at T»1.73 ev/4/.This corresponds to a modest transfer of angu-

lar momentum in the reaction ( b.3 <* 6-7 ).

The results of the beam study were qualitatively rationalized in terms of crossing

seams on diabetic vibronic potential energy surfaces /A/-, the incoming channel

Ar+ + N2(v«0) makes an avoided crossing with the Ng(v»l) + Ar surface at large

internuclear separations, but does not cross with the N2(v»0) + Ar surface.

Coincidence studies with vibrationally state selected reactant ions ware car-

ried out for the reverse process

N2(v) + Ar * Ar+ + N2 (7)

with N|(X,v-0-4) /13,14/ and N+(A,v-0-6) /14/. The total cross section was negli-

gibly small for N+(x,v-0) and rose to large values only for v-l,2,3,4. Interest-

ingly, it was about half of this value for N | ( A , V > 0 ) , though the energy of this

state and N£(x,v-4) is practically the same. Tha results for N*(X,v) do not chan-

ge appreciably over a wide range of collision energies ( 0.3 - 20 eV). Theoreti-

cal analysis was based on tha Bauer-Fisher-GUnore nodal /22/, which considsrs

transitions between vibronic potential energy curves,and described well the be-
haviour of the relative total cross ssctions /14/, on the other hand, application
of the Rapp-Francis nodal, successful in describing total cross sections for
reaction (5), did not provide a satisfactory description for process (7),nastaly
at lew collision energies /13/.
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SYSTEM ( H + 0 2 )

Recent study /5/ of the charge transfer process

H + + 0 2 * H + 0* (8)

(collision energy 23.7 eV ) is an example of new high resolution scattering ex-
periments. It was carried out in a high resolution inelastic scattering appara-
tus and employed a novel way of neutral H-atom detection. Population of vibrati-

nal states of the product Og was clearly resolved in
the time-of-flight spectra of H-atoras» Unlike in the
systems described earlier, a series of states of the
ion product was always populated which showed a fast
variation with the scattering angle ( Fig. 4 ). The
population of states resembled the Franck-Condon dis-
tribution between scattering angles 3° and 8°. Close
to 0° there was a definite tendency of enhancement of
higher-lying states ( in conparison with the Franck-
-Condon distribution) though not quite those lying
close to resonance charge transfer (v=6,7). Also, at
scattering angles larger than 8° higher-lying states
were slightly enhanced. This is the first direct ex-
ample of angle-resolved internal level populations at
low energies which resemble Franck-Condon factors.
The results were discussed on the basis of known po-
tential energy surfaces using the Bauer-Fisher-Gilmore
model and qualitatively rationalized. The system seems
especially suitable for more exact theoretical calcu-
lations.

SINGLE-CHARGE TRANSFER IN A + ++ B COLLISIONS

Charge transfer processes of the general type (3)
have been frequently investigated at high ( keV ) col-
lision energies. At eV energies, where one may expect
a different type of coupling between potential energy
curves, data are scarce, especially as far as angle-
-resolved information is concerned.

T..53eV

200

100

- 2 - 1 0 1

Flight time delay Ipsl

Fig,4: TOF spectra of
H-atoms from process (8)
at various scattering

angles / 5 / .

180*

>p b 's

Pig.5: Sot ta ring diagram of Ar + fron procaaa (9)
at T - 0.S3 aV and itata-raaolvad ralativa diffa-
rantlal cro«s aactiona of Ar+ a t T-0.53 aV and 1.62 aV/23/
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A low energy beam scattering study /23/ of the charge transfer process

Ar + + (3P,1D) + He^S) * Ar + (2P) + He + (2S) (9)

showed a marked difference in angular scattering of the Ar + product for the two
states of the reactant ion ( Fig. 6 ). The system is rather simple: exoergicity
appears as the relative translational energy of atomic ion products and this en-
abled an angle-resolved translational spectroscopy investigation of state-selected
channels. Potential energy curves of the system show that crossings occur at lar-
ger internuclear separations,where the interaction potential is governed by ion-
-induced dipóle attraction in the incoming channel and Coulomb repulsion in the
outgoing channel. Trajectory calculation were carried out and showed a conside-
rable difference of contributions to the angular scattering depending on whether
the transition occurred between approaching or receding reactants. Both ways are
equally probable, but the form of the transition probability term modifies their
contributions to various angular ranges. Theoretical calculations of the diffe-
rential cross section, carried out for the crPssing at the larger internuclear
separation ( the Ar++( P) channel ), agree well with the experimental results/24/.
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MOLECULAR BEAM STUDIES AND QUANTUM CHEMISTRY
OF ELEMENTARY PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESSES:
ELECTRONIC TO VIBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER

I.V. Hertel

Freie Universität Berlin, Institut fur Molekulphysik, Arnimallee 14,

D-1ODD Berlin 33

Electronic to vibrational energy transfer (E-V) between atoms and molecules

is one of the most elementary non-adiabatic processes in molecular dynamics. In re-

cent years the prototype systems Na(3 P] + H2,N2,CO,NO,CO2 and many others have

been studied extensively in crossed beam experiments. The energy and angular distri-

butions as well as the polarization dependence of the E-V processes allow to under-

stand the basic mechanism in great detail. Ab initio potential energy surface /PES/

calculations with ab initio measurements have provided now necessary frame work

for a thorough understanding of the dynamics involved in these processes. Based

on these PES dynamical calculations both semi classical and quantal allow direct

comparison of theory and experiment for these fundamental photochemical processes.
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THE MECHANISM OF THE OPTOGALVANIC EFFECT

E. Av-imatido

Instituto\di Fisica Sperimentale dell"Universi ta", Napoli, Italy

and la b D ra ro i re de Spectroscopie Hertzienne, Universita de Lills I, Fr/nce

1. Introduction
The optogalvanVc effect (OG) in ionized atomic and molecular gases is based

on the change in \he electrical impedance of low praffer gas discharges when
irradiated with monocryromatic light corresponding to transitions of the atomic and
molecular species present in the discharge. In this'phenomenon, which may be
defined as the bulk photoelectric effect of feebly ioiiized gases, the ionization
degree of the atomic ahd molecular species changes as a consequence of the
resonant licjht absorptionv and the perturbation in tfte population distribution of
the exciteu levels. The phenomenon was observed finétly a long time ago when in a
neon lamp, submitted to tnte resonant light emitlfed by another lamp, a change in
the discharge current was detected /I/. However Extensive investigation of the OG
effect started as soon as the tťyiable lasers begome available. Making use of these
lasers sources the electrical impedance change
species contained in the discharge*.were illuminated on weakly allowed transitions.
Moreover spectacular results, as the\swith-of.£ of a discharge under illumination of
a strongly absorbing species, could \be also detected. New possibilities have been
opened by this effect for the high resolution atomic and molecular spectroscopy,
the analytical chemistry, the plasmc\/diagnost ics, the laser calibration and
frequency locking, and so on, as d^efcussed in a recent Colloquium specifically
devoted to investigate this phenomenonyandVits applications /2/.

\

Ps

O
Os

\
\ Fig. I Typical apparatus řor
\the OG detection: L laser, Ch
dropper, T discharge tube, Ps
pover supply, R ballast
resistor, C condenser. Os
oscilloscope

\

A simple appjfratus for observing the OG effect is schematically represented
in Fig 1. Lighyfrom a c.w. laser propagates into a glass tabe where a discharge
is maintained fcnrough a ballast resistor and a d.c. power supply (either a
constant voltage supply or a constant current one). The\ laser light is
mechanically Chopped and by means of a capacitor C any modulation introduced into
the discharge by the light absorption may be detected directly on\the Y axis of a
scope. The/phase-sensitive detection of the current modulation provides a larger
sensitivity in the observation of the OG effect. If pulsed laser sources are used
in the Excitation, a boxcar detector gives the time evolution of tliie OG signal
and /additional information on the phenomenon is obtained. Irradiation in
different parts of normal glow and hollow cathode discharges has b'eert. studied.
Furthermore the OG effect has been applied to flames and furnaces to investigate
the/combustion and the high temperature systems. The detection sensit\ity is
United by the noise in the background ionization. It has been found thaV very
/let background ionization is obtained if the discharge is properly cleans^ up

(Through repetitive high-vacuum pumping and discharge running.
A technique closely related to the OG effect is the thermoionic diode, whé

* November 1983 - April 19B4
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\
Storage of Heavy Ions

rS these laser-cooling methods are performed on ions in a storage ring, the

timate resolution can be obtained. Among the main assets is the long interaction

time, up to several seconds for singly and doubly charged ions. This will m/ke it

easy to laser-cool a particular ion before postaccelerating it to a suitable ener-

gy. The storage of the ions also allows interaction with the same ion numy times

(typically 10*^10'), permitting transit-time-limited optical resolutions by means

of quantum interferences as well as production of state-prepared and selected

ions for use in collision studies. These arguments are of a general nature and

are valid for both a^oms and molecules.

Ä small storage\ring is currently under construction at trfie Institute of

Physics, University of\arhus, to pursue these goals.
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ASYMMETRIC SCATTERING IN THERMAL COLLISIONS
OF ALKALI (2PV2)-ATOMS WITH RARE GAS ATOMS:
Na(32Py2) AND K(42Py2) WITH Ne, Ar AND Kr

B. Duren and E. Haseelbrink

PIPI fijr StromunESforschung, D3400 Qottingen, F.R.G.

(2P3/2)-rare

Figure 1; Experimental total differential

cross sections for the Alkali

gas interaction. Collision energies in

10 a.u. are from top to bottom: 2.96,

4.87, 6.87 and 8.40. o* 5 m. - ±3/2.

The total differential cros*

section (i.e. without final state ana-

lysis) has been measured in a scat-

tering experiment with a laser exci-

ted alkali beam crossing a rare gas

beam /1/ and /2/. The detection of al-

kali atoms is performed with a surface

ionization detector moving around the

scattering center in an out-of-plane

arrangement. Directing the exciting

laser beam perpendicularly into the

scattering plane and using circularly

left- and right-handed polarized light,

as initial state of the collision

j,m. - 3/2,+3/2 and 3/2,-3/2 are al-

ternatively prepared, where the quan-

tization axis to which the m. refer is

perpendicular to the scattering plane.

Under these circumstances a left/right

asymmetry in the scattered intensity

is observed (Figure 1). Besides the

existence of an asymmetry in all cases,

substantial quantitative differences

are observed for different collision

systems. K-Ne, K-Ar, Na-Ar and Na-Kr

are presented as illustrative examples

of limiting cases. In general the asym-

metry goes together with oscillations

in the cross sections which are shif-

ted with respect to each other for the

two cases in a characteristic way.

For the interpretation of these results close coupling calculations have

been performed. The basic structure of the coupled equations /3/-/6/ is discussed

and for quantitative comparisons results are presented. From these the following

summary may be deduced.

(1) The existence of the asymmetry follows from the initial state preparation

which induces a parity split for the two situations. In on* case the scattered

particles "see" an Interatomic potential belonging to on* partly class in the

other case to the other one. Since the potential matrices y + and g~ (y denotes

the total potential matrix) are different from each other, the scattering patterns

are different.
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(2) The type of the asymmetry may be classified by the fact that the difference

between the two potential matrices JJ+ and V~ depends only on different vector coup-

ling schemes for the two cases.

(3) The oscillations observed in the total cross section are the result of non can-

celling oscillations of the Sttlckelberg type for the possible channels of elastic

scattering and of transitions j,nu-j',mi with j,m.«3/2,+3/2 • jf,m\ «1/2,-1/2

(i.e. fine structure transitions) and with j,nij - 3/2,3/2 - j ' ,ml - 3/2,-1/2 (i.e.

m.-transitions) for one parity set and with opposite signs of m. for the other pa-

rity set.

(4) The quantitative differences are demonstrated to depend on the relative size

of the orbit axis interaction compared with the fine structure splitting. For this

comparison model calculations with identical orbit axis interaction and different

fine structure splittings are presented. These calculations reproduce all the cha-

racteristic features observed for the different systems mentioned above.

(5) The basic mechanism for the typical shifts of the oscillations in the scat-

tering patterns is shown to be due only to the different centrifugal terms in the

interaction potentials V* and V~. Consequently the outgoing scattering waves for

the two cases have (at least in limiting cases) discrete phase differences (mul-

tiples of */4), with respect each other.
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COLLINEAR LASER SFECTROSCOPY:
A NEW TOOL IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS

G. Huber

Institut fur Physik, Unive.rsität Mainz, 0-6500 Mainz, Postfauh 39 BO, F.R.G.

Hyperfine structure (hfs) and isotope shift (i.s.) in atomic transitions

are a well-known measure of static nuclear moments like spin (I) magnetic dipóle

moment (u-), electric quadrupole moment (Q3) and the differential charge radius

6<r2> between isotopes. The combinations of a powerfull and selective production

method, on-line mass separation of nuclear reaction products, with universal

and sensitive variants of optical spectroscopy, have become a new tool in nuclear

physics /1/. Systematic studies of long chains of isotopes have been performed

for various elements. This is the obligatory strategy to understand nuclear

structure:

The dominant structures in nuclei, shell effects and deformation {from

spherical shape) can be seen as rather small correction to a smooth bulk behaviour

of nuclear mass, level energies, nuclear radii also the moments uT
 aná Q •

Spins and magnetic moments are mainly single particle quantities with compli-

cated many particle influences.

The main pieces of information from optical spectroscopy are differential

nuclear radii and quadrupole moments from i.s. and hfs in atomic spectra. For

these observables, like in nuclear mass, level energies, nuclear structure is

hidden in minor relative changes. Ä systematic study of long chains of isotopes

gives the only access to a quantitative interpretation of nuclear structure.

The combination of modern on-line mass separation with laser spectroscopy has

opened such a study of static nuclear moments I, fj_, Q , 6<rz> /2/.

The strength of collinear spectroscopy in nuclear physics is its direct

use of mass separated ion beams. For collinear spectroscopy they are produced

on-line at a mass-separator from the target emanation in a thermal, or more re-

cently, a plasma ion source /3/. Using refractory target structures like Mo,

Ta, UC, all volatile elements at high temperature can be separated /k/. The

nuclear reactions in on-line set ups are spallation with medium energy protons

(> 200 MeV) and heavy ion fusion for neutron deficient isotopes. Neutron rich

isotopes have up to now been produced by neutron or proton induced fusion of

Uranium. These reactions allow to produce isotopes far from the stability of

radioactive 6-decay and are therefore best suited for a systematic investigation

of nuclei. However, in many cases the reaction is not specific and produces

- apart from H.I. fusion - bulk amounts of radioactive isotopes. Any use of

these isotopes needs a strong selection which is routinely done with mass sepa-

ration. The separation time is determined by the target release of the radioactive

products and varies from some 10 ms to many sec. M / .

In most cases the spectrum of the neutral atom is best suited for a sensitive

laser spectroscopy, since the laser wavelength of cw lasers is almost restricted

to visible light. The incoming ion beam is neutralized in an alcali vapour

cell using quasi-resonant charge exchange without disturbing the beam quality.

The acceleration to 10-50 keV implies a strong cooling of the longitudinal

velocity spread to a Doppler width below the natural line width.

In collinear laser excitation almost Doppler free fluorescence spectroscopy

on the strongest resonance lines is then performed on the radioactive isotopes.

As an example the experimental set up at the GSI heavy ion accelerator
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Fig. 1: Collinear laserspectroscopy set up at GSI: Radioactive isotopes from

heavy ion fusion (botton left) are mass separated, merged with a cw

laser beam after charge exchange fluorescence is observed outside the

field of the solenoid.

Fir;. 2: Tentative plot of <r!>

between neutron number 50

and 82. The optical data,

partly from on-time col.

linear spectroscopy, are

combined with absolute

values from muonic spectra

or electron scattering /10/.
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ÚNILAC is shown in fig. 1. Indium or tin isotopes are produced in a fusion reac-

tion of an oxygen beam at 80-100 MeV in enriched molybdenum targets located in

the plasma ion source 131 of a mass separator. The separated In+ or Sn* beam

is merged with the light beam of a single mode dye laser. The ion beam is almost

neutralized by charge exchange when passing a sodium vapour cell. Fluorescence

is observed via an elliptical mirror on a photoncounting multiplier. The spectra

of pairs of isotopes (a stable as reference and a radioactive one) are taken

sequentially by Doppler tuning the resonance witii a scanning voltage at the

sodium vapour cell.

From šuch Spectra results on I, u_, Q and 6<r2> are obtained; similarly,

for fission produced Rb, Cs, at Mainz 16/, and Eu, at Gatchina, USSR 111, and

from proton induced reactions at CERN Ba and rare earth elements Dy, Er, Yb,

Eu 181 and Ba 191.

The results from optical i.s. combined with absolute values for the stable

elements are shown for a selected region at neutron number including magic

numbers 50 and 82. The main feature is the disappearance of deformation at

closed shells. Jumps in deformation, shown as sudden increase at <r*> are rather

localized. At proton magic numbers Z = 50 (Sn) limits of a two parameter model

of <r*> become visible as nonlinearities.

Forthcoming interests concern further elements and isomeric states. Develop-

ments of higher sensitivity methods are in progress.
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